181039  22/04/2009
PG INFRASTRUCTURE AND SERVICE PVT LTD
PROJECT OFFICE BY PASS ROAD, VILLAGE RASQLKHEDI TEHSIL HUZUR DIST. BHOJPAL-462 010 (M.P.)
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY REGISTERED IN INDIA
Used Since :28/04/2003
MUMBAI
EDUCATION, PROVIDING OF TRAINING, ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD INFRASTRUCTURE.
PERCEPT DMARK-A DIV OF PERCEPT LTD
22, RAGHUVANSHI ESTATE, 11/12 S. B. MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI 400 013
SERVICE PROVIDER
REGISTERED UNDER COMPANY ACT, 1956

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

ENTRAINMENT, LIVE EVENTS, CULTURAL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES, ARRANGING SPORT, ARRANGING CRICKET EVENTS, PUBLICATIONS, TELEVISION/RADIO ENTRAINMENT, PRODUCTION OF T.V & RADIO PROGRAMMES, PRODUCTION OF SHOWS, GAMING, STUDIO, STAGE EVENTS, ARRANGING AWARDS CEREMONY, TRAINING ACADEMY, ARRANGING TALENT SHOWS, ARRANGING MARATHON, SPORTS EVENTS, PROVIDING SPORTS FACILITIES, MONITORING SERVICES, PROVISION OF ENTRAINMENT THROUGH PUBLICATIONS, TELEVISION, CINE FILMS, ARRanging COMPETITIONS, FUN DAYS, ORGANIZATION OF INTERACTIVE, AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION EVENTS, CELEBRITY ENDORSEMENTS SERVICES AND ALL TYPES OF EVENTS IN CLASS
1895123 14/12/2009

HUNGAMA DIGITAL MEDIA ENTERTAINMENT PRIVATE LIMITED.
F-1, 1ST FLOOR, LAXMI WOOLLEN MILLS ESTATE, SHAKTI MILLS LANE, OFF DR. E. MOSES ROAD, MAHALAXMI, MUMBAI-400011

Service Provider
A COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
HETAL SHAH & ASSOCIATES.
5, NAVSWROOP SOCIETY, NEAR PARLE COLLEGE, VILE PARLE (E), MUMBAI-400 057.

Used Since: 01/01/1999

MUMBAI

SERVICES RELATED TO ENTERTAINMENT AND EXHIBITION OF CINEMATOGRAPH FILMS AND PLAYS (INCLUDING MUSICAL PLAYS) FOR CULTURAL ENTERTAINMENT AND EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES PROVIDED IN MULTIPLEXES, THEATERS, STAGE SHOWS AND CINEMA HALLS; ALL MOTION PICTURES, TELEVISION, VIDEO ADVERTISEMENT AND DOCUMENTARY FILMS AND SERIALS; PRODUCTION OF CINEMATOGRAPH FILMS; EDITING, RECORDING, DUBBING, RE-RECORDING, Duplicating AND TRANSFERRING AND TRANSFERRING OF IMAGES, VIDEOS AND DATA RELATING TO CINEMATOGRAPH FILMS; PROVIDING OF IMAGES, VIDEOS AND DATA RELATING TO CINEMATOGRAPH FILMS; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES;
SHEIKH FARID CHARITABLE EDUCATIONAL SOCIETY

2075587   27/12/2010
SHEIKH FARID CHARITABLE EDUCATIONAL SOCIETY
B - X - 1283, FARIDKOT ROAD, KOTKAPURA, DISTT. FARIDKOT, PUNJAB
SERVICES
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE SOCIETIES REGISTRATION ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :18/02/2007
DELHI
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES; RUNNING OF SCHOOLS, COLLEGES AND OTHER EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS; PROVISION OF VOCATIONAL TRAINING AND ORGANIZATION OF STUDY COURSES
SMT. CHAMELI DEVI MEMORIAL SOCIETY
A - 7, AJEET NAGAR, KHERIA MOD, AGRA, U.P
SERVICES

Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)

Used Since : 01/01/2010

DELHI

EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES, INSTRUCTIONAL, TEACHING MATERIAL ETC., CONCERNING TO ESTABLISH, RUN, PROMOTE, ACQUIRE, MAINTAIN UNIVERSITY, SCHOOLS INSTITUTES COLLEGES, VOCATIONAL STUDY CENTERS AND PROMOTION OF VARIOUS FOREIGN AND INDIAN LANGUAGES IN INDIA AND ABROAD, TRAINING COURSES AND PROGRAMS, CONDUCT EXAMINATION AND AWARD DEGREE, DIPLOMA AND OTHER CERTIFICATES, ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-41.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
POLLYWOOD MUSIC

2076327  28/12/2010
SUPREME POLYTUBE LTD.
506, AGGARWAL CYBER PLAZA - I, NETAJI SUBASH PLACE, DELHI - 34
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS.
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/04/2007
DELHI
PRODUCTION OF TELE FILMS, T.V. SERIALS AND VARIETY PROGRAMMES; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES INCLUDING ORGANIZING AND PRESENTING MUSICAL PROGRAMUES, FESTIVALS AND CULTURAL EVENTS; ARTISTIC PERFORMANCES, LIVE PERFORMANCES AND COMPETITIONS; ART EXHIBITIONS, FASHIONS SHOWS AND PROMOTION OF PUNJABI SINGERS
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD MUSIC.
LAUREATE ONLINE EDUCATION

2081160  06/01/2011
LAUREATE EDUCATION, INC.
650 S. EXETER STREET BALTIMORE MARYLAND 21202, U.S.A
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ALG INDIA LAW OFFICES.
30 SIRI FORT ROAD, NEW DELHI-110049.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES ;ON-LINE EDUCATIONAL SERVICE
2084280  12/01/2011
M/S. JAIPRAKASH ASSOCIATES LTD
SECTOR-128 NOIDA U.P.
SERVICES PROVIDER
AN INDIAN LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAKESH CHAUDHARY & ASSOCIATES
20, BANK ENCLAVE, RAJOURI GARDEN, NEW DELHI-110027
Used Since :01/01/2011

DELHI
PROVIDING OF ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING & CULTURAL ACTIVITIES ALL IN CLASS 41.
2084296   12/01/2011
M/S. JAIPRAKASH ASSOCIATES LTD
SECTOR-128 NOIDA U.P.
SERVICES PROVIDER
AN INDIAN LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAKESH CHAUDHARY & ASSOCIATES
20, BANK ENCLAVE, RAJOURI GARDEN, NEW DELHI-110027
Used Since :01/01/2011
DELHI
PROVIDING OF ENTERTAINMENT SPORTING & CULTURAL ACTIVITIES ALL IN CLASS 41
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORDS OF DESCRIPTIVE NATURE.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
MERLIN

2084802  13/01/2011
MERLIN ENTERTAINMENTS GROUP OPERATIONS LTD.
3 MARKET CLOSE POOLE DORSET BH15 1NQ UK
A COMPANY REGISTERED IN ENGLAND

Address for service in India/Agents address:
GROSER & GROSER.
D-1/5, DLF QUTAB ENCLAVE, PHASE - 1, GURGAON - 122 002, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES; PROVISION OF LEISURE, ENTERTAINMENT AND RECREATION FACILITIES; OBSERVATION WHEELS; OBSERVATION DECKS AND PLATFORMS; AMUSEMENT PARK SERVICES; THEME PARK SERVICES; AMUSEMENTS AND AMUSEMENT ARCADE SERVICES; VISITOR ATTRACTIONS; ICE-SKATING RINKS; PRODUCTION AND PRESENTATION OF SHOWS, LIVE PERFORMANCES AND DISPLAYS; ORGANISATION OF COMPETITIONS, GAMES, QUIZZES, FUN DAYS AND AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION EVENTS; PARTY PLANNING SERVICES; EDUCATION SERVICES RELATING TO ENTERTAINMENT; ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF EXHIBITIONS, SEMINARS, WORKSHOPS AND LECTURES FOR CULTURAL, EDUCATIONAL OR ENTERTAINMENT PURPOSES; PROVISION OF MUSEUM FACILITIES [PRESENTATION, EXHIBITIONS]; PREPARATION AND EXHIBITING OF WAXWORK DISPLAYS; CINEMA PRESENTATIONS; PLANETARIUM DISPLAYS; LASER LIGHT EXHIBITIONS AND DISPLAYS; MARINE LIFE CENTRES; ZOOLOGICAL GARDENS; PARKS AND GARDENS FOR RECREATIONAL PURPOSES; ENTERTAINER SERVICES; CIRCUS ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES; BOOKING OF ENTERTAINMENT; PUBLICATION OF BOOKS AND TEXTS; INFORMATION, ADVISORY AND CONSULTANCY SERVICES RELATING TO ALL OF THE AFORESAID SERVICES.
9XL

2086729  19/01/2011

9X MEDIA PVT.LTD.
206 FIRST FLOOR OKHLA FLOOR OKHLA IND ESATE PHASE-III NEW DELHI-20

SERVICE
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
D-5, SECOND FLOOR, SECTOR-10, NOIDA-201301 (U.P.)

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
EDUCATIONAL AND ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES; PRODUCTION OF PROGRAMS FOR TELEVISION, CABLE TELEVISION, RADIO, ON-LINE BROADCASTING AND INTERACTIVE SERVICES; PRODUCTION, PRESENTATION, DISTRIBUTION, SYNDICATION AND RENTAL OF AUDIO, VIDEO, STILL AND MOVING IMAGES AND DATA WHETHER IN COMPRESSED OR UNCOMPRESSED FORM; PUBLISHING, ORGANIZATION, PRODUCTION AND PRESENTATION OF SHOWS, CONTESTS, CONCERTS AND EVENTS; INFORMATION AND ADVISORY SERVICES FOR AFORESAID SERVICES, BEING SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS
2087231 20/01/2011
GRAMIN SHIKSHA PRIVATE LIMITED
SCF NO-9 & 10 NEAR EYE HOSPITAL FATEHABAD HARYANA-125050
SERVICES
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GYAN PRAKASH BANSAL
204 KRISHNA TOWER-2 PLOT NO-1 POCKET-7 SECTOR-12 DWARKA NEW DELHI-110075
Used Since :29/09/2010
DELHI
EDUCATION INSTITUTE, PROVIDING EDUCATION.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE GRAMIN and SHIKSHA..
Collective mark u/s 63(1)

2087651  21/01/2011
INTERNATIONAL ACCREDITATION FORUM INC (IAF)
600N, PLANKINTON AVENUE, SUITE 300, MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN, 53203, USA
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALFA UNIVERSAL
101 TOWER B NOOR BLDG C -135/1 ST NO 8 SHAHEEN BAGH OKHILA NEW DELHI 110025 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Providing education and training and all being services included in class 41.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
CENTRE FOR TOURISM & TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS

2088543    24/01/2011

G.V.R. SASTRY
70 ANUPAM APARTMENTS DDA FLATS M.B.ROAD SAKET NEW DELHI-30
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CORPORATE LEXPORT
R-1,401-402 SECOND FLOOR HAUZ KHAS ENCLAVE NEW DELHI-110016
Used Since :01/08/2010

DELHI
EDUCATIONAL, TRAINING AND OTHER ACTIVITIES RELATING TO TRAVEL & TOURISM INCLUDING DISCUSSIONS, SEMINARS, EVENTS, EXHIBITIONS, EDUCATIONAL PROJECTS RELATED TO TOURISM AND HOSPITALITY
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE.words separately.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2621858.
212667 06/04/2011
INK BUSINESS MEDIA PVT. LTD.
2ND FLOOR, C-WING, TEX CENTRE PREMISES, HDFC COMPOUND, CHANDIVALI, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI- 400072
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHJJA & ASSOCIATES.
12/160, DAULAT NAGAR, THANE (E)-400 603.
Used Since :20/08/2010
MUMBAI
SPECIAL EVENT PLANNING CONSULTATION, ORGANISING OF ENTERTAINMENT & SOCIAL EVENTS, ORGANISING OF
EVENTS, EXHIBITIONS AND SHOW FOR ENTERTAINMENT PURPOSES
2249506  14/12/2011
GEETA VIKASH KUMAR SINGH
trading as :QUIK (QUEST INSTITUTE OF KNOWLEDGE)
303, THAKUR NIWAS, NR. TIP TOP, OPP.THANE RAILWAY STATION, THANE (W)-400 602, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :01/04/2010
MUMBAI
COMPUTER EDUCATION TRAINING SERVICES AND IT TRAINING SERVICES
2273538  30/01/2012
MANIPAL GLOBAL EDUCATION SERVICES SERVICE PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;MANIPAL GLOBAL EDUCATION SERVICES SERVICE PRIVATE LIMITED
CENTURY TOWERS, NO 14, AIRPOT ROAD, KODIHALLI, BANGALURU 560017, KARNATAKA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DUA ASSOCIATES
PALANI CENTRE 32, VENKATANARAYANA ROAD, T.NAGAR, CHENNAI- 600 017.
Used Since :01/12/2011
CHENNAI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
2285929    20/02/2012
DURGESH.V
trading as ; NOCTURNAL SYNTH NATION
NO. 2, MARIA MANOR, THAMBUCHETTY ROAD, COX TOWN BANGALORE-560005, KARNATAKA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.
Used Since :01/01/2012
CHENNAI
LIVE MUSIC PERFORMANCES, PRODUCTIONS, ENTERTAINMENT AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
Subject to the mark is allowed as such and no exclusive right to the descriptive words "Nocturnal Synth Nation" except substantially as shown on the form of representation.
2288193    23/02/2012
S. KARTHICK
trading as : _
7, M.G CHAKRAPANI STREET, FLAT NO.1-C, ADHARSHANA, SATHYA GARDENS, SALIGRAMAM, CHENNAI-600093, T.N.,
SERVICE
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Used Since : 15/09/1999

CHENNAI
ARRANGING OF MUSIC PERFORMANCES; ARANGING OF MUSIC SHOWS, DIRECTING OF MUSIC SHOW MUSIC
CONCERT SERVICES, MUSIC COMPOSITION SERVICES, MUSIC EDUCATION SERVICES, ORGANIZATION OF MUSICAL
EVENTS, PRODUCTION OF MUSIC, PRODUCTION OF MUSIC SHOW, MUSIC ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES.
Subject to the mark is allowed as such and no exclusive right to the descriptive words except substantially as shown on
the form of representation..
2297495    12/03/2012
MRS. ASHA BHARGAVA
SIDHARTH BHARGAVA
GAURAV BHARGAVA
trading as ;KANGDAE TAEKWONDO AND FITNESS CENTER
H-150, RIICO INDUSTRIAL AREA, MANSAROVAR, JAIPUR - RAJASTHAN
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM REGISTERED UNDER INDIAN PARTNERSHIP ACT, 1932.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHARMA & COMPANY
S-10, ARHANT TOWER, 2ND FLOOR, CHANDPOLE BAZAR, JAIPUR - RAJASTHAN
Used Since :01/01/2010

AHMEDABAD
FITNESS CENTER
THINK ANDLEARN PVT.LTD.
trading as ;THINK ANDLEARN PVT.LTD.
NO.101, MONEY CENTER, 7TH BLOCK, KORAMANGALA, BANGALORE-560095, KARNATAKA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
B. KARTHIK ADVOCATE
22, 3rd CROSS STREET, SRINIVASAPURAM, KORATTUR, CHENNAI - 600076
Used Since :25/08/2011

CHENNAI
TRAINING FOR COMPETITIVE EXAMS CAT, AIEEE, IIT, GRE, GMAT, CET AND ALL EDUCATIONAL SERVICES AND TRAINING.

The mark as a label should be used in whole as a composite mark depicting the distinctive lettering style, artwork and colour combination. There is no exclusive right over the descriptive words in the mark.
ASESA GLOBAL CONSULTING PVT. LTD.
10-4-1/A/12/1 First floor OPP: Universal Bakers, NMDC Masabtank, Hyderabad-500028
Service Providers

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C/6, Sunderrachana Society, Bh. Shiv Pushpa Park Soc., Anandnagar, Sinhagad Road, Pune- 411051
Used Since :20/03/2012

CHENNAI
Educational services, education and training, Education information, Academies education, Educational examination, Organization of exhibitions for educational purposes, arranging and conducting of workshops, publication of books, training, all being included in class 41.

The mark as a label should be used in whole as a composite mark depicting the distinctive lettering style and artwork combination. There is no exclusive right over the descriptive words in the mark.
MALGUDI MONTESSORI
2304419 23/03/2012
MANASI EDUCATIONAL AND CHARITABLE TRUST
trading as ;MANASI EDUCATIONAL AND CHARITABLE TRUST
NO.407, 9TH CROSS, BCC LAYOUT, 1ST STAGE, CHANDRA LAYOUT, BANGALORE-560040, KARNATAKA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A TRUST
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PROVIDING EDUCATION AND TRAINING.
2304420    23/03/2012
MANASI EDUCATIONAL AND CHARITABLE TRUST
trading as ;MANASI EDUCATIONAL AND CHARITABLE TRUST
NO.407, 9TH CROSS, BCC LAYOUT, 1ST STAGE, CHANDRA LAYOUT, BANGALORE-560040, KARNATAKA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A TRUST
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPTURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PROVIDING EDUCATION AND TRAINING.
ASTRAGEN

2305611    26/03/2012
T. INDIRA

trading as ;ASTRAGEN
D.NO.GF-6, SARASWATHI B BLOCK, MEGA ESTATE, PAPPULLA MILL ROAD, ASHOKNAGAR, VIJAYAWADA-520 007 (A.P)

SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).

Used Since :01/01/2012

CHENNAI

TRAINING THE TEACHERS AND PROVIDING THE SUPPORT
2331013  14/05/2012
THE CONVERSATION MEDIA GROUP LIMITED
LEVEL 2, 11-13 LINCOLN SQUARE SOUTH, MELBOURNE VICTORIA 3010, AUSTRALIA.
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LEGASIS PARTNERS
38 A/B, JOLLY MAKER II, 3RD FLOOR, 225 NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI-400 021.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
EDUCATION, TRAINING, ENTERTAINMENT AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES AND SERVICES; ORGANISATION AND
CONDUCT OF SEMINARS, CONFERENCES, CONVENTIONS, COLLOQUIUMS, EXHIBITIONS AND EVENTS (INCLUDING
ONLINE OR VIRTUAL EVENTS) FOR CULTURAL OR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES; EDITING, PUBLISHING AND
MULTIMEDIA PUBLISHING INCLUDING OF NEWS, BOOKS, JOURNALS, PERIODICALS, MAGAZINES, RESEARCH
PAPERS, BLOGS AND OTHER DOCUMENTS (PRINTED OR ELECTRONIC); ORGANISING CLUBS, ASSOCIATIONS AND
NETWORKS OF INDIVIDUALS AND ORGANISATIONS IN INDUSTRY, GOVERNMENT AND ACADEMIA; PROVISION OF
INFORMATION AND ADVISORY SERVICES RELATING TO THE FOREGOING.
2333946  18/05/2012
MADDANN GOSWAMI
313, BIKAJI HOUSE, JUHUKAR WADI, ANAND GALI, GANDHI GRAM ROAD, NEAR ISKON TEMPLE, JUHU, VILEPARLE (WEST), MUMBAI-400049
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
GLOBAL DISCOVERY ACADEMY

2666460  27/01/2014

GLOBAL DISCOVERY ACADEMY PROPERTY PRIVATE LIMITED
SHOP NO. 1, 1ST FLOOR, DEVRAJ COMPLEX, NEAR SWAMINARAYAN TEMPLE, ISCON TEMPLE, GOTRI, VADODARA - 390 015, GUJARAT, INDIA

Service Provider
A Company Incorporated

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MEHTA LEGAL
402-04, SHILP-2, NEAR SALES INDIA, INCOME TAX CIRCLE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 380 009, GUJARAT

Used Since :22/12/2009

AHMEDABAD

EDUCATION SERVICES; TEACHING SERVICES; PUBLICATION OF BOOKS AND INSTRUCTIONS; LIBRARY SERVICES; ORGANISATION OF EXHIBITIONS, SEMINARS, WORKSHOPS, COMPETITIONS, RESEARCH PROGRAMME; PUBLICATION AND DISTRIBUTION OF PRINTED AND ELECTRONIC MEDIA AND RECORDINGS; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
2666461  27/01/2014
GLOBAL DISCOVERY ACADEMY PROPERTY PRIVATE LIMITED
SHOP NO. 1, 1ST FLOOR, DEVRAJ COMPLEX, NEAR SWAMINARAYAN TEMPLE, ISCON TEMPLE, GOTRI,
VADODARA - 390 015, GUJARAT, INDIA
Service Provider
A Company Incorporated
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MEHTA LEGAL
402-04, SHILP-2, NEAR SALES INDIA, INCOME TAX CIRCLE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 380 009,
GUJARAT
Used Since : 25/11/2012

AHMEDABAD
EDUCATION SERVICES; TEACHING SERVICES; PUBLICATION OF BOOKS AND INSTRUCTIONS; LIBRARY
SERVICES; ORGANISATION OF EXHIBITIONS, SEMINARS, WORKSHOPS, COMPETITIONS, RESEARCH
PROGRAMME; PUBLICATION AND DISTRIBUTION OF PRINTED AND ELECTRONIC MEDIA AND
RECORDINGS; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
subject to association with 2666460.
GLOBAL DISCOVERY ACADEMY PROPERTY PRIVATE LIMITED
SHOP NO. 1, 1ST FLOOR, DEVRAJ COMPLEX, NEAR SWAMINARAYAN TEMPLE, ISCON TEMPLE, GOTRI, VADODARA - 390 015, GUJARAT, INDIA

Service Provider
A Company Incorporated

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MEHTA LEGAL
402-04, SHILP-2, NEAR SALES INDIA, INCOME TAX CIRCLE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 380 009, GUJARAT

Used Since :15/11/2013

AHMEDABAD
EDUCATION SERVICES; TEACHING SERVICES; PUBLICATION OF BOOKS AND INSTRUCTIONS; LIBRARY SERVICES; ORGANISATION OF EXHIBITIONS, SEMINARS, WORKSHOPS, COMPETITIONS, RESEARCH PROGRAMME; PUBLICATION AND DISTRIBUTION OF PRINTED AND ELECTRONIC MEDIA AND RECORDINGS; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
GLOBAL DISCOVERY SCHOOL

2666514   27/01/2014
GLOBAL EDUCATION RESEARCH FOUNDATION
PLOT NO. 112, AMPAD, SEVASI, TA. VADODARA, DIST. VADODARA, GUJARAT, INDIA
Service Provider
A REGISTERED PUBLIC TRUST
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MEHTA LEGAL
402-04, SHILP-2, NEAR SALES INDIA, INCOME TAX CIRCLE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 380 009, GUJARAT
Used Since :03/12/2013

AHMEDABAD
EDUCATION SERVICES; TEACHING SERVICES; PUBLICATION OF BOOKS AND INSTRUCTIONS; LIBRARY SERVICES;
ORGANISATION OF EXHIBITIONS, SEMINARS, WORKSHOPS, COMPETITIONS, RESEARCH PROGRAMME; PUBLICATION
AND DISTRIBUTION OF PRINTED AND ELECTRONIC MEDIA AND RECORDINGS; PROVIDING OF TRAINING;
ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
2666515   27/01/2014
GLOBAL EDUCATION RESEARCH FOUNDATION
PLOT NO. 112, AMPAD, SEVASI, TA. VADODARA, DIST. VADODARA, GUJARAT, INDIA
Service Provider
A REGISTERED PUBLIC TRUST
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MEHTA LEGAL
402-04, SHILP-2, NEAR SALES INDIA, INCOME TAX CIRCLE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 380 009, GUJARAT
Used Since :03/12/2013
To be associated with:
2666514
AHMEDABAD
EDUCATION SERVICES; TEACHING SERVICES; PUBLICATION OF BOOKS AND INSTRUCTIONS; LIBRARY SERVICES; ORGANISATION OF EXHIBITIONS, SEMINARS, WORKSHOPS, COMPETITIONS, RESEARCH PROGRAMME; PUBLICATION AND DISTRIBUTION OF PRINTED AND ELECTRONIC MEDIA AND RECORDINGS; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
subject to restrict the services in the sate of Gujarat and association condition.
THIRUVARUL SIDDHI VALAGAM

2700364    17/03/2014

SRI SIDDHAR SABHAI TRUST
1/760A, Poonthottam, Puthavanjipalayam, Dharapuram Road, Tiruppur-641605.
MANUFACTURING AND SALES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. PRAKASH
558E, V.M. COMPLEX, ERODE ROAD, VELLAKOVIL - 638 111, DIST. - TIRUPUR.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Training For Dhyana Beedam Meditation and Yoga.
2727478  29/04/2014
RAMACHANDRA NAIDU GALLA
GIRIDRUSHYA" RENIGUNTA-CUDDAPPAH ROAD, KARAKAMBADI, TRIUPATI, ANDHRA PRADESH- 517 520
SERVICE PROVIDIER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KING & PARTRIDGE
2ND FLOOR, CATHOLIC CENTRE, 108, ARMENIAN STREET, CHENNAI - 1.
Used Since :05/09/2013
CHENNAI
EDUCATION ESPECIALLY OF EDUCATING THE NEW RECRUITS

Transliteration : THE AMARA RAJ WAY...
2765937    01/07/2014
KIRAN BIR SETHI
THE RIVERSIDE SCHOOL, 307, NEXT TO ARMY CSD DEPOT, AIRPORT ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380004 GUJARAT, INDIA
SERVICES
Used Since :01/04/2013
AHMEDABAD
EDUCATION, PROVIDING OF TRAINING ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES AND MAKING OUR
CITIES CHILD FRIENDLY INCLUDED IN CLASS 41
2765944    01/07/2014
KIRAN BIR SETHI
THE RIVERSIDE SCHOOL, 307, NEXT TO ARMY CSD DEPOT, AIRPORT ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380004 GUJARAT, INDIA
SERVICES
Used Since: 01/06/2014
AHMEDABAD
EDUCATION, PROVIDING OF TRAINING, ONLINE PLATFORM FOR TEACHER TRAINING AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT INCLUDED IN CLASS 41
subject to no exclusive right over word Teacher.
2819091   26/09/2014
ENERZOR LIFESTYLE PRIVATE LIMITED
No. 303 Birchwood - Hiranandani Upscale, 5/63 Rajiv Gandhi Salai, Egattur Village, Padur P.O, Chennai - 603103
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KARTHIKEYAN. N
Used Since :08/09/2014
CHENNAI
Educational services, Academies, Schools, Teaching, arranging & conducting tuitions, vocational guidance, exams & training programmes. Publication of books and journals in electronic medium. Library services, Organization of Educational, Cultural, Entertainment, Competitions, Talent shows, Physical education. Arranging & conducting conferences, seminars, symposiums, training workshops, presentation of live performances and other Educational services.
3085964    27/10/2015
MT EDUCARE LIMITED
220, 2ND FLOOR, FLYING COLOURS, PANDIT DIN DAYAL UPADHYAY MARG, OFF L. B. S. CROSS ROAD, MULUND (WEST), MUMBAI-400080
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
HETAL SHAH & ASSOCIATES.
5, NAVSWROOP SOCIETY, NEAR PARLE COLLEGE, VILE PARLE (E), MUMBAI-400 057.
Used Since :01/04/2015
MUMBAI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES; DAY CARE CENTRE FOR CHILDREN AND PRESCHOOL AND PLAYGROUPS
3122570  10/12/2015
HARISH GOPALJI BHINDE
A-401, Soham Eternity, Ashiyana Park-2, Opp. Gaikwad Petrol Pump, Aundh, Pune - 411027
SERVICE PROVIDERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INAMDAR A N
C1-14, 2nd Floor, Brahma Estate, NIBM, Kondhwa, Pune - 411048
Used Since : 05/03/2014

MUMBAI

Educational services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, training sessions, conferences and workshops in the field of fitness, health, yoga, athletics, motivation training, tai chi, pilates, and mind/body/spirit training; providing fitness and exercise facilities.
INCYCON
3166081  22/01/2016
NATIONAL CYBER SAFETY AND SECURITY STANDARDS(TRUST)
trading as ; NATIONAL CYBER SAFETY AND SECURITY STANDARDS(TRUST)
DOOR.NO.102, NEW NO.248, OLD NO.709/710, PATHARI ROAD, THOUSAND LIGHTS, CHENNAI-600006.
SERVICE PROVIDER
TRUST
Used Since : 07/08/2015
CHENNAI
providing educational conferences, events, training
Dave Kaka

3200070    01/03/2016
ADITYA DAFTARY
C-41 Siddharth, 21 Naopean Sea Road, (Behind Bank of Baroda), Mumbai, Maharashtra Pin-400036, India
Service providers
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LALL & SETHI
D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049
Used Since :22/09/2015
MUMBAI
Providing of entertainment activities
3290306   21/06/2016
KNIGHT RIDERS SPORTS PVT LTD
Backstage, Plot No.612, 15th Road, Junction of Ramkrishna Mission Road, Santacruz (W), Mumbai - 400054, Maharashtra
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Arranging of events and exhibitions; entertainment sporting and cultural activities; education, providing of training; organization of sports games and competitions; entertainment in the nature of sports games; organising of sports competitions; sports information services, operation of sports camps, fan clubs; providing newsletters in the field of cricket via email; providing facilities for sports, amusements; organising of sports events; arranging of workshops [training], production of television programs

Trade Mark : AMI KKR
3303483  08/07/2016
SOHAM CLASSES PVT.LTD
301-303, SHIPRA COMPLEX ABOVE BAKING CO., MANISHA CROSS ROAD, OP ROAD, VADODARA - 390012
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :11/04/2012
AHMEDABAD
EDUCATION, PROVIDING OF TRAINING, ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITY.
Miss YoungStar

3305858  11/07/2016
SANJIV DATTA
C-37, MILAN APARTMENTS, WEST ENCLAVE, PITAMPURA, DELHI 110034
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTELLECT IPR CONSULTING
F-8 & 9, 1st FLOOR, ANSAL TOWER, Opp. JWALA HERI MARKET, BLOCK A-2, PASCHIM VIHAR, NEW DELHI 110063
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1577793
DELHI
ARRANGING OF BEAUTY CONTESTS, ORGANIZATION OF ENTERTAINMENT COMPETITIONS, PRESENTATION OF LIVE PERFORMANCES, ORGANIZATION OF FASHION SHOWS FOR ENTERTAINMENT PURPOSES, CINEMA PRESENTATIONS, MOVIE THEATRE PRESENTATIONS, PHOTOGRAPHY, PRODUCTION OF RADIO AND TELEVISION PROGRAMMES, CONDUCTING ENTERTAINMENT & CULTURAL PROGRAMS & COMPETITIONS IN CLASS 41.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.1577793
MR PERSONALITY

SANJIV DATTA
C-37, MILAN APARTMENTS, WEST ENCLAVE, PITAMPURA, DELHI 110034

SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTELLECT IPR CONSULTING
F-8 & 9, 1st FLOOR, ANSAL TOWER, Opp. JWALA HERI MARKET, BLOCK A-2, PASCHIM VIHAR, NEW DELHI 110063

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3305857

DELI
ARRANGING OF BEAUTY CONTESTS, ORGANIZATION OF ENTERTAINMENT COMPETITIONS, PRESENTATION OF LIVE PERFORMANCES, ORGANIZATION OF FASHION SHOWS FOR ENTERTAINMENT PURPOSES, CINEMA PRESENTATIONS, MOVIE THEATRE PRESENTATIONS, PHOTOGRAPHY, PRODUCTION OF RADIO AND TELEVISION PROGRAMMES, CONDUCTING ENTERTAINMENT & CULTURAL PROGRAMS & COMPETITIONS IN CLASS 41.
3312762  18/07/2016

P. SRIDHAR trading as ;LIVE ART MUSEUM
19/46, 4TH MAIN ROAD, KOTTUR GARDENS, KOTTURPURAM, CHENNAI-600 085, TAMIL NADU.

SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

MUSEUM SERVICES; PROVIDING MUSEUM FACILITIES AND SERVICES; ART GALLERIES FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES; ART GALLERIES FOR CULTURAL PURPOSES; RENTAL OF ARTWORK; ART INSTRUCTION; ORGANIZATION OF CULTURAL AND ARTS EVENTS; ORGANIZATION OF ART EXHIBITIONS FOR CULTURAL OR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES; PRESENTATION OF WORKS OF VISUAL ART AND LITERATURE TO THE PUBLIC FOR CULTURAL OR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES; EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES; CONDUCTING OF ENTERTAINMENT ACTIVITIES.
ewomen

3315777  22/07/2016
MR. VINAY BHARDWAJ
H.NO. 88, POCKET C-3, SECTOR-11, ROHINI, NEW DELHI-110085
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEGAL ORBIT
E-968 SARASWATI VIHAR, DELHI - 110034
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PROVIDING ONLINE EDUCATION PLATFORM AND PUBLICATION, NEWSLETTERS, JOURNALS & ARTICLES AND CONDUCTING ONLINE TRAINING & WORKSHOPS INCLUDING CONDUCTING CONFERENCES, SEMINARS AND TUTORIALS
THE RAJNIGANDHA VENTURE

3318110    25/07/2016

DHARAMPAL SATYAPAL LTD.
1711, S.P. MUKHERJEE MARG, NEW DELHI.

SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110013.

Used Since: 01/06/2016

DELHI

PRODUCTION OF RADIO AND TELEVISION SHOWS AND PROGRAMMES, ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF TELEVISION NEWS SHOWS INCLUDED IN CLASS 41
RAJNIGANDHA VENTURE

3318111  25/07/2016
DHARAMPAL SATYAPAL LTD.
1711, S.P. MUKHERJEE MARG, NEW DELHI.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110013.
Used Since :01/06/2016
DELHI
PRODUCTION OF RADIO AND TELEVISION SHOWS AND PROGRAMMES, ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF
TELEVISION NEWS SHOWS INCLUDED IN CLASS 41
RAJNIGANDHA THE VENTURE

3318112   25/07/2016

DHARAMPAL SATYAPAL LTD.
1711, S.P. MUKHERJEE MARG, NEW DELHI.

SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110013.

Used Since: 01/06/2016

To be associated with:
3318111

DELHI

PRODUCTION OF RADIO AND TELEVISION SHOWS AND PROGRAMMES, ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF TELEVISION NEWS SHOWS INCLUDED IN CLASS 41
BAKULA BUA KA BHOOT

3320031  27/07/2016
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
ESSEL HOUSE, B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI 110035
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :14/07/2016
DELHI
ENTERTAINMENT, ENTERTAINER SERVICES, ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITION/FASHION SHOWS FOR CULTURAL EDUCATIONAL/ENTERTAINMENT PURPOSES, MOVIE STUDIOS, CINEMA/MOVIE THEATRE PRESENTATIONS, MUSIC COMPOSITION SERVICES, PRODUCTION/ORGANIZATION OF SHOWS, REPORTING, PRESENTATION OF LIVE PERFORMANCES, PHOTOGRAPHIC PHOTOGRAPHY, SPORTING & CULTURAL ACTIVITIES. EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, PRODUCTION OF FILM/MUSIC/ RADIO & TELEVISION PROGRAMMES, PUBLICATION OF E-BOOKS/JOURNALS ON-LINE, RENTALS OF MOTION PICTURES/CINE-FILMS, SOUND RECORDING, TELEVISION & RADIO ENTERTAINMENT.
3320036  27/07/2016
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI 110035
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :01/05/2016
To be associated with:
1246627, 1246666, 2396562

DELHI
ENTERTAINMENT: ENTERTAINER SERVICES; ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITION/FASHION SHOWS FOR CULTURAL/EDUCATIONAL/ENTERTAINMENT PURPOSES; MOVIE STUDIOS: CINEMA/MOVIE THEATRE PRESENTATIONS; MUSIC COMPOSITION SERVICES; PRODUCTION/ORGANIZATION OF SHOWS; PRESENTATION OF LIVE PERFORMANCES; PHOTOGRAPHIC REPORTING; PHOTOGRAPHY; SPORTING & CULTURAL ACTIVITIES; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES: PRODUCTION OF FILM/MUSIC/RADIO & TELEVISION PROGRAMMES; PUBLICATION OF E-BOOKS/JOURNALS ON-LINE; RENTALS OF MOTION PICTURES/CINE-FILMS; SOUND RECORDING; TELEVISION & RADIO ENTERTAINMENT.
3321852  28/07/2016
MR. ROHAN BHAT AND MR. ROHIT BHAT
CHILDREN’S ACADEMY B. L. MURARKA MARG, BACHANI NAGAR, MALAD (EAST), MUMBAI 400097.
SERVICE PROVIDER
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADITYA & ASSOCIATES
HUBTOWN SOLARIS 121 1ST FLOOR N.S PHADKE MARG OPP. TELI GALI ANDHERI E MUMBAI 400 069
Used Since :01/06/1970
MUMBAI
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES; ACADEMIES [EDUCATION]; IMPARTING TRAINING; ORGANIZATION OF COMPETITIONS [EDUCATION OR ENTERTAINMENT]; EDUCATION INFORMATION; EDUCATIONAL EXAMINATION; VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE [EDUCATION OR TRAINING ADVICE]; SERVICES OF SCHOOLS [EDUCATION], NURSERY SCHOOLS; PROVIDE ADVICE, INFORMATION OR CONSULTATION IN THE FIELD OF ACADEMIES [EDUCATION]; PUBLICATION OF BOOKS; ELECTRONIC STUDY MATERIAL - ON-LINE.
3321854    28/07/2016
MR. ROHAN BHAT AND MR. ROHIT BHAT
CHILDREN’S ACADEMY B. L. MURARKA MARG, BACHANI NAGAR, MALAD (EAST), MUMBAI 4000097.
SERVICE PROVIDER
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADITYA & ASSOCIATES
HUBTOWN SOLARIS 121 1ST FLOOR N.S PHADKE MARG OPP. TELI GALI ANDHERI E MUMBAI 400 069
Used Since :01/06/1970
MUMBAI
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES; ACADEMIES [EDUCATION]; IMPARTING TRAINING; ORGANIZATION OF COMPETITIONS
[EDUCATION OR ENTERTAINMENT]; EDUCATION INFORMATION; EDUCATIONAL EXAMINATION; VOCATIONAL
GUIDANCE [EDUCATION OR TRAINING ADVICE]; SERVICES OF SCHOOLS [EDUCATION], NURSERY SCHOOLS;
PROVIDE ADVICE, INFORMATION OR CONSULTATION IN THE FIELD OF ACADEMIES [EDUCATION]; PUBLICATION OF
BOOKS; ELECTRONIC STUDY MATERIAL - ON-LINE.
3322057  28/07/2016
FIFTH GEAR FITNESS
MOHAMMED SUHAIL
AJAY KUMAR K.V
#437, 1ST FLOOR, 7TH MAIN, BTM 2ND STAGE N.S PALYA BANGALORE 560076
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIMMI JOSEPH K., ADVOCATE
# 463,13 TH CROSS,10 TH MAIN, WILSONGARDEN,BANGALORE,560027
Used Since :01/04/2016

CHENNAI
GYM ACTIVITY CLASSES, GYMNASIUM SERVICE RELATING TO WEIGHT TRAINING , GYMNASIUM SERVICES RELATING TO BODY BUILDING.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE word FITNESS
3322941  29/07/2016
MR. PREET KAMAL SINGH, MR. GURPREET SINGH & MR. HARPREET SINGH
Mr. Preet Kamal Singh
Mr. Gurpreet Singh
Mr. Harpreet Singh
trading as ;EMPIRE MUSIC
36-A, Chahal Nagar, Phagwara. (Punjab)
Services
partnership
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BASSI & ASSOCIATES
4, FIRST FLOOR, SYNDICATE COMPLEX, BINDRABAN ROAD, CIVIL LINES, LUDHIANA-1
Used Since :27/07/2016
DELHI
Entertainment Services relating to Television Entertainment, Presentation of Live Performances, Movie Theatre Presentations, Movie Studios, Recording Studio Services, Production of Documentaries, Videotape Film production, Digital Audio, Video and Multimedia entertainment Publishing services, Production of Shows & Music.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
3323306  29/07/2016
AMAZON TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
410 Terry Avenue North, Seattle, Washington 98109, U.S.A.
Service Provider
a corporation organized under the laws of the State of Nevada, USA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3322101
DELHI
Education and providing of training; entertainment; rental services, namely rental of films sound recordings, video
games, multimedia presentations, electronic books and publications, video recordings, pre-recorded videotapes, digital
video disks, musical, multimedia recordings and computer games via global communications networks; providing
information, reviews and personalized recommendations in the field of entertainment via global communications
networks; providing a website featuring entertainment information and product reviews for entertainment purposes in the
field of audio, video and audiovisual content via internet telecommunication networks and social media; providing a
website and searchable database featuring audio, video and audiovisual entertainment content through the internet,
telecommunications.
Behind Dhakan Hospital, 14, Kuvadva Rd, Sadguru Nagar, Rajkot 360003 in the State of Gujarat within the Union of India

Service Providers

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI ASSOCIATES LLP
74/F, Venus, Worli Sea Face, Worli, Mumbai-400018

The mark shall be limited to the colours as shown in the representation on the form of the application

This is condition of registration that both/all labels shall be used together.
3325479   02/08/2016
HINA JANAKBHAI THAKKER
trading as : AARNA WILD THE CAMPSITE
28, TEJAS SOCIETY, OPP. SATKAR BUNGLOW, K.K. NAGAR ROAD, GHAZIABAD, AHMEDABAD 380 061, GUJARAT.

SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
COPY HART
106, GURUNAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. BARODA PRESTIGE, VARACHHA ROAD, SURAT 395006

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD
TRACKING CAMPS AND ADVENTURE ACTIVITY SERVICES.
3326709  03/08/2016
KONDA ANIL RAJ
trading as : INZEN HOUSE FOUNDATION
H. NO. 8-2-161, ROCK VIEW COLONY, PUNJAGUTT, HYDERABAD, TELANGANA, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Used Since : 20/06/2016
CHENNAI
SEMINARS, TRAINING, ENTERTAINMENT AND SERVICES
3327086  03/08/2016
PEN INDIA LIMITED
PEN HOUSE, ASHA COLONY, JUHU TARA ROAD, JUHU, MUMBAI-400049, MAHARASHTRA
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K2IPR(PATENT & TRADEMARK ATTORNEYS)
701-702, CRYSTAL TOWER, MARUTI LANE, BEHIND HOTEL RESIDENCY, FORT, MUMBAI-400 001, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Media and entertainment services, cinema presentations, news reporter services, production of radio and television programmes, production of shows and films, publication of books and texts, providing on-line electronic publications, not downloadable, recording studio services, movie studios, television entertainment, organization of sport competitions and events, concerts, conferences, arranging awards ceremony, producing, directing, scriptwriting, shows and films plays included in class 41.
3328384  04/08/2016
MR. HEMU CHANDAR
trading as ;M/S. OVER XPOSURE
NO. 6, VENKATA SUBRAMANIYA NAGAR, 1ST MAIN ROAD, 3RD CROSS STREET, VALASARAVAKKAM,
CHENNAI – 600087, TAMILNADU, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
No.38/13, Desigar Street, Vadapalani, Chennai - 600026, Tamil Nadu, India
Used Since :20/07/2016

CHENNAI
EVENT MANAGEMENT SERVICES (ORGANISATION OF EDUCATIONAL, ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING OR
CULTURAL EVENTS), CINEMA SERVICES, MANAGEMENT OF CINEMAS, CINEMA PRESENTATIONS
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF ADMINISTRATION

3328738    04/08/2016
DEEPAK CHAUHAN
1688/121, SHANTI NAGAR, TRI NAGAR, DELHI-110035
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SMART BRAIN
88, GROUND FLOOR, DEFENCE ENCLAVE, OPP. CORPORATION BANK, VIKAS MARG, DELHI-92
Used Since :30/07/2016

DELHI
EDUCATION, PROVIDING OF TRAINING, ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
3329284  04/08/2016
CHIRPING SPARROWS EARLY EDUCATION PRIVATE LIMITED
Shop No 5, Plot No. 39, Near Mahamedha Urban Co-operative Bank, G.T.Road Ghaziabad
Service Provider
Body incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANINDER KAUR MANIKTALA
Z-29 Lower Ground, Hauz Khas, New Delhi 110016
Used Since : 20/07/2016
To be associated with:
3329283
DELHI
Education; providing of training; sporting and cultural activities; services of schools; tutoring; boarding school education; nursery schools; teaching / educational services / instruction services
3329836  05/08/2016
MRS. SAROJ BALA trading as ;M/S CARE FOR LIFE
1869/24, Dareshi Road, Qilla Mohalla, Ludhiana. (Punjab)
Services
proprietorship
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BASSI & ASSOCIATES
4, FIRST FLOOR, SYNDICATE COMPLEX, BINDRABAN ROAD, CIVIL LINES, LUDHIANA-1
Used Since :01/08/2016
DELHI
Educational & Training Services.
3330361  06/08/2016
MR.CHETAN VINAYAK PAWAR  
trading as ;Photonic
L-11,Crown Complex,Opp.Rajiv Gandhi Bhavan,Sharanpur Road,Nashik-422002.
Manufacture & Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.
Used Since :01/11/1997

MUMBAI
PROVIDING PHOTOGRAPHY & VIDEOGRAPHY
NEUTROWIN HEALTHCARE

3330379  07/08/2016

WASIM AHMED

trading as ; NEUTROWIN HEALTHCARE

C/O KHAN HOSPITAL, NEAR BASRA PALACE, KHOTRAN ROAD, PHAGWARA (PB.)

Service Provider

PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agoents address:

RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAJ RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Used Since : 04/08/2016

DELHI

Education & Training services relating to Yoga, Health & Wellness, Health and fitness training services; Medical training and teaching; Organization of conferences and symposiums in the field of medical science
3330519   08/08/2016
RELIANCE INDUSTRIES LIMITED
3RD FLOOR, MAKER CHAMBER-IV, 222, NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI-400021
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE other descriptive matters.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
3330806  06/08/2016
AJAY PANDEY
B-1399, SHASTRI NAGAR, DELHI-110052.
SERVICE PROVIDER
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
3RD FLOOR, PLOT NO.460, KOHAT ENCLAVE PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI 110034
Used Since :05/08/2016
DELHI
PRESENTATION OF SEMINARS, LECTURES, WORKSHOPS AND PANEL DISCUSSIONS, ENTERTAINMENT AND EDUCATIONAL SERVICES AND ONGOING TELEVISION AND RADIO TALK SHOWS ALL IN THE FIELD OF PUBLIC INTEREST CONCERNING INCLUDED IN CLASS 41.
3331151 06/08/2016
ZEAL EDUCATIONAL SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as The Zeal DigiScope
D81, Sahajanand Apartments, Memnagar - 380052, Ahmedabad
Service Provider
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since: 01/08/2016

AHMEDABAD
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, EDUCATION, ENTERTAINMENT AND SPORTS, SERVICES OF SCHOOLS [EDUCATION], ORGANISATION OF CONFERENCES, EXHIBITIONS AND COMPETITIONS, ORGANIZATION OF COMPETITIONS [EDUCATION OR ENTERTAINMENT], ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITIONS FOR CULTURAL OR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES, EDUCATION AND INSTRUCTION, EDUCATION INFORMATION, EDUCATIONAL EXAMINATION
3331263  09/08/2016
KNOTS AND VOWS INFOMEDIA LLP.
F102, FLR1 MANDAR BUILDING-12, VASANT VIHAR, OFF POKHRAN ROAD NO.2, OPP. VASANT VIHAR SCHOOL, THANE-400610.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Used Since :20/04/2016
MUMBAI
PHOTOGRAPHY, VIDEO EDITING CINEMATOGRAPHIC ENTERTAINMENTS SERVICE INCLUDED IN CLASS 41.
3331828  08/08/2016
MR. MUKESH UMARSHI GANATRA
trading as ;GOLDEN CASINO
4, Babu Niwas, S.V.P. Road, Mulund (W) Mumbai - 400080, Maharashtra.
Service Provider
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since : 12/05/2016
MUMBAI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, GAME SERVICES PROVIDED ON-LINE FROM A COMPUTER NETWORK, ORGANIZATION OF SPORTS COMPETITIONS.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE word CASINO seperately & DEVICE OF SHIELD
3331831 08/08/2016
MR. MUKESH UMARSHI GANATRA
trading as; GOLDEN GAMING
4, Babu Niwas, S.V.P. Road, Mulund (W) Mumbai - 400080, Maharashtra.
Service Provider
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :12/05/2016
MUMBAI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, GAME SERVICES PROVIDED ON-LINE FROM A COMPUTER NETWORK, ORGANIZATION OF SPORTS COMPETITIONS.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE word GAMING seperately & device of SHIELD
3332212  08/08/2016
NIRAJ JAIN
trading as ;M/S COMMERCE PAATHSHALA
13/1034, MALVIYA NAGAR, JAIPUR-302017 RAJASTHAN
SERVICE PROVIDER
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE ANIL KUMAR SHARMA
PLOT N.J-17D, J-17E, OFFICE NO. F-103 EARTH DESIGN TOWER, RAMESH MARG, C-SCHEME, JAIPUR - RAJASTHAN
Used Since :01/04/2010
AHMEDABAD
PROVIDING EDUCATIONAL SERVICES FOR PROFESSIONALS AND STUDENTS; PROVIDING EDUCATIONAL MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES, TRAINING, CONSULTING, CAREER COUNSELING AND SKILLS DEVELOPMENT SERVICES; PROVIDING EDUCATIONAL SERVICES USING COMPUTER SOFTWARE, EDUCATIONAL EQUIPMENTS, ONLINE PLATFORMS FOR VIRTUAL- INTERACTION, CONTENT COLLABORATION AND APPLICATION SHARING USING INTERNET AND CLOUD BASED EDUCATION; ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING WORKSHOPS, COMPETITIONS, SEMINAR AND EVENTS; PUBLICATION OF BOOKS AND JOURNALS PHYSICALLY AND ONLINE;INCLUDED IN CLASS 41.
3332585  10/08/2016
SANDEEP KODRE
SHAILESH DESHPANDE
MILIND PAWAR
trading as ;LEGENDS OLYMPIA
59/A MUNDHWA, PUNE 411036, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHATE AND PONKSHE
12, VENU - MADHAV APPARTMENTS, 5 TH FLOOR, 104/7, OFF LANE NO.14, PRABHAR ROAD, PUNE- 411 004 MHRARASHTRA STATE, INDIA
Used Since :01/08/2016
MUMBAI
CLUB SERVICES, ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, ORGANIZATION OF SPORTS COMPETITIONS, ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITIONS FOR CULTURAL OR SPORTS PURPOSES, PROVIDING SPORTS FACILITIES, PROVIDING RECREATION FACILITIES, SPORT CAMPS, GYMNASIUM BEING SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 41
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE OLYMPIA
SCUBACYCLING
3332593     09/08/2016
NISHANT PATEL
trading as ;SCUBACYCLING
901 ZEE KIRAN BUILDING, DIXIT ROAD, VILE PARLE(E), MUMBAI-400057.
SERVICES.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITY.
MR. ANIL KUMAR
MRS. VEENA ARORA
trading as CONVENT PUBLICATIONS
4229, CHHATTA GOSAIN, JOGIWARA, NAI SARAK, DELHI-110006.
MANUFACTURER & TRADING
Used Since :02/04/1981
DELHI
PUBLICATION OF BOOKS
3333167    10/08/2016
DIVYA GEORGE VETTATH
NO.3-D, JACARANDA APTS. PLOT NO. 21-23, TAS ENCLAVE, ANNA NAGAR, CHENNAI - 600 040
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIRIDHAR & SAI
NO. 319(OLD NO 155), LINGHI CHETTY STREET, III FLOOR, GEORGE TOWN CHENNAI 600001
Used Since :13/12/2014
CHENNAI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES ALL INCLUDED
3333168   09/08/2016
SAFE TECH NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF SAFETY MANAGEMENT
MOHALLA SHAKTI NAGAR, WARD NO.10, GORAKHPUR ROAD, KASIA KUSHINAGAR 274402 (U.P) INDIA
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURENDRA PRATAP SHAHI
1ST FLOOR, PRATIBHA COMPLEX, IN FRONT OF JUBILEE INTER COLLEGE, BUXIPUR, GORAKHPUR -273001
Used Since :06/08/2016
DELHI
EDUCATION, PROVIDING OF TRAINING, ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES INCLUDED IN CLASS 41
3334496  11/08/2016
IJPL SPORTS MANAGEMENT PVT. LTD.
C-10, PREET VIHAR, DELHI-110092
SERVICE PROVIDER
An Indian company regd. under The Companies Act

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BACHAN LEGAL CONSULTANTS (P) LTD.
2337, DHARAMPURA, CHAWRI BAZAR, DELHI - 110 006.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
the mark to be used as substantially shown in the label with no exclusive rights to contents of mark HYDERABAD separately.
3334499   11/08/2016
IJPL SPORTS MANAGEMENT PVT. LTD.
C-10, PREET VIHAR, DELHI-110092
SERVICE PROVIDER
An Indian company regd. under The Companies Act
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BACHAN LEGAL CONSULTANTS (P) LTD.
2337, DHARAMPURA, CHAWRI BAZAR, DELHI - 110 006.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING: ENTERTAINMENT: SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
the mark to be used as substantially shown in the label with no exclusive rights to contents of mark MP and WARRIORS separately.
ZIG ZAG ZOOM

3334855  11/08/2016
TARANDEEP KAUR BINDRA
trading as ;ZIG ZAG ZOOM
E-56, SF G.K. Enclave 2, New Delhi – 110048, India
Services related to childrens education and entertainment
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PATENTWIRE CONSULTANTS PVT.LTD.
B-10 GROUND FLOOR VISHWAKARMA COLONY, M.B.ROAD NEW DELHI-110044
Used Since :01/08/2016

DELHI
Educational services, provision of private educational services; enrichment school services, play school services; boarding school facilities; kindergarten services; development and provision of education program for infants; preschools; provision or operation of sporting or recreation facilities; outward bound activities; arranging and conducting of entertainment events
3334921  11/08/2016
DEVINDER GAUTAM.
trading as ;D G ENTERTAINMENTS.
VILL. RAIPUR, P.O. SHAHPURTURK, DISTT. SONEPAT, HARYANA, INDIA.
Services
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/07/2016
DELHI
ARRANGING, ORGANIZING, CONDUCTING, & HOSTING SOCIAL ENTERTAINMENT EVENTS; PROGRAMMES, LIVE ENTERTAINMENT, INFORMATION ENTERTAINMENT, MUSICAL ENTERTAINMENT, ONLINE EDUCATION ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 41.

No exclusive right for descriptive matter appearing on the label.
3335188   11/08/2016

NANDAN AGRAWAL
trading as ;Best Friend Publication
624, M.G Road, Khajuri bazar, Indore Pin-452002 (M.P.)
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Agents address:
AKHIL KACHOLIA
1/7 MAHESH NAGAR OPP. SONTU MONTU SCHOOL, INDORE

Used Since :15/09/2010

MUMBAI
Publication of Educational books, Publication of books, Services for the publication of books, Online publication of
Electronic books and journal, Publication of Online guide books, travel maps, city directories and listing for use by
travellers , not downloadable
PRODUCTIVE MINDS

3335247   12/08/2016
PRODUCTIVE MINDS PRESCHOOL PVT. LTD.
PRODUCTIVE MINDS, GAHLOT FARM, OPPOSITE PLOT 521, SECTOR-47, GURGAON, HARYANA-122001
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since : 30/09/2013
DELHI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL- ACTIVITIES, PRESCHOOL INCLUDED IN CLASS 41
3335456  12/08/2016
RAJLAXMI SINGH DEO
GIRISH JAGADISH PHODNIS
trading as ;ROWING FEDERATION OF INDIA
29, LAKE VIEW ROAD, KOLKATA - 700029, WEST BENGAL.
SERVICE PROVIDER
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
D. SEN & CO.
6, OLD POST OFFICE STREET, GROUND FLOOR, CALCUTTA - 700 001.
Used Since: 03/12/1976
KOLKATA
ROWING, ROWING COMPETITION, GAME, TRAINING, ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING TRAINING AND SEMINARS, ENTERTAINMENT
3336448 12/08/2016
DR. R. MANO RAJAN
DR. BALASUBRAMANIAM
trading as ;M/S. DOCTORS NEET ACADEMY - DNA
GE, RUKSHAN ANNEXE, SHIVASHANKAR STREET, KILPAUK, CHENNAI – 600010, TAMILNADU, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
No.38/13, Desigar Street, Vadapalani, Chennai - 600026, Tamil Nadu, India
Used Since :15/06/2016
CHENNAI
EDUCATION AND TRAINING SERVICES RELATED TO MEDICAL ENTRANCE EXAMINATION, MEDICAL AND HEALTH EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, CHARITABLE SERVICES RELATED TO EDUCATION AND TRAINING. CONDUCTING SEMINARS, COACHING SERVICES RELATED TO MEDICAL AND HEALTH SERVICES.
3336680  12/08/2016
ICE ACADEMY PVT. LTD.
1st Floor, Verma Centre Boring Road, Patna - 800006
Service Providers

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :01/01/2015

KOLKATA
Training services in the field of computer software development, Training, Education.
3337647  16/08/2016
KRISHNAMURTHY A.N
MADHU KRISHNAMURTHY
trading as :MK TRAVELS
NO.42/8, 43,2ND FLOOR, MK ARCADE, NAGONDANAHALLI MAIN ROAD, IMMADIHALLI, WHITEFIELD, BANGALORE-560 066
SERVICE PROVIDER
PARTNERSHIP FORM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEXCURIAE
NO.53/81, SURVEYAR STREET, BASAVANAGUDI, BANGALORE-4
Used Since :23/06/2016
CHENNAI
SERVICES OF EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING, ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
3338687  17/08/2016
GOLDEN GOOSE SPORTS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as :GOLDEN GOOSE SPORTS PRIVATE LIMITED
NO.39, DOOR NO.4, MAHALAKSHMI NAGAR 2ND MAIN ROAD, ADAMBAKKAM, CHENNAI-600 088, TAMIL NADU SOUTH INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M.RAMRAJ
ADVOCATE NO.21 A-9 SHANTHI APARTMENTS TTK ROAD ALWARPET CHENNAI-600018
Used Since :12/04/2016

CHENNAI
COACHING SERVICES PROVIDING THE SERVICES OF PROFESSIONAL COACHES; SPORTING ACTIVITIES; ORGANIZATION OF SPORTS COMPETITION; PROVIDING SPORTS FACILITIES, SPORTS CAMP SERVICES AND SPORTS EVENTS; RENTAL OF SPORTS EQUIPMENT; RENTAL OF SPORTS GROUNDS.
3339195  17/08/2016
TRACTORS AND FARM EQUIPMENT LIMITED
trading as ;TRACTORS AND FARM EQUIPMENT LIMITED
NO.861, ANNASALAI,CHENNAI- 600 002, TAMIL NADU.
Service Provider
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURANA AND SURANA
# 61-63, DR. RADHAKRISHNAN SALAI, MYLAPORE, CHENNAI-600 004.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3339161, 3339175

CHENNAI
Publication of books, magazines, on-line electronic publication; publication of e-books; organizing & conducting of events.
SURBHI SETHIA trading as M/S. ROOTS THE FOUNDATION
NO. 45, TAYLORS ROAD, PLEASANT APARTMENT, KILPAUK, CHENNAI – 600010, TAMILNADU, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
No.38/13, Desigar Street, Vadapalani, Chennai - 600026, Tamil Nadu, India
Used Since :30/11/2015

CHENNAI
EDUCATION SERVICES, CONSULTANCY SERVICES RELATING TO EDUCATION, EDUCATION INFORMATION, COACHING SERVICES (TRAINING OR EDUCATION SERVICES), Provision of Education Courses, Provision of Tuition, Coaching (Training), Educational Services, Higher Education Services, Educational Instruction, Advisory Services Relating to Education, Academy Education Services, Provision of Educational Information, Provision of Educational Courses
3339861  18/08/2016
MR. PAWAN TRIPATHI
trading as ;M/s SAMYAK DHYANAM, C/o Mr. Om Prakash Tripathi, 1184, Bard No-11, Nahar Road, Dabra-475110 District-Gwalior (M.P.)
M/s SAMYAK DHYANAM, C/o Mr. Om Prakash Tripathi, 1184, Bard No-11, Nahar Road, Dabra-475110 District-Gwalior (M.P.)
SERVICE PROVIDER
sole proprietorship firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
J.P. ASSOCIATES ADVOCATE.
320 - Tulsi Vihar, Near S.B.I. Zonal Office, City Centre, Gwalior -474 011 (M.P.).
Used Since :18/06/2013
MUMBAI
TRAINING, CLASSES, WORKSHOPS, SEMINARS AND CONSULTANCY TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE MENTAL
FACULTIES OF PERSONS, MORAL & CULTURAL EDUCATION, COUNSELING, HEALTH AWARENESS EDUCATIONAL
SEMINAR, PROVIDING EDUCATION AND TRAINING OF YOGA AND MEDITATION.E-BOOKS, E-MAGAZINE, E- LEARNING
AND ON LINE CLASSES, ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING EDUCATIONAL WORKSHOPS , VOCATIONAL RETRAINING.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
BFT
3340624  18/08/2016
REUBEN V KURIEN
trading as ;BFT
#36/2, Royal Suites Hotel Apartments, Hennur Ring Road Junction, Kalyan Nagar Post, Bangalore 560043, Karnataka
Service Provider
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :07/08/2016

CHENNAI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES. COACHING [TRAINING], CONDUCTING FITNESS CLASSES, HEALTH CLUB SERVICES [HEALTH AND FITNESS TRAINING], ORGANIZATION OF SPORTS COMPETITIONS, SPORT CAMP SERVICES
Tiranga Rumal Chhu League (TRL)

3341132   22/08/2016

MSG ALL TRADING INTERNATIONAL PVT. LTD.
80, EAST AZAD NAGAR, RAGHUBAR PURA ROAD SHAHDARA, DELHI

SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K D S CONSULTANTS
G-22/93, SECTOR-07, ROHINI, NEW DELHI-85
Used Since :19/08/2016

DELHI
PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, CAMP SERVICES (SPORT —), LIVE PERFORMANCES (PRESENTATION OF —), ORGANIZATION OF SPORTS COMPETITIONS, PROVIDING SPORTS FACILITIES INCLUDED IN CLASS-41
MSG Lath Gaad de Haryana

3341133   22/08/2016

MSG ALL TRADING INTERNATIONAL PVT. LTD.
80, EAST AZAD NAGAR, RAGHUBAR PURA ROAD SHAHDARA, DELHI
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K D S CONSULTANTS
G-22/93, SECTOR-07, ROHINI, NEW DELHI-85
Used Since :19/08/2016

DELHI

PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, CAMP SERVICES (SPORT —), LIVE PERFORMANCES (PRESENTATION OF —), ORGANIZATION OF SPORTS COMPETITIONS, PROVIDING SPORTS FACILITIES INCLUDED IN CLASS-4I
3341293 22/08/2016
SHAN.B.S
trading as : LUMIA WEDDING COMPANY
B.S.NIVAS, KADAIVILA, PARASSALA.P.O TRIVANDRUM, KERALA-695 502
SERVICE PROVIDER
SOLO PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
EXCELLA GLOBAL SOLUTIONS
TC:17/1254 (20), SL COMPLEX, OPP.SK HOSPITAL, EDAPAZHINJI, TRIVANDRUM-695006.
Used Since :30/06/2016
CHENNAI
SERVICES RELATED TO PHOTOGRAPHY, VIDEOGRAPHY VIDEO STUDIO AND PHOTO STUDIO
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE words WEDDING COMPANY
3341883   20/08/2016
21ST CENTURY HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT SOCIETY (REGD.)
96, SANDHU AVENUE, A-BLOCK, CHHEHARTA, AMRITSAR, PUNJAB.
SERVICES
(A SOCIETY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE SOCIETIES REGISTRATION ACT)
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :01/04/1994
DELHI
EDUCATION AND PROVIDING OF TRAINING IN CLASS-41.
3341972  21/08/2016
AHAM KAUSHAL VIKASH PRIVATE LIMITED
SATYENDRA SINGH NIRANJAN
BRIJ BALLABH MAHESHWARI
trading as: AHAM KAUSHAL VIKASH PRIVATE LIMITED
G – 1, NAJDEEK BHODAPUR, SILVER APARTMENT, GALAV NAGAR, GRID, GWALIOR, 474012, (M.P.)
SERVICE PROVIDER
A Company incorporated under the companies Act, 2013
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MADAN SHIVHARE
NAKA CHANDRVADNI NEHAR WALI MATA ROAD LASHKAR GWALIOR (M.P.)474009
Used Since: 04/07/2016
MUMBAI
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING and CULTURAL
ACTIVITIES.INCLUDED IN CLASS 41.
3342181  22/08/2016
TATTVA LEARNING SOLUTION PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;TATTVA LEARNING SOLUTION PRIVATE LIMITED
NO. 17 A, 26TH STREET, L BLOCK, ANNA NAGAR EAST, CHENNAI 600 102.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. C .N. RAGHUPATHY,
NEW # 66 (OLD # 38), ADITHANAR SALAI, PUDUPET, CHENNAI - 600 002.
Used Since :15/06/2015
CHENNAI
TRAINING TO INCREASE THE EFFICIENCY OF EMPLOYEES. AND QUALITY OF SERVICES, IMPROVEMENT IN
PRODUCTIVITY AND ORGANIZATIONAL VIABILITY AND FLEXIBILITY.
INSIGHT EDUCATION
3342273  20/08/2016
SIMARPREET SINGH
trading as :M/S INSIGHT EDUCATION
BANK OF MAHARASHTRA BUILDING, G.T. ROAD, MOGA.
SERVICES
PROP. FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAVINDER MALIK
KALER COMPLEX, ZIRA ROAD, MOGA-142001
Used Since :14/08/2016
DELHI
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, EDUCATIONAL TRAINING INSTITUTE FOR COACHING CLASSES, ENTRANCE EXAMS AND
COMPETITIVE EXAMS, PROVIDING OF TRAINING, ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
3342730 22/08/2016
RISING KIDS EDUCATION PVT. LTD.
trading as: RISING KIDS EDUCATION PVT. LTD.
A-77/A, PHASE-2, VIVEK VIHAR, DELHI-110095, INDIA.
Services
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since: 01/08/2016
DELHI
Education; Providing of Training; Entertainment; Sporting and Cultural Activities including Coaching Centre, Correspondences Courses. Spoken English Personality Development & Other Languages, Personality Development, Coaching Classes for School College And Competitions, Coaching Classes, Services related to Education Vocational & Professional Fields.

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT OVER THE DESCRIPTIVE MATTER APPEARING ON LABEL.
3343200  21/08/2016
MANSOOR ALI K
KOOTHRADAN HOUSE, S/o ABDU K, KATTUNGAL, MUNDUPARAMBU, P.O, MALAPPURAM DT, Kerala-676509
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ELIZABETH SUBASH
3-19,Sanhome Estate,Ajri,Kundapura,udupi-576283,karnataka,india
Used Since :21/08/2014
CHENNAI
TAKING DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY, DIGITAL VIDEO COVERAGE, VIDEO MIXING, LAMINATION.
Vagus
3343231  22/08/2016
RAJESH MALHOTRA
trading as :Probyk
25, Rizvi Towers, St. Inez, Panjim, Goa 403001
Service Provider
Sole Proprietorship

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHALINI MENEZES
C/o Chanson Bldg., First Floor, F-2, Dayanand Bandodkar Marg, Miramar, Panaji, Goa 403001

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.
3344066    23/08/2016
NAAPTOL ONLINE SHOPPING PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ; NAAPTOL ONLINE SHOPPING PRIVATE LIMITED
11, CONOPUS, KABRA GALAXY STAR- I CHS, BRAHMAND, AZAD NAGAR, THANE 400 607.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Privatelimited firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISLAW CONSULTANTS
BUILDING NO.4, C/104, SHANKESHWAR PALMS, BEHIND MODEL SCHOOL, KUMBHARKHANPADA, SUBHASH ROAD,
DOMBIVILI(W) 421202
Used Since : 01/06/2015
To be associated with:
3300431, 3300434, 3300437, 3300440, 3300443, 3300446, 3300449, 3300452, 3300455, 3344063
MUMBAI
ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY LIVE SHOWS, MUSICAL PERFORMANCE, PRODUCTION OF FILMS, MUSIC AND
VIDEO FILMS, MEDIA PRODUCTION SERVICES, PRODUCTION OF RADIO AND TELEVISION PROGRAMS, EDITING OF
FILMS AND VIDEO FILMS, SUBTITLING, RENTAL OF FILMS, VIDEOTAPES & SOUND RECORDING, MOVIE STUDIO
SERVICES.
SAVITRI EDUCATIONAL TRUST
JEETU LAL LANE, CHOWK, SHIKARPUR, PATNA, BIHAR
SERVICE PROVIDER
REGISTERED SOCIETY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVDEEP SHRIDHAR
111, Chandralok Complex, Birhana Road, Kanpur, 208001, U.P.
Used Since :01/04/2001

KOLKATA
EDUCATION AND TRAINING IN THE FIELDS OF ACADEMIA AT ALL LEVELS, SPORTS,CULTURAL ACTIVITIES AND ENTERTAINMENT
3344892  25/08/2016

JANWANI
A WING, 5TH FLOOR, MCCIA TRADE TOWER, INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION CENTER, SENAPATI BAPAT ROAD, PUNE - 411016, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA

SERVICE PROVIDER
A PUBLIC TRUST REGISTERED UNDER THE BOMBAY PUBLIC TRUSTS ACT, 1950

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHATE AND PONKSHE
12, VENU - MADHAV APARTMENTS, 5TH FLOOR, 104/7, OFF LANE NO.14, PRABHAR ROAD, PUNE- 411 004 MHARASHTRA STATE, INDIA

Used Since :15/09/2010

MUMBAI
TRAINING, EDUCATION, AWARENESS CAMPS/ DRIVES, WORKSHOPS, ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING SEMINARS, COLLOQUIUMS, RALLIES, PUBLICATION OF BOOKS, ELECTRONIC PUBLICATION, HERITAGE CLUBS, EXHIBITIONS FOR CULTURAL OR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES, EVENTS, PUBLICATION OF TEXTS, BIOG SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 41
3344896   25/08/2016
CHANDRASEN GHORPADE
4, PRESTIGE, 113/8, ERANDAVANE, 14TH LANE, PRABHAT ROAD, PUNE-411004, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHATE AND PONKSHE
12,VENU - MADHAV APPARTMENTS,5 TH FLOOR, 104/7,OFF LANE NO.14,PRABHAR ROAD, PUNE- 411 004 MHARASHTRA STATE, INDIA
Used Since :07/08/2016
MUMBAI
CAREER GUIDANCE, VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE [EDUCATION OR TRAINING ADVICE], GAP TRAINING SERVICES,
WORKSHOPS INCLUDED IN CLASS 41
FEAROUT MMA

3345330  26/08/2016
ASHOK KUMAR

trading as ;FEAROUT MMA & FITNESS
A-1/3, BASEMENT, JANAK PURI, NEW DELHI-110058

SERVICE

Used Since :01/04/2013

DELHI

EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES INCLUDING ALL OTHER ITEMS CLASSIFIED UNDER CLASS 41
Zero 2 One

3346250    24/08/2016

RAJU ROSHA
Ward No.10, House No. 183, Shaheed Bhagat Singh Colony, Opp - A.S. College For Women Ground, Closed Street, Amloh Road - Khanna, Distt – Ludhiana, Punjab, 141401

Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIRIJA DESHPANDE
B1, 408, Runwal Seagull, Handewadi Road, Hadapsar, Pune - 411028
Used Since : 24/08/2016

DELHI

Competition Exam Coaching classes & Educational Consulting Institute included in class 41.
nephroplus- dialysis made easy

3346704   27/08/2016

NEPHROCARE HEALTH SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
Plot no. 83&84 road no.2, park view enclave, Banjara hills hyderabad Hyderabad TG 500034 IN
Service Provider
Active

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
R. RAMAKRISHNA GUPTA

Used Since :13/09/2012

To be associated with:
3346703

CHENNAI
Education,providing of training pertaining to dialysis
ENGGTALKS
3346914  27/08/2016
CALNESTOR KNOWLEDGE SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as :CALNESTOR KNOWLEDGE SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
236, BHUPATI MUKHERJEE LANE,DEBI PARK,HOOGHLY-712103
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
EDUCATION, EDUCATION INFORMATION
3347318  29/08/2016
GAURAV
A-746, SHASTRI NAGAR, DELHI-110052.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :01/08/2016
DELHI
STUDIO. AUDIO & VIDEO PRODUCTION. PHOTOGRAPHY. VIDEOGRAPHY AND SOUND RECORDING SERVICES.
ARMAAN MALIK

3347921  27/08/2016

ARMAAN MALIK
trading as ;Armaan Malik

Raj Classic, 203/204, Off Yari Road, Andheri West, Mumbai – 400061 Maharashtra, India.
Singer

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

ROSHNI LACHHWANI
Silver Croft, B/104, Off Yari Road, Andheri West, Mumbai - 400061
Used Since :02/07/2012

MUMBAI

arranging and conducting of musical concerts; musical entertainment; music composition services; providing on-line music, not downloadable; musical performance, live performances; organisation of cultural and artistic events in relation to music; production of music and music videos; Education academy services; advanced training in the field of music; arranging and conducting musical workshops; providing information in the field of music; songwriting; dubbing, publication of books, magazines and other texts in relation to music; scriptwriting.
ARMAAN MALIK trading as; Armaan Malik
Raj Classic, 203/204, Off Yari Road, Andheri West, Mumbai – 400061 Maharashtra, India.
Singer
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROSHNI LACHHWANI
Silver Croft, B/104, Off Yari Road, Andheri West, Mumbai - 400061
Used Since: 01/01/2016
MUMBAI
arranging and conducting of musical concerts; musical entertainment; music composition services; providing on-line music, not downloadable; musical performance, live performances; organisation of cultural and artistic events in relation to music; production of music and music videos; Education academy services; advanced training in the field of music; arranging and conducting musical workshops; providing information in the field of music; songwriting; dubbing, publication of books, magazines and other texts in relation to music; scriptwriting.
RAJDEEPSINH M. ZALA
trading as ;YOU N WE EVENTS
HOUSE NO. 19, 2-JANKALYAN SOCIETY, OPP. AKHILESH CHIKI STREET, ASTRON CHOWK, RAJKOT-360001, GUJARAT, INDIA.

SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Used Since :01/08/2016

AHMEDABAD

SERVICES RELATED TO BIRTHDAY PARTY PLANNING, WEDDING ANNIVERSARY PARTY PLANNING, PRIVATE PARTY PLANNING, COMMERCIAL PARTY PLANNING, CULTURAL CELEBRATION, ORGANIZATION OF FASHION SHOWS FOR ENTERTAINMENT, DANCE EVENTS, LIVE PERFORMANCES, LIVE CONCERT INCLUDED IN CLASS 41.
3348654  29/08/2016
NHL ENTERPRISES B.V.
Prins Bernhardplein 200, 1097 JB Amsterdam, THE NETHERLANDS
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY DULY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE NETHERLANDS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES; NAMELY, PROVIDING PROFESSIONAL ICE HOCKEY EXHIBITIONS AND GAMES
3348750 25/08/2016

SHIHABUDHEEN K
trading as ;SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

VALAYAM KANDATHIL, KORANNOOTH, CHEEKODE PANCHAYATH, ERANAD 673641
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

BUSINESS CARE
PRESTIGE CENTRE, NEAR GOVT.TRAINING SCHOOL, SUB-REGISTRAR OFFICE ROAD, KANNUR, KERALA,
PIN-670002.

Used Since :15/06/2010

CHENNAI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF
THE APPLICATION
3348813  25/08/2016
WOCKHARDT LIMITED
WOCKHARDT TOWERS, BANDRA KURLA COMPLEX, BANDRA (EAST), MUMBAI-400051
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED, UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Providing Education, Training
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS
3349226  30/08/2016
FIL-O-NOE MENTORS PVT. LTD.,
trading as ;FIL-O-NOE MENTORS PVT. LTD.,
SUITE 106A, SALARPURIA SILVERWOODS, NAGAVARAPALYA, CV RAMAN NAGAR PO, BANGALORE - 560093;
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 2013
Used Since :02/06/2016

CHENNAI
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING TRAINING SESSIONS IN THE FIELDS OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY; TECHNICAL EDUCATION; ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF COLLOQUIUMS, CONFERENCES, SEMINARS, SYMPOSIA, WORKSHOPS; COACHING CLASSES; CORRESPONDENCE AND ONLINE COURSES; PROVIDING ON-LINE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS; TEACHING; PRACTICAL TRAINING; PROFESSIONAL AND VOCATIONAL TRAINING
DIPAKBHAI BABUBHAI KHENI trading as; BABA TATTOO AND ART GALLERY
B - 26, GROUND FLOOR, D.R. WORLD, AAI MATA ROAD, NEAR NOBLE PUBLIC SCHOOL, PARVAT PATIYA, SURAT - 395 010, GUJARAT.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
COPY HART
106, GURUNAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. BARODA PRESTIGE, VARACHHA ROAD, SURAT 395006
Used Since: 22/03/2013
AHMEDABAD
ART GALLERY SERVICES, BODY PAINTING, PORTRAIT PAINTING, FACE PAINTING, MURAL ART PAINTING SERVICES, CUSTOM PAINTING OF ARTWORK FOR OTHER.
3350033  30/08/2016
PROGRESSIVE FITNESS SYSTEMS PVT. LTD.
129 Latif Villa, D.S.P. Road, Dadar, Mumbai - 400014
Service Providers
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :01/08/2016
MUMBAI
Consultancy relating to physical fitness training, Gym services, Physical fitness training, Arranging and conducting of fitness classes.
3350636  30/08/2016

DR. SAMINA ZAMINDAR
1013, 3rd cross, 1st block, HRBR layout, 100 feet Banaswadi Road, Kalyan Nagar, Bangalore-560043, Karnataka, India

Training and Education

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTELLOCOPIA IP SERVICES
NO.29, SHESHASHRI, I "C" CROSS, SN LAYOUT, BASAVESHWAR NAGAR, BANGALORE - 560 079.
Used Since : 26/08/2016

CHENNAI
conducting training, providing education specifically related to medical, accreditation for healthcare organization
3350683 30/08/2016

INLAND ONLINE SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED

trading as ;Inland Online Services Private Limited

OFF- 1B, LAXMI ARCADE, B.T.KAWADE ROAD, SN. 69/2/1A/B1/1, GHORPADI, PUNE - 411001, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA

Service Provider

Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

GAURAV SHARADCHANDRA DESHPANDE

Office No. 24, 2nd Floor, 105 Abubaker Building, Opp. Bharat House, Apollo Street, Mumbai Samachar Marg, Fort, Mumbai – 400023, Maharashtra, India

Used Since :17/08/2016

To be associated with:

3350682

MUMBAI

To organize fashion shows, impresario services for various entertainment, theatrical, musical and fashion events. To arrange, organize, manage live shows, concerts, workshops, seminars, conferences, fashion shows, entertainment events physically or through internet. To conduct competition, fashion events, celebrity events, exhibitions, modeling for artists for entertainment and promotional purposes.
SKC CONSULTING PRIVATE LIMITED
112-A, FIRST FLOOR CHIRANJIV TOWER 43, NEHRU PLACE, NEW DELHI-110019.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :30/12/2004

DELHI
TO HELP ORGANIZATIONS/INDIVIDUAL TO FILL THE GAP BETWEEN THEIR INTENT AND ACCOMPLISHMENT BY PROVIDING TRAINING AND CONDUCTING PROGRAMS, SEMINARS, CONFERENCES AND WORKSHOP ETC. IN THE FIELD OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT OF INDIVIDUAL, TO PROVIDE EXECUTIVE COACHING, MENTORING AND TO HELP ORGANIZATIONS IN MAKING STRATEGY AND IMPLEMENTATION.
SKC CONSULTING
strategy. Kognizance. compliance

3350915  01/09/2016
SKC CONSULTING PRIVATE LIMITED
112-A, FIRST FLOOR CHIRANJIV TOWER 43, NEHRU PLACE, NEW DELHI-110019.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :30/12/2004

DELHI
TO HELP ORGANIZATIONS/INDIVIDUAL TO FILL THE GAP* BETWEEN THEIR INTENT AND ACCOMPLISHMENT BY PROVIDING TRAINING AND CONDUCTING PROGRAMS, SEMINARS, CONFERENCES AND WORKSHOP ETC. IN THE FIELD OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT OF INDIVIDUAL. TO PROVIDE EXECUTIVE COACHING, MENTORING AND TO HELP ORGANIZATIONS IN MAKING STRATEGY AND IMPLEMENTATION.
SANTOSH KUMAR
Flat No.2, 4th Floor, Plot No.5, Chattar Pur Exttn., A2 Block, New Delhi 110074

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABHISHEK MALHOTRA
C-2/39 SAFDARJUNG DEVELOPMENT AREA, NEW DELHI

Used Since: 14/12/2009

DELHI
PROVIDING EDUCATION AND TRAINING RELATED TO PHYSICAL FITNESS, YOGA, MEDITATION AND EXERCISE CLASSES; CONSULTATION, TRAINING AND GUIDANCE RELATING TO YOGA
Let's Do This

3351441  31/08/2016
HARSHVARDHAN GIRISH PANDORWALA
trading as ;Let's Do This
No. 1302, Antartica D, Lodha Aqua, Opp Thakur Mall Mira Road (E), Thane - 401107, Maharashtra
SERVICE PROVIDER
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :13/10/2015

MUMBAI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, ARRANGING AND
CONDUCTING OF CONCERTS, ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, ENTERTAINMENT INFORMATION, ORGANIZATION OF
SHOWS [IMPresARIO SERVICES], PRESENTATION OF LIVE PERFORMANCES, PRODUCTION OF SHOWS,
ORGANISATION OF CONFERENCES, EXHIBITIONS AND COMPETITIONS, AUDIO AND VIDEO PRODUCTION, AND
PHOTOGRAPHY
3351455  31/08/2016
SAGARIKA BAM
22, Mount View, Behind Central Bank, Sion Trombay Road, Mankhurd, Mumbai-400088.
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAJRIA & CO.
304, PUSHPA BHUVAN, NEAR STRAND CINEMA, COLABA, MUMBAI - 400 005.
Used Since :29/12/1989

MUMBAI
Producing, Publishing content in Music Live concerts and performances, Film production in all formats; Musical & Song Production & Performances; Musical & Song Composition services; Organizing musical, singing & dancing concerts; rental of movies
3351766    01/09/2016
MANOJ RAMACHANDRAN
trading as ; THE ECO PAGES
#7/557, GROUND FLOOR, MANISSERY EAST, OTTAPALAM, PALAKKAD - 679521
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PROPRIETOR FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BONAFIDE INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY SOLUTIONS
43/353 B, ANASWARA, CITIZEN ROAD, AYYAPPANKAVU, KOCHI-18, KERALA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
ELECTRONIC DESKTOP PUBLISHING, NEWS REPORTERS SERVICES, PUBLICATION OF ELECTRONIC BOOKS AND JOURNALS ON-LINE, PUBLICATION OF TEXTS OTHER THAN PUBLICITY TEXTS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1819, 16/10/2017 Class 41

3351777 01/09/2016
ORIENT BLACKSWAN PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as: ORIENT BLACKSWAN PRIVATE LIMITED
#3-6-752, HIMAYATNAGAR, HYDERABAD-500 029.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ORIENT LAW FIRM
PLOT NO.43, UBI COLONY , RD NO.3 , BANJARA HILLS , HYDERABAD - 500 034. TELANGANA (ST)
Used Since: 01/01/2016

CHENNAI
EDUCATION, PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; CD AND DVD FILM PRODUCTION, PUBLICATION OF TEXTS
IN THE FORM OF CD-ROMS;
Trade Marks Journal No: 1819, 16/10/2017 Class 41

3351780 01/09/2016
TARA LEARNING SOLUTIONS AND EDUCATIONAL SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED trading as TARA LEARNING SOLUTIONS AND EDUCATIONAL SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
3-6-747/1/A & 3-6-754/1, HIMAYAT NAGAR, HYDERABAD-500 029
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ORIENT LAW FIRM
PLOT NO.43, UBI COLONY, RD NO.3, BANJARA HILLS, HYDERABAD - 500 034. TELANGANA (ST)
Used Since: 01/12/2004
CHENNAI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING SERVICES;
3352264  01/09/2016
PRADYUMAN SINGH
trading as ;PANORAMA
76/2/3, MEER SHAH ALI COLONY, JAIPUR ROAD, AJMER, RAJASTHAN
PANORAMA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MONIKA TAPARIA
183, Ganesh Vihar, Sirs mi, Sirsi nrd, Jaipur 302012
Used Since :01/08/2015
AHMEDABAD
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, PROVIDING TEACHING, TRAINING, COACHING FOR COMPETITIVE EXAMS.
3352632  01/09/2016
BINAYAK PANIGRAHI
trading as : IVY LEAGUE MENTORS
FLAT 685, E-2, VASANT KUNJ, NEW DELHI-110070
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BANSAL & BANSAL ASSOCIATES
204, KRISHNA TOWER-2, PLOT NO. 1, POCKET-7, SEC-12, DWARKA, NEW DELHI-110078
Used Since: 01/10/2015
DELHI
TRAINING AND EDUCATION SERVICES
3352719    02/09/2016
SKILL TRAINING ASSESSMENT MANAGEMENT PARTNERS LTD.
trading as :SKILL TRAINING ASSESSMENT MANAGEMENT PARTNERS LTD.
D-114, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE-1 DELHI-110020, INDIA
SERVICES
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT,
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GYAN PRAKASH BANSAL
204 KRISHNA TOWER-2 PLOT NO-1 POCKET-7 SECTOR-12 DWARKA NEW DELHI-110075
Used Since :17/08/2016
DELHI
“TRAINING SERVICES FOR COMPUTER PROGRAMMING, SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE, EDUCATIONAL ASSESSMENT SERVICES”
3352866   02/09/2016
INDUSTRIAL EXTENSION BUREAU (A GOVERNMENT OF GUJARAT ORGANIZATION)
Block No.18, 2nd Floor Udyog Bhavan, Sector 11 Gandhinagar 382 010, Gujarat, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HARPREET SINGH BANKER
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY FACILITATION CENTRE(IPFC);CONFEDERATION OF INDIAN INDUSTRY;CII HOUSE;NEAR
SEARS TOWER;PANCHAVATI;AHMEDABAD-380006;GUJARAT
Used Since :25/04/2003
AHMEDABAD
EDUCATION, PROVIDING OF TRAINING, ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES INCLUDED IN CLASS 41.
SHREE NAKODA EVENT WEDDING & DECORATORS

3353245   03/09/2016
MANOJ KOTHARI
trading as ;Shree Nakoda Tent Houses Decorators
283 Sector B, Scheme no. 71, Indore, 452009
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
AKHIL KACHOLIA
1/7 MAHESH NAGAR OPP. SONTU MONTU SCHOOL, INDORE
Used Since :30/05/2000
MUMBAI
Wedding Celebration( organisation of entertainment for-), Special event planning, special event planning consultation
The mark should be used as a whole
THE SPANNING KIDS SCHOOL

3353323    05/09/2016

HARMEET SINGH
HIG-259, SECTOR-71, MOHALI-160071, PUNJAB, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF EDUCATIONAL AND VOCATIONAL TRAINING AND LEARNING; ENTERTAINMENT;
SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES IN PARTICULAR PRE-PRIMARY LEARNING
3353536  01/09/2016
BHAVES DINESH PATIL
trading as ;BHAVES PRODUCTIONS
Flat No. 103, Rutugandha Apartment, Jadhav Vasti, Bavdhan, Pune - 411021, Maharashtra
Service Provider
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :01/09/2016

MUMBAI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, AUDIO AND VIDEO PRODUCTION, AND PHOTOGRAPHY, FILM PRODUCTION, OTHER THAN ADVERTISING FILMS, RENTAL OF CINEMATOGRAPHIC APPARATUS
3354099    02/09/2016
GO DIRECT MAILING AND MARKETING PVT LTD
33B, Apurva Estate, Makvana Road, Andheri (E), Mumbai - 400059, Maharashtra
SERVICE PROVIDER
A Private Limited Company Registered under The Companies Act 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :06/05/1995
MUMBAI
Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities
LITTLE TOWN FILMS
3354542  03/09/2016
SURESH SHAH
Fulversh, Villa No.5, Magnum Tower, Lokhandwala Second Cross Road, Andheri West, Mumbai - 400 053
Service Provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRIYANKA KHIMANI
606, Maker Chambers V, Nariman Point, Mumbai - 400 021.
Used Since :11/07/2016
MUMBAI
Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.
3354694 02/09/2016
Gaurav Anand
Trading as: The Pride Records
Shashi Smriti #553, Harmilap Nagar Phase 1, Mohali, Baltana, Zirakpur - 140604, Punjab
Service Provider
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. Lakshmi Priya
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since: 02/09/2014
Delhi
Education; Providing of Training; Entertainment; Sporting and Cultural Activities, Audio and Video Production, and Photography
Discover BRAIN

3354978  05/09/2016

BHUPENDRA ACHARYA
Flat No- 1007, B Wing, Maple Leaf CHS, Raheja Vihar, Powai, Mumbai- 400072
Service Provider
Address for service in India/Agents address:
AMIT JAIN
307/309, KALBADEVI ROAD, MUMBAI-400002.
Used Since :22/09/2015

To be associated with:
3354971

MUMBAI
Education; Providing of training; Entertainment; Sporting and Cultural activities; Services rendered by persons or institutions in the development of the mental faculties of persons or animals, as well as services intended to entertain or to engage the attention; Services consisting of all forms of education of persons or training of animals; services having the basic aim of the entertainment, amusement or recreation of people; presentation of works of visual art or literature to the public for cultural or educational purposes; ALL SERVICES COVERED UNDER CLASS 41.
LIYONS JOS
trading as ;ADONAIS ACADEMY
34/1786 HIGH SCHOOL JUNCITON, EDAPPALLY, ERNAKULAM (DIST) - 682 024, KERALA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PROPRIETOR FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRG ASSOCIATES
4TH FLOOR, D.D VYAPAR BHAVAN KADAVANTHRA - 682020, ERNAKULAM, KERALA
Used Since :01/01/2012
CHENNAI
EDUCATION INSTITUTE, SPOKEN ENGLISH, IELTS, GRE, GMAT, TOEFL, SAT, MOH, HAAD, AND TRAINING INSTITUTE
3355543 07/09/2016
TUSHAR SHAH
TUSHAR MANIAR
SNEHAL SHAH
SURAJ DHIRWANI
MINITA KILLAWAL
TANVI SHAH
trading as ;PLATFORM FOR INTELLIGENT EDUTAINMENT LLP
601, A-WING, SAURASHTRA SOCIETY, 11, GULMOHAR CROSS ROAD, VILE PARLE (WEST), MUMBAI-400049
SERVICE PROVIDER
A LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP FIRM REGISTERED UNDER THE LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP ACT, 2008
Used Since :31/07/2015
MUMBAI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
3355656   06/09/2016
YASHRAJ HITEN VASANT
VASANT HOUSE, OPP. SUNRISE PARK, BTW SANJIVANI HOSPITAL AND ADVAIT COMPLEX, BODAKDEV, AHMEDABAD - 380054, GUJARAT, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
ADULT, AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO.
YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015
Used Since :01/08/2016
AHMEDABAD
FITNESS AND WELLNESS PROGRAM, SPREADING AWARENESS ABOUT INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL FITNESS THROUGH PRANAYAM, MEDITATION, YOGA, AEROBICS SESSIONS.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
3356544    07/09/2016
MR. GAJANAN PANDURANG LADI
At. Post - Bhisi, Taluka - Chimur, Dist. Chandrapur - 442 903 (Maharashtra)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Education, Providing of Training, Entertainment, Sporting & cultural Activities
3357328  07/09/2016
PINK HEALTHCARE PVT LTD
A2/74(G.F.), SAFDARJUNG ENCLAVE, NEW DELHI-110029
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VOHRA & VOHRA
L-4073, Devinder Vihar, Sector- 56, Gurgaon-122011

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Education and training, providing software applications, services & online platform to facilitate interaction & consultation with medical professionals and health professionals

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
iB Hubs

3357466  08/09/2016

S.VIJAYA KUMAR REDDY
FF-14, YAMUNA A BLOCK, VISHNU MEGHA ESTATES, PAPPULA MILL ROAD, ASHOK NAGAR, VIJAYAWADA-520007,
ANDHRA PRADESH STATE
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PROPRIETOR FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
V.K. SINHA.
5-9-93, NO. 208, 2ND FLOOR, SHAKTI CHAMBERS, CHAPEL ROAD HYDERABAD- 500 001, ANDHRA PARDESH.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
SERVICES PERTAINING TO EDUCATION AND TRAINING ON KNOWLEDGE ORIENTED SPEAKING, SYSTEMATIC
INTERLLIEGENCE PERFORMANCE AND SOCIAL NETWORKING.
Lambda Gaming

3357632  06/09/2016
MOHAMMED SHAHBAZ GULSHAD
trading as ;Lambda Gaming
13, Hill Homes, Vengeri P.O., Kozhikode - 673010, Kerala
Service Provider
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :01/06/2016

CHENNAI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, EDUCATION,
ENTERTAINMENT AND SPORTS, ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, ENTERTAINMENT INFORMATION, GAME SERVICES
PROVIDED ON-LINE FROM A COMPUTER NETWORK
3358467    09/09/2016
FOSTER AND FORGE FOUNDATION
549, MOUNT KAILASH APARTMENTS EAST OF KAILASH NEW DELHI-160065
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP KAUR ADV.
E-9, LOWER GROUND FLOOR , NIZAMUDDIN WEST , NEW DELHI-110013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
EDUCATION, TEACHING, PROVIDING OF TRAINING, ENTERTAINMENT, TRAINING WORKSHOPS; ORGANIZATION OF
EDUCATIONAL, CULTURAL & RELIGIOUS ACTIVITIES, ORGANIZING COMPETITION, PUBLISHING AND PRINTING OF
EDUCATIONAL LITERATURE, SPORTING, SOCIAL SERVICE ACTIVITIES, AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES CONNECTED TO
SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 41.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DEVICE OF CAR AND
ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS
SUBJECT TO COLOUR CONDITION
CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT ACADEMY OF ASIA
trading as ;CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT ACADEMY OF ASIA
802, PAARTH EXECUTIVE, GH-66, SETOR-55, GURGAON, HARYANA-122002
SERVICES
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SERVICES IN RELATION TO ON-LINE PUBLICATION, ELECTRONIC PUBLICATION, PUBLICATION OF BOOKS, MANUALS, NEWSPAPERS, JOURNALS, PERIODICALS, MAGAZINES, CATALOGS, PROSPECTUSES AND BOOKLETS.
3358736   09/09/2016

VIVEK AGARWAL
CW-08, GROUND FLOOR, MALIBU TOWNE, SEC-47, GURGAON HARYANA-122018
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JURIS NEXTGEN LLP
E-56, LGF, GREATER KAILASH ENCLAVE, PART-I, NEW DELHI 110048

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
EDUCATION, ENTERTAINMENT AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
MAHADEV PANDURANG LOKHANDE
Jadhav Vadi, Fat No-491, Bholai Mala, Colony No 4, Chikhali, Pune - 412114
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Used Since :01/09/2016

MUMBAI
Gym services.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE " MAN "

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE " MAN "

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE " MAN "
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REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE " MAN "

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE " MAN "

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE " MAN "
3359713  09/09/2016
RAJKUMAR G
trading as ;Marketing
RAJASREE H VATTOLI POST KAKKATTIL KUTTIYADI KOZHIKODE 673507
SERVICE
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
A platform to enrich the knowledga of the students by providing them guidelines, advice and train them to be completly aware of the academics.
3359750  10/09/2016
NATIONAL YOUTH COMPUTER ACADEMY
BIDHAN SATPATHI
MONALIKA GHOSH BANERJEE
NILESH BANERJEE
SUBHASIS
TELDANGRA PAYENCHYET SAMITY MARKET COMPLEX, 1ST FLOOR, VILL+PO-TELDANGRA, DIST-BANKURA, 722152, WEST BENGAL
Education; providing of training

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KULDEEP PATHAK & ASSOCIATES
S-557,3RD FLOOR,OFFICE-10,HEERA COMPLEX,SCHOOL BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since : 20/08/2016

KOLKATA
Education; providing of training
SUNAINA BADHWAR trading as :DESI COR
31-B, Platinum Enclave, Sector-18, Pocket - I, Rohini, Delhi 110089
Service Provider
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :01/01/2016

DELHI

AUDIO AND VIDEO PRODUCTION, AND PHOTOGRAPHY, FILM PRODUCTION, OTHER THAN ADVERTISING FILMS, MICROFILMING RECORDING STUDIO SERVICES, RENTAL OF VIDEO CASSETTE RECORDERS, RENTAL OF VIDEO CAMERAS / RENTAL OF CAMCORDERS, VIDEOTAPE EDITING

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
3361009  12/09/2016
SHAMIM AKHTAR
Sector 21/250, Indira Nagar, Lucknow - 226016, Uttar Pradesh
Service Provider
Used Since :25/04/2011
DELHI
Education; Awareness; providing of training; entertainment; Heritage and Culture activities.
3361070    12/09/2016
C.MAHESH
trading as ;SAI MEDIA WORKS
72 /2499, Veleparambil House, Veleparambil Lane, Perandoor (Lfc) Road, Pottakuzhi, Kochi - 682017, Kerala
Service Provider
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since : 17/03/2014
CHENNAI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, PUBLISHING AND REPORTING, SCRIPTWRITING, OTHER THAN FOR ADVERTISING PURPOSES, AUDIO AND VIDEO PRODUCTION, AND PHOTOGRAPHY, FILM PRODUCTION, OTHER THAN ADVERTISING FILMS
3361144  12/09/2016
VISHVANNATH PAATIL
16/A MADHUBAN, LANE 73, SANGVI, PUNE-411027, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES.
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD, SIDDHARTH NAGAR, THANE (E)-400603

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PROVIDING EDUCATION & TRAINING
3362299  14/09/2016
TAYYAB HOSPITAL & EDUCATIONAL TRUST
MOHALLA BAIROON KOTLA, DEOBAND, DISTT. SAHARANPUR - 247 554, (U.P.) INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDERS.
TRUST
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA (U.P)
Used Since: 01/07/2015
DELHI
EDUCATION, PROVIDING OF TRAINING, ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
3362320  14/09/2016
MALPANI EDUCATIONAL AND WELFARE TRUST
trading as ;Malpani Educational and Welfare Trust
Mangalwara Bazar , Pipariya , Dist.- Hoshangabad ( M.P.) Pin - 461775
Service Providers .
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DP SONI
105 , Mahasagar Corporate , Manormaganj Main Road , Indore (M.P.)Pin-452001
Used Since :24/08/2015
MUMBAI
Entertainment , Education , Career Guidance training and Training .
DELHI EDUCATORS FORUM

3362692   14/09/2016
PETALS ENLIGHTENMENT INSTITUTES PRIVATE LIMITED
B-81, ANAND VIHAR, NEAR YAMUNA SPORTS COMPLEX, DELHI-110092
SERVICE PROVIDER
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SMART BRAIN
88, GROUND FLOOR, DEFENCE ENCLAVE, OPP. CORPORATION BANK, VIKAS MARG, DELHI-92
Used Since : 23/01/2014

DELHI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
LIKE HOW IT FEELS

3362873  15/09/2016
SUPER-MAX IPR HOLDINGS AG
SCHWERZMANN PARTNERS AG, NORDSTRASSE 5, 6300 ZUG, SWITZERLAND.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER LAWS OF SWITZERLAND

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ATHENA LEGAL
37, LINK ROAD, FIRST FLOOR, LAJPAT NAGAR-III, NEW DELHI-110024.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
SAINT-GOBAIN INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED

3362983  15/09/2016

SAINT-GOBAIN INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED

PLOT A1, SIPCOT INDUSTRIAL PARK, SRIPERUMBUDUR-602 105, KANCHIPURAM DISTRICT, TAMILNADU, INDIA

SERVICE PROVIDER

A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

JACOB KURIAN

NEW NO 21 (OLD NO 11), 2ND AVENUE, HARRINGTON ROAD, CHETPET, CHENNAI- 600031.

Used Since: 01/07/2016

CHENNAI

SERVICES OF EDUCATION AND TRAINING INCLUDING TRAINING FOR DEVELOPMENT OF SKILL AND KNOWLEDGE ON GLASS AND GLAZING PRODUCTS ARRANGING, ORGANIZING AND CONDUCTING COMPETITIONS FOR / BETWEEN DESIGNERS AND ARCHITECTS, ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, SERVICES OF ARRANGING, ORGANIZING AND CONDUCTING AWARDS SHOWS FOR EXTERNAL FABRICATOR AND GLAZING EXCELLENCE, SERVICES OF WEBSITE BASED EDUCATION INCLUDING EDUCATION IN CONNECTION WITH GLASS, EXCHANGE OF IDEAS THROUGH A WEBSITE, ARRANGING, ORGANIZING CONTESTS AND ENABLING INNOVATIVE IDEAS FOR THE BUSINESS AND FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE INNOVATIVE ABILITIES OF PERSONS BEING SERVICES
3363612    16/09/2016
MR. PUNEET NARANG
S.C.O.2,3,4, OLD JUDICIAL COMPLEX, JHARSA ROAD, SECTOR-15, GURGOAN-122001
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
B. KAUSHIK & ASSOCIATES
D-248, 101, ABHISHEK BUSINESS CENTRE LAXMI NAGAR NEW DELHI 110092
Used Since: 01/03/2016

DELHI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
STAGE 13

3363835  15/09/2016

WARNER BROS. ENTERTAINMENT INC.
4000 Warner Boulevard, Burbank, CA 91522, United States of America

Service providers
A corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LALL & SETHI
D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; entertainment services, namely, providing online video games, providing online computer games, providing temporary use of non-downloadable video games; Providing an interactive website featuring audiovisual content, namely, non-downloadable films and movies via a video-on-demand service, and featuring non-downloadable blogs, program guides, information, news, recaps, and reviews; all of the foregoing in the field of international video entertainment; Production of video and computer game software; entertainment services in the nature of live-action, comedy, drama, animated, and reality television series; production of live-action, comedy, drama, animated and reality television series; distribution and display of live-action, comedy, drama and animated motion picture theatrical films; production of live-action, comedy, drama and animated motion picture theatrical films; theatrical performances both animated and live action; Internet services providing information via an electronic global computer network in the field of entertainment relating specifically to games, music, movies, and television; providing a web site featuring film clips, photographs and other multimedia materials; providing news about current events and entertainment, and information related to education and cultural events, via a global computer network; and providing information for and actual entertainment via an electronic global communications network in the nature of live-action, comedy, drama and animated programs and production of live-action, comedy, drama and animated motion picture films for distribution via a global computer network; providing a computer game that may be accessed by a telecommunications network; and electronic publishing services, namely, publication of text and graphic works of others on-line featuring articles, novelizations, scripts, comic books, strategy guides, photographs and visual materials; non-downloadable publications in the nature of books featuring characters from animated, action adventure, comedy and/or drama features, comic books, children’s books, strategy guides, magazines featuring characters from animated, action adventure, comedy and/or drama features, coloring books, children’s activity books and magazines in the field of entertainment; amusement parks services; amusement park rides; live or pre-recorded shows and/or movies; entertainment and/or recreation information; entertainment club services; electronic game(s) services provided via a global computer network; providing of casino and gaming facilities; entertainment services in the nature of multiplex cinema and theater development, film exhibition, film distribution and marketing services.
3364614    16/09/2016
SHRINIDHI EDUCATION SOCIETY
trading as ;Shrinidhi Education Society
Shrinidhi ,4,Varadvinayak Housing Society,Gendamal Naka Chowk,Shahupuri,Satara-415001.
Service Provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.
Used Since :14/12/2004
MUMBAI
PROVIDING EDUCATION, TRAINING, CULTURAL & SPORTING ACTIVITIES, ARRANGING SEMINAR, EXHIBITIONS, WORKSHOPS, EVENTS & ENTERTAINMENT & ACTIVITIES
3364683  17/09/2016
RAJNI SHARMA ALIAS AND RAJNI MAHALAXMI SATWANTI
VILLAGE, NAGLA HARJIWAN, (BHAG MUJAHIDPUR) POST MAHAVAN, DISTT. MATHURA, (U.P.)- 281305
SERVICES.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)
Used Since :10/07/1997
DELHI
Education, providing of training, entertainment, sporting and cultural activities, including organizing and presenting conferences, seminars, concerts, live shows, religious social programs, trade shows, exhibitions, book fairs, trade fairs, and other artistic events, presentation of works of visual art or literate to the public for cultural or educational purpose.
SHIVRAJ SINGH SHEKHAWAT AND RAVI PRATAP SINGH SHEKHAWAT
SHIVRAJ SINGH SHEKHAWAT, S/O SH. DEEPENDRA SINGH SHEKHAWAT, R/O PLOT NO. 5, NAVJEEVAN COLONY, JASWANT NAGAR B, KHATIPURA ROAD, JAIPUR
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PANKAJ MEHTA
CHAMBER NO.104, BLOCK-3, DELHI HIGH COURT, NEW DELHI-110003
Used Since :02/02/2016
AHMEDABAD
SERVICES IN RELATION TO EDUCATION, PROVIDING OF TRAINING, ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES ETC.
3366165  20/09/2016
EIGHTEENTH PARALLEL TECHNOLOGY LABS PRIVATE LIMITED
A-704 GOLD COAST, IVORY ESTATES, BANER ROAD, PUNE 411008, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KATARIYA VISHAL PRAKASH
2, SHARADA APT. OPP. GATE NO. 5, ABHIMANSHREE, AUNDH, PUNE--8
Used Since :01/09/2015
MUMBAI
GAMING ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, INTERNET GAMES (NON-DOWNLOADABLE), GAME SERVICES, ORGANISATION OF GAMING AND COMPETITIONS, PROVIDING FACILITIES FOR GAME SHOWS
CANNONBALL STOREFRONT
3366166 20/09/2016
EIGHTEENTH PARALLEL TECHNOLOGY LABS PRIVATE LIMITED
A-704 GOLD COAST, IVORY ESTATES, BANER ROAD, PUNE 411008, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KATARIYA VISHAL PRAKASH
2, SHARADA APT. OPP. GATE NO. 5, ABHIMANSHREE, AUNDH, PUNE--8
Used Since: 01/09/2015
To be associated with:
3366165
MUMBAI
GAMING ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, INTERNET GAMES (NON-DOWNLOADABLE), GAME SERVICES, ORGANISATION OF GAMING AND COMPETITIONS, PROVIDING FACILITIES FOR GAME SHOWS
CANNONBALL ARCADE

3366167    20/09/2016
EIGHTEENTH PARALLEL TECHNOLOGY LABS PRIVATE LIMITED
A-704 GOLD COAST, IVORY ESTATES, BANER ROAD, PUNE 411008, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KATARIYA VISHAL PRAKASH
2, SHARADA APT. OPP. GATE NO. 5, ABHIMANSHREE, AUNDH, PUNE--8
Used Since :01/09/2016
MUMBAI
GAMING ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, INTERNET GAMES (NON-DOWNLOADABLE), GAME SERVICES, ORGANISATION OF GAMING AND COMPETITIONS, PROVIDING FACILITIES FOR GAME SHOWS
EIGHTEENTH PARALLEL TECHNOLOGY LABS PRIVATE LIMITED
A-704 GOLD COAST, IVORY ESTATES, BANER ROAD, PUNE 411008, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KATARIYA VISHAL PRAKASH
2, SHARADA APT. OPP. GATE NO. 5, ABHIMANSHREE, AUNDH, PUNE--8
Used Since :01/09/2016
To be associated with:
3366167
MUMBAI
GAMING ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, INTERNET GAMES (NON-DOWNLOADABLE), GAME SERVICES, ORGANISATION OF GAMING AND COMPETITIONS, PROVIDING FACILITIES FOR GAME SHOWS
3366628   19/09/2016
M/S. CLINOMIC CENTER FOR CLINICAL RESEARCH PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;M/S. CLINOMIC CENTER FOR CLINICAL RESEARCH PRIVATE LIMITED
HAPPY VALLY, HOME A-16/603 NR TIKUJINAWADI RD THANe Thane MH 400607 IN
Service Provider
A Company Incorporated under Companies Act.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJOG PANDERE
Vardhaman Dham, Flat 101, Sector 5, Plot 4B, Kamothe, Navi Mumbai 410209
Used Since :29/07/2016

MUMBAI
Education and Training Services
3366649    20/09/2016

GITANJALIDUA

trading as ;GITANJALIDUA

7-A/77, SECOND FLOOR, ARMAAN MANSION W.E.A, KAROL BAGH, DELHI-110005.

SERVICE PROVIDER

Used Since :08/09/2016

DELHI

TO EDUCATION, ACADEMIC ACTIVITIES, SPORTS AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, RUNNING SCHOOLS, EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS (PLAYGROUP AND NURSERY).
ACROSS FILMS

3366798  20/09/2016
PRABHU VENKATA chopal
NEW NO.6, OLD NO.16, VISWANATHAN STREET, SRINIVASA AVENUE, RAJA ANNAMALAI PURAM, CHENNAI - 600 028, TAMILNADU, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Used Since :02/09/2016
CHENNAI
ENTERTAINMENT, MOVIE PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION SERVICES.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1819, 16/10/2017

Class 41

SKILLMAP TRAINING AND SERVICES (P) LTD., trading as; SKILLMAP TRAINING AND SERVICES (P) LTD.,
3/312 A, 1ST FLOOR, ATTIPPETTI NAGAR ROAD, CHEMBUMUKKU, THRIKKAKARA, COCHIN, KERALA, INDIA - 682 021
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANUP JOACHIM T, ADVOCATE
JOACHIM & JANSON, SRSRA-2, CC44/2476, SANTHIPURAM ROAD, COCHIN-682025, KERALA, INDIA
Used Since: 02/04/2014

CHENNAI
TRAINING IN BUSINESS SKILLS; TRAINING RELATING TO EMPLOYMENT SKILLS; EDUCATION SERVICES RELATING TO THE USE OF COMPUTERS IN BUSINESS; ENTERTAINMENT; PARTY PLANNING.
3367796 21/09/2016
JAYSHREE DAVE.
KANAN DAVE.
trading as :ART COLLECT INITIATIVE
A/202, 203, ADITYA APARTMENT, D. N. NAGAR, ANDHERI WEST, MUMBAI-400053.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADV. JANAKI AVINASH BHIDE
33/34, Aditya Avenue, Tidke Colony, Near Chandak Circle, Nashik 422002

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
RAJINIKANTH FOUNDATION

3369939    22/09/2016

RAJINIKANTH
OLD NO. 29B, NEW NO. 40, VISWANATHAPURAM MAIN ROAD, KODAMBakkAM, CHENNAI-600 024, TAMIL NADU.
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
ORGANIZATION OF COMPETITIONS OR OTHER SPORTING AND CULTURAL EVENTS FOR CHARITABLE PURPOSES; ORGANIZATION OF MUSIC CONCERTS FOR CHARITABLE PURPOSES; EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES; ACADEMIES [EDUCATION]; ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF WORKSHOPS, CONFERENCES, SEMINARS AND SYMPOSIUMS; ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITIONS FOR CULTURAL OR EDUCATION PURPOSES; PROVIDING SPORTS FACILITIES; VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE [EDUCATION OR TRAINING ADVICE]; PROVIDING ON-LINE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS, NOT DOWNLOADABLE
3370292  23/09/2016
C.VINO TH CHANDAR
B.SURESH
B.JAISHREE
S.PADMAVATHI
SUMITHRA AJITH
trading as : CHUCHU TV STUDIOS
TVH BELICIA TOWERS, TOWER 1, 1ST FLOOR, NO. 94, MRC NAGAR, CHENNAI - 600 028.
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A PARTNERSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMT LAW PRACTICE
32A, KRISHNAN STREET, T.NAGAR, CHENNAI - 600 017.
Used Since : 12/02/2013
CHENNAI
EDUCATION, PROVIDING OF TRAINING, E-LEARNING, ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, THROUGH INTERNET AND OTHER MEDIA.
3370293 23/09/2016
C.VINOTH CHANDAR
B.SURESH
B.JAISHREE
S.PADMAVATHI
SUMITHRA AJITH
trading as ;CHUCHU TV STUDIOS
TVH BELICIA TOWERS, TOWER 1, 1ST FLOOR, NO. 94, MRC NAGAR, CHENNAI - 600 028.
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A PARTNERSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMT LAW PRACTICE
32A, KRISHNAN STREET, T.NAGAR, CHENNAI - 600 017.
Used Since :22/09/2015
To be associated with:
3370289
CHENNAI
EDUCATION, PROVIDING OF TRAINING, E-LEARNING, ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, THROUGH INTERNET AND OTHER MEDIA.
3371111  26/09/2016  
CHIRAG AGGARWAL  
trading as ;DANCE WITH CHIRAG  
516, BASANT NAGAR, MAJITHA ROAD, NEAR GOPAL MANDIR, AMRITSR-(PUNJAB)(INDIA)  
SERVICE PROVIDER  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
KUMAR TRADE MARK CO.  
14/5, DHARAMPURA, NEAR JOURA PHATAK, AMRITSAR--143004 (PB )  
Used Since :08/02/2010  
DELHI  
OF SERVICE RELATING TO EDUCATION, PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITY INCLUDING DANCE TRAINING, ORGANISATION AND CONDUCTING OF DANCE, MUSIC AND OTHER ENTERTAINMENT FESTIVALS.
SUKHMONEY HEAVY EARTH MOVERS

3372043    23/09/2016
CHARANJIT KAUR
trading as ;SUKHMONEY HEAVY EARTH MOVERS
NEAR JAJA BYE PASS, TANDA, DISTT. HOSHIARPUR (PB.)
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/04/2012
DELHI
Provision of Training in the field of Backhoe Loaders, Tracked Excavator Operator, Trucks, Trailers, Tippers, Haulage, Tractors & Buses.
3372866   26/09/2016
RAMAWATAR TAILOR
trading as ;M.K TAILORING HOUSE
PLOT NO.12-A, RADHA GOVIND NAGAR, NEAR PANNA DHAY CIRCLE, SHEOPUR,SANGANER JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE ANIL KUMAR SHARMA
PLOT N.J-17D, J-17E, OFFICE NO. F-103 EARTH DESIGN TOWER, RAMESH MARG, C-SCHEME, JAIPUR - RAJASTHAN

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, EDUCATIONAL SERVICES TO SCHOOLS, COLLEGES, UNIVERSITIES , AND OTHER
ACADEMIC INSTITUIONS, SOCIETY,PROVIDING EDUCATIONAL, EDUCATIONAL TRAINING SERVICES, EDUCATIONAL
CONSULTING SERVICES, ONLINE EDUCATIONAL SERVICES. PROVIDING SERVICES USING EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE,
PROVIDING ONLINE EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE SERVICES,PROVIDING INTERNET AND EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY SERVICES. PROVIDING INTERNET AND EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY EQUIPMENT
SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 41.
3373529  28/09/2016
KISHORE BARASKAR
A/2, 404, PHASE-2, BRAHMAND CHS LTD, GHOD BUNDER ROAD, AZAD NAGAR, THANE (WEST), 400607
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN RESIDENT
Used Since :06/10/2015
MUMBAI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
3373740 27/09/2016
HINDUSTAN MEDIA VENTURES LIMITED
HT House, 18-20, Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi - 110 001
Service Providers
An Indian Company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1913
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301
Used Since :01/07/2016
DELHI
Education; Providing of training; Entertainment; Sporting and Cultural activities; Event Management; Organization of educational Activities; Providing Training; Organizing & Arranging of film events, musical events, cultural & sporting events & live entertainment events; Organization, Production & Presentation of Shows, Contests, Concerts, Events, Cultural events; Providing on-line electronic publications, electronic books and Journals; Arranging of award ceremonies to recognize achievement; Arranging award ceremonies for entertainment purposes;
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
BALLISLIFE

3374269   27/09/2016

JAGJIT DHAMI

trading as : BALLISLIFE SPORTS CANADA LTD

SUITE 23, 7711 128-STREET SURREY, BC V3W 4E6, CANADA

SERVICE PROVIDERS.

LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

PREETPAL SINGH ADV

434 SECTOR 15 A CHANDIGARH 160015

Used Since : 17/09/2014

DELHI

Sports activities, Entertainment in the nature of sports games, Providing sports facilities, Sports training services, Providing sports information from a website, Organizing and conducting sports competitions, Providing information relating to sports, Providing sports training facilities, Rental of sports equipment, except vehicles, Football instruction [soccer], Basketball camps, Basketball instruction.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
3374945  28/09/2016
MUHAMMED FIROS , T.P
THAIPARAMBIL (H), THIRUVAMBADY (P.O.), CALICUT-673 603, KERALA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:

3374941
CHENNAI
PRODUCTION OF MOVIES; DISTRIBUTION OF MOVIES; TELEVISION ENTERTAINMENT; PRODUCTION OF RADIO AND TELEVISION PROGRAMMES; THEATRE PRODUCTIONS; ENTERTAINMENT INFORMATION; FILM PRODUCTION, OTHER THAN ADVERTISING FILMS; NEWS REPORTERS SERVICES; PRODUCTION OF SHOWS; RADIO ENTERTAINMENT; VIDEOTAPING; EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES; ACADEMIES [EDUCATION]; SERVICES OF SCHOOLS; COACHING; TEACHING / EDUCATIONAL SERVICES/ INSTRUCTION SERVICES / TUITION; PROVIDING ON-LINE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS, NOT DOWNLOADABLE.
iSpark

3375250   29/09/2016
SREI FOUNDATION
H.P. KANORIA
VISHWAKARMA, 86C, TOPSIA ROAD (SOUTH), KOLKATA - 700046
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN PUBLIC CHARITABLE TRUST

Address for service in India/Agents address:
D. SEN & CO.
6, OLD POST OFFICE STREET, GROUND FLOOR, CALCUTTA - 700 001.
Used Since : 13/02/2016

To be associated with:
3375244

KOLKATA

HOLISTIC HEALTH AND FITNESS CENTRE FOR CHILDREN, GYMNASIC INSTRUCTIONS AND RECREATION FACILITIES, HEALTH CLUB SERVICES, HEALTH AND FITNESS TRAINING SERVICES, WELLNESS CARE, YOGA, REIKI, PHYSICAL FITNESS CENTRE, WORKOUTS AND SLIMMING CLUBS, GYM FITNESS
Muthai

3375400  28/09/2016
JEEVITNADI - LIVING RIVER FOUNDATION
Flat No. 4, Profile Regency, S.No. 6/9, Erandawane, Pune - 411004, Maharashtra, India

Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VEDANT VIJAY PUJARI
ACCURES LEGAL, RZ 44-A, Palam Vihar, Sector-6, Dwarka, New Delhi - 110 075, India

Used Since: 21/09/2015

MUMBAI

Providing of training; Arranging and conducting of workshops; Sporting and cultural activities; Organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes.
3375668  30/09/2016
PRASHANT NARAYAN KADAM
trading as ;EZI LEARNING CENTER
K/803, USHA COMPLEX, NEAR USHA NAGAR, KHANDELWAL MARG, BHANDUP (WEST), MUMBAI-400078
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN RESIDENT
Used Since :01/03/2002
MUMBAI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE descriptive matters
3375920    29/09/2016
MR.MAHADEV KALLAPA GURAV
trading as ;Ayur Fitness & Health Club
Block No,1,2nd Floor,Krishi Bhavan,Goaves,Shahapur,Belgaum-590003
Service Provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.
Used Since :31/12/2001
CHENNAI
PROVIDING FITNESS & HEALTH CLUB SERVICES.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE descriptive matters
3376403  29/09/2016
Mattel, Inc.
333 Continental Boulevard, El Segundo, California 90245, United States of America
Service Providers

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
On-line games; entertainment; providing educational and entertainment services via a global computer network web site featuring games, product trivia, activities and product information; productions of television game show programs, a series of on-going television game show programs; entertainment services for providing online computer and electronic databases of audio and video content; online digital video, audio and multimedia publishing services; entertainment information; providing information related to computer games and electronic games; game services provided on-line from a computer network.

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
3376483  30/09/2016
CHAITANYA RAMESH KADAM
trading as ;CHAITANYA DIGITAL PHOTO
48, VYANKAT PURA PETH, SATARA-415002.
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN RESIDENT
Used Since :10/01/2011
MUMBAI
PHOTOGRAPHY
RAHUL ANDREWS
trading as ;RAHUL ANDREWS
B-903, LAKE HOMES, PHASE 2, POWAI, MUMBAI 400076, MAHARASHTRA
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIVIDUAL, CITIZEN OF INDIA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LEENA AJIT PURANDARE
73/B, Flat No. 34, 3rd Floor, Vrindavan Society, Thane (W) - 400 601.
Used Since :13/08/2016
MUMBAI
ARRANGING, CONDUCTING AND ORGANISATION OF WORKSHOPS; COACHING;PRODUCTION OF GRAPHICAL CINE-
FILM CLIPS; DESIGN OF EDUCATIONAL COURSES,EXAMINATIONS AND QUALIFICATIONS; AUDIO AND VIDEO
PRODUCTION, AND PHOTOGRAPHY; PUBLISHING AND REPORTING
Trade Marks Journal No: 1819, 16/10/2017
Class 41

3377498  01/10/2016
MR. SANDEEP MANUDHANE
4th Floor, Yeshwant Plaza, 79, South Tukoganj, Opp. Railway Station, Indore - [M.P.]
Service Providers

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G.S. RIJHWANI & CO.
203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, IIND FLOOR, NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA WEST MUMBAI-400050
Used Since : 15/09/2016

MUMBAI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
3377509  30/09/2016
VIBHU AGARWAL
trading as ;JAYPEE CONVENT
13 A.P.SEN ROAD,101 ROHIT PARADISE LUCKNOW
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KASHYAP POPAT KHANDAGALE
S.R.No 19/3, Tukaram Naik Path, Behind Chhajed Petrol Pump, Bopodi, Pune - 411020
Used Since :01/01/2014

DELHI

Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.
3378300  01/10/2016
AAKRITI EDU CARE PVT.LTD
Sprouts-The Aakriti International School Pre-School Division, Aakriti Ecocity, E-8 Extension, Bhopal(MP)
Service Provider
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KAYSER AND COMPANY.
RAJA BAHADUR MANSION, 20 AMBALAL DOSHI MARG, FORT, MUMBAI- 400 023.
Used Since :03/06/2016
MUMBAI
School Services, Nursery School, Teaching At Elementary School, Secondary School Educational Service, Pre-School Education, Pre-School Teaching, Educational Services Provided By Academies, Technological Educational Services, Sport Education Services, Organizing Of Sports Event And Sports Competition, Boarding, School Courses Relating To Study Assistance, Information Services Relating To Schools, Education And Institution, Management Educational Services, University Education Services.
THE AAKRITI INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL

3378309  01/10/2016
AAKRITI EDU CARE PVT.LTD
Sprouts-The Aakriti International School Pre-School Division, Aakriti Ecocity, E-8 Extension, Bhopal(MP)
Service Provider
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KAYSER AND COMPANY.
RAJA BAHADUR MANSION, 20 AMBALAL DOSHI MARG, FORT, MUMBAI- 400 023.
Used Since :03/06/2016

To be associated with:
3378300, 3378305

MUMBAI
School Services, Nursery School, Teaching At Elementary School, Secondary School Educational Service, Pre-School Education, Pre-School Teaching, Educational Services Provided By Academies, Technological Educational Services, Sport Education Services, Organizing Of Sports Event And Sports Competition, Boarding, School Courses Relating To Study Assistance, Information Services Relating To Schools, Education And Institution, Management Educational Services, University Education Services.
贸易标志期刊号: 1819，16/10/2017，第41类

3378380 03/10/2016
索尼图片网络印度私人有限公司
接口, 建筑7, 第4层, 马拉德连接路, 马拉德(西)孟买-400 064
服务提供商
一个私人有限公司

拟用于
娱乐和体育及文化活动，安排歌唱比赛和活动，组织歌唱比赛，编辑，娱乐服务，娱乐信息，电影制作，现场表演，视频制作，制作广播和电视节目，组织各种人才的比赛，录像带电影制作，制作电视连续剧，制作节目，电视娱乐，提供的服务包括第41类

MUMBAI
3378830  30/09/2016
SANJEEV KUMAR SINGH  
trading as ;SANJEEV KUMAR SINGH  
74 Kalandi Puram Mau Road Khandri Agra (U.P.)  
PROVIDING SERVICES  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
ABHISHEK K. BANSAL  
AGRA TRADE MARK SERVICES 14/6 EMPORIUM BLOCK, SANJAY PLACE, AGRA  
Used Since :15/07/2016  
DELHI  
Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities. arrangement for job fair and requirement  
INCLUDED IN CLASS 41
3379130    03/10/2016

SHAIK AHAMAD BASHA  
BLOCK-2, 9C, CEEBROS SYAMALA GARDENS, 136 ARCOT ROAD, SALIGRAMAM, CHENNAI 600093, TAMIL NADU, INDIA  
SERVICE PROVIDER  
SOLE PROPRIETOR  

Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
SAS PARTNERS  
INDIRA DEVI COMPLEX, II FLOOR, NO.20, GOPALAKRISHNA STREET, PONDY BAZAR, T. NAGAR, CHENNAI - 600 017.  
Used Since :15/08/1995  

To be associated with:  
3379129  

CHENNAI  
RENDERING SERVICES OF ARTS CLUB, SOFTWARE, ANIMATION AND MULTIMEDIA, STORY TELLING PLATFORM,  
COMIC PUBLICATION THROUGH DIGITAL AND PRINT, DOCUMENTARY AND SHORT MOVIES AND RELATED SERVICES  
AND ALL OTHER ACTIVITIES FALLS UNDER THIS CLASS
3380025 04/10/2016
DINESH SINGH RANA
A-104, SHREE SHUBHAM APARTMENT LAXMIBEN CHHEDA MARG, HANUMAN NAGAR, NALLASOPARA WEST, THANE-401203
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIVIDUAL RESIDENT OF INDIA
Used Since :27/09/2016
MUMBAI
EDUCATION, PROVIDING ENTERTAINMENT AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING MUSIC PROGRAMS, VIDEO AND AUDIOTAPES AND COMPACT DISCS EDITING AND PRODUCTION, T.V., CINEMA AND THEATRE FACILITIES, FILM, TELEVISION RADIO PROGRAM AND MUSIC PRODUCTION, MOVIE STUDIOS, MUSIC COMPOSITION AND RECORDING STUDIO SERVICES, ORCHESTRA SERVICES, PRESENTATION OF LIVE PERFORMANCES, ORGANIZATION OF SHOWS MUSIC PUBLICATION.
3380223  04/10/2016
DRG BRAIN DEVELOPMENT KINDERGARTEN (DRG KIDS)
DR. AJOY KUMAR GHOSH
NEAR RAM KRISHNA ASHRAM (SHIVMANDIR), FAYRANI JOTE, P.O. RANIDANGA, PIN-734012, DARJEELING, WEST BENGAŁ.
SERVICE, MERCHANT, TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHARATIYA TRADE PROTECT BUREAU
DEY LODGE, 1ST FLOOR, NAJRUL SARANI, ASHRAM PARA, SILIGURI-734 001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since : 10/01/2013
KOLKATA
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
KASI

3380971 05/10/2016
SP.PALANIAPPAN
PL.SUBRAMANIAM
S.ANUSUYA
S.PALANIAPPAN

trading as ;PALSON ENTERPRISES
NEW NO. 54, 5TH CROSS STREET, TRUSTPURAM, CHENNAI - 600 024, STATE OF TAMIL NADU, INDIA,
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MOHAN ASSOCIATES,
CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU
Used Since :19/08/2002

CHENNAI
MOVIE THEATRE PRESENTATIONS, MOVIE STUDIOS, CINEMA STUDIOS, CINEMA THEATERS, CINEMA SERVICES, CINEMA ENTERTAINMENT, ENTERTAINMENT.
3382425   06/10/2016
NAAPTOL ONLINE SHOPPING PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as :NAAPTOL ONLINE SHOPPING PRIVATE LIMITED
11, CONOPUS, KABRA GALAXY STAR- I CHS, BRAHMAND, AZAD NAGAR, THANE 400 607.
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Privatelimited firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISLAW CONSULTANTS
BUILDING NO.4, C/104, SHANKESHWAR PALMS, BEHIND MODEL SCHOOL, KUMBHKHANPAD, SUBHASH ROAD,
DOMBIVILI(W) 421202
Used Since :01/06/2015
MUMBAI
ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMLY LIVE SHOWS, MUSICAL PERFORMANCE, PRODUCTION OF FILMS, MUSIC AND
VIDEO FILMS, MEDIA PRODUCTION SERVICES, PRODUCTION OF RADIO AND TELEVISION PROGRAMS, EDITING OF
FILMS AND VIDEO FILMS, SUBTITLING, RENTAL OF FILMS, VIDEO TAPES & SOUND RECORDING, MOVIE STUDIO
SERVICES.
Royal Enfield REunion
3382619    06/10/2016
EICHER MOTORS LIMITED
3RD FLOOR-SELECT CITYWALK, A-3, DISTRICT CENTRE, SAKET, NEW DELHI - 110 017
Service Providers
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MOHAN ASSOCIATES.
CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU
Used Since :01/03/1995
DELHI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
Royal Enfield Tour of Nepal

3382620   06/10/2016
EICHER MOTORS LIMITED
3RD FLOOR-SELECT CITYWALK, A-3, DISTRICT CENTRE, SAKET, NEW DELHI - 110 017
Service Providers
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MOHAN ASSOCIATES.
CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU
Used Since :01/03/1995
DELHI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
Royal Enfield Tour of Bhutan

3382621    06/10/2016
EICHER MOTORS LIMITED
3RD FLOOR-SELECT CITYWALK, A-3, DISTRICT CENTRE, SAKET, NEW DELHI - 110 017
Service Providers
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MOHAN ASSOCIATES.
CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU
Used Since :01/03/1995
DELHI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
Royal Enfield Tour of Tibet

3382622   06/10/2016

EICHER MOTORS LIMITED
3RD FLOOR-SELECT CITYWALK, A-3, DISTRICT CENTRE, SAKET, NEW DELHI - 110 017

Service Providers
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MOHAN ASSOCIATES.
CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU

Used Since :01/03/1995

DELHI

EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
3383287    07/10/2016
RISHABH JOLLY
trading as ;RISHABH JOLLY
A-2/138, PASCHIM VIHAR, NEW DELHI-110063
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD.
3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92
Used Since :01/10/2016
DELHI
MUSICAL BAND & ENTERTAINMENT ACTIVITIES.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE descriptive matter
3383425  04/10/2016
GREAT INDIAN OUTDOORS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ; GREAT INDIAN OUTDOORS PRIVATE LIMITED
263, VASANT VIHAR PHASE II DEHRADUN 248001 UTTARAKHAND
Service Provider
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LABDHI KOCHAR & ASSOCIATES
C/O LEGAL WIZ.IN PVT.LTD FIRST FLOOR PIPARA CORPORATE HOUSE, OPP. URVASHI APARTMENT, MITHAKALI, AHMEDABAD 380006
Used Since : 01/12/1999
DELHI
Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities
3384476 08/10/2016
DM PRODUCTIONS PVT LTD
trading as ;DM Productions pvt ltd
Flat no 6, Samarth Nivas Tejpal Scheme, Road no 4, Vile parle East, Mumbai-400057
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Used Since : 14/02/2015
MUMBAI
EDUCATION AND PRODUCTION
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
3386335  13/10/2016
SUMAN BALA.
trading as : JURIST ACADEMY.
SCO NO.-5, TOP FLOOR, SECTOR-24-C, CHANDIGARH-160024, INDIA.
Services
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since : 01/04/2006

DELHI
LEGAL EDUCATION SERVICES, PROVIDING COACHING FOR CIVIL JUDGE, CLAT AND OTHER LAW ENTRANCE EXAMINATIONS (INCLUDING LL.B AND LL.M), JUDICIAL SERVICES EXAMINATIONS, CIVIL SERVICE EXAMINATIONS AND CAREER COUNSELLING FOR LAW.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE "JURIST ACADEMY CHANDIGARH"
SUBJECT TO COLOUR CONDITION
THE BEAUTIFUL STATE

3390430    18/10/2016

OWA HOLDINGS LTD
71-75, Shelton Street, Covent Garden, London WC2H 9JQ, UK

Service Providers
A Company organized and existing under the laws of UK

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.

Used Since: 05/02/2010

CHENNAI

Religious instruction services; educational and entertainment services, namely, providing motivational and educational speakers in the field of self- and personal improvement; providing of training, arranging and conducting educational conferences, arranging of exhibitions, seminars and conferences; television entertainment, production of television programmes and shows, film production, recording studio services, presentation of live performances, dubbing.
A BEAUTIFUL STATE

3390434  18/10/2016
OWA HOLDINGS LTD
71-75, Shelton Street, Covent Garden, London WC2H 9JQ, UK

Service Providers
A Company organized and existing under the laws of UK

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.

Used Since: 05/02/2010

CHENNAI

Religious instruction services; educational and entertainment services, namely, providing motivational and educational speakers in the field of self- and personal improvement; providing of training, arranging and conducting educational conferences, arranging of exhibitions, seminars and conferences; television entertainment, production of television programmes and shows, film production, recording studio services, presentation of live performances, dubbing
GOLFTEC

3390483  18/10/2016
GOLFTEC INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LLC
12450 E. Arapahoe Road, Suite B Centennial, Colorado 80112 U.S.A

Service Providers

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANISHA SINGH NAIR
C/O LEX ORBIS INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PRACTICE 709/710 TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17 TOLSTOY MARG NEW DELHI 110001

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Golf instruction, featuring digital video and motion analysis computers which utilize a proprietary database of the swings of top tour professionals; golf instruction provided online through non-downloadable videos; entertainment services, namely conducting golf contests; fitting of golf clubs to individual users
3394064    22/10/2016
EDUVELLOCITY GLOBAL COUNSELS LLP
No.1174, 1ST FLOOR, ABOVE GARAGE, 12TH B MAIN, HAL 2ND STAGE, INDIRANAGAR, BANGALORE-560008,
KARNATAKA
Service Provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJEEV KUMAR
AG-7, Ground Floor, Shalimar Bagh, New Delhi - 110088
Used Since : 17/09/2016

CHENNAI
CONDUCT APTITUDE TEST, CAREER COUNSELLING, COACHING, GUIDANCE AND MENTORING TO THE STUDENTS
FOR ADMISSION IN THE INDIAN AND FOREIGN UNIVERSITIES.
No exclusive right over the descriptive matters appearing in the label
3395027   21/10/2016
MS. LAVEENA MITHA
Fun Station B-002, Poornima Apartments, Ground Floor, Pedder Road, Mumbai – 400026, Maharashtra, India
SERVICE PROVIDERS
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHURANA & KHURANA
E-13, UPSIDC Site IV, Kasna Road, Behind Grand Venice, Greater Noida, 201310
Used Since :24/04/2007
MUMBAI
Teaching; educational services
3396039    25/10/2016
ASHUTOSH KUMAR
PLOT NO. 8 & 9, FLAT NO. C-1, BLOCK -G, VILL-PUL PRAHLADPUR, VISHWAKARMA COLONY, NEW DELHI-110044.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUBRAMANIAM & ASSOCIATES
CENTRAL SQUARE, SUITE-328, PLAZA III, 20 MANOHARLAL KHURANA MARG, BARA HINDU RAO (OFF RANI JHANSI ROAD), DELHI 110006
Used Since :21/09/2016
To be associated with:
3396038
DELHI
PROVIDING TRAINING SERVICES FOR HEALTH FITNESS, YOGA AND MEDITATION.
3398689    28/10/2016
TOWNVIEW TRADING, LTD.
ATHINODOROU 3, DASUPOLI, NICOSIA, CYPRUS.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF CYPRUS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INFINI JURIDIQUE
604, NILGIRI APARTMENTS 9, BARAKHAMBA ROAD, N. DELHI-110 001
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
"PROVIDING INFORMATION RELATING TO SPORTS AND SPORTING EVENTS; GAMING SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF CASINO GAMING AND SPORTS WAGERING; WAGERING SERVICES; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, INCLUDING PROVIDING A WEBSITE FOR ON-LINE GAMBLING; ONLINE GAMBLING SERVICES, INCLUDING SPORTS BETTING AND ONLINE CASINO GAMES; PROVIDING MOBILE GAMBLING SERVICES; SPORTSBOOK SERVICES".
betcris
3398691  28/10/2016
TOWNVIEW TRADING, LTD.
ATHINODOROU 3, DASPOLI, NICOSIA, CYPRUS.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF CYPRUS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INFINI JURIDIQUE
604, NILGIRI APARTMENTS 9, BARAKHAMBA ROAD, N. DELHI-110 001
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3398689
DELHI
"PROVIDING INFORMATION RELATING TO SPORTS AND SPORTING EVENTS; GAMING SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF CASINO GAMING AND SPORTS WAGERING; WAGERING SERVICES; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, INCLUDING PROVIDING A WEBSITE FOR ON-LINE GAMBLING; ONLINE GAMBLING SERVICES, INCLUDING SPORTS BETTING AND ONLINE CASINO GAMES; PROVIDING MOBILE GAMBLING SERVICES; SPORTSBOOK SERVICES".
BINGE PLEASE

3402095   04/11/2016
CONTAGIOUS ONLINE MEDIA NETWORK PVT. LTD.
NO.503, SAMEER APARTMENTS, VERSOVA VIPUL CHS LTD., YARI ROAD, VERSOVA, ANDHERI (WEST) MUMBAI - 400061
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 2013
Used Since :11/08/2015
MUMBAI
PROVISION OF ENTERTAINMENT RELATED SERVICES MORE SPECIFICALLY RENTAL OF CINE-FILMS/MOTION PICTURES/SOUND RECORDINGS, RENTAL OF LIGHTING APPARATUS FOR THEATRICAL SETS OR TELEVISION STUDIOS, CINEMA PRESENTATIONS/MOVIE THEATRE PRESENTATIONS, DUBBING, ENTERTAINMENT/AMUSEMENTS, ENTERTAINMENT INFORMATION, FILM PRODUCTION, OTHER THAN ADVERTISING FILMS, LENDING LIBRARIES, PROVIDING ONLINE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS, NOT DOWNLOADABLE, PROVIDING ONLINE MUSIC, NOT DOWNLOADABLE, PROVIDING ONLINE VIDEOS, NOT DOWNLOADABLE, ORGANISATION OF SHOWS, PRESENTATION OF LIVE PERFORMANCES, PUBLICATION OF TEXTS, OTHER THAN PUBLICITY TEXTS, PRODUCTION OF RADIO AND TELEVISION PROGRAMMES, RADIO ENTERTAINMENT, PRODUCTION OF SHOWS, TELEVISION ENTERTAINMENT, MOVIE STUDIO SERVICES, MUSIC COMPOSITION SERVICES, RECORDING STUDIO SERVICES, ACADEMIES (EDUCATION), ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF CONFERENCES/LN PERSON EDUCATIONAL FORUMS/WORKSHOPS, PRODUCTION OF MUSIC, SUBTITLING, SCREENPLAY WRITING, SCRIPTWRITING, OTHER THAN FOR ADVERTISING, SONGWRITING, EDUCATIONAL/INSTRUCTION SERVICES, WRITING OF TEXTS OTHER THAN PUBLICITY TEXTS, ORGANISATION OF COMPETITIONS, THEATRE PRODUCTIONS, VIDEOTAPING, ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 41
RECYCLE BIN
3402097  04/11/2016
CONTAGIOUS ONLINE MEDIA NETWORK PVT.LTD.
NO.503, SAMEER APARTMENTS, VERSOVA VIPUL CHS LTD., YARI ROAD, VERSOVA, ANDHERI (WEST) MUMBAI - 400061
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 2013
Used Since :11/08/2015
MUMBAI
PROVISION OF ENTERTAINMENT RELATED SERVICES MORE SPECIFICALLY RENTAL OF CINE-FILMS/MOTION PICTURES/SOUND RECORDINGS, RENTAL OF LIGHTING APPARATUS FOR THEATRICAL SETS OR TELEVISION STUDIOS, CINEMA PRESENTATIONS/MOVIE THEATRE PRESENTATIONS, DUBBING, ENTERTAINMENT/AMUSEMENTS, ENTERTAINMENT INFORMATION, FILM PRODUCTION, OTHER THAN ADVERTISING FILMS, LENDING LIBRARIES, PROVIDING ONLINE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS, NOT DOWNLOADABLE, PROVIDING ONLINE MUSIC, NOT DOWNLOADABLE, PROVIDING ONLINE VIDEOS, NOT DOWNLOADABLE, ORGANISATION OF SHOWS, PRESENTATION OF LIVE PERFORMANCES, PUBLICATION OF TEXTS, OTHER THAN PUBLICITY TEXTS, PRODUCTION OF RADIO AND TELEVISION PROGRAMMES, RADIO ENTERTAINMENT, PRODUCTION OF SHOWS, TELEVISION ENTERTAINMENT, MOVIE STUDIO SERVICES, MUSIC COMPOSITION SERVICES, RECORDING STUDIO SERVICES, ACADEMIES (EDUCATION), ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF CONFERENCES/LN PERSON EDUCATIONAL FORUMS/WORKSHOPS, PRODUCTION OF MUSIC, SUBTITLING, SCREENPLAY WRITING, SCRIPTWRITING, OTHER THAN FOR ADVERTISING, SONGWRITING, EDUCATIONAL/INSTRUCTION SERVICES, WRITING OF TEXTS OTHER THAN PUBLICITY TEXTS, ORGANISATION OF COMPETITIONS, THEATRE PRODUCTIONS, VIDEOTAPING, ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 41
SCREENPATTI

3402098 04/11/2016
CONTAGIOUS ONLINE MEDIA NETWORK PVT. LTD.
NO.503, SAMEER APARTMENTS, VERSOVA VIPUL CHS LTD., YARI ROAD, VERSOVA, ANDHERI (WEST) MUMBAI - 400061
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 2013
Used Since: 11/08/2015

MUMBAI
PROVISION OF ENTERTAINMENT RELATED SERVICES MORE SPECIFICALLY RENTAL OF CINE-FILMS/MOTION PICTURES/SOUND RECORDINGS, RENTAL OF LIGHTING APPARATUS FOR THEATRICAL SETS OR TELEVISION STUDIOS, CINEMA PRESENTATIONS/MOVIE THEATRE PRESENTATIONS, DUBBING, ENTERTAINMENT/AMUSEMENTS, ENTERTAINMENT INFORMATION, FILM PRODUCTION, OTHER THAN ADVERTISING FILMS, LENDING LIBRARIES, PROVIDING ONLINE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS, NOT DOWNLOADABLE, PROVIDING ONLINE MUSIC, NOT DOWNLOADABLE, PROVIDING ONLINE VIDEOS, NOT DOWNLOADABLE, ORGANISATION OF SHOWS, PRESENTATION OF LIVE PERFORMANCES, PUBLICATION OF TEXTS, OTHER THAN PUBLICITY TEXTS, PRODUCTION OF RADIO AND TELEVISION PROGRAMMES, RADIO ENTERTAINMENT, PRODUCTION OF SHOWS, TELEVISION ENTERTAINMENT, MOVIE STUDIO SERVICES, MUSIC COMPOSITION SERVICES, RECORDING STUDIO SERVICES, ACADEMIES (EDUCATION), ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF CONFERENCES/IN PERSON EDUCATIONAL FORUMS/WORKSHOPS, PRODUCTION OF MUSIC, SUBTITLING, SCREENPLAY WRITING, SCRIPTWRITING, OTHER THAN FOR ADVERTISING, SONGWRITING, EDUCATIONAL/INSTRUCTION SERVICES, WRITING OF TEXTS OTHER THAN PUBLICITY TEXTS, ORGANISATION OF COMPETITIONS, THEATRE PRODUCTIONS, VIDEOTAPING, ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 41
THE INBOX OFFICE

3402099  04/11/2016
CONTAGIOUS ONLINE MEDIA NETWORK PVT. LTD.
NO.503, SAMEER APARTMENTS, VERSOVA VIPUL CHS LTD., YARI ROAD, VERSOVA, ANDHERI (WEST) MUMBAI - 400061
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 2013
Used Since :11/08/2015
MUMBAI

PROVISION OF ENTERTAINMENT RELATED SERVICES MORE SPECIFICALLY RENTAL OF CINE-FILMS/MOTION
PICTURES/SOUND RECORDINGS, RENTAL OF LIGHTING APPARATUS FOR THEATRICAL SETS OR TELEVISION
STUDIOS, CINEMA PRESENTATIONS/MOVIE THEATRE PRESENTATIONS, DUBBING, ENTERTAINMENT/AMUSEMENTS,
ENTERTAINMENT INFORMATION, FILM PRODUCTION, OTHER THAN ADVERTISING FILMS, LENDING LIBRARIES,
PROVIDING ONLINE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS, NOT DOWNLOADABLE, PROVIDING ONLINE MUSIC, NOT
DOWNLOADABLE, PROVIDING ONLINE VIDEOS, NOT DOWNLOADABLE, ORGANISATION OF SHOWS, PRESENTATION
OF LIVE PERFORMANCES, PUBLICATION OF TEXTS, OTHER THAN PUBLICITY TEXTS, PRODUCTION OF RADIO AND
TELEVISION PROGRAMMES, RADIO ENTERTAINMENT, PRODUCTION OF SHOWS, TELEVISION ENTERTAINMENT,
MOVIE STUDIO SERVICES, MUSIC COMPOSITION SERVICES, RECORDING STUDIO SERVICES, ACADEMIES
(EDUCATION), ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF CONFERENCES/LN PERSON EDUCATIONAL FORUMS/WORKSHOPS,
PRODUCTION OF MUSIC, SUBTITLING, SCREENPLAY WRITING, SCRIPTWRITING, OTHER THAN FOR ADVERTISING,
SONGWRITING, EDUCATIONAL/INSTRUCTION SERVICES, WRITING OF TEXTS OTHER THAN PUBLICITY TEXTS,
ORGANISATION OF COMPETITIONS, THEATRE PRODUCTIONS, VIDEOTAPING, ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 41
K.P.SHAHUL HAMEED
trading as K.P.SHAHUL HAMEED
ALAVIL P.O., KANNUR DISTRICT, KERALA-670008
PROVIDING SERVICE OF BOOK AND JOURNALS PUBLISHING ETC

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BUSINESS CARE
PRESTIGE CENTRE, NEAR GOVT.TRAINING SCHOOL, SUB-REGISTRAR OFFICE ROAD, KANNUR, KERALA, PIN-670002.
Used Since: 22/10/2010
To be associated with:
1966201

CHENNAI
Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.
3586651  07/07/2017
SPANDAN ACADEMICALS
1/A, 2/A, Nandigram Society, Nr. Ward No. 4 Office, Sindhvai Mata Road, Manjalpur
Association

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
YASH SURYAWALA
N/7, 1st floor, Dhavalgiri Aprtment, B/h Dr. Swadiya"s Hospital, Nr. Kuber Bhuvan, Kothi, Vadodara, Gujarat.
Used Since :02/03/2017

AHMEDABAD
Event management and providing of training in area of sports and fitness
M/S. WHITE LEAF ENTERTAINMENT MEDIA PVT. LTD
103/104, PARTH SOCIETY, BUILDING NO. 43, A/16, MHADA COMPLEX, NEW LINK ROAD, OSHIWARA, JOGESHWARI WEST, MUMBAI – 400 102, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA

Company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAMU & ASSOCIATES.
253, SHANTIVAN CO-OP HOUSING SOCIETY, NEW LINK ROAD EXTN., ANDHERI (W) MUMBAI 400 053

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Education, Providing of training, Entertainment, Sporting and cultural activities and Award functions
3619233    23/08/2017
GAURAV ARORA
MG-1/89, VIKASPURI, NEW DELHI - 110018
Sole Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KUSHAL THUKRAL
B-2/14, PHASE-II, ASHOK VIHAR, DELHI-52
Used Since :02/04/2015
DELHI
EDUCATING, PROVIDING TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES THROUGH GYM, GYMNASIUM, HEALTH CLUBS, HEALTH AND FITNESS CENTERS FOR PEOPLE, OFFLINE AND ONLINE PHYSICAL EDUCATION CONSULTATIONS ON HEALTH AND ENTERTAINMENT VIA STREAMING PLATFORMS LIKE YOUTUBE, TELEVISION, ARRANGING OF WORKSHOPS RELATED TO PHYSICAL EDUCATIONS, SPORTS ACTIVITIES AND PROVIDING SPORTING FACILITIES INCLUDED IN CLASS 41
3619404  24/08/2017
MRS. UJWALA SANDEEP VENGURLEKAR
trading as : LIGHT AND SHADE PHOTOS
506, 5th FLOOR, TOWER-1, LODHA SUPREMUS, ROAD NO.22, WAGHLE ESTATE, THANE WEST-400604 MAHARAstra, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIVIDUAL
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3619403
MUMBAI
VIDEO SHOOTING, PHOTOGRAPHY, ARIEL PHOTOGRAPHY, PRODUCTION, ADD FILM PRODUCTION, MOVIE PRODUCTION, PRODUCTION OF LIVE ENTERTAINMENT EVENTS
AADARSH VIDHYALAYA

3620223   24/08/2017

DIRECTORATE OF ECONOMICS & STATISTICS, PLANNING DEPARTMENT, GOVERNMENT OF RAJASTHAN
NORTH BLOCK, YOJNA BHAWAN, TILAK MARG, C-SCHEME, JAIPUR (RAJASTHAN) INDIA
GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJEEV JAIN
17, BHARAT MATA PATH, JAMNA LAL BAJAJ MARG, C-SCHEME, JAIPUR - 302 001- RAJASTHAN
Used Since: 28/04/2017

AHMEDABAD

PROVIDE TRAINING, EDUCATION AND ORGANIZE, MANAGE, CONDUCT EXHIBITIONS, COMPETITIONS, EVENTS, ENTERTAINMENT AND SPORTS ACTIVITIES WHICH ARE INCLUDED IN CLASS 41
3620224  24/08/2017
DIRECTORATE OF ECONOMICS & STATISTICS, PLANNING DEPARTMENT, GOVERNMENT OF RAJASTHAN
NORTH BLOCK, YOJNA BHAWAN, TILAK MARG, C-SCHEME, JAIPUR (RAJASTHAN) INDIA
GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJEEV JAIN
17, BHARAT MATA PATH, JAMNA LAL BAJAJ MARG, C-SCHEME, JAIPUR - 302 001- RAJASTHAN
Used Since : 28/04/2017
To be associated with:
3620223
AHMEDABAD
PROVIDE TRAINING, EDUCATION AND ORGANIZE, MANAGE, CONDUCT EXHIBITIONS, COMPETITIONS, EVENTS, ENTERTAINMENT AND SPORTS ACTIVITIES WHICH ARE INCLUDED IN CLASS 41
3623010   29/08/2017
YUDHVIR SINGH
Shop No. 5, Lajwanti Complex, BMC Chowk, Jalandhar-144001
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CS TANYA GROVER
8, NALA MARKET, WEST PATEL NAGAR NEW DELHI-110008
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Educational Consultancy
3623039    29/08/2017
M/s POWER CAGE GYM & SPA
305/306, EVERSHINE MALL, MALAD LINK ROAD, MALAD, MUMBAI- 400064.
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
GOEL NIWAS J-62, STREET NO.-4, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Gym services, Gym activity classes.
3623514  30/08/2017
SHEETAL MARADIYA
ENTREE PER SE (WORLD CUISINE RESTAURANT), 5, GROUND FLOOR, 3RD EYE TWO COMPLEX, PACHVATI JUNCTION, C.G. ROAD, AHMEDABA GUJARAT INDIA
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
EVENT AND ENTERTAINMENT.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1819, 16/10/2017  Class 41

3624132  31/08/2017
MOHAMMED ISHTIAQUE
31/F, Rai Charan Ghosh Lane, Tiljala, Kolkata-700039, West Bengal.
Individual

Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. J. ASSOCIATES.
6A, KIRAN SHANKAR ROY ROAD, 2ND FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700 001.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Entertainment, Sporting & Cultural activities in class-41.
INDIBET

3624151  31/08/2017

M A DUSHYANT
MF 7/3, BTM 2ND STAGE, BG ROAD, BANGALORE - 560076

THE TRADE MARKS ACT, 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Gambling Services, Game Services Provided On-Line From A Computer Network, Club Services [Entertainment Or Education], Entertainment Services, Ticket Agency Services [Entertainment]
3624673  31/08/2017
TERAMATIC PRIVATE LIMITED
TERAMATIC PRIVATE LIMITED,8-4-370/R/203, RAJNAGAR, HYDERABAD-500018
THE TRADE MARK ACT 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanamal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Academies [education], education information, timing of sports events, arranging and conducting of conferences, publication of books
3626212  02/09/2017
FRANCIS NOEL BEN
Vazhapilly House, Excel Park, Elamkulam, Ernakulam - 682020
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALTACIT GLOBAL
SHED NO. C2-A, THIRU-VI-KA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.
Used Since :11/03/2017

CHENNAI
Sports activities, Sports instruction, Sports coaching, Sports training, Sports club services, Providing sports facilities, Rental of sports facilities, Leasing of sports facilities, Providing sports training facilities, Rental of sports grounds, Providing facilities for sports tournaments, and Organisation of sports activities for summer camps.
3626254   02/09/2017
MEHRU D. JUNGALWALA TRADING AS: LEARNING BRIDGE
208, GROUND FLOOR, WATERFIELD ROAD, BANDRA (WEST), MUMBAI – 400050, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING PROGRAMS & WORKSHOPS, CULTURAL ACTIVITIES SERVICES
Trade Marks Journal No: 1819, 16/10/2017  Class 41

3626255  02/09/2017
SAICOM TRADE FAIRS & EXHIBITIONS PVT. LTD.
148, ADMIRALTY HOUSE, NEAR COLABA BUS STATION, COLABA, MUMBAI – 400005, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Body- incorporate including Private Limited
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1631203
Mumbai
ONLINE PUBLICATION OF ELECTRONICS NEWS PAPERS, ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, TELEVISION PROGRAMS, CURRENT AFFAIRS PROGRAMS, TALK SHOW, NEWS REPORTERS SERVICES, ORGANIZATION OF COMPETITIONS, PRODUCTION OF RADIO AND TELEVISION PROGRAMMES, PRODUCTION OF SHOWS, STUDIOS, TELEVISION ENTERTAINMENT, PROGRAMS ON ELECTRONIC OR OTHER MEDIA, ENTERTAINMENT AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES SERVICES, ARRANGING, ORGANIZING, CONDUCTING AND HOSTING SOCIAL ENTERTAINMENT EVENTS
VEDADHARA
3626786   04/09/2017
RAMASWAMI V V
FLAT NO 301, LOTUS, B WING, PRESTIGE RESIDENCY, WAGHBIL NAKA, GHODBUNDER ROAD, THANE WEST – 400615
MAHARASHTRA INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIVIDUAL
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
CORRESPONDENCE COURSES, FILM PRODUCTION, PROVIDING ONLINE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS NOT
DOWNLOADABLE, PROVIDING ON LINE MUSIC, PROVIDING ONLINE VIDEOS, PUBLICATION OF TEXTS OTHER THAN
PUBLICITY TEXTS, PUBLICATION OF BOOKS, PUBLICATION OF ELECTRONIC BOOKS AND JOURNALS ONLINE,
RECORDING STUDIO SERVICES, WRITING OF TEXTS OTHER THAN PUBLICITY TEXTS, PRODUCTION OF RADIO AND
TELEVISION PROGRAMS, ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF CONCERTS, CINEMA PRESENTATIONS, MOVIE THEATRE
PRESENTATIONS, ENTERTAINMENT / AMUSEMENTS, MUSEUMS AND MUSEUMS PARKS, PRESENTATION OF LIVE PERFORMANCES,
GAME SERVICES PROVIDED ON LINE FROM A COMPUTER NETWORK, MOVIE STUDIOS, MUSIC COMPOSITION
SERVICES, MUSIC HALLS, PHOTOGRAPHIC REPORTING, PHOTOGRAPHY, PRODUCTION OF SHOWS, RADIO
ENTERTAINMENT, RENTAL OF CINE FILMS, RENTAL OF MOTION PICTURES, RENTAL OF VIDEO CASSETTE
RECORDERS, SERVICES OF SCHOOLS (EDUCATION), SUBTITLING, TELEVISION ENTERTAINMENT, THEATRE
PRODUCTIONS, PROVIDING MUSEUM FACILITIES [PRESENTATION, EXHIBITIONS], ORGANIZATION OF COMPETITIONS
[EDUCATION ENTERTAINMENT], ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITIONS FOR CULTURAL OR EDUCATION PURPOSES,
ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF CONGRESSES, ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF CONFERENCES, ARRANGING
AND CONDUCTING OF SEMINARS, ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF SYMPOSIUMS, DUBBING, FILM PRODUCTION,
OTHER THAN ADVERTISING FILMS, MICROFILMING, PRODUCTION OF MUSIC, RECORDING STUDIO SERVICES,
VIDEOTAPE FILM PRODUCTION, VIDEOTAPE EDITING, VIDEOTAPE RECORDING, CONDUCTING FITNESS CLASSES, LENDING
LIBRARIES, MOBILE LIBRARY SERVICES/ BOOKMOBILE SERVICES, ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING WORKSHOPS
[TRAINING], BOARDING SCHOOLS, CORRESPONDENCE COURSES, EDUCATION INFORMATION, EDUCATIONAL
EXAMINATION, RELIGIOUS EDUCATION, TEACHING/ EDUCATIONAL SERVICES/ INSTRUCTION SERVICES / TUITION,
VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE [EDUCATION OR TRAINING ADVICE], VOCATIONAL RETRAINING, LANGUAGE INTERPRETER
SERVICES, ACADEMICS (EDUCATION), CORRESPONDENCE COURSES, COACHING (TRAINING), PROVIDING ONLINE
ELECTRONIC PUBLICATION NOT DOWNLOADABLE, PROVIDING ONLINE VIDEOS NOT DOWNLOADABLE, TEACHING/
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES/ INSTRUCTION SERVICES
FIRANGG
3627134  04/09/2017
RAHUL CHHIBBER
A 47, SENIOR CITIZEN HOME COMPLEX, POCKET 4, GREATER NOIDA UP
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KANIKA JAIN
LegalRaasta Technologies Pvt. Ltd, B-300 Saraswati Vihar Pitampura Delhi -110034

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
EDUCATION, TRAINING AND ENTERTAINMENT.
3627136  04/09/2017
RAHUL CHHIBBER
A 47, SENIOR CITIZEN HOME COMPLEX, POCKET 4, GREATER NOIDA UP
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KANIKA JAIN
LegalRaasta Technologies Pvt. Ltd, B-300 Saraswati Vihar Pitampura Delhi -110034

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3627134
DELHI
EDUCATION, TRAINING AND ENTERTAINMENT.
ANIME MONK

3627267    05/09/2017

EASHAN MAHESHWARI
NIL - 66B, Malviya Nagar, New Delhi-110017
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ISHA KHANNA
45/11, East Patel Nagar, New Delhi, 110008

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Entertainment services, such as providing information, news, commentary and entertaining pictures and articles in the fields of costume role play, animation, comic books, collectible action figures, television shows, films and video games whereby users can submit, discuss, vote and rate the importance of such items and subscribe to on-line electronic newsletters delivered by email included in class 41.
3627790   05/09/2017
DELHI ACADEMY OF MEDICAL SCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
205, 2nd Floor, 4B, Pusa Road, New Delhi, Delhi-110060, India
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHISH KUMAR
PLOT NO. 16, STREET NO. 3, SATNAM PARK, CHANDER NAGAR, DELHI-110051

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

EDUCATION AND PROVIDE TRAINING IN THE FIELD OF HEALTH, RESPONSE PROCEDURES AND ALL OTHER ACTIVITIES UNDER CLASS 41 OF TRADE MARK ACT, 1999.
3627887    05/09/2017

PRUDENTIS EMPRESA PRIVATE LIMITED
FLAT NO.1/C, 324, SHANTI PALLY, KOLKATA-700107.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHUKLA TRADE MARK COMPANY.
71, CANNING STREET, ROOM NO. C - 518, 5TH FLOOR, BAGRI MARKET, KOLKATA- 700 001.

Used Since :14/06/2017

KOLKATA
EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
3628155   05/09/2017
MR. SURESH PAUL CHOPRA.
518, SUNEJA TOWER-I, DISTT. CENTRE, JANAKPURI, NEW DELHI-110058, INDIA.

INDIVIDUAL NAME

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PRODUCTION OF TELEVISION AND RADIO PROGRAMS, PUBLICATION OF NEWSPAPER & MAGAZINE, NEWS REPORTER SERVICES, MEDIA SERVICES, TELEVISION & RADIO ENTERTAINMENT, PRODUCTION OF SHOWS AND FILMS, ARRANGING AND CONDUCTION AND ORGANIZATION OF SEMINARS OR COLLOQUIUMS OR CONFERENCES, PRESENTATION OF LIVE PERFORMANCES AND SHOWS, PUBLICATION OF ELECTRONIC BOOKS AND JOURNALS ONLINE.
3628347  06/09/2017
VESTIS FINSERV PRIVATE LIMITED
21/169, UNNAT NAGAR NO. 4, M.G. ROAD, GOREGAON (WEST), MUMBAI-400 090.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES; INDUSTRIAL TRAINING; COMPUTER AND COMPUTERISED TRAINING; TRAINING COURSES; ADVANCED BUSINESS TRAINING; CONDUCTING SEMINARS; PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT TRAINING; ORGANISATION OF TRAINING; TRAINING AND INSTRUCTION; BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT TRAINING SERVICES; INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS TRAINING; BUSINESS EDUCATION; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES RELATING TO BUSINESS; TRAINING COURSES IN STRATEGIC PLANNING RELATING TO ADVERTISING; PROMOTION, MARKETING AND BUSINESS
3628434    06/09/2017
NARESH KUMAR PROP. OF KUMAR SKILL DEVELOPMENT CENTER
KHASRA NO.64/66, NARELA ROAD, OPP. PRIMARY SCHOOL, ALIPUR, DELHI-110036
PROP.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMR SOLUTIONS
M - 10, ANUPAM BHAWAN COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, ADADPUR, DELHI - 110033
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
EDUCATION, providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.
3628470    06/09/2017
SIX STRING VENTURES PRIVATE LIMITED
FLAT 3608, THE IMPERIAL, B BNAKASHE MARG, TARDEO, MUMBAI 400034 MAHARASHTRA INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NIYATI DAVAWALA
62, Tardeo Court, 251 Javji Dadaji Marg, Near Bhatia Hospital, Tardeo, Mumbai 400 007
Used Since :09/12/2016

MUMBAI
MUSIC COMPOSITION SERVICES; MUSIC AND LIVE PERFORMANCE RECORDING SERVICES; MUSIC PRODUCTION,
MIXING AND MASTERING SERVICES; MUSIC AND LIVE PERFORMANCE SHARING SERVICES; MUSIC COLLABORATION
SERVICES; DIRECTORY AND CLASSIFIEDS FOR MUSICIANS AND MUSIC CREATORS; SOCIAL NETWORKING
SERVICES; KARAOKE SERVICES; PRESENTATION OF LIVE PERFORMANCES; ORGANIZATION OF COMPETITIONS
(ENTERTAINMENT), SONG WRITING; RECREATION; PROVIDING ON-LINE MUSIC, PROVIDING ON-LINE VIDEOS, ARTIST
MANAGEMENT SERVICES; TALENT DISCOVERY SERVICES; LIVE ENTERTAINMENT EVENT ORGANIZATION AND
MANAGEMENT; PROVISION OF INFORMATION AND ADVISORY SERVICES RELATING TO ANY OF THE AFORESAID
SERVICES ON ANY PLATFORM INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO PHYSICAL, WEB AND MOBILE PLATFORMS
FORBES MARSHALL

3628485  06/09/2017

FORBES MARSHALL PRIVATE LIMITED
A 34-35, MIDC Estate, H Block, Pimpri, Pune 411018, Maharashtra
A Company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Used Since :31/12/1995

To be associated with:
1260492, 3145840

MUMBAI

ARRANGING & CONDUCTING TRAINING PROGRAMS, WORKSHOPS, SEMINARS, SYMPOSIUMS & DISCUSSIONS; VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE (EDUCATION OR TRAINING ADVICE); CONDUCTING CLASSES & TRAINING ONLINE; ORGANIZATION OF EDUCATIONAL, CULTURAL, ENTERTAINMENT COMPETITIONS & SHOWS; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES; PUBLICATION OF BOOKS, ELECTRONIC BOOKS & JOURNALS ON-LINE; LIBRARY SERVICES; PROVIDING RECOGNITION BY WAY OF AWARDS & CERTIFICATES; EVENT MANAGEMENT; PRESENTATION OF LIVE PERFORMANCES; ORGANIZING TRADE FAIRS.
Tipsy Gypsy All Day Live

3628654    06/09/2017

GIPSY HOSPITALITY AND DESTINATIONS PVT LTD
502, 5th Flr, Blue Wave Building, Off Link Road, Andheri West, Mumbai 400053

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNIL CEDRIC PEREIRA
Flat no.3, Anita Apts, Bavdi Cross Lane, Orlem, Malad West Mumbai 400 064

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Entertainment; Television entertainment; Musical entertainment; Radio entertainment; Cinema entertainment; Live entertainment; Interactive entertainment services; Video entertainment services; Online entertainment services; Entertainment information services; Entertainment and cultural activities; Entertainment and sporting activities; Online entertainment services; Animated musical entertainment services; Live entertainment production services; Entertainment services for children; Organization of entertainment competitions; Education, entertainment and sports; Film production for entertainment purposes; Providing online information about entertainment; Providing online non downloadable videos featuring music; Providing online music, not downloadable; Providing online videos, not downloadable; Film production; Television film production; Exhibition of cine films; Production of films, video films, radio and television programs; Organisation of film festivals for cultural or entertainment purposes; Film, music, sport, video and theatre entertainment services; Recording, production and distribution of films, video and audio recordings, radio and television programmes; Cinematographic entertainment services; Services for the showing of cinematographic films; Theatre entertainment
3628759  06/09/2017
GREAT LAKES INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT
24, South Mada Street, Srinagar Colony, Saidapet, Chennai - 600015, Tamil Nadu, India
A company registered under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SELVAM & SELVAM, ADVOCATES
9/3, Valliammal Street, Kilpauk, Chennai - 600010
Used Since: 20/10/2008
To be associated with: 1401160

CHENNAI
Arranging of annual educational conference; organising educational conference; arranging and conducting of colloquiums; arranging and conducting of conferences; arranging and conducting of seminars; organization of seminars; organizing of educational conferences; conducting of educational conferences; Organization of festivals and competitions; organization of shows; organization of fetes for cultural purpose; organizing festivals for cultural purpose; arranging of festivals for cultural purpose; organising events for cultural purposes; organization of educational competition; arranging of educational competition; organising and conducting college competition; Books; Booklets; Periodicals; Magazines (Publication); Printed Publications; Printed Matter.
GREAT LAKES INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT
24, South Mada Street, Srinagar Colony, Saidapet, Chennai - 600015, Tamil Nadu, India
A company registered under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SELVAM & SELVAM, ADVOCATES
9/3, Valliammal Street, Kilpauk, Chennai - 600010

Used Since :02/12/2007

CHENNAI
Arranging of annual educational conference; organising educational conference; arranging and conducting of colloquiums; arranging and conducting of conferences; arranging and conducting of seminars; organization of seminars; organising of educational conferences; conducting of educational conferences; Organization of festivals and competitions; organization of shows; organization of fetes for cultural purpose; organizing festivals for cultural purpose; arranging of festivals for cultural purpose; organising events for cultural purposes; organization of educational competition; arranging of educational competition; organising and conducting college competition; Books; Booklets; Periodicals; Magazines (Publication); Printed Publications; Printed Matter.
3628763 06/09/2017
GREAT LAKES INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT
24, South Mada Street, Srinagar Colony, Saidapet, Chennai - 600015, Tamil Nadu, India
A company registered under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SELVAM & SELVAM, ADVOCATES
9/3, Valliammal Street, Kilpauk, Chennai - 600010
Used Since: 31/07/2015

To be associated with:
1401160

CHENNAI
Arranging of annual educational conference; organising educational conference; arranging and conducting of colloquiums; arranging and conducting of conferences; arranging and conducting of seminars; organization of seminars; organising of educational conferences; conducting of educational conferences; Organization of festivals and competitions; organization of shows; organization of fetes for cultural purpose; organizing festivals for cultural purpose; arranging of festivals for cultural purpose; organising events for cultural purposes; organization of educational competition; arranging of educational competition; organising and conducting college competition; Books; Booklets; Periodicals; Magazines (Publication); Printed Publications; Printed Matter
3628773  06/09/2017
GREAT LAKES INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT
24, South Mada Street, Srinagar Colony, Saidapet, Chennai - 600015, Tamil Nadu, India
A company registered under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SELVAM & SELVAM, ADVOCATES
9/3, Valliammal Street, Kilpauk, Chennai - 600010

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
Arranging of annual educational conference; organising educational conference; arranging and conducting of colloquiaums; arranging and conducting of conferences; arranging and conducting of seminars; organization of seminars; organising of educational conferences; conducting of educational conferences; Organization of festivals and competitions; organization of shows; organization of fetes for cultural purpose; organizing festivals for cultural purpose; arranging of festivals for cultural purpose; organising events for cultural purposes; organization of educational competition; arranging of educational competition; organising and conducting college competition; Books; Booklets; Periodicals; Magazines (Publication); Printed Publications; Printed Matter
3628978 07/09/2017
MRS. SUNITA SUNIL CORDA
102, 1ST FLOOR, MENZ HOUSE, PLOT NO. 41, JUHUGAON, SECTOR 11, VASHI, NAVI MUMBAI 400 703, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PROVIDING EDUCATION AND TRAINING (PLAY GROUP AND NURSERY)
3628997  07/09/2017
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LTD.
FC-19-20, FILMCITY, SECTOR-16A, NOIDA-201301 U.P
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :12/07/2017
To be associated with:
3580799
DELHI
ENTERTAINMENT; ENTERTAINER SERVICES; ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITION/FASHION SHOWS FOR CULTURAL /EDUCATIONAL /ENTERTAINMENT PURPOSES; MOVIE STUDIOS; CINEMA/MOVIE THEATRE PRESENTATIONS; MUSIC COMPOSITION SERVICES; PRODUCTION/ORGANIZATION OF SHOWS; PRESENTATION OF LIVE PERFORMANCES; PHOTOGRAPHIC REPORTING; PHOTOGRAPHY; SPORTING & CULTURAL ACTIVITIES;
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES; PRODUCTION OF 1 FILM/MUSIC/ RADIO & TELEVISION PROGRAMMES; PUBLICATION OF E-BOOKS/JOURNALS ON-LINE; RENTALS OF MOTION PICTURES/CINE-FILMS; SOUND RECORDING; TELEVISION & RADIO ENTERTAINMENT INCLUDED IN CLASS 41
3629115 07/09/2017
BFIT TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
2109, 3RD FLOOR, 19TH B CROSS, 3RD STAGE, MIG YELAHANKA NEW TOWN
Private Limited

Address for service in India/Agents address:
GANAPATHY KAVIN RAJ
53A, 2ND FLOOR, BARODA STREET, WEST MAMBALAM, CHENNAI-600033.
Used Since: 07/08/2017

CHENNAI

pertains to providing of training; sporting and fitness activities.
NEERAJ KUMAR
trading as:AETAS ENTERTAINMENT PVT LTD
B-902, NIHARIKA, KANAKIA SPACES, OPP. LOKPURAM, THANE (WEST) MAHARASHTRA INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PROVIDING ENTERTAINMENT, TRAINING, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
3629304  07/09/2017
SANKET B BIYANI
Flat No. 8, ‘Cozy Nook’ Apartments, 866, Bhandarkar Road, Behind Titan Showroom, Pune- 411004
An Indian national
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
EL SERV (ADVOCATES & LEGAL CONSULTANTS)
5-Krishna Prasad, 42- Rambaug Colony, Paud Road, Kothrud, Pune 411038
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Education; Providing of training, being services included in class 41
MRS. JYOTSNA VINOD SHINDE TRADING AS KCC KARJAT COMMERCE CLASSES
SHRAMSAFALYA, GROUND FLOOR, ABHINAV COLLEGE ROAD, KOTWALNAGAR, KARJAT (W)-410201,
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA

Proprietorship

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHILJA & ASSOCIATES.
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD, SIDDHARTH NAGAR, THANE (E)-400603

Used Since : 15/04/2011

MUMBAI

COACHING CLASSES, EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
3629598  07/09/2017
RAM KARAN
B- 1/30, SHARMA COLONY, BUDH VIHAR, PHASE-2, PUTH KALAN, NORTH WEST DELHI- 110086, INDIA
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRIYA CONSULTANCY & REGISTRATION CO.
H. NO.-87, KAILASH PARK, ARTHLA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD, U.P.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PROVISION OF MEDICAL INSTRUCTION COURSES , PROVIDING CONTINUING MEDICAL EDUCATION COURSES.
3629736   07/09/2017
MANISH JAYAL
FLAT NO. 154 D POCKET-I, MAYUR VIHAR PHASE-I DELHI 110091
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PROTECTUALS
95-D, SHIVAM ENCLAVE (OPPOSITE CBS), VIVEK VIHAR, SHAHADARA NEW DELHI 110032
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SPORTS TRAINING INCLUDING CYCLE TRAINING.
PRABNADAR PRODUCTION
3629744  07/09/2017
S. HARVINDER PAL SINGH PROPRIETOR OF M/S PRABNADAR PRODUCTION
# 6, G. S. COLONY, TARAN TAARAN ROAD, SHRI AMRITSAR, PUNJAB.
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :01/04/2017
DELHI
ENTERTAINMENT, NEWS REPORTING SERVICES, MOVIE STUDIO, MOVIE THEATER PRESENTATION, PERFORMANCES (PRESENTATION OF LIVE PERFORMANCES), PRODUCTION OF AUDIO, VIDEO, RADIO, MUSIC, FILM, TELEVISION PROGRAMMES, PRODUCTION OF SHOWS, PRODUCTION (VIDEOTAPE FILM), AUDIO AND VIDEO EDITING SERVICES, PRODUCTION OF ANIMATED CARTOONS, WORKSHOPS, ORGANIZATION OF COMPETITIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS-41.
3629835   07/09/2017
BENNETT, COLEMAN AND COMPANY LIMITED
THE TIMES OF INDIA BUILDING, DR. D. N. ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400001
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTTL ADVOCARE
803, Arcadia, NCPA Marg, Nariman Point, Mumbai - 400 021, Maharashtra

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities, arranging, organizing and conducting of shows and cultural activities; providing entertainment services and recreational services; Production of animation, Video production; Online entertainment services; Online publication of electronic journals; Publication of electronic magazines online; Online digital publishing services; Providing online comic strips, not downloadable; Online publication of e-books; Provision of online information in the field of computer games entertainment
BENNETT, COLEMAN AND COMPANY LIMITED
THE TIMES OF INDIA BUILDING, DR. D. N. ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400001

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTTL ADVOCARE
803, Arcadia, NCPA Marg, Nariman Point, Mumbai - 400 021, Maharashtra

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities, arranging, organizing and conducting of shows and cultural activities; providing entertainment services and recreational services; Production of animation, Video production; Online entertainment services; Online publication of electronic journals; Publication of electronic magazines online; Online digital publishing services; Providing online comic strips, not downloadable; Online publication of e-books; Provision of online information in the field of computer games entertainment.
3629843    07/09/2017
BENNETT, COLEMAN AND COMPANY LIMITED
THE TIMES OF INDIA BUILDING, DR. D. N. ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400001
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTTL ADVOCARE
803, Arcadia, NCPA Marg, Nariman Point, Mumbai - 400 021, Maharashtra

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities, arranging, organizing and conducting of shows and cultural activities; providing entertainment services and recreational services; Production of animation, Video production; Online entertainment services; Online publication of electronic journals; Publication of electronic magazines online; Online digital publishing services; Providing online comic strips, not downloadable; Online publication of e-books; Provision of online information in the field of computer games entertainment.
3629847  07/09/2017
BENNETT, COLEMAN AND COMPANY LIMITED
THE TIMES OF INDIA BUILDING, DR. D. N. ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400001
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTTL ADVOCARE
803, Arcadia, NCPA Marg, Nariman Point, Mumbai - 400 021, Maharashtra
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities, arranging, organizing and conducting of shows and cultural activities; providing entertainment services and recreational services; Production of animation, Video production; Online entertainment services; Online publication of electronic journals; Publication of electronic magazines online; Online digital publishing services; Providing online comic strips, not downloadable; Online publication of e-books; Provision of online information in the field of computer games entertainment.
3629923   07/09/2017
KANTHETI CHANAKYA RAJ
LIG-822, KPHB COLONY, KUKATPALLY, RANGAREDDY
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRINCE KUNAL
MILAN LANE, BEHIND SBI BANK, KANKARBAHG, MAIN ROAD

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
IMPARTING TRAINING, EDUCATION IN THE FIELD OF YOGA AND MEDITATION AND ANY OTHER LIKE OBJECTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 41
3629951  08/09/2017
HUMAN PRASAD SAHU
154, New Civic Centre, Bhilai, Dist. Durg-490006, Chhattisgarh
Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAAD ASSOCIATES
343, Dr. Ambedkar Nagar, Indore - 452008, Madhya Pradesh

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Educational & Training Services.
DHAISAU
3630102  08/09/2017
ROHITH SUBBEGOWDA
SRI SRINIVASA NILAYA, BEHIND PWD COLONY, HASSAN - 573201
THE TRADE MARK ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
EDUCATION RELATED SERVICES, ENTERTAINMENT, PROVIDING OF TRAINING AND COACHING.
3630184  08/09/2017

NAVBHARAT PUBLICATION
An Indian Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
H K ACHARYA AND COMPANY
N.R.HOUSE, NEAR POPULAR HOUSE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380009, GUJARAT, INDIA

Used Since :01/12/2013

AHMEDABAD
Publication of Books
3630239  08/09/2017

THE STATESMAN LTD
4, Chowringhee Square, Kolkata-700001, West Bengal.
Incorporated under the Indian Companies Act, 1913.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. J. ASSOCIATES.
6A, KIRAN SHANKAR ROY ROAD, 2ND FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700 001.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Engaged in organizing cultural event for awarding the Puja Committees in accordance with their Excellency during Sharod Utsav.
3630345  08/09/2017
DR. SUNITA GANDHI
trading as ; DR. SUNITA GANDHI
10G, STATION ROAD, LUCKNOW-226001 U.P
SERVICE PROVIDER
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
EDUCATION, PROVIDING OF TRAINING, ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTS AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
3630439 08/09/2017
MINDMOJO MEDIALABS PVT. LTD.
102, Building Number 2, Meridien Apartment Complex, Veera Desai Road, Andheri (W), Mumbai - 400 053
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAUTAM & CO. (TRADE MARKS ATTORNEYS)
103, Om CHSL, Opp. Saint Rock College, Eksar Road, Borivali (West), Mumbai-400 092, Maharashtra, India
Used Since :07/09/2017
MUMBAI
TECHBRIDGE

3630518  08/09/2017
WRITE IT SOLUTIONS PVT LTD
B 3/5, Runwal Nagar, B Plot, Near Flower Valley, Opp. Jupiter Hospital, Kolbad, Thane (W), Thane - 400601, Maharashtra
Private Limited Company Registered under The Companies Act 2013

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
201 A, 2nd Floor, Raheja Plaza-I, LBS Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai - 400 086.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Education; providing of training
REWIRING THE WETWARE

3630519  08/09/2017
WRITE IT SOLUTIONS PVT LTD
B 3/5, Runwal Nagar, B Plot, Near Flower Valley, Opp. Jupiter Hospital, Kolbad, Thane (W), Thane - 400601, Maharashtra
Private Limited Company Registered under The Companies Act 2013

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
201 A, 2nd Floor, Raheja Plaza-I, LBS Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai - 400 086.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Education; providing of training
GOLMAAL AGAIN

3630613   08/09/2017

ROHIT SHETTY PICTUREZ LLP
6th Floor, Landmark Building, Andheri -West, Mumbai-400053
A Partnership Firm registered under Limited Liability Partnership Act, 2008

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHILPA DAMANIA
B/4-2, Bansi Ratna, Mahesh Nagar, S. V.Road, Goregaon west, Mumbai - 400062

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Education; Providing of training; Entertainment; Sporting and cultural activities
3630802  08/09/2017
NEXTSCM SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
3rd Floor, # 1664, 27th Main, sector 2 HSR Layout, Bangalore- 560102
Private Limited
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVEEN KUMAR N
# 26, Rajamma Garden, Rajeev Gandhi Road, Jaraganahalli, JP Nagar 6th Phase, Bangalore - 560078.
Used Since :02/01/2017
CHENNAI
Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities
IEVA

3630812  08/09/2017

TUSHAR SUDHAKAR GULHANE

Flat No. 202, Building No. C5, Sun Empire Phase 1, Near Sun City, Anand Nagar, Pune 411 051 in the State of Maharashtra within the Union of India

an Indian National

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

KRISHNA & SAURASTRI ASSOCIATES LLP

74/F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI – 400018

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

training in technical drawings, design, product development, 3d modelling; training and education of engineering design and animation
3631075  09/09/2017
BALESHWAR TAKHELAMBAM.
J-205, IREO GRAND ARCH GOLF COURSE EXTENSION ROAD, GURGAON, HARYANA-122102, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ART EXHIBITIONS, ART GALLERY SERVICES, EDUCATION SERVICES RELATED TO THE ARTS, ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF SPORTING AND CULTURAL EVENTS, ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF CULTURE ACTIVITIES, ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF SPORTING AND CULTURAL EVENTS, COMPETITIONS (ORGANISING OF SPORTS), ARRANGING OF MUSIC SHOWS, ARRANGING OF FILM EVENTS, MUSICAL EVENTS AND LIVE ENTERTAINMENT EVENTS AND COMPOSITION OF MUSIC FOR OTHERS, EDUCATION AND TRAINING IN THE FIELD OF MUSIC AND ENTERTAINMENT INCLUDED IN CLASS 41.
3631077  09/09/2017
BALESHWAR TAKHELAMBAM.
J-205, IREO GRAND ARCH GOLF COURSE EXTENSION ROAD, GURGAON, HARYANA-122102, INDIA.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF YOUTH FOOTBALL (SOCCER) TRAINING PROGRAMMES, FOOTBALL CAMP SERVICES(SOCCER), FOOTBALL INSTRUCTION(SOCCER), ORGANISATION OF FOOTBALL COMPETITIONS AND EVENTS, ORGANISING OF TOURNAMENTS AND ORGANISING OF FOOTBALL TOURNAMENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 41.
3631172  09/09/2017
NIVRUTTI PANDURANG DONGRE
D-wing, Room No-1404, Mahalaxmi SRA CHS, P.B. Marg, Near T.V. Tower, Worli, Mumbai, Worli Colony, Mumbai, Maharashtra-400030
Individual

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DHRUMIL MAHENDRA SHAH
11, Maheshwar Chhaya R. B. Mehta Road, Ghatkopar East Mumbai 400 077

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
3631296 09/09/2017
PRASHANT GARG
EH-III, 202, Utopia Eldeco, Sec-93A, Noida - 201304, Uttar Pradesh
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SPORT CAMP SERVICES, TIMING OF SPORTS EVENTS, ORGANIZATION OF SPORTS COMPETITIONS, GAMES, EQUIPMENT RENTAL, HEALTH CLUB SERVICES [HEALTH AND FITNESS TRAINING], HOLIDAY CAMP SERVICES [ENTERTAINMENT], GAME SERVICES PROVIDED ON-LINE FROM A COMPUTER NETWORK.
3631470  09/09/2017

ANUJ GUPTA
HOUSE NO 03, NEEM WALI GALI BARTAN WALE, FEROZEPUR CITY-152002

THE TRADE MARK ACT 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanamal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Publication Services; Publication Of Newspapers, Publication Of Magazines, Publication Of Books, Publication Of Journals, Publication Of Periodicals; Publication Of Electronic Books And Journal Online; Arranging And Conducting Of Concerts, Film Production, Other Than Advertising Films, Organization Of Cultural, Educational Services; Arranging And Conducting Colloquiums, Arranging Conferences, Seminars, Arranging And Conducting Of Symposiums, Conducting Workshops [Training], Vocational Guidance (Educational Or Training Advice), Education; Providing Of Training; Entertainment; Sporting And Cultural Activities
ELECTRIC EVE

3631514   09/09/2017

FAIZAN SHAIKH
S-382, 3rd FLOOR, PANCHSHEEL PARK, NEW DELHI-110017

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANTOSH GUPTA
23 1/4, santosh collection, beside jai bharat restaurant, kokari aagar, naik nagar, s.m.road, antophill church, mumbai -400 037.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MUSIC & ENTERTAINMENT FESTIVAL, EVENT, CONCERT, CONFERENCE, EDUCATION, DIGITAL/TV CONTENT PRODUCTION
Trade Marks Journal No: 1819, 16/10/2017

NIKHIL KAILAS NANGUDE
VINAYAK APPT., FIRST FLOOR 551, SHANIWARPETH, OPP. KANYASHALA, NEAR APPA BALWANT CHOWK, PUNE-30, MAHARASHTRA.

Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MUMBREKAR JYOTHI
BLOSSOM N SPRINGS, TULIP 701, BANER PASAN LINK ROAD, PUNE-411 021.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Providing of Education, Teaching and Training for Competitive Exams
ANIRUDH NILESH RATHI
851/2, Bhandarkar Inst. Road, Deccan Gymkhana, Pune 411004, Maharashtra
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIVEK SUBHASH SADHALE
Level 3, Sargam Tower, Neelkamal Society, Near Rajaram Bridge, Karvenagar, Pune - 411052

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Providing services of film production; production of film studies; production of television films; production of advertising films; Film editing; Cinematographic film editing; Directing of plays; Presentation of movies, shows, plays or musical performances; Directing of theatre productions; Film, music, sport, video and theatre entertainment services
3631806    11/09/2017
YOGESH VINAYAK PANVELKAR
KALYAN MURBAD ROAD, NEAR TATA POWER, B/H PRATIKASHA PETROL PUMP, KAMBA VILLAGE, KALYAN (WEST)
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DIPAK S. MOHINANI, ADVOCATE
601, NENUMAL SOCIETY, O.T. SECTION, ULHASNAGAR-3.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
EDUCATION FOR PLAY SCHOOL, PRE-PRIMARY SCHOOL, HIGH SCHOOL, PROVIDING OF TRAINING, ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
UPGRAD EDUCATION PVT. LTD.
Nishuvi, Ground Floor, 75, Dr. Annie Besant Road, Worli, Mumbai 400018

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEX MANTIS
D-4, B-Wing, 4th Floor, Barodawala Mansion, 81, Dr. Annie Besant Road, Worli, Mumbai 400018

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Educational services; organizing events and competitions in the area of education
RAHUL PHATE'S

3631978    11/09/2017

MR. RAHUL PRABHAKAR PHATE
49, VAGYADNYA, BAJIRAO NAGAR, TIDAKE COLONY, BEHIND GANGOTRI SERVICE STATION, NEAR GRAM SEVAK BHAVAN, NASHIK-422 002, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

Individual Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
3632176  11/09/2017
ASHISH JAISWAL
C-49 Mayfair Gardens, Next to Hauz Khas Metro, New Delhi- 110016
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :26/01/2017

DELHI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, PUBLICATION OF
TEXTS, OTHER THAN PUBLICITY TEXTS, PUBLICATION OF BOOKS.
THE BLACK FLUTE

3632202    11/09/2017
BLACK FLUTE INTERNATIONAL PVT LTD
S-2, Shankar C.H.S Ltd., Near Kamlesh C.H.S Ltd, Kopri Colony, Kopri, Thane (East), Thane - 400603, Maharashtra
Private Limited Company Registered under The Companies Act 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
201 A, 2nd Floor, Raheja Plaza-I, LBS Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai - 400 086.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Education, providing of training, presentation of the works to public for cultural or educational purposes
3632285   11/09/2017
GLOBEDWINN PRIVATE LIMITED
A 54, PRASHANT VIHAR,ROHINI,NEW DELHI-110085
THE TRADE MARK ACT 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Education information
FORENJI

3632327    11/09/2017
JONATHAN VAN ASWEGEN
3A PARIAT APARTMENT,WAHDIENGLIENG, RISA COLONY,SHILLONG-793003
THE TRADE MARK ACT 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA
Coaching [Training], Academies [Education], Education Information, Personal Trainer Services [Fitness Training], Translation, Publication Of Texts, Other Than Publicity Texts, Publication Of Books, On-Line Publication Of Electronic Books And Journals, Providing On-Line Electronic Publications, Not Downloadable, Religious Education, Teaching / Educational Services / Instruction Services, Tutoring, Vocational Guidance [Education Or Training Advice], Education; Providing Of Training; Entertainment
3632415  11/09/2017
KISHOR KUMAR ANANTHAPALLI
FLAT 102, 7-1-29/A/1, 1ST FLOOR, UNITED ANNEX APARTMENTS, SHYAM KARAN ROAD, LEELANAGAR, AMEERPET, HYDERABAD-500016
THE TRADE MARK ACT 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Coaching [training], Computer training, Computer training services
AURCOE
3632488  11/09/2017
ARKA GUPTA
A1/2, ISWAR CHANDRA NIBAS,68/1, BAGMARI ROAD,KOLKATA - 700054
THE TRADEMARK ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanamal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Services in the production of animated motion picture entertainment, Services in the production of animated motion picture entertainment, Services in the production of animated motion pictures and television features
3632724  11/09/2017
NARESHKUMAR RAMNATHAN ADIDRAVIDAR
Ovala, Ghodbunder Road, Thane (W) - 400615
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Special event planning, Organising dancing events, Arranging of film events, musical events, cultural and sporting events and live entertainment events, Special event planning consultation.
Miss and Mrs Corporate

3632742  11/09/2017
MR.SAJID SHAIKH TRADING AS JAZZMATAZZ
13,Kamal Chambers,38,M.G.Road,Pune-411001
sole proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VERONICA CONSULTANTS
Plot no-23,Unit no-2, Gananjay Society,Kothrud ,pune-411038

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES NAMELY ORGANIZING AND CONDUCTING EVENTS IN FIELD OF FASHION
3632980  12/09/2017

VITAIRS INTERNATIONAL PRIVATE LIMITED
SHOP NO 135; SATRA PLAZA, PLOT NO-20, SECTOR-19D; VASHI PALM BEACH, ROAD NAVI MUMBAI, MUMBAI CITY, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA, 400705

THE TRADEMARK ACT-1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Education; Providing of training; Entertainment; Sporting and cultural activities
3633035    12/09/2017
MANAHAR KUMAR PROP OF UNTIED LACES
HOUSE NO-115, SECTOR-6, PANCHKULA-134109, HARYANA
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRAMOD KUMAR KAPOOR (ADVOCATE)
47-A, GOVIND PARK, KRISHNA NAGAR DELHI
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ORGANISING DANCING EVENTS, PRODUCTION OF SPORTING EVENTS, PRODUCTION OF LIVE ENTERTAINMENT EVENTS, PRODUCTION OF SPORTING EVENT FOR TELEVISION, PRODUCTION OF SPORTING EVENT FOR FILM.
3633036  12/09/2017
MANAHAR KUMAR PROP OF UNTIED LACES
HOUSE NO-115, SECTOR-6, PANCHKULA-134109, HARYANA
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRAMOD KUMAR KAPOOR (ADVOCATE)
47-A, GOVIND PARK, KRISHNA NAGAR DELHI
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
LIVE STAGE SHOW, PRODUCTION OF STAGE SHOW, PRODUCTION OF STAGE PERFORMANCES, PRODUCTION OF STAGE PLAY.
LITTLE CRAYONZ
3633315   12/09/2017
RIMJHIM JHA
353 ASHOKA ENCLAVE, PART-3, GULMOHAR RESIDENCY, VIL:FARIDABAD, HARYANA
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
Pawan Kumar Pawan
A-52, LOWER GROUND FLOOR, NIRMAN VIHAR, DELHI 92
Used Since :30/08/2017

DELHI
Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.
3633662 12/09/2017
JAYANTILAL VERSHI GADA
Plot no 16, DARSHAN Flat 11/4th floor, N S Rd Number 6, JVPD, Juhu, Mumbai, Maharashtra 400056
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K2IPR(PATENT & TRADEMARK ATTORNEYS)
701-702, CRYSTAL TOWER, MARUTI LANE, BEHIND HOTEL RESIDENCY, FORT, MUMBAI-400 001, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Media and entertainment services, cinema presentations, news reporter services, production of radio and television programmes, production of shows and films, publication of books and texts, providing online electronic publications, not downloadable, recording studio services, movie studios, television entertainment, organization of sport competitions and events, concerts, conferences, arranging awards ceremony, producing, directing, scriptwriting, shows and films plays
purepuja
3633769  12/09/2017
N.RANGA RAO & SONS PRIVATE LIMITED
NO.1553, VANIVILASA ROAD,
PRIVATE LIMITED
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BAGYA RAGHAVAN.
NO.9, II FLOOR, AMARAVATHI FLATS, II MAIN ROAD, CIT COLONY, MYLAPORE, CHENNAI - 600 004.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities., Publishing and reporting, e-publishing, conducting seminar, symposiums and workshop, dissemination of information regarding temple, seva timings, spiritual, cultural, educational and religious activities, services regarding and rendering educational, sporting, cultural and religious activities.
3634071  13/09/2017
SANJAY KUMAR MAHAKUD
Flat No. 1306, Floor – 13, Ruby ISLE, Royal Palms, Goregoan (E), Mumbai – 400065, Maharashtra, India.
Single Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINAYAK WAIANDE
39, 1ST FLOOR, MAULI VYAPAR SANKUL, SECTOR - 5, NEAR DATTA MANDIR, AIROLI , NAVI MUMBAI, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PROVISION OF NON-DOWNLOADABLE FILMS AND TELEVISION PROGRAMS VIA PAY-PER-VIEW TELEVISION CHANNELS, HOSTING [ORGANISING] AWARDS RELATING TO FILMS, PUBLICATION OF MAGAZINES, MULTIMEDIA PUBLISHING OF MAGAZINES.
3634213  13/09/2017
MR. NILANJAN MONDAL & MR. DEBANJAN MONDAL
9/7B, Ramanath Majumder Street, Kolkata – 700 009, West Bengal.
Joint Applicant

Address for service in India/Agents address:
TRADE MARK REGISTRATION BUREAU.
1, NETAJI SUBHAS ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 001, INDIA.P. BOX NO. 2391 GPO.
Used Since :01/04/2017

KOLKATA
ROCKER

3634633  13/09/2017
MR. DARSHAN LAXMIKANT SOMANI TRADING AS: BANDHAN
301, NIKHIL GARDEN, MANIKBAUG, SINHGAD ROAD, PUNE - 411051
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ORCHESTRA, LIVE MUSIC SHOWS, ENTERTAINMENT AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES SERVICES
ONTEL

3634790  13/09/2017

ADITYA SHUKLA
21/5, SNEHALATAGANJ, INDORE (M.P.)
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities
3635193    14/09/2017
FINCARE BUSINESS SERVICES LIMITED
5th Floor, Bren Mercury, Kaikondanahalli, Sarjapur Main Road, Bangalore 560102
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHIMA CHALIA
EDIPLIS COUNSELS, G1 (Ground Floor), Building No. 1542/A, 28th Cross, 28th Main, Banashankari 2nd Stage
Bangalore 560070

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3417787, 3417788, 3525867, 3635187

CHENNAI
Training, workshops, events and education.
3635380  14/09/2017
JINS PAUL
PUTHETHUPARAMBIL,MANVETTOM, MEMURI P.O.KOTTAYAM-686611
THE TRADE MARKS ACT 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Used Since :27/04/2002
CHENNAI
Educational and Entertainment services. on-line publication of electronic books, journals and current events programs. Organizing exhibitions, shows and events for cultural or educational purposes. Award programs. Production of radio and television programmes.
3635459  14/09/2017
SPECTRUM FOUNDATION CHARITABLE TRUST
603, VATSARAJ, JODHPUR, SATELLITE-380015, AHMEDABAD, GUJARAT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAULIK ANILKUMAR BHAVASAR
3-KRUSHNAKUNJ APPARTMENT, B/H. SARASWATI SCHOOL, RATANPARK ROAD, OPP. MUTTAMNAGAR, NIKOL, AHMEDABAD-382350.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
JUNIOR K.G. EDUCATION, SENIOR K.G. EDUCATION, PRIMARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION, ANGANVADI, COLLEGE EDUCATION, TECHNICAL EDUCATION.
3635599  14/09/2017
AIGOKEROS PRIVATE LIMITED
43/81, Navsahyadri Co. Operative Housing Society, Karve Nagar, Hingne, Pune - 411 052
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAIR & ASSOCIATES
# 16 JEDHE PARK, 248 RASTA PETH, BEHIND SHANTAI HOTEL, PUNE-411011
Used Since: 04/08/2017

To be associated with:
3621196

MUMBAI
Arranging of Contests; Online Game Services
MITR

Advertised before Acceptance under section 20(1) Proviso

1650114    05/02/2008

MOBISOC TECHNOLOGY PRIVATE LIMITED
D-60, STREET NO. C-5, SAINIK FARMS, NEW DELHI
SOFTWARE DEVELOPER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DUBEY & PARTNERS.
310, NEW DELHI HOUSE, 27, BARAKHAMBA ROAD, NEW DELHI-110 001.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER, NAMELY, PROVIDING, MANAGING AND DEVELOPING APPLICATIONS, SOFTWARE, WEB INTERFACE FOR APPLICATION DEPLOYMENT AND MANAGEMENT, WEB SERVICES FRAMEWORK FOR DATA EXCHANGE, IN THE FIELDS OF WIRELESS COMMUNICATION, MOBILE INFORMATION ACCESS, AND REMOTE DATA MANAGEMENT FOR WIRELESS DELIVERY OF CONTENT TO HANDHELD MOBILE ELECTRONIC DEVICES AS INCLUDED IN CLASS 42.
Priority claimed from 18/11/2008; Application No. : 1272753 ;Australia

Advertised before Acceptance under section 20(1) Proviso

1786986    18/02/2009

Briben Group Pty Ltd
Suite 1, Level 5, 141 Queen Street, Brisbane, Queensland, 4000 Australia

Service Providers
A company incorporated under the laws of Australia

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DSK Legal
4th Floor, Express Towers, Nariman Point, Mumbai - 400 021.

Proposed to be Used

Mumbai

Restaurant services; services for providing food and drink; preparation and provision of food and drink

This is subject to association with registered/pending registration no. 1786984
1787070   18/02/2009
CIPLA LIMITED,
Cipla House, Peninsula Business Park, Ganpatrao Kadam Marg, Lower Parel, Mumbai - 400013.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1913

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; MEDICAL SERVICES; VETERINARY SERVICES; HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEING OR ANIMALS.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1819, 16/10/2017 Class 42

1795033 13/03/2009
GIRISH SAJANDAS CHUGRA
trading as; GIRISH TEA COMPANY
11, NAVI PETH, JALGAON, 425 001DIST. JALGAON, M.S. INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS.
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
SUPER STORES/SHOP, DEPARTMENTAL STORES FOR CONSUMERS, SHOPPING ROOMS & MALL, CONVENIENCE STORES, HYPER MARKETS, OUTLET FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK, RESTAURANT, BAR, HOTEL, COFFEE SHOP, CAFETERIAS, SNACK BARS, CANTEENS, CAFES, CAFETERIAS, CATERING (FOOD AND DRINK), FAST FOOD RESTAURANTS AND SNACK BARS AND ALL KIND OF HOSPITALITY SERVICES, BUFFET RESTAURANT, BAR AND PUB SERVICES.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1819, 16/10/2017 Class 42

2082109 07/01/2011
LG LIFE SCIENCES (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
LG HOUSE, PLOT NO. 11, SECTOR - 44, GURGAON - 122001, HARYANA
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092,
Used Since: 01/04/2007

DELHI
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL
ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
2261242 04/01/2012
I.K. ROHIT
OLD NO. 12 A/4, NEW NO. 23/4, FIRST FLOOR, NORTH STREET, SHRIRAM NAGAR, ALWARPET CHENNAI- 600018.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MOHAN ASSOCIATES.
CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU
Used Since :01/12/2011

CHENNAI
ONLINE INFORMATION PORTAL, HOSTING COMPUTER APPLICATION SOFTWARE IN THE FIELD OF ONLINE
KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT FOR CREATING SEARCHABLE DATABASES OF INFORMATION AND DATA, ONLINE
PLATFORM, ONLINE PRODUCT COMPARISON PORTAL, DATABASE FOR PRODUCTS AND DEALERS, HOSTING E-
COMMERCE PLATFORMS ON THE INTERNET, HOSTING ELECTRONIC MEMORY SPACE ON THE INTERNET FOR
ADVERTISING GOODS AND SERVICES.
LEBBAEUS DENIS

trading as : INTEGRITY SOLUTIONS

NO.23, THIRUVALLUVAR SALAI, THIRUNAGAR, VALASARVAKKAM, CHENNAI-600087, TAMILNADU

SERVICE PROVIDER

A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)

13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016

Used Since : 01/10/2000

CHENNAI

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

The mark as a label should be used in whole as a composite mark and there is no exclusive right over the descriptive words in the logo.
METASEQ
Priority claimed from 15/09/2011; Application No. : 85/423562 ;United States of America
2298882 14/03/2012
COSMOSID, INC
trading as ;COSMOSID, INC
387 TECHNOLOGY DRIVE #3119, COLLEGE PARK, MD 20742, UNITED STATES.
Service Providers
A CORPORATION DULY ORGANIZED UNDER THE LAWS OF UNITED STATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHARAT DASWANI
Daswani House, Green Acres, 23 B Ahripukur 1st Lane, Kolkata 700019
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Providing identification of populations of microorganisms from direct DNA and RNA sequencing for others; Biotechnology research and development services for others, namely, enabling identification of populations of microorganisms from direct DNA and RNA sequencing in the fields of genetics and bioinformatics
2303425    21/03/2012
APK BIOEQUIPMENTS LLP
trading as : APK BIOEQUIPMENTS LLP
F-166, MANYATHA RESIDENCY, NAGAWARA, BANGALORE - 560045, KARNATAKA.
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRS LAW CHAMBERS
LEVEL 15, CONCORDE TOWERS, UB CITY, 1 VITTAL MALLYA ROAD, BANGALORE-560 001.
Used Since :01/02/2012
CHENNAI
PROVIDING BIOTECH CONSULTING.

The mark as a label should be used in whole as a composite mark depicting the distinctive lettering style, artwork and colour combination. There is no exclusive right over the descriptive words in the mark.
ASTRAGEN
2305612  26/03/2012
T. INDIRA
trading as ;ASTRAGEN
D.NO.GF-6, SARASWATHI B BLOCK, MEGA ESTATE, PAPPULLA MILL ROAD, ASHOKNAGAR, VIJAYAWADA-520 007 (A.P)
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :01/01/2012
CHENNAI
DEVELOPING AND DELIVERING THE SUPPORTING MULTIMEDIA AND SOFTWARE
2326806  04/05/2012
TRIVIDH SUMANBHAI PATEL
H-131, ROCK ENCLAVE, NR. HINDUSTAN NAKA, OPP. JOY ICE-CREAM, KANDIVALI(WEST), MUMBAI-400067
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & ASSOCIATES.
405, KAPADIA CHAMBER, 599, J.S.S.ROAD, MARINE LINES, MUMBAI-400 002.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PROVIDING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND RELATED CONSULTANCY; BUSINESS ANALYSIS; BUSINESS PROCESS ANALYSIS; SYSTEMS ANALYSIS, SYSTEMS INTEGRATION, SOFTWARE APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT AND MAINTENANCE; ADVISING ON BUSINESS SOLUTIONS TO DIFFERENT INDUSTRIES.
HEMANT BHARGAVA
trading as; Proprietorship Firm
SCO 34, Second Floor, Sector-11, Panchkula
Software
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VISHAL ARORA
# 651, TOP FLOOR, SECTOR - 8-B, CHANDIGARH.
Used Since :01/09/2006
DELHI
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL
ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
THE CONVERSATION

2331014  14/05/2012
THE CONVERSATION MEDIA GROUP LIMITED
LEVEL 2, 11-13 LINCOLN SQUARE SOUTH, MELBOURNE VICTORIA 3010, AUSTRALIA.
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LEGASIS PARTNERS
38 A/B, JOLLY MAKER II, 3RD FLOOR, 225 NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI-400 021.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
SCIENTIFIC, ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH, DESIGN AND CONSULTANCY RELATING THERETO; ENVIRONMENTAL CONSULTANCY SERVICES, INCLUDING ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY AND ENERGY USE/CONSERVATION CONSULTANCY; COMPUTER SERVICES INCLUDING ORGANIZING AND CONDUCTING MEETINGS, EVENTS AND INTERACTIVE DISCUSSIONS VIA THE INTERNET OR OTHER COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS; HOSTING VIRTUAL COMMUNITIES FOR USERS TO ORGANIZE GROUPS, EVENTS, PARTICIPATE IN DISCUSSIONS, AGGREGATE INFORMATION AND RESOURCES, AND ENGAGE IN SOCIAL AND PROFESSIONAL NETWORKING WITHIN THE BUSINESS, SCIENTIFIC, GOVERNMENT AND ACADEMIC COMMUNITIES; HOSTING OF DIGITAL CONTENT ONLINE; HOSTING COMPUTER SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS OF OTHERS; HOSTING AN INTERACTIVE WEBSITE FOR UPLOADING, DOWNLOADING, POSTING, SHOWING, DISPLAYING, TAGGING, SHARING, TRANSMITTING AND SEARCHING MESSAGES, COMMENTS, MULTIMEDIA CONTENT, PUBLICATIONS, VIDEOS, MOVIES, FILMS, PHOTOS, AUDIO CONTENT, ANIMATION, PICTURES, IMAGES, TEXT, INFORMATION, AND OTHER USER-GENERATED CONTENT; CREATING AND MAINTAINING WEBSITES THAT PROVIDE AN ON-LINE COMMUNITY FOR ADVERTISING AND MARKETING; HOSTING AN ONLINE WEBSITE COMMUNITY FOR USERS TO SHARE INFORMATION AND ENGAGE IN COMMUNICATION AND COLLABORATION BETWEEN AND AMONG THEMSELVES
2387697  30/08/2012

PANACHE EXPORTS PVT. LTD.
108A PARVATI IND. ESTATE, SUNMILL COMPOUND, LOWER PAREL WEST, MUMBAI-400013
SERVICE PROVIDER
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE SANGEETA PAL
C/310, ANTOPHILL WAREHOUSING COMPANY LTD., V.I.T COLLEGE ROAD, WADALA (E), MUMBAI - 400 037
Used Since: 27/11/1991

MUMBAI

PROVIDING WEBSITE SERVICES (COMPUTER PROGRAMMING, WEB DESIGNING, INFORMATIVE MATERIALS IN THE FORM OF SOFT/HARD COPIES OR BY WAY OF INTERNET) IN CLASS 42
Aakash Healthway

2405386  03/10/2012
J C JAGRUTI PVT. LTD.
A-1/18, JANAKPURI NEW DELHI- 110058
SERVICE & PROVIDER
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES IN MEDICAL TREATMENT.
2649884  26/12/2013
RAMANI KAUSHIK KANJIBHAI
trading as ;THE DOT DESIGN
12, SONAL COMPLEX, NEAR DR. DAHYABHAI CLINIC, 2, BHAKTINAGAR STATION PLOT MAIN ROAD, RAJKOT 360002.
GUJARAT, INDIA
Service Provider
A Sole Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
H K ACHARYA AND COMPANY
N.R.HOUSE, NEAR POPULAR HOUSE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380009, GUJARAT, INDIA
Used Since :17/01/2011
AHMEDABAD
Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; design and development of computer hardware and software; Website creation, Website Designing, multimedia Presentation, Catalogue design and all kind of computer designing services being the services included in Class 42
FINAXIS

2720885  19/04/2014

STELLAR DATA SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;SERVICES IN RELATION TO COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
SCO 126-127, 3RD FLOOR, SECTOR-34-A, CHANDIGARH
TO PROVIDE SERVICES IN RELATION TO SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL AND COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:

VISHAL ARORA
# 651, TOP FLOOR, SECTOR - 8-B, CHANDIGARH.
Used Since :01/04/2006

DELHI

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERE TO; INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE.
CAMPUSLIVE

2752236   07/06/2014

STELLAR DATA SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED

trading as ;SERVICES IN RELATION TO COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE

SCO 126-127, 3RD FLOOR, SECTOR-34-A, CHANDIGARH
SERVICES IN RELATION TO SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:

VISHAL ARORA
# 651, TOP FLOOR, SECTOR - 8-B, CHANDIGARH.

Used Since :01/04/2009

DELHI

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL
ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
RAYS TECHSERV PRIVATE LIMITED
B-311, HIMALAYA ARCADE, OPPOSITE VASTRAPUR LAKE, NEHRUPARK, VASTRAPUR, AHMEDABAD 380015, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A Company Incorporated under the Companies Act

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MEHTA LEGAL
402-04, SHILP-2, NEAR SALES INDIA, INCOME TAX CIRCLE, ASHIRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 380 009, GUJARAT

Used Since :13/04/2010

AHMEDABAD
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE; COMPUTER PROGRAMMING; COMPUTER SOFTWARE CONSULTANCY; COMPUTER SYSTEM ANALYSIS; DIGITIZATION OF DOCUMENTS; MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; MONITORING OF COMPUTER SYSTEMS BY REMOTE ACCESS; RENTAL OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; RENTAL OF WEB SERVERS; RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT FOR OTHERS
RAYS TECHSERV
2784209  31/07/2014
RAYSTECHSERV PRIVATE LIMITED
B-311, HIMALAYA ARCADE, OPPOSITE VASTRAPUR LAKE, NEHRUPARK, VASTRAPUR, AHMEDABAD 380015, GUJARAT
STATE, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A Company Incorporated under the Companies Act
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MEHTA LEGAL
402-04, SHILP-2, NEAR SALES INDIA, INCOME TAX CIRCLE, ASHIRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 380 009, GUJARAT
Used Since :13/04/2010
To be associated with:
2784208
AHMEDABAD
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE; COMPUTER PROGRAMMING; COMPUTER
SOFTWARE CONSULTANCY; COMPUTER SYSTEM ANALYSIS; DIGITIZATION OF DOCUMENTS; MAINTENANCE OF
COMPUTER SOFTWARE; MONITORING OF COMPUTER SYSTEMS BY REMOTE ACCESS; RENTAL OF COMPUTER
SOFTWARE; RENTAL OF WEB SERVERS; RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT FOR OTHERS
CUCKOO

2909020  24/02/2015
OPPORTUNE TECHNOLOGIES PVT. LTD.
411, Gemstar Commercial Complex, Ramechandra Lane, Malad (W), Mumbai-400064
Service Provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Scientific and technological services, industrial research, Designing & development services, Software development
NATTY

3042695  27/08/2015
RANGER APPAREL EXPORT PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ';Ranger Apparel Export Private Limited
Ranger Apparel Export Private Limited, Survey No. : 136, Bommenahalli, Bidharahalli Hobli, Budigere Cross, Devanahalli Airport Link Road, Bangalore (East)- 560049
Service providers

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNAMURTHY & CO.
4th Floor, Prestige Takt No. 23, Kasturba Road Cross Bangalore - 560 001
Used Since :20/07/2015

CHENNAI
Providing software as a service for use in e-commerce; providing software as a service for providing and exchanging information via a global computer network
3148287  31/12/2015
MR. RAMAKRISHNA REDDY MADHIREDDY
trading as ;M/S. E-SPACE INTERIORS
DOOR NO : 12- 7- 134 / 7 A, SY. NO. 631/A, OPP TO METRO, IDL LANE, RAGHAVENDRA NAGAR, MOOSAPET,
KUKATPALLY, HYDERABAD – 500072, TELANGANA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
NO.38/13, DESIGAR STREET, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI
Used Since :01/06/2015
CHENNAI
INTERIOR DESIGN SERVICES, GRAPHIC DESIGN SERVICES, PRODUCT DESIGN, FURNISHING DESIGN
SERVICES, GRAPHIC ART SERVICES, INTERIOR DECORATING DESIGN, GRAPHIC ART DESIGN, DESIGN OF
MANUFACTURING APPARATUS
AVINASH GOLLA
trading as : Divine Monkey Designs
17-1-382/k/sb/39, Balaji Nagar, Champapat, Hyderabad-500078, Telangana.
Service Provider
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :01/01/2016
CHENNAI
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THEREETO; INDUSTRIAL
ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE,
DESIGN SERVICES, WEB SITE DESIGN CONSULTANCY
3299914  02/07/2016
SUNITABEN SUreshbhAI KALATHIYA
SUreshbhAI KARSHAnbhAI KALAIThIYA
trading as; M/S GREENCOM EBIZZINFOTECH LLP
GANDHI PALACE, 5TH FLOOR, OPP. LIC QAERTOR TIMALIYAWAD, NANPURA, SURAT, GUJARAT, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since :27/06/2014
AHMEDABAD
SERVICES RELATED TO SOFTWARE PLATFORM AND/OR APPLICATION FOR COLLECTING, PROCESSING, MANAGING AND SHARING OF INFORMATION INCLUDING NEWS AND FOR EDUCATION OR ENTERTAINMENT INCLUDED IN CLASS-42.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.

Transliteration : JANVA JEVU WITH DEVICE OF TREE (IN GUJ LANGUAGE)
3311566  15/07/2016
MAX INDIA LIMITED
419 Bhai Mohan Singh Nagar, Railmajra, Tehsil Balachaur, District Nawanshahr (renamed as Shahid Bhagat Singh Nagar), Punjab 144533
Service Providers
A company incorporated under the Companies Act, 2013
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AZB & PARTNERS
PLOT NO. A-8 SECTOR-4 NOIDA 201301
Used Since: 01/01/2000
DELHI
Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; Industrial analysis and research services; Design and development of computer hardware and software.
3315642   21/07/2016
RANVIR ARVIND JADHAV
Krishnanjali Krishnapath 122/3 Prabhat Road, Opposite To Kanchan Galli, Lane On Law Collage Road, Pune -411004.
Service Provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :01/07/2016
MUMBAI
IT services, IT consultancy, advisory and information services, Software development, Development of computer software application solutions, IT project management.
LUXURIORS

3317200    22/07/2016
VARTIKA MALHOTRA
trading as :Luxuriors
C-2/39, Safdarjung Development Area, New Delhi 110016
Service Provider
Service Provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABHISHEKMALHOTRA
C-2/39 SAFDARJUNG DEVELOPMENT AREA, NEW DELHI
Used Since :14/04/2016
To be associated with:
3317199
DELHI
Interior Designing and Decorators, Architecture
3317379   22/07/2016
CAMPUS SOFTWARE SOLUTION PRIVATE LIMITED
2B, Maulavi Muzibar Rahaman Sarani, Kolkata-700017, West Bengal, India,
Service Providers

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST,3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.),KOLKATA 700 069,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services;
design and development of computer hardware and software being in Class-42
Trade Marks Journal No: 1819 , 16/10/2017   Class 42

AVINANDAN FASHIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
95A,7TH FLOOR,PARK STREET,KOLKATA 700016
SERVICE PROVIDER
an Indian Company.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. CHATTERJEE & ASSOCIATES
349/3,INDIRA GANDHI ROAD,KONNAGAR,HOOGHLY,PIN 712 235,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :30/08/2005

KOLKATA
DRESS DESIGNING; TEXTILE TESTING; MATERIAL TESTING; RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT OF NEW PRODUCTS FOR OTHERS; QUALITY CONTROL; AUTHENTICATING WORKS OF ART; QUALITY EVALUATION OF WOOL; SURVEYING; GRAPHIC ARTS DESIGN; HOSTING COMPUTER SITES (WEB SITES); PROVIDING SEARCH ENGINES FOR THE INTERNET; COMPUTER PROGRAMMING; SERVER HOSTING; SOFTWARE AS A SERVICE (SAAS); RENTAL OF WEB SERVERS.
3320511 28/07/2016
GAURI SHANKAR SEKSARIA,
FLAT NO.3, AKASH APARTMENT, GROUND FLOOR, 5A/1 OLD PALASIA, INDORE, 452001.
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
AKHIL KACHOLIA
1/7 MAHESH NAGAR OPP. SONTU MONTU SCHOOL, INDORE
Used Since : 15/11/2015
MUMBAI
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL
ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
INCLUDED IN CLASS 42.
3322158  29/07/2016
RISEUP TECHNOLOGIES PVT LTD
SWAPNA NAGARI, ROW HOUSE NO.28, BEHIND APPU GHAR, NIGDI, PUNE- 411 044 (M.S.)
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAVINDRA SURESH DARANDALE
04, Shri Dattakrupa Apt., Plot No.11, Gat No.500/1, Rajya Karmachari Soc., Next to Savarkarnagar, Ashoknagar, Satpur, Nasik-422
012(M.S.)
Used Since :12/02/2016
MUMBAI
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL
ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
3323002    30/07/2016

JATIN SAREEN
NARENDRA KUMAR SAREEN
trading as ;M/S. SAREEN SPORTS INDUSTRIES
15, VICTORIA PARK, SPORTS COLONY, MEERUT-250001, U.P.
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/08/1971

DELHI
Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis & research services; design & development of computer hardware & software, Computer programming & services that cannot be classified in other classes, namely, providing an online, interactive bulletin board for the posting, promotion, sale & resale of items via global computer network and for the collection & dissemination of statistical, quantitative & qualitative information regarding the sale & resale of items via a global computer network; website hosting; quality control

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
AMAZON TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
410 Terry Avenue North, Seattle, Washington 98109, U.S.A.
a corporation organized under the laws of the State of Nevada, USA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
3322101

DELHI

Provide research and development services computer program design; computer data processing; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software; maintenance and related consulting services for computer software, mobile, and mobile communications device software; mobile communications device hardware and software consultation and design; hosting of third party websites; providing internet search engines; maintenance and updating of software, internet and password security; network security and management services; online data; digitized electronic and cloud storage services; providing information on a wide range fields via the global internet; providing a website featuring technology that enables users to create personalized video and music; providing an interactive website featuring technology that allows users to consolidate and manage voice, data, video, and media content in the field entertainment; providing access to computer software for authoring, downloading, streaming, broadcasting, transmitting, editing, extracting, encoding, decoding, playing, storing, organizing and reproducing videos and audio.
3323665 30/07/2016
KAYAKO LTD.
trading as ;KAYAKO LTD.
DEVONSHIRE HOUSE, 60 GOSWELL ROAD, LONDON, EC1M 7AD, UNITED KINGDOM
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :05/12/2001
To be associated with:
3323662
DELHI
Computer Software & Graphic Designing; Web Development of Online/Offline Software in the field of Customer Support & Relationship Management, Customer Helpdesk; Rental of Computer Programs or Application; Scientific & Industrial Research Services; Customer Server Support & Server Management Functionality; Providing Online Services over the Internet for Receiving, Storing, Tracking, Organizing, Managing, Analyzing & Reporting Customer Support Requests & Facilitating Communication & Collaboration between Customer Support Personnel.
3324737   02/08/2016
SBI CARDS AND PAYMENT SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
401-402, 4TH FLOOR, AGGARWAL, MILLENIUM TOWER, E-1,2,3, NETAJI SUBHASH PALCE, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI-110034.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ATHENA LEGAL
37, LINK ROAD, FIRST FLOOR, LAJPAT NAGAR-III, NEW DELHI-110024.
Used Since :05/07/2016
DELHI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING OF COMPUTER PROGRAMMING; ESPECIALLY DEVELOPMENT OF PROGRAMMES FOR DATA PROCESSING IN CONNECTION WITH FINANCIAL AND MONETARY AFFAIRS AND FOR FACILITATING MONETARY AND FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS OVER COMPUTER NETWORKS INCLUDING THE INTERNET AND SERVICES THAT CANNOT BE CLASSIFIED IN OTHER CLASSES
3326218   02/08/2016
M/S. MENCH TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
NO. 53, LOTUS BLOCK, L&T SERENE COUNTRY, TELECOM NAGAR, GACHIBOWLI, HYDERABAD – 500032, TELANGANA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
NO.38/13, DESIGAR STREET, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI
Used Since: 03/06/2016

CHENNAI
COMPUTER SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT RELATING TO FINANCIAL AND BILLING SERVICE, COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN, COMPUTER SOFTWARE PROGRAMMING SERVICES, COMPUTER SOFTWARE ADVISORY SERVICES
3328480    05/08/2016
ZUHAIR.C
trading as ;HATCHWHITE INTERIOR ARCHITECT
DOOR.NO.37/859-C, FIRST FLOOR, MANUEL COMPLEX, FATHIMA CHURCH ROAD, ELAMKULAM, KADAVANTHRA, COCHIN-682 020
SERVICE PROVIDER
PARTNERSHIP FORM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BABU K.A.
1ST FLOOR, RADHAGOPALAM, NEAR GANAPATHI KOVIL, SANSKRIT COLLEGE ROAD, TRIPUNITHURA, COCHIN-682 301, KERALA
Used Since :20/08/2011
CHENNAI
ARCHITECTURE URBAN PLANNING, GRAPHIC DESIGNING AND INTERIOR DESIGNING SERVICES
3330477    08/08/2016
KUMAR SAVAR MALHOTRA
J-24 SAKET MEW DELHI 110017
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MARK-R
4675/21, FF-2, GANPATI BHAWAN ANSARI ROAD DARYA GANJ NEW DELHI-110002
Used Since :10/06/2015

DELHI
PROVIDING SEARCH ENGINES FOR THE INTERNET; COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN FOR ONLINE ACCESS
ADVERTISING AND DIRECTORY SERVICES; CREATING AND MAINTAINING WEB SITE FOR ADVERTISING AND
PUBLICITY SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE GOODS, SERVICES, BRAND IDENTITY AND COMMERCIAL
INFORMATION.
3331168  09/08/2016
ADNAN
ROHIT PRABHAT GUPTA
trading as ;ATTRAIT SOLUTIONS
PLOT NO. 741, NELSON SQUARE OPPOSITE MARINA RESIDENCY, BEHIND AXIS BANK, NAGPUR-440013,
MAHARASHTRA
SERVICE PROVIDER
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Used Since :08/04/2010
MUMBAI
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL
ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
SIERRA HAMILTON

Priority claimed from 10/02/2016; Application No. : 86/903,717 ;United States of America

3334092  10/08/2016

SIERRA HAMILTON HOLDINGS LLC
777 Post Oak Boulevard, Suite 400, Houston, Texas 77056 United States of America
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANISHA SINGH NAIR
C/O LEX ORBIS INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PRACTICE 709/710 TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17 TOLSTOY MARG NEW DELHI
110001

Used Since :20/01/2014

DELHI

Petroleum engineering and oil, gas, and injection well construction in the nature of the supervision of drilling operations and design of drilling operations including selection of drilling parameters, drilling fluid and drilling fluid additives, the insertion of tubular goods, namely, casing and tubing strings into wells and completion of wells; petroleum engineering and oil, gas, and injection well construction in the nature of the design and supervision of fracturing procedures by hydraulic fracturing and well casing perforating procedures by gun perforating for oil and gas wells; petroleum engineering in the nature of critical well plan review, relief well design, and rig auditing; Emergency response services in the petroleum industry, namely, kill modeling, design, and execution; consulting services in the field of petroleum engineering, namely, seminars regarding best practices; consulting services in the field of petroleum investments, namely, acquisition evaluation, divestiture preparation, reserve analysis, cash flow analysis and economic modeling; consulting services in the field of petroleum engineering, namely, artificial lift, production optimization, reservoir simulation and modeling and discrete fracture simulation and modeling; and advisory services in the field of petroleum engineering, namely, strategic development of labor, workflow, technology, and associated software development.
Priority claimed from 10/02/2016; Application No.: 86/903,730; United States of America

3334093  10/08/2016
SIERRA HAMILTON HOLDINGS LLC
777 Post Oak Boulevard, Suite 400, Houston, Texas 77056 United States of America

Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANISHA SINGH NAIR
C/O LEX ORBIS INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PRACTICE 709/710 TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17 TOLSTOY MARG NEW DELHI 110001

Used Since: 20/01/2014

To be associated with:
3334092

DELHI

Petroleum engineering and oil, gas, and injection well construction in the nature of the supervision of drilling operations and design of drilling operations including selection of drilling parameters, drilling fluid and drilling fluid additives, the insertion of tubular goods, namely, casing and tubing strings into wells and completion of wells; petroleum engineering and oil, gas, and injection well construction in the nature of the design and supervision of fracturing procedures by hydraulic fracturing and well casing perforating procedures by gun perforating for oil and gas wells; petroleum engineering and oil, gas, and injection well construction in the nature of wall plug and abandonment operations; petroleum engineering in the nature of critical well plan review, relief well design, and rig auditing; Emergency response services in the petroleum industry, namely, well control modeling, well control project management, emergency relief management, relief well drilling and well integrity monitoring; Emergency response services in the petroleum industry, namely, kill modeling, design, and execution; consulting services in the field of petroleum engineering, namely, seminars regarding best practices; consulting services in the field of petroleum investments, namely, acquisition evaluation, divestiture preparation, reserve analysis, cash flow analysis and economic modeling; consulting services in the field of petroleum engineering, namely, artificial lift, production optimization, reservoir simulation and modeling and discrete fracture simulation and modeling; and advisory services in the field of petroleum engineering, namely, strategic development of labor, workflow, technology, and associated software development.
ACHARYA BAL KRISHNA  
PATANJALI YOGPEETH-II, MAHARISHI DAYANAND GRAM, DELHI – HARIDWAR NATIONAL HIGHWAY, NEAR BAHADRABAD, HARIDWAR – 249 405 (UTTARAKHAND).  
Manufacture, Merchandise and Service Provider  
Address for service in India/Agents address:  
BANSAL & COMPANY  
210, JOP PLAZA, {OPP Mc DONALD”S} P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI INDIA.  
Used Since :11/08/2016  
DELHI  
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES, TECHNICAL DESIGN CONSULTANCY ENERGY AND POWER SERVICES, RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE.
बुल शक्ति

3336288   13/08/2016

ACHARYA BAL KRISHNA
PATANJALI YOGPEETH-II, MAHARISHI DAYANAND GRAM, DELHI – HARIDWAR NATIONAL HIGHWAY, NEAR
BAHADRA BAD, HARIDWAR – 249 405 (UTTARAKHAND),
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANDISE AND SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, [OPP MC DONALD’S] P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI INDIA.
Uses Since :11/08/2016

DELHI

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES, TECHNICAL DESIGN CONSULTANCY ENERGY AND POWER SERVICES,
RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND
DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE.
3342889    22/08/2016

ARUN B
trading as : ORBIT HUB
ARUN B, 4/361, SREENILAYAM, PANDAVAPARA SOUTH, CHENGANNUR P.O., ALAPUZHA DISTRICT-689121, KERALA.
SERVICE PROVIDER.
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BENOY K. KADAVAN,
KADVANS LEGAL OFFICES 4TH FLOOR, I.S. PRESS BUILDING, BANERJEE ROAD, KOCHI-682 018.
Used Since : 10/08/2016

CHENNAI
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE;
Madhu Chandrika

3344037  23/08/2016

MS. MADHU CHANDRIKA
No. 004, Orchid Rakesh Fantasy Garden, 2nd Main, 4th Cross, Kasthuri Nagar, Bangalore-560043
Service providers.
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALMT LEGAL BANGALORE
NO 2, LAVELLE ROAD, BANGALORE 560 001
Used Since :03/06/2016

CHENNAI
In respect of Scientific and technological services and research and design services related thereto; Authenticating works of art; Commercial art design; Design and consultancy services in the field of graphic arts; Interior design services and information and advisory services relating thereto; Services for the design of business premises, residential houses etc.
3344835  25/08/2016  
RACHANA SHAH
trading as ;MANGAL MOMENTS LLP.
MANGAL MOMENTS, 210, ABDUL REHMAN STREET, MUMBAI-400003 MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A REGISTERED LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3253657

MUMBAI
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; TESTING,
AUTHENTICATION AND QUALITY CONTROL SERVICES; DESIGN SERVICES; IT SERVICES; INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND
RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE; AND RENTAL, HIRE
AND LEASING IN CONNECTION WITH THE AFORESAID, INCLUDED IN THE CLASS; AND ADVICE, CONSULTANCY AND
INFORMATION FOR THE AFORESAID, INCLUDED IN THE CLASS

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
As Good As New

3344947    25/08/2016

NAVIN PANSARI
C-205, SYNTHOFINE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, BEHIND VIRWANI IND. ESTATE, GOREGAON(EAST), MUMBAI-400063,
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

IT SERVICES NAMELY HOSTING SERVICES, RENTAL OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND FACILITIES, ADVISORY AND
INFORMATION SERVICES, TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES RELATING TO COMPUTERS, UPDATING OF MEMORY BANKS
OF COMPUTER SYSTEMS, IT CONSULTANCY, ADVISORY AND INFORMATION SERVICES, IT SECURITY, PROTECTION
AND RESTORATION, DATA DUPLICATION AND CONVERSION SERVICES, DATA CODING SERVICES, SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY SERVICES, TESTING, AUTHENTICATION AND QUALITY CONTROL, AND RENTAL, HIRE AND LEASING IN
CONNECTION WITH THE AFORESAID INCLUDED IN THE CLASS
3348583    25/08/2016
EXOCAN HEALTHCARE TECHNOLOGIES PVT. LTD.
trading as ;MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
100 NCL Innovation Park, Venture Centre, Dr Homi Bhabha Road, Pashan, Pune-411008
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS & SERVICE PROVIDERS
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VASUNDHARA
D-14, JANGPURA EXTENSION, NEW DELHI-110014.
Used Since :20/08/2016
MUMBAI
research and development of new products for others provision of scientific information, advice and consultancy in relation to carbon offsetting, scientific laboratory services, scientific research, technical research chemical analysis, chemical research
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS
SUBJECT TO COLOUR CONDITION
3348730  30/08/2016
NITESH WADHWANI
64-B, PREM NAGAR COLONY, MANIK BAUG ROAD, INDORE-452 004 [M.P].
SERVICE PROVIDERS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G.S. RIJHWANI & CO.
203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, IIND FLOOR, NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA WEST MUMBAI-400050
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE INCLUDED IN CLASS 42
3349624  30/08/2016
KRUZIiK TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as : KRUZIiK TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
HOUSE NO 35, VILLAGE RAMGARH . P.O DAUN, DISTRICT MOHALI

Service Provider

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.
Used Since : 27/07/2014

DELHI

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
TRUENORTH LABS PVT. LTD.
Office No 15, First Floor, Kris Korner, Kavesar, GB Road, Thane West, Maharashtra - 400607
Service Providers

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Used Since : 18/08/2016

MUMBAI
Consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware, Computer programming, Duplication of Computer programs, Computer software consultancy, Computer system design, Consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware, Conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media, Creating and maintaining web sites for others, Digitization of documents scanning, Duplication of computer programs, Creating and Maintaining web sites for others, Maintenance of computer software, Computer Rental, Computer Software design.
LARK ENGINEERING CO. (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
SOSOULI ROAD, JAGADHARI WORKSHOP, YAMUNA NAGAR, 135102 HARYANA
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
HANDA ASSOCIATES
G.T. ROAD, NEAR BECO, BATALA - 143 505, (PB.)
Used Since :01/04/2005

DELHI
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO, INDUSTRIAL
ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES, FOUNDRY SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS, DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF
COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE INCLUDED IN CLASS 42.
3351336  01/09/2016
FERDINAND RODRICKS
trading as ;FERRO EQUIP FOUNDATION
JAY NAGAR CO-OP HSG SOCIETY LTD, D WING, FLAT NO 85, JANAKALYAN NAGAR, KHARODI, MALAD (WEST), MUMBAI-400-095
SERVICE PROVIDER
A TRUST REGISTERED UNDER INDIAN TRUSTS ACT, 1882
Used Since :31/05/2013
MUMBAI
Providing service in relation research and development of products devices and mobility aids for disabled in class 42
3351373    01/09/2016
MRS. ASHWINI VISHHAL DUGAD
trading as ;GPS CLINIC
42, SIDDARTH ARCADE, OPP MTDC HOLIDAY CAMP, RAILWAY STATION ROAD, AURANGABAD - 431005, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICES PROVIDER
A INDAIN NATIONAL
Used Since :01/12/2014
MUMBAI
SERVICE PROVIDER OF AND SERVICE PROVIDER OF GPS / VEHICLE TRACKING SYSTEMSCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO, INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
3351562    01/09/2016
NEELABH KATTE
7, TARA APARTMENT, TILAKWADI, NASHIK-422002, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Used Since :08/06/2015
MUMBAI
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE SERVICE
Priority claimed from 18/04/2016; Application No. : 87/003866 ;United States of America

3352305 01/09/2016
ZYMERGEN INC.
6121 Hollis Street, Suite 700, Emeryville, CA 94608, United States of America

Service Providers
A company existing under the laws of the State of Delaware, United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SELVAM & SELVAM, ADVOCATES
9/3, Valliammal Street, Kilpauk, Chennai - 600010

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

research and development in the biotechnology field; product development; data automation and collection service using instruments and sensors to evaluate, analyze and collect data in the field of genome design lifecycles
3353834  03/09/2016
NICE ONLINE SHOP PVT. LTD.
trading as ;NICE ONLINE SHOP PVT. LTD.
401-404, FOURTH FLOOR, GEETANJALI TOWER, AJMER ROAD, JAIPUR-302006
NICE ONLINE SHOP PVT. LTD.
PRIVATE LIMITED
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MONIKA TAPARIA
183, Ganesh Vihar, Sirsi mod, sirsi road, Jaipur 302012
Used Since :27/02/2015
AHMEDABAD
Design and development of IT software and Android application in class 42.
3354738  06/09/2016
D2C CONSULTING SERVICES PVT. LTD.
303, SECTOR A, POCKET C, VASANT KUNJ, SOUTH WEST DELHI, DELHI-110070
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF INDIA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
EMINDS LEGAL
eMinds Legal Advocates & Solicitors, 544 Tower B-2, Spaze- iTech Park, Sector 49, Gurgaon-122018
Used Since :08/07/2016
DELHI
WEB-BASED AND MOBILE APPLICATION-BASED SERVICES RELATED TO ENGINEERING WORKS, VEHICLE ROADWORTHINESS TESTING, AUTOMOBILE MAINTENANCE, ON-ROAD ASSISTANCE, GARAGE LOCATOR, ETC.,
Discover BRAIN
3354979  05/09/2016
BHUPENDRA ACHARYA
Flat No- 1007, B Wing, Maple Leaf CHS, Raheja Vihar, Powai, Mumbai- 400072
Service Provider
Address for service in India/Agents address:
AMIT JAIN
307/309, KALBADEVI ROAD, MUMBAI-400002.
Used Since :22/09/2015
MUMBAI
Scientific and Technological services and Research and Design relating thereto; Industrial analysis and Research services; Design and Development of computer hardware and software; Services provided by persons, in relation to the theoretical and practical aspects of complex fields of activities; such services are provided by members of professions such as chemists, physicists, engineers, computer programmers, etc; ALL SERVICES COVERED UNDER CLASS 42.
3355207   05/09/2016
UC MOBILE CO., LTD.
trading as ;UC MOBILE CO., LTD.
12F, No.28 Chengfu Road, Haidian District, Beijing, P.R. China 100083
Manufacturers, Merchants and Service Providers
A company duly organized and existing under the laws of People’s Republic of China

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHADHA AND CHADHA
F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi - 110001, India
Used Since :23/08/2016

DELHI
Research and development of new products for others; technological consultancy; Computer programming; Computer software design; Updating of computer software; Data conversion of computer programs and data [not physical conversion]; Conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; Computer virus protection services; Providing search engines for the internet; Off-site data backup; Electronic data storage; Providing information on computer technology and programming via a web site; Rental of web servers; Software as a service [SaaS]; Information technology[IT] consultancy; Cloud computing; Design and development of multimedia products; Updating of web sites for others; Design of homepages and web sites; Development of driver and operating system software.
DIGITFP

3356679   06/09/2016
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY MADRAS (IIT MADRAS)
trading as ;Institution for Education & Research
Industrial Consultancy & Sponsored Research [IC&SR] Indian Institute of Technology Madras, IIT P.O, Chennai 600036, India
Service Provider
Educational Institution
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHIMA CHALIA
EDIPLIS COUNSELS, G1 (Ground Floor), Building No. 1542/A, 28th Cross, 28th Main, Banashankari 2nd Stage Bangalore 560070
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Software as a service [SaaS]; Installation, upgrading and maintenance of computer software; Computer software design and Computer software consultancy.
3356879  08/09/2016
IDEA SYNERGIES LIFE CARE PRIVATE LIMITED
A 202, VAISHNAVDEVI APARTMENT, PLOT NO.72-B, SECTOR 12B, KOPARKHAIRNE, NAVI MUMBAI-400709,
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA KUMARAN U G MENON
302,gurudham CHS LTD, PLOT NO.65/66,SEC - 4.NEW PANVEL(E)410206
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL
ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE;
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS; COMPUTER
PROGRAMMING SERVICES FOR ELECTRONIC DATA SECURITY; CONSULTANCY RELATING TO THE DESIGN,
PROGRAMMING AND MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR SAFETY ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
3357399  08/09/2016
EPIANCE SOFTWARE PVT LTD trading as ;EPIANCE SOFTWARE PVT LTD
MFAR SILVERLINE TECH PARK, NO.180, 2ND FLOOR, EPIP AREA II PHASE, WHITEFIELD, BANGALORE, KARNATAKA 560066,
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JACOB KURIAN
NEW NO 21 (OLD NO 11), 2ND AVENUE, HARRINGTON ROAD, CHETPET, CHENNAI- 600031.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE ALL BEING SERVICES INCLUDED

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
iB Hubs
3357467 08/09/2016
S.VIJAYA KUMAR REDDY
FF-14, YAMUNA A BLOCK, VISHNU MEGHA ESTATES, PAPPULA MILL ROAD, ASHOK NAGAR, VIJAYAWADA-520 007, ANDHRA PRADESH STATE.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PROPRIETOR FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
V.K. SINHA.
5-9-93, NO. 208, 2ND FLOOR, SHAKTI CHAMBERS, CHAPEL ROAD HYDERABAD- 500 001, ANDHRA PARDESH.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
SERVICES RELATED TO PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION ON ENGINEERING COMPUTER PROGRAMMING AND SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH.
JustASinghal

3357607  09/09/2016

AKSHAT SINGHAL
C-9/9633, VASANT KUNJ, SOUTH DELHI, NEW DELHI--110070.

SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :30/08/2016

DELHI
SOFTWARE DESIGNING, DEVELOPMENT, CUSTOMISATION, IMPLEMENTATION, MAINTENANCE, TESTING AND BENCHMARKING, DESIGNING, DEVELOPING AND DEALING IN COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND SOLUTIONS
Ginger Mobile

3357735 08/09/2016
BEIJING AN QI ZHI LIAN TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
trading as ;Beijing An Qi Zhi Lian Technology Co., Ltd.
111, Floor 1, Building 5, No.8 Courtyard, Fazhan Road, Huilongguan Town, Changping District, Beijing, China
Service Provider
a limited liability company incorporated under the laws of the People's Republic of China

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAi RANDHIR SINGh NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Research and development of new products for others; Technological consultancy; Computer software design; Updating of computer software; Maintenance of computer software; Duplication of computer programs; Installation of computer software; Computer virus protection services; Software as a service[SaaS]; Electronic data storage
3357736  08/09/2016
BEIJING AN QI ZHI LIAN TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
trading as Beijing An Qi Zhi Lian Technology Co., Ltd.
111, Floor 1, Building 5, No.8 Courtyard, Fazhan Road, Huilongguan Town, Changping District, Beijing, China
a limited liability company incorporated under the laws of the People's Republic of China
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAIRANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Research and development of new products for others; Technological consultancy; Computer software design; Updating of computer software; Maintenance of computer software; Duplication of computer programs; Installation of computer software; Computer virus protection services; Software as a service[SaaS]; Electronic data storage
3357872 07/09/2016
M/S VICTORY INFOTECH
Anil Vaghani
Rohan Lathiya
Basement, Victory Infotech, Garden Gate Apartment, Beside Tulsi Hotel, Opposite, Maharana Pratap Udhyam, Nana Varachha, Surat-6.
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HEENA KHURANA
91 SPRING BOARD, PLOT NO.23, SECTOR 18,GURGAON,Haryana 122002
Used Since :01/01/2015

AHMEDABAD
IT Service provider, Training Website, software development Digital marketing- Project training Professional computer courses
3357896  08/09/2016
MR. VIKRAM ARORA.
2406, HARDHYAN SINGH ROAD, KAROL BAGH, DELHI-110005, INDIA.
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/08/2016

DELHI
Application Software Provider, Hosting Computer Software Application Solutions, Advisory Services Relating To Planning Applications, Providing Temporary Use Of Online, Non-Downloadable Computer Software For Use In Broadcast Monitoring Applications, Rental Of Application Software In The Field Of Boutiques Included In Class 42.
3359590  09/09/2016

INTERACTIVE ND CYCLOPEDIC SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED

Office No- 233/234, 2nd Floor, Satyam Mall, Near Kameshwar School, Near Jodhpur cross road, Ahmedabad,
Gujarat 380015
Service Provider
Pvt Ltd Co.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LABDHI KOCHAR & ASSOCIATES
C/O LEGAL WIZ.IN PVT.LTD FIRST FLOOR PIPARA CORPORATE HOUSE, OPP. URVASHI APARTMENT,
MITHAKALI, AHMEDABAD 380006
Used Since :01/01/2015

AHMEDABAD

Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research
services; design and development of computer hardware and software
ibidmyhome
3360061  12/09/2016
IBID MY HOME PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;IBID MY HOME PRIVATE LIMITED
130/2, ULSOOR ROAD, BENGALURU - 560 042
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
R. SATHISH KUMAR
'SIVAM' 56, MYLAPPA STREET, AYANAVARAM, CHENNAI - 600 023.
Used Since :02/11/2015

CHENNAI
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL
ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE,
DESIGN SERVICES
3361479    13/09/2016
NEW AGE WAREHOUSING PRIVATE LIMITED.
trading as ;NEW AGE WAREHOUSING PRIVATE LIMITED.
A-22, GREEN PARK, 3RD FLOOR, AUROBINDO MARG, NEW DELHI-110016.
SERVICE PROVIDER
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, {OPP MC DONALD"S} P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI INDIA.
Used Since :12/01/2016
DELHI
SOFTWARE AND NETWORKING, PROVIDING ON-LINE NON DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE FOR PERFORMING FINANCIAL AND NON FINANCIAL TRANSACTION.
RUDRAM SOFTECH PRIVATE LIMITED (A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 2013) AND ITS PREDECESSORS IN TITLE trading as; RUDRAM SOFTECH PRIVATE LIMITED

01-KEVDA NI CHALI, B/H BAJARANG ESTATE, OPPOSITE. BAJARANGDAS BAPA ASHRAM, THAKKAR BAPANAGAR, AHMEDABAD-382350 (GUJARAT)

SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

VARSHA H.BHATT

BHATT LEGAL SERVICES, L-102, GHANSHYAM COMPLEX, NEAR CHANDLODIYA OVER BRIDGE, AHMEDABAD-382481

Used Since: 14/12/2010

AHMEDABAD

SERVICES FOR DESIGNING COMPUTER SOFTWARE, DEVELOPMENT, CUSTOMIZATION, IMPLEMENTATION, MAINTENANCE, TESTING IN RESPECT OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE, PRODUCT BENCHMARKING SERVICES AND DESIGNING INCLUDED IN CLASS 42
LIKE HOW IT FEELS

3362874  15/09/2016
SUPER-MAX IPR HOLDINGS AG
SCHWERZMANN PARTNERS AG, NORDSTRASSE 5, 6300 ZUG, SWITZERLAND.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER LAWS OF SWITZERLAND
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ATHENA LEGAL
37, LINK ROAD, FIRST FLOOR, LAJPAT NAGAR-III, NEW DELHI-110024.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL
ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
AIS TECHNOLABS PVT LTD
305 SILICON TOWER, BEHIND SAMARTHSHWAR TEMPLE, OFF C G ROAD, AHMEDABAD 380009, GUJARAT.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KETANA BABARIA
B/137, Harisiddha Park, Nr. Navsarjan School Ranip Ahmedabad-382480

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO, INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES, DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE.
MY STYLE FACTORY!

3363354    15/09/2016
DAMY ROYAL STYLE PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as :DAMY ROYAL STYLE PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT 617, SEC 21A, FARIDABAD, HARYANA, INDIA
Service Provider.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NATASHA SHARMA
AARYAVARTT, 102, 1st Floor, Alliance Tower-II, LSC, Savita Vihar, Delhi-110092, India.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Fashion Design; Clothing Design; Dress Designing; Fashion Design Consultancy; Design of Clothing Accessories.
DIGISOL SYSTEMS LIMITED
trading as :DIGISOL SYSTEMS LIMITED
Plot No. L-7, Verna Industrial Estate, Verna, Salette, South Goa, GOA – 403722.
Manufacturers, Merchants and Service Providers
Director
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ASIAN PATENT BUREAU.
163, Ashoka shopping center, First floor, G.T. hospital complex, L.T. Road Mumbai-400001
Used Since :08/09/2009
MUMBAI
3367817  21/09/2016
DIGITRA SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD.
34-E, POCKET-K, SHEIKH SARAI PHASE-II, NEW DELHI-110017, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :21/10/2014
DELHI
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL
ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE IN
CLASS 42.
3373133 26/09/2016
RANJAN D. CHHEDA
trading as ;O&O SALON & SPA
Shop no.1, Jay Shivshankar Co-op Housing Society, Shivaji Park Road No.5, Mahim, Mumbai 400016
SERVICE PROVIDER
A Partnership Firm registered under the Indian Partnership Act, 1932
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE PRIYANKA TIWARI
Office No.3, Krishna Castle, A-1 Ground Floor, Fitwala Road, Elphinstone, Mumbai - 400013. Opp. Saidham
Used Since :01/08/2016
MUMBAI
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING AND SERVICES THAT CANNOT BE CLASSIFIED IN OTHER CLASSES, NAMELY, PROVIDING AN ONLINE, INTERACTIVE BULLETIN BOARD FOR THE POSTING, PROMOTION, SALE AND RESALE OF ITEMS VIA GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, AND FOR THE COLLECTION AND DISSEMINATION OF STATISTICAL, QUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE INFORMATION REGARDING THE SALE AND RESALE OF ITEMS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK
3373567    28/09/2016
ENVISTREAM SMARTECH PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO-736, LANE-3, NAYAPALLI, JAYADEV VIHAR, BHUBANESWAR, KHORDHA, PIN-751013, ODISHA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN COMPANY
Used Since :01/09/2016
KOLKATA
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL
ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1819, 16/10/2017 Class 42

TOOTLE
3374486  27/09/2016
MS. SHEEBA RUFUS AND MR. VENUGOPALAN
trading as ;Tootle Travel Services LLP
Flat No. C-601, Plot No. 269, Kharghar, Navi Mumbai, Mumbai- 410210
SERVICES PROVIDERS
an Indian Limited Liability Partnership
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHURANA & KHURANA
E-13, UPSIDC Site IV, Kasna Road, Behind Grand Venice, Greater Noida, 201310
Used Since :20/08/2015
MUMBAI
providing search engine for travel information, hosting blog related to travel
WORKNRBY

3376112 29/09/2016

WORKNRBY LLP

trading as ; WORKNRBY LLP

208, KESAR NAGAR, SANGANER, JAIPUR (RAJ)

SERVICE PROVIDER

LLP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

ROHIT JAIN, ADVOCATE

F1/163, GANDHI PATH, CHITRAKOOT, VAISHALI NAGAR, JAIPUR - RAJASTHAN - 302021

Used Since : 16/09/2016

AHMEDABAD

Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; design and development of computer hardware and software under class 42.
3376941   29/09/2016
FILMY KEEDA PRODUCTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;Merchants, Traders and Service Providers
503-504, Peninsula Park, Plot A-4, CTS 694, Off. Oshiwara, MSD, Veera Desai Road, Andheri (West), Mumbai- 400053
Merchants, Traders and Service providers
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.S. ASSOCIATES
I-116, SOUTH CITY-II, GURGAON-122002 HARYANA
Used Since :29/11/2013
MUMBAI
Digital transfer services for transferring home videos and short and feature films, TV serials to DVD and internet; design and development of computer module versions of human beings using computer animation for use in movies, television, internet and other applications
3377411    29/09/2016
PRAVEEN GOWD CHAGAPURAM
trading as ;M/s Wealth Wallet Technologies
1-2-607/27/3, Lower Tank Bund, Behind DBR Mills, SBH Colony, Secunderabad, Hyderabad – 500080 , India
Service Providers
Director
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALEXIUS IP ATTORNEYS
H.NO. 3-6-290, FLAT NO. 406, AZIZ TOWERS, HIMAYAT NAGAR, HYDERABAD-500029, TELANGANA, INDIA.
Used Since :01/10/2015

CHENNAI
Computer development and programming, Computer consultancy and computer software design, Information technology [IT] consultancy services, IT programming services and IT security, protection and restoration, Software consultancy, installation and creation design, Software research and development, Computer software updating and upgrading, Computer software maintenance, Data recovery services, Database development and security services, Installation of database software.
3379108  03/10/2016

OTI TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as :OTI TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
FLAT NO.2E, LAKSHMEESHAM, NANDANAM APARTMENTS, PONNUVEETTIL LANE, THRISSUR - 680022, KERALA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Used Since :15/12/2015

CHENNAI
SOFTWARE RENTAL, REPAIR, CONSULTANCY, INSTALLATION, CREATION, RESEARCH, DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT, AUTHORING, MAINTENANCE, CUSTOMIZATION INCLUDED
3379131  03/10/2016
ASCENSOR TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as : ASCENSOR TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
NO.22, NEW KANISHMARI NO.161, 2 KONANAKUNTE VILLAGE, UTTARA HOBLI, BANGALORE - 560 062, KARNATAKA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since: 29/09/2016
CHENNAI
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
3379224  03/10/2016

ANWAR IMADIYDIN NASEEMI PUNEKAR
BAGALKOT ROAD, HOUSE NO 12, Nauraspur Colony, Bijapur, Hudco Colony, Karnataka-586109

Providing of Industrial Design & Architecture Design, Planning Architecture Consultancy Services included in class 42

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

KANIKA JAIN
LegalRaasta Technologies Pvt. Ltd, B-300 Saraswati Vihar Pitampura Delhi -110034

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Industrial Design & Architecture Design, Planning Architecture Consultancy Services included in class 42
Eng-dFCD
3379745  03/10/2016
ENGINEERS INDIA LIMITED
Engineers India Bhawan, 1, Bhikaji Cama Place, R.K. Puram, New Delhi - 110066
Service Providers
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, INDIA
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; design and development of computer hardware and software.
Priority claimed from 24/05/2016; Application No. : 87048406 ;United States of America
3380397  04/10/2016
AMAZON TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
410 Terry Avenue North, Seattle, Washington 98109, U.S.A.
Service Provider
a corporation organized under the laws of the State of Nevada, USA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for promoting limited-availability sales of consumer goods; providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for sending notifications and alerts regarding limited-availability sales of consumer goods; providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for finding the location of limited-availability goods sales of consumer goods; providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for viewing, ordering, purchasing and arranging for pickup of consumer goods; providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for disseminating information regarding consumer product discounts; providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for use in sharing information about deals; providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for location mapping.
MAXIMUS FORECASH

3381094  04/10/2016
MAXIMUS INFOWARE (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
4th Floor, Balaji Infotech Park, Road No. 16A, Wagle Industrial Estate, Thane West – 400604, India

Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIVEK SUBHASH SADHALE
Level 3, Sargam Tower, Neelkamal Society, Near Rajaram Bridge, Karvenagar, Pune - 411052

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
Providing services in the field of Computer software support services; SaaS ("Software as a Service"); Installation and maintenance of software for Internet access; Technical support services, namely, installation, administration, and troubleshooting of web and database applications; cloud computing, Analysis and evaluation of products and services with respect to possible future applications; Creation of control programs for electric operation control and drive modules; Configuration of computer networks and software
MAXIMUS CARDE
3381881  05/10/2016
MAXIMUS INFOWARE (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
4th Floor, Balaji Infotech Park, Road No. 16A, Wagle Industrial Estate, Thane West – 400604, India
Service Provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIVEK SUBHASH SADHALE
Level 3, Sargam Tower, Neelkamal Society, Near Rajaram Bridge, Karvenagar, Pune - 411052

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3381080
MUMBAI
Providing services in the field of Constructing an internet platform for electronic commerce development of software and other web based applications; recovery of computer data; Development of computer software application solutions; SaaS (“Software as a Service”); Consultancy relating to the design and development of computer software programmes; cloud computing, computer technology consultancy, information technology consultancy; networking and engineering services, Design and development of computer software for logistics, Creation, design, development, and maintenance of websites
MAXIMUS PAGAAR

3381887  05/10/2016
MAXIMUS INFOWARE (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
4th Floor, Balaji Infotech Park, Road No. 16A, Wagle Industrial Estate, Thane West – 400604, India
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIVEK SUBHASH SADHALE
Level 3, Sargam Tower, Neelkamal Society, Near Rajaram Bridge, Karvenagar, Pune - 411052

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
3381080

MUMBAI
Providing services in the field of On-line security services, namely, providing security and anonymity for electronically transmitted card transactions; development of software and other web based applications; recovery of computer data; SaaS ("Software as a Service"); Installation and maintenance of software for Internet access; Consultancy relating to the design and development of computer software programmes; cloud computing, Information services relating to the application of computer network information technology consultancy; Developing computer programs for electronic cash register systems
TAAB BIOSTUDY SERVICES

3383114    06/10/2016
TAAB BIOSTUDY SERVICES
trading as ;TAAB BIOSTUDY SERVICES
69, Ibrahimpur Road, 1st Floor, Flat No. 1A, Jadavpur, Kolkata-700032
SERVICE PROVIDER
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR HOUSE.COM
M/s IPR House, Advocates 89/269/270, BANGUR PARK, PARK TOWER, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 401, RISHRA - 712248,
HOOGHLY, WEST BENGAL

Used Since :01/07/2007

KOLKATA
CONDUCTING CLINICAL TRIALS FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS, PROVIDING INFORMATION ABOUT THE RESULTS
OF CLINICAL TRIALS FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS, PROVIDING MEDICAL AND SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF PHARMACEUTICALS AND CLINICAL TRIALS, CONDUCTING CLINICAL TRIALS FOR
OTHERS [SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH], TOXICITY ANALYSIS, TOXICITY TESTING FOR RESEARCH PURPOSES.
3383720  09/10/2016
ABHAY SINGHAL
trading as ; TICKTALKTO
289, MODEL GRAM, LUDHIANA-141002 (PB.)
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since : 01/08/2013
DELHI
Web Designing, Web Development, Web hosting & Web promotional Services; Provision of Computer Software Design & Implementation of IT Solutions; Designing & Developing Mobile Phone Applications.
3383836  05/10/2016
M/S SIMLABS SOFTWARE LLP
#58, 3rd Floor, Bali Complex, 8th Cross, Kaggadasapura, Bangalore- 560093, Karnataka, India
Service Provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HEENA KHURANA
91 SPRING BOARD, PLOT NO.23, SECTOR 18, GURGAON, Haryana 122002
Used Since: 01/11/2012
CHENNAI
Software and Technology services and solutions
3384094    07/10/2016
PARLE PRODUCTS PVT.LTD.
trading as ;PARLE PRODUCTS PVT.LTD.
North Level Crossing, Vile Parle (E), Mumbai-400 057.
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1238697, 1785526, 1785528
Mumbai
Scientific consulting and research services relating to foods and dietary supplements; consultancy relating to technical research in the field of food and beverages; food research; food sanitation consultation; quality control relating to the hygiene of food and food stuffs; design, development, and testing services for others in the fields of new food products and new menus; computer services, namely, creating, maintaining, designing, and implementing websites for others in the field of food and drinks; computerized food analysis; research and development of new products; creation, hosting & maintenance of websites.
KORAMANGALA SOCIAL

3387389  14/10/2016
IMPRESARIO ENTERTAINMENT & HOSPITALITY PVT. LTD.
12 HAUZ KHAS VILLAGE, NEW DELHI 110016
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASM LAW OFFICES
M-19A, SOUTH EXTENSION-II, NEW DELHI-110049
Used Since :25/08/2016

DELHI
DESIGN OF RESTAURANTS, DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
Trade Marks Journal No: 1819 , 16/10/2017 Class 42

WEBEM TECHNOLABS LLP
trading as ;WEBEM TECHNOLABS LLP
BUNGLOW-1,STREET-1,ROYAL AVENUE, NR. ISCON MEGA MALL, NANA MAVA MAIN ROAD, RAJKOT, GUJARAT, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M.N.SHAH & CO.,
1738, OPP. MEHTA KHAMAN HOUSE, NEAR OLD KHADIA GATE, KHADIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 001, GUJARAT

Used Since : 01/09/2016

AHMEDABAD

PROVIDING ONLINE INFORMATION THE DESIGN,! DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION OF SOFTWARE; PROVIDING A WEBSITE FOR DESIGNERS, DEVELOPERS AND HOSTS OF SITES ON COMPUTER NETWORKS TO DOWNLOAD COMPUTER SOFTWARE, WEBSITE AND SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT TOOLS; AND PROVIDING A WEBSITE FOR DESIGNERS, DEVELOPERS AND HOSTS OF SITES ON COMPUTER NETWORKS TO OBTAIN TECHNICAL SUPPORT INFORMATION CONCERNING COMPUTER SOFTWARE, COMPUTER SYSTEMS, WEBSITE AND SOFTWARE APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT, DEPLOYMENT AND MANAGEMENT
Trade Marks Journal No: 1819, 16/10/2017 Class 42

Max SkillFirst

3397037  24/10/2016

MAX INDIA LIMITED
419 Bhai Mohan Singh Nagar, Railmajra, Tehsil Balachaur, District Nawanshahr (renamed as Shahid Bhagat Singh Nagar), Punjab 144533

Service providers
A company incorporated under the Companies Act, 2013

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AZB & PARTNERS
PLOT NO. A-8 SECTOR-4 NOIDA 201301
Used Since :01/05/2015

DELHI

Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; Industrial analysis and research services; Design and development of computer hardware and software.
3398185   27/10/2016
MAHADEO JAGANNATH LOKHANDE
5/1, EKTA SOCIETY, BEHIND DHANGARBABA TEMPLE, NEAR GAYATRI BEAUTY PARLOR, THERGAON, PUNE-411033
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :27/10/2016
MUMBAI
WEBSITE DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT, HOSTING, GRAPHIC DESIGN
NOKREKK
3400481  28/10/2016
INTREPID ONLINE RETAIL PVT. LTD.
20, 6th Cross, 8th Main, Vasantha nagar, Bangalore - 560052
Service Providers
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.
Used Since :13/10/2016
CHENNAI
Hosting of Blogs, Hosting of Digital Content namely Blogs.
STEAMLOK
3601295  28/07/2017
FORBES MARSHALL PVT. LTD.
A 34 - 35, MIDC Estate, H Block, Pimpri, Pune 411 018
A company incorporated under the company act

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3596833

MUMBAI
CONSULTANCY SERVICES IN RELATION TO ENERGY GENERATION, SAVINGS, AUTOMATION & AUDIT, ENGINEERING SOLUTIONS, SERVICES IN RELATION TO ANALYSIS OF AIR, WATER, CHEMICAL, STEAM, DUST, GAS & EFFLUENT, DRAFTING, DESIGNING & CREATION OF COMPUTER HARDWARE & SOFTWARE; SCIENTIFIC & TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES & RESEARCH & DESIGN RELATING THERETO; CONSULTANCY AND SOFTWARE IN RELATION TO PREDICTIVE MAINTENANCE.
STEEMLOK
3601299  28/07/2017
FORBES MARSHALL PVT. LTD.
A 34 - 35, MIDC Estate, H Block, Pimpri, Pune 411 018, Maharashtra
A Company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3596833

MUMBAI
CONSULTANCY SERVICES IN RELATION TO ENERGY GENERATION, SAVINGS, AUTOMATION & AUDIT, ENGINEERING SOLUTIONS, SERVICES IN RELATION TO ANALYSIS OF AIR, WATER, CHEMICAL, STEAM, DUST, GAS & EFFLUENT, DRAFTING, DESIGNING & CREATION OF COMPUTER HARDWARE & SOFTWARE; SCIENTIFIC & TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES & RESEARCH & DESIGN RELATING THERETO; CONSULTANCY AND SOFTWARE IN RELATION TO PREDICTIVE MAINTENANCE.
3621858    28/08/2017
SRIDHAR NADUPALLI
Plot No: 8-2-686/DB/19, Mount View Enclave, Road No 12, Banjara Hills, Hyderabad - 500034, Telangana
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE, COMPUTER RENTAL, COMPUTER PROGRAMMING, COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN, COMPUTER SYSTEM ANALYSIS, COMPUTER SYSTEM DESIGN, COMPUTER SOFTWARE CONSULTANCY, COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY CONSULTANCY, CONSULTANCY IN THE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE, CLOUD COMPUTING, INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (IT), PROVIDING INFORMATION ON COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY AND PROGRAMMING VIA A WEB SITE, SOFTWARE AS A SERVICE, TECHNICAL WRITING
3622654  29/08/2017
DIPAKKUMAR ARUNKUMAR RAJYAGURU
E,105,SMARANA APARTMENT,BAKERI CITY,SONAL ROAD,VEJALPUR,AHMEDABAD-380051
PROPRIETOR IS INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAYUR Y. PAREKH, ADVOCATE
SF/ 203, ANGAN APARTMENT, OPP. JALARAM MANDIR, NEW SAMA ROAD, VADODARA - 390 008

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
GRAPHIC DESIGNING AND WEBSITE DEVELOPMENT
EXDION VEDA
3624505  31/08/2017
EXDION SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
5th Floor, STC Trade Centre, 7/A, Nandini Layout Bangalore – 560096, KARNATAKA
An Indian Company incorporated under the provisions of the Indian Companies Act 2013

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALMT LEGAL BANGALORE
NO 2, LAVELLE ROAD, BANGALORE 560 001
Used Since :17/07/2017

To be associated with:
3624503

CHENNAI
Computer services, namely, acting as an application service provider in the field of knowledge management to host computer application software for the purpose of providing technology solution software to the customers;
EXDION WORLD

3624506    31/08/2017
EXDION SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
5th Floor, STC Trade Centre, 7/A, Nandini Layout Bangalore – 560096, KARNATAKA
An Indian Company incorporated under the provisions of the Indian Companies Act 2013

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALMT LEGAL BANGALORE
NO 2, LAVELLE ROAD, BANGALORE 560 001
Used Since :17/07/2017

To be associated with:
3624503

CHENNAI
Technical consulting services in the fields of datacenter architecture, public and private cloud computing solutions and evaluation and implementation of internet technology and services; Development and implementation of software, hardware and technology solutions for the purpose of testing of electronic components and electronic systems;
3624507    31/08/2017
EXDION SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
5th Floor, STC Trade Centre, 7/A, Nandini Layout Bangalore – 560096, KARNATAKA
An Indian Company incorporated under the provisions of the Indian Companies Act 2013

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALMT LEGAL BANGALORE
NO 2, LAVELLE ROAD, BANGALORE 560 001
Used Since :17/07/2017

CHENNAI
Technical consulting services in the fields of datacenter architecture, public and private cloud computing solutions and evaluation and implementation of internet technology and services; Development and implementation of software, hardware and technology solutions for the purpose of testing of electronic components and electronic systems;
3624509  31/08/2017
EXDION SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
5th Floor, STC Trade Centre, 7/A, Nandini Layout Bangalore – 560096, KARNATAKA
An Indian Company incorporated under the provisions of the Indian Companies Act 2013

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALMT LEGAL BANGALORE
NO 2, LAVELLE ROAD, BANGALORE 560 001
Used Since :17/07/2017

CHENNAI
Computer services, namely, acting as an application service provider in the field of knowledge management to host computer application software for the purpose of providing technology solution software to the customers;
ONCOTHEOLOGY

3624516  31/08/2017
Dr. VISHAL UCHILA SHISHIR RAO,
K301, Raj LakeView Apartments, 29th Main Road, BTM layout Stage 2
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BINDU SHARMA
ORIGIN IP SOLUTIONS LLP 213, SOBHA AQUAMARINE SARJAPUR OUTER RING ROAD BANGALORE - 560103

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
scientific research services; Biological research
3624671  31/08/2017
NAGARAJ KUMAR B
4B, JYOTHI DOYEN, SRINAGAR COLONY, HYDERABAD-500073
THE TRADE MARK ACT 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; Industrial analysis and research services; Design and development of computer hardware and software
3626660  04/09/2017
SAHIL RESEARCH & TECHNOLOGY PVT. LTD.
trading as ;SAHIL RESEARCH & TECHNOLOGY PVT. LTD.
SULTANPUR HAJIPUR VAISHALI,JANDHA ROAD,OPP.MIDL.SCHOOL,SULTANPUR-844102,BIHAVAR.INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
RESEARCH SERVICE, RESEARCH (SCIENTIFIC-), MECHANIES RESEARCH, INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH, ENGINEERING RESEARCH, TECHNOLOGICAL RESEARCH.
SHAREKHAN KI POTLI

3627897   05/09/2017

SHAREKHAN LIMITED
Lodha iThink Techno Campus, 10th Floor, Beta Building, Off. JVLR, Opp. Kanjur Marg Station, Kanjur Marg-East, Mumbai-400 042, Maharashtra, India.
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJEEV SHRIKANT NIPHADKAR
2/32, Swanand Anand Nagar, Nehru Road, Santacruz (E), Mumbai - 400 055

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3625648, 3625649

MUMBAI
Design & development of computer hardware & software; provision of search engines for the internet; processing; providing online computer software for tracking documents over computer networks, intranets & internet; providing website & website links to information; providing online software for tracking, managing, and optimizing advertising and promotional campaigns & calculating return on investment, included in Class-42.
FORBES MARSHALL

3628486  06/09/2017
FORBES MARSHALL PRIVATE LIMITED
A 34-35, MIDC Estate, H Block, Pimpri, Pune 411018, Maharashtra
A Company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Used Since: 31/12/1995

To be associated with:
1260493, 1925593

MUMBAI

CONSULTANCY SERVICES IN RELATION TO ENERGY GENERATION, SAVINGS, AUTOMATION & AUDIT, ENGINEERING SOLUTIONS, SERVICES IN RELATION TO ANALYSIS OF AIR, WATER, CHEMICAL, STEAM, DUST, GAS & EFFLUENT, DRAFTING, DESIGNING & CREATION OF COMPUTER HARDWARE & SOFTWARE; SCIENTIFIC & TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES & RESEARCH & DESIGN RELATING THERETO; RESEARCH & CONSULTANCY IN THE FIELD OF ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION & ENERGY SAVING; ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEYS & TESTING OF POLLUTION & EXHAUST EMISSIONS; PROVIDING INFORMATION & CONSULTANCY OF ALL THE AFORESAID, CONSULTANCY AND SOFTWARE IN RELATION TO PREDICTIVE MAINTAINANCE.
C. KRISHNIAH CHETTY & SONS & CO

3629165  07/09/2017

C. KRISHNIAH CHETTY & SONS PRIVATE LIMITED
The Touchstone, 3rd Floor, 2 & 2/1, Main Guard Cross Road, Bengaluru – 560001
an Indian Company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
A.V. NATHAN ASSOCIATES.
451, 2ND CROSS, 3RD BLOCK, 3RD STAGE, BASADEVSHA NAGAR, BANGALORE-560 079, KARNATAKA STATE INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
jewellery designing services
C. KRISHNIAH CHETTY & SONS CORP

3629171  07/09/2017

C. KRISHNIAH CHETTY & SONS PRIVATE LIMITED
The Touchstone, 3rd Floor, 2 & 2/1, Main Guard Cross Road, Bengaluru – 560001
an Indian Company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
A.V. NATHAN ASSOCIATES.
451, 2ND CROSS, 3RD BLOCK, 3RD STAGE, BASAVESHWARA NAGAR, BANGALORE-560 079, KARNATAKA STATE INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
1973053, 1992862

CHENNAI
jewellery designing services
3629198  07/09/2017
BESTDEALFINANCE.COM PVT. LTD
Unit No. 5, B Wing, First Floor, Krislon House, Saki Vihar Road, Saki Naka, Andheri (East)
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JAIN JOSHI & ASSOCIATES
17/3, Parvati Niwas, 1st floor, Juhu Village, Sector-11, Vashi Navi Mumbai- 400 703.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3626887

MUMBAI
Design and development of computer hardware and software for using the same for customer care services related to financial services, monetary services and real estate services and providing platform for online services through using the software (with and without hardware)
VTOQA
3629500 07/09/2017
M/S. VTOQA INC
Room No. 15/579-I, Ahmedkutty Building, Pathappiriyam P.O, Edavanna Panchayath, PIN - 676123 Ernad Taluk, Malappuram District. A Partnership firm duly represented by Managing Partner, M Partnership firm, represented by his trade mark attorney

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.P.A. SAGEER
TRADE IMPRESSIO, MADARI TOWER, COURT GATE, MANJERI, MALAPPURAM DIST, KERALA -673 639

Used Since: 17/06/2017

CHENNAI

Application service provider, namely, providing, hosting, managing, developing, and maintaining, software, web sites, and databases in the fields of wireless communication; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software and applications for instant messaging; Computer services, namely, creating virtual communities for users to participate in discussions; Computer services, namely, hosting electronic facilities for others for interactive discussions via communication networks; Providing online non-downloadable software; Computer services, namely, hosting electronic facilities for others for organizing and conducting discussions via communication networks; Application service provider (ASP); Application service provider (ASP) services, namely, hosting computer software applications of others; Application service provider (ASP) featuring software to enable or facilitate the creating, editing, uploading, downloading, accessing, viewing, posting, displaying, tagging, blogging, streaming, linking, annotating, indicating sentiment about, commenting on, embedding, transmitting, and sharing or otherwise providing electronic media or information via computer and communication networks; Providing an online network service that enables users to transfer personal identity data to and share personal identity data with and among multiple online facilities; Providing information from searchable indexes and databases of information, including text, electronic documents, databases, graphics, electronic media, photographic images and audio visual information, on computer and communication networks; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software applications for social networking, creating a virtual community, and transmission of audio, video, photographic images, text, graphics and data; Providing online facilities that gives users the ability to upload, modify and share audio, video, photographic images, text, graphics and data; Providing non-downloadable e-commerce software to allow users to perform electronic business transactions via global computer network; Computer services, in particular, Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for sending electronic message alerts, and to allow users to perform electronic business transactions via a global computer network; Programming of data processing programs, Programming of software for market research purposes
3629651 07/09/2017
PRAVEEN KUMAR SINGH
3/383, VIRAM KHAND-3, GOMTI NAGAR, LUCKNOW-226010
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GUPTA ITPC AND ASSOCIATES
S-85, SCHOOL BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ISO CERTIFICATION, QUALITY ASSURANCE CONSULTANCY, COMPUTER SOFTWARE & IT CONSULTANCY
3629922 07/09/2017
MANISH MITTAL
11-1102, ORANGE COUNTY, INDIRAPURAM, GHAZIABAD-201014
PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANAND PRAKASH
10, DDA MARKET NIRMAN VIHAR DELHI 110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Software repair; Software rental; Software consultancy; Software engineering; Software research; Software design;
Software development; Software installation; Software creation; Software customisation services; Leasing of software;
Software maintenance services; Information technology consultation; Information technology consultancy; Information
technology [IT] consulting; Computerized business information storage; Information services relating to information
technology;
Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; Industrial analysis and research services; Design and development of computer hardware and software, analytics services and solutions, Data Management, Data Visualization, Advanced Analytics, Big Data set up, and Machine Learning, CRM, Data Visualization, Big Data and Artificial Intelligence etc.
3629949  08/09/2017

TRENDENCE INC
1900 Camden Avenue, #66, San Jose, CA 95124
INC

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AFSAR S PATCHA
STRATEGIC INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY SOLUTIONS, EVOMA, NO.82/83, BOREWELL ROAD, WHITEFIELD,
BANGALORE-560066

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; Industrial analysis and research services;
Design and development of computer hardware and software, analytics services and solutions, Data Management, Data
Visualization, Advanced Analytics, Big Data set up, and Machine Learning, CRM, Data Visualization, Big Data and Artificial
Intelligence etc.
PROBLEM EXPRESS

3629957    08/09/2017

HEMRAJ INFOCOM PRIVATE LIMITED
46B, RAFI AHMED KIDWAI ROAD, 1ST FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700016

AN INDIAN COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AUROMAA ASSOCIATES
AA-13, Ground Floor, Prafulla Kannan, Krishnapur - West, Kolkata - 700101, West Bengal, India

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA

DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF WEBSITES
KM PLUS
3630134 08/09/2017
VELOCIS SYSTEMS PRIVATE LIMITED
A-25, Sector - 67, Noida, Uttar Pradesh -201301
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CONCEPT LEGAL
159E, KAMLA NAGAR, NEW DELHI - 110007
Used Since :10/08/2015
DELHI
Computer software designing, up gradation of computer software, computer programming; networking, computing, messaging and collaboration, portals and business automation; software applications (portal design and development, mail messaging applications, mobility, customized applications and business process management); network design consultancy, network fine tuning, ipv6 migration services included in class 42.
aPHRi
3630365  08/09/2017
HUMAN RESOURCE CERTIFICATION INSTITUTE, INC.
1725 Duke Street Alexandria, Virginia 22314 United States
Non-profit corporation organized under the laws of the District of Columbia (United States)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AZB & PARTNERS
AZB HOUSE, PENINSULA CORPORATE PARK, GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL (WEST), MUMBAI 400013.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Testing, analysis, and evaluation of the knowledge, skills and abilities of others in the field of human resources to determine conformity with accreditation or certification standards; providing online information in the field of human resources relating to testing, analysis, and evaluation of the knowledge, skills and abilities of human resource professionals to determine conformity with accreditation or certification standards
3630366   08/09/2017
HUMAN RESOURCE CERTIFICATION INSTITUTE, INC.
1725 Duke Street Alexandria, Virginia 22314 United States
Non-profit corporation organized under the laws of the District of Columbia (United States)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AZB & PARTNERS
AZB HOUSE, PENINSULA CORPORATE PARK, GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL (WEST), MUMBAI 400013.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3075987, 3630365

MUMBAI
Testing, analysis, and evaluation of the knowledge, skills and abilities of others in the field of human resources to determine conformity with accreditation or certification standards; providing online information in the field of human resources relating to testing, analysis, and evaluation of the knowledge, skills and abilities of human resource professionals to determine conformity with accreditation or certification standards
3630367   08/09/2017
HUMAN RESOURCE CERTIFICATION INSTITUTE, INC.
1725 Duke Street Alexandria, Virginia 22314 United States
Non-profit corporation organized under the laws of the District of Columbia (United States)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AZB & PARTNERS
AZB HOUSE, PENINSULA CORPORATE PARK, GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL (WEST), MUMBAI 400013.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2946042

MUMBAI
Testing, analysis, and evaluation of the knowledge, skills and abilities of others in the field of human resources to determine conformity with accreditation or certification standards; providing online information in the field of human resources relating to testing, analysis, and evaluation of the knowledge, skills and abilities of human resource professionals to determine conformity with accreditation or certification standards
3630368  08/09/2017
HUMAN RESOURCE CERTIFICATION INSTITUTE, INC.
1725 Duke Street Alexandria, Virginia 22314 United States
Non-profit corporation organized under the laws of the District of Columbia (United States)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AZB & PARTNERS
AZB HOUSE, PENINSULA CORPORATE PARK, GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL (WEST), MUMBAI 400013.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3075988

MUMBAI
Testing, analysis, and evaluation of the knowledge, skills and abilities of others in the field of human resources to determine conformity with accreditation or certification standards; providing online information in the field of human resources relating to testing, analysis, and evaluation of the knowledge, skills and abilities of human resource professionals to determine conformity with accreditation or certification standards
3630369  08/09/2017
HUMAN RESOURCE CERTIFICATION INSTITUTE, INC.
1725 Duke Street Alexandria, Virginia 22314 United States
Non-profit corporation organized under the laws of the District of Columbia (United States)
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AZB & PARTNERS
AZB HOUSE, PENINSULA CORPORATE PARK, GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL (WEST), MUMBAI 400013.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Testing, analysis, and evaluation of the knowledge, skills and abilities of others in the field of human resources to determine conformity with accreditation or certification standards; providing online information in the field of human resources relating to testing, analysis, and evaluation of the knowledge, skills and abilities of human resource professionals to determine conformity with accreditation or certification standards
3630370   08/09/2017
HUMAN RESOURCE CERTIFICATION INSTITUTE, INC.
1725 Duke Street Alexandria, Virginia 22314 United States
Non-profit corporation organized under the laws of the District of Columbia (United States)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AZB & PARTNERS
AZB HOUSE, PENINSULA CORPORATE PARK, GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL (WEST), MUMBAI 400013.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3630369

MUMBAI
Testing, analysis, and evaluation of the knowledge, skills and abilities of others in the field of human resources to determine conformity with accreditation or certification standards; providing online information in the field of human resources relating to testing, analysis, and evaluation of the knowledge, skills and abilities of human resource professionals to determine conformity with accreditation or certification standards
RUBBERBAND KEEP IT TOGETHER

3630525  08/09/2017

AJAY SHAH (INDIAN NATIONAL, PROPRIETOR), TRADING AS AJAY SHAH DESIGN STUDIO
41/F, 1st Floor, Regal Cinema, Apollo Bunder, Colaba, Mumbai - 400001, Maharashtra
Proprietorship Concern

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
201 A, 2nd Floor, Raheja Plaza-I, LBS Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai - 400 086.
Used Since :01/04/2006

MUMBAI

Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto
Trade Marks Journal No: 1819 ,   16/10/2017           Class 42

3630533    08/09/2017
BROTHERS VENTURE
Square Industrial Park, Unit No. 104, Building No. 05, Tungareshwar Phata, Near Nidhi Paradise, Sativali, Vasai (E), Palghar - 401208, Maharashtra
Registered Partnership Concern
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
201 A, 2nd Floor, Raheja Plaza-I, LBS Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai - 400 086.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3374375
MUMBAI
Consultation and advisory services relating to environmental protection
3630642 08/09/2017
HONNY CHEMICALS CO., LTD.
1-33, 3-chome Hiyoshi-cho, Nagata-ku, Kobe, Japan
a corporation organized and existing under the laws of Japan

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Testing or research on pollution control
3630803   08/09/2017
NEXTSCM SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
3rd Floor, # 1664, 27th Main, sector 2 HSR Layout, Bangalore- 560102
Private Limited

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVEEN KUMAR N
# 26, Rajamma Garden, Rajeev Gandhi Road, Jaraganahalli, JP Nagar 6th Phase, Bangalore - 560078.
Used Since :02/01/2017

CHENNAI
Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; design and development of computer hardware and software.
IEVA

3630813  08/09/2017
TUSHAR SUDHAKAR GULHANE
Flat No. 202, Building No. C5, Sun Empire Phase 1, Near Sun City, Anand Nagar, Pune 411 051 in the State of Maharashtra within the Union of India
an Indian National

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI ASSOCIATES LLP
74/F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI – 400018

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
design, development, research services of automobiles, re-designing of automobiles including components, parts, shells, covers
OPFIN

3631274  09/09/2017
OPFIN SOFTWARE PVT LTD
T-23/4, DLF CITY-3, GURGAON, HARYANA
An Indian company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANGLA & ASSOCIATES.
1961, KATRA SHAHN SHAHI, CHANDNI CHOWK, DELHI - 110 006.
Used Since :01/04/2017

DELHI
DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGNING OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE, COMPUTER PROGRAMMING; INSTALLATION, MAINTENANCE AND UPDATION OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; CONSULTANCY IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE; RENTAL OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE
3631619  10/09/2017
M/S. KIOT COMMUNICATIONS LLP  
Flat No:202, Sai Kiran Residency , Plot No: 986-987 , Ayyappa Society, Khanamet, Madhapur, Hyderabad – 500027  
Limited Liability Partnership 
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
GRANDHI NAGA JAYALAKSHMI  
3-4-1013/2/3, OPP: ST PETERS PRIMARY SCHOOL, BARKATHPURA,KACHIGUDA, HYDERABAD-500027-AP 
Proposed to be Used  
CHENNAI  
Information Technology Consultancy & Computer Programming Services - Designing/Creation/ Maintenance/Management Of Websites/Planning/ Testing/Networking/Installation/Expansion/Configuring/Updating/Licensing; Appraisal & Maintenance Of Software & Hardware; Maintaining Security& Integrity Of Databases, Online – Survey; Data mining; System Analysis/Development Of Computer Networks; Engineering Services; Design Of Programs To E-Commerce; Electronic Data Processing; Rental & Leasing Of Software; Project Studies; Technical support services in the fields of computers, computer networks, software for different users such as Personal Training and Fitness, Education; document management and workgroup systems; internal network design and management services; All included in class 42
Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Providing services of information technology consultation; science and technology services; computer technology consultancy; Research in the field of information technology; Software consultancy; Software installation; Software engineering; Software development services; Development of computer software application solutions; Hosting of computerized data, files, applications and information
3631735  11/09/2017
SHANAZ BEGUM
#23, 1ST FLOOR, SULTAN NAGAR, 2ND CROSS, SHIVAJI NAGAR, BANGALORE - 560051

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

CHENNAI
3631904   11/09/2017
KOLORBEANS DESIGN STUDIO PRIVATE LIMITED
H.No 180, E-21, HARSWAROOP COLONY, FATEHPUR BERI, NEW DELHI -110030
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MARK-R
4675/21, FF-2, GANPATI BHAWAN ANSARI ROAD DARYA GANJ NEW DELHI-110002
Used Since :31/08/2017

DELHI
MULTIMEDIA DESIGNING, GRAPHIC ARTS DESIGNING, PACKAGING DESIGN / PACKAGING DESIGN SERVICES, CONSULTANCY IN THE FIELD OF ART DESIGNING, DESIGN STRATEGY, BUSINESS DESIGN, DESIGN INNOVATION, PRODUCT DESIGN, BRAND DESIGN, GRAPHIC DESIGN, IDENTITY DESIGN, PACKAGING DESIGN, PRINT DESIGN, RETAIN DESIGN, ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN, SIGNAGE DESIGN, SERVICE DESIGN, EXPERIENCE DESIGN, WEB AND INTERACTION DESIGN, 2D & 3D ILLUSTRATIONS DESIGNING, ANIMATION DESIGNING.
3631911  11/09/2017
MR. GIRISH LAXMAN MUDIGANTI TRADING AS SAIDEEP 3D DESIGNS
Flat No. 02, Ashoka Apartments, Dr. Shyam Gargade Chowk, Sola Toti Karanja, Tophkhana, Ahmednagar – 414 001
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.
Used Since :16/06/2014
MUMBAI
INTERIOR DESIGN, LOGO DESIGN, ALBUM DESIGN & BROCHURE DESIGN
RAHUL PHATE'S
3631977    11/09/2017
MR. RAHUL PRABHAKAR PHATE
49, VAGYADNYA, BAJIRAO NAGAR, TIDAKE COLONY, BEHIND GANGOTRI SERVICE STATION, NEAR GRAM SEVAK BHAVAN, NASHIK-422 002, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
Mumbai
Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; Industrial analysis and research services; Design and development of computer hardware and software
SMS GATEWAY

3632207  11/09/2017

BULK SMS GATEWAY
FLATNO:401,KVRENCALAVE,AMEERPET,HYDERABED,INDIA
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KANAKA DURGA CH
VISAKHAPATNAM

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; design and development of computer hardware and software.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1819, 16/10/2017  Class 42

3632219  11/09/2017
INTANGLES LAB PVT. LTD
A2, Viola., Nyati WindChimes, Undri, Pune Maharashtra, India
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED AS PER THE LAWS OF INDIA.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRIYANK GUPTA
StratJuris Partners #302 The Capital “B” Wing Adjacent Regent Plaza, Baner Pashan Link Road Pune 411045, MH, India
Used Since: 28/12/2016
MUMBAI
Design of machines; Apparatus and Instruments; Design and development of wireless data transmission apparatus, instruments and equipment; Design of mechanical, electromechanical and optoelectronic apparatus and instruments.
3632265   11/09/2017
SRHITECH CONSULTANCY PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT 26A, SVO COLONY, RAIPUR TEA ESTATE, V.P.O: THAKURDWARA, MARANDA, TEH: PALAMPUR - 176102, DISTT:
KANGRA, H.P
THE TRADEMARK ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Computer Programming
3632414    11/09/2017
MUHAMMED ASHRAF.K
KURUPPATH HOUSE, PANIKKARAPURAYA, VAZHAKKAD, CHERUVAYUR - 673645
THE TRADE MARK ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanamal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
DESIGN OF INTERIOR DECOR, INTERIOR DESIGN
3632448   11/09/2017
HENAL BHAGAT
B 102 DSK SARASWATI SOCIETY ,KURAR VILLAGE,MUMBAI-400097
THE TRADE MARK ACT 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Software customisation services,Software development services,Software maintenance services,Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; Industrial analysis and research services; Design and development of computer hardware and software
3632628  11/09/2017
GBNSJ ENTERPRISES PRIVATE LIMITED
Plot No 55, Manohar Vihar Colony, Hazari Pahad, Nagpur - 440013 (MAHARASHTRA)
Body Corporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHISH TARWANI
9B, 1st Floor, B-Wing, NMC Complex, Mangalwari, Sadar, Nagpur - 440001 (Maharashtra)

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

design and development of computer hardware and software, software as a service (SaaS) included in Class 42
3632687    11/09/2017
PREETI SINGH
HOUSE NO.32, LANE W 15A, WESTERN AVENUE,SAINIK FARMS, DELHI-110062
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SMART BRAIN
88, GROUND FLOOR, DEFENCE ENCLAVE, OPP. CORPORATION BANK, VIKAS MARG, DELHI-92

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; design and development of computer hardware and software.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1819, 16/10/2017 Class 42

3632705  11/09/2017  ANKITKUMAR KANTILAL THAKKER  
57-JALARAM KRUPA HOSTEL, BRAHMKSHATRIYA SOCIETY, NR. HOPE NEUROCARE HOSPITAL, ELLISBRIDGE, AHMEDABAD-380006 (GUJARAT), INDIA  
Individual  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE  
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT  
Used Since :01/09/2017  
AHMEDABAD  
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE, MOBILE APPLICATION & MOBILE GAME
3633663    12/09/2017
JAYANTILAL VERSHI GADA
Plot no 16, DARSHAN Flat 11/4th floor, N S Rd Number 6, JVPD, Juhu, Mumbai, Maharashtra 400056
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K2IPR(PATENT & TRADEMARK ATTORNEYS)
701-702, CRYSTAL TOWER, MARUTI LANE, BEHIND HOTEL RESIDENCY, FORT, MUMBAI-400 001, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Online Services Pertaining to Entertainment and Media Industry
SETHEALTH

3633894  12/09/2017
M/S SUVARNA TECHNOSOFT PVT.LTD.
3rd Floor,A-67,Nehru Gali,Mandawali,Delhi -110092 (India)
COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007,U.P,M-
09871034747,09990034747

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Computer programming and software design, Computer services(remote and on-site management of information technology), Consultancy in the field of software design, development of computer software, Design of computer hardware, integrated circuits, communications hardware and software and computer networks for others, Maintenance of computer software, Installation of computer software, Programming of computer software for others, Research and development of computer software
3634206  13/09/2017
D. HEENA
Flat No. 303, 3rd floor, Amarnath Residency, 5-3-760 to 763, Old Topkhana Road, Begumbazar, Hyderabad Telangana – 500012, India.
SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMGURU INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY SERVICES LLP
203, 2nd Floor, A-31, Kailash Colony, New Delhi-110048
Used Since :12/08/2017
CHENNAI
Design of mobile telephones, Design and development of software in the field of mobile applications, Unlocking of mobile phones, Scientific and technological services, Maintenance and repair of software.
3634225   13/09/2017
WALLS N ROOF REALTY PRIVATE LIMITED
Shiv Shakti industrial estate Andheri (E) 400072
A Company Incorporated under Indian Companies Act

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJOG PANDERE
Vardhaman Dham, Flat 101, Sector 5, Plot 4B, Kamothe, Navi Mumbai 410209

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Software development services; Design and development of software in the field of mobile applications; Information technology consultancy services
STONEMOBILE INDIA PVT. LTD.
UNIT NO. 136A, FIRST FLOOR, TOWER B3, SPAZE I-TECH PARK, SECTOR-49, SOHNA ROAD, GURGAON-122018,
HARYANA
SERVICE PROVIDER
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT FOR ONLINE GAMING, VIDEO GAME SOFTWARE DESIGN, COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE
DESIGN, PROGRAMMING OF VIDEO GAME SOFTWARE, DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF VIRTUAL REALITY
SOFTWARE.
3635194   14/09/2017
FINCARE BUSINESS SERVICES LIMITED
5th Floor, Bren Mercury, Kaikondanahalli, Sarjapur Main Road, Bangalore 560102
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHIMA CHALIA
EDIPLIS COUNSELS, G1 (Ground Floor), Building No. 1542/A, 28th Cross, 28th Main, Banashankari 2nd Stage
Bangalore 560070

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3417789, 3417790, 3570691, 3635188

CHENNAI
Software as a service, cloud based software service and software for financial services.
3635516   14/09/2017
ARJUN GUPTA
6, SHANTI NIWAS, GAONDEVI ROAD BHANDUP WEST, MUMBAI MH 400078
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KANNIKA JAIN
LegalRaasta Technologies Pvt. Ltd, B-300 Saraswati Vihar Pitampura Delhi -110034

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Interior design services
1874381  19/10/2009
ANVAR SADATH .P.M.  
trading as : TASTE MAKER  
CHAVAKKAD, ORUMANAYOOR P.O., PIN - 682512, THRISSUR , KERALA  
SERVICE PROVIDER  
Address for service in India/Agents address:  
GUDWILL & GOODWILL.  
41/785, "SWATHI" C.P. UMBER ROAD, COCHIN - 35, KERALA.  
Used Since :01/01/2007  
CHENNAI  
OUT DOOR CATERING SERVICES, SELF SERVICE RESTAURANT, BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 42  
The mark as a label should be used as a whole as a composite mark depicting the distinctive lettering style, artwork and colour combination. There is no exclusive right over the descriptive words in the mark and with restriction to use within the territorial jurisdiction of State of Kerala only..
1890283  01/12/2009
IMPRESARIO ENTERTAINMENT AND HOSPITALITY PVT. LTD.
AMERICAN EXPRESS BAKERY HOUSE, 1ST FLOOR, 66 A CLARE ROAD, BYCULLA (WEST), MUMBAI-400 008.
SERVICE PROVIDERS.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
FATEHCHAND C. SHAH & CO.
"A" AIDUN BUILDING, 5TH FLOOR, 1ST DHOBI TALAO, MUMBAI - 400 002”.
Used Since: 21/11/2006

MUMBAI
PROVIDING OF FOOD AND DRINK; OTHER SERVICES TO BE RENDERED IN THE RESTAURANT
SHROOM
1982202  21/06/2010
IMPRESARIO ENTERTAINMENT AND HOSPITALITY PVT. LTD.
AMERICAN EXPRESS BAKERY HOUSE, 1ST FLOOR, 66 A CLARE ROAD, BYCULLA (WEST), MUMBAI-400 008.
SERVICE PROVIDERS.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
FATEHCHAND C. SHAH & CO.
"A" AIDUN BUILDING, 5TH FLOOR, 1ST DHOB TALAO, MUMBAI - 400 002".
Used Since :01/06/2010
MUMBAI
PROVIDING OF FOOD AND DRINK; OTHER SERVICES TO BE RENDERED IN THE RESTAURANT.
2079209  31/12/2010
ROHIN LAL
RAHUL SHARMA
trading as : R & R FOODS
T - 135, VISHNU GARDEN, NEW DELHI - 110018
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
FIN CENTURION CO.
U-55A, 1ST FLOOR, STREET NO.4, U BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since : 16/12/2009

DELHI
ACCOMMODATION BUREAU (HOTELS, BOARDING HOUSES), CAMP SERVICES, CATERING, BAR SERVICES, RENTAL
OF MEETING ROOMS, & RESTAURANTS AND SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 43
2080101  04/01/2011
RAMA SHANKER GOYAL
trading as ;MANA CATERERS
70 A, SADAR BAZAR, AGRA, U.P
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)
Used Since :01/01/1997
DELHI
PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINKS TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 43
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE "Caterers".
2084284 12/01/2011
M/S. JAIPRAKASH ASSOCIATES LTD
SECTOR-128 NOIDA U.P.
SERVICES
AN INDIAN LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAKESH CHAUDHARY & ASSOCIATES
20, BANK ENCLAVE, RAJOURI GARDEN, NEW DELHI-110027
Used Since :01/01/2011
DELHI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING OF FOOD & DRINK, TEMPORARY ACCOMODATION ALL IN CLASS 43
2084295  12/01/2011
M/S. JAIPRAKASH ASSOCIATES LTD
SECTOR-128 NOIDA U.P.
SERVICES PROVIDER
AN INDIAN LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAKESH CHAUDHARY & ASSOCIATES
20, BANK ENCLAVE, RAJOURI GARDEN, NEW DELHI-110027
Used Since : 01/01/2011

DELHI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING OF FOOD & DRINK, TEMPORARY ACCOMODATION ALL IN CLASS 43
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD BAR.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
2088358    24/01/2011
SANJAY DUGGAL
169B NEW COLONY GURGAON HARYANA
SERVICES PROVIDER
INDIAN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE GHAZIABAD TRADE MARK CO.
DEEPAK GUPTA, FLAT NO. S-3, IIIND FLOOR, II-A/20, NEHRU NAGAR, (NR. JAIN MANDIR CROSSING) GHAZIABAD
Used Since :23/04/2010
DELHI
RESTAURANT, HOTEL, CATERING SERVICES AND SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS-43
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD BURGER.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
PANORAMIC HOLIDAYS LIMITED
AMAN CHAMBER 4TH FLOOR, OPP. NEW PASSPORT OFFICE, VEER SAVARKAR ROAD, PRABHADEVI, MUMBAI-400025.
SERVICES PROVIDER
A COMPANY REGISTERED IN INDIA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :01/01/2010

MUMBAI
SERVICES RELATING TO PROVIDING OF FOOD AND DRINK; PROVIDING OF FOOD COUNTERS, CATERING AND RESTAURANT SERVICES; SELF/QUICK SERVICE RESTAURANTS, SNACK BARS, HOTELS, CAFES, CAFETERIAS, CANTEENS; BANQUET SERVICES; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION IN HOTEL, MOTEL, RESORT; PROVIDING OF BOARDING AND LODGING SERVICES; HOSPITALITY SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 43.
2224136  21/10/2011

PANORAMIC HOLIDAYS LIMITED
AMAN CHAMBER 4TH FLOOR, OPP. NEW PASSPORT OFFICE, VEER SAVARKAR ROAD, PRABHADEVI, MUMBAI-400025.
SERVICES PROVIDERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED IN INDIA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :06/06/2002

MUMBAI
SERVICES RELATING TO PROVIDING OF FOOD AND DRINK; PROVIDING OF FOOD COUNTERS, CATERING AND
RESTAURANT SERVICES; SELF/QUICK SERVICE RESTAURANTS, SNACK BARS, LOUNGE AND BAR SERVICES,
HOTELS, CAFES, CAFETERIAS, CANTEENS; BANQUET SERVICES; HOTEL BOOKING AND RESERVATIONS,
TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION IN HOTEL, MOTEL, RESORT; PROVIDING OF BOARDING AND LODGING SERVICES;
HOSPITALITY SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 43.
2301826  19/03/2012
MALABAR HOSPITALITY SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as MALABAR HOSPITALITY SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
41/2299, 3RD FLOOR, MALABAR GATE, RAM MOHAN ROAD, PUTHIYARA P.O, KOZHIKODE-673004, KERALA
SERVICE PROVIDERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAWYERS' ARCADE
SUPEX CORNER, 2ND FLOOR, SUB REGISTRAR OFFICE ROAD, NEAR GOVT, TRAINING SCHOOL, KANNUR-670 002, KERALA, INDIA.
Used Since :01/01/1999

CHENNAI
PROVIDING DRINK AND FOOD, TEMPORARY ACCOMODATION, INCLUDING RESTAURANT, PROVISION OF HOLIDAY ACCOMODATION, AND CATERING SERVICES, BOOKING OR RESERVATION SERVICES FOR RESTAURANTS AND HOLIDAY ACCOMODATION, HOSTING CONFERENCES, EXHIBITIONS
2311066   06/04/2012
CAMA INFRA LIMITED
trading as : COMPANY
V & PO KAHMA NAWAN SHAHAR
Infrastructure & Real Estate
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VISHAL ARORA
# 651, TOP FLOOR, SECTOR - 8-B, CHANDIGARH.
Used Since : 27/01/1992
DELHI
Services for providing Food & Drink, Temporary Accommodation
3114706  03/12/2015
VR ASSET MANAGEMENT PTE. LTD.
10 MARINA BOULEVARD, #16-03, MARINA BAY FINANCIAL CENTRE, SINGAPORE (018983)
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SARC ASSOCIATES PVT. LTD
129, DDA SITE-1, NEW RAJINDER NAGAR, NEW DELHI-60
Used Since: 24/09/2013

DELHI

FOOD & DRINK/TEMPORARY ACCOMODATION
3137395 28/12/2015
POOJA SHARMA
trading as : HIRA CONFECTIONERS
G-90, VARDHAMAN PLUS CITY MALL, SECTOR -23, DWARKA, NEW DELHI (INDIA).
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :11/05/2012
DELHI
PROVIDING FOODS & DRINK, CAFES, SNACK, HOTEL, RESTAURANTS, SELF SERVICE RESTAURANTS, FAST FOOD
RESTAURANTS IN RELATED SERVICES CLASS 43.
3167080  22/01/2016
VJ SPICE-UP PRIVATE LIMITED
H. No. 33, 3rd Floor, Block A5, Pocket-I, Sector34, Rohini, New Delhi110085
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJEEV KUMAR
806, Aggarwal Cyber Plaza-1, Netaji Subhash Place, Pitampura, Delhi-110034, India.
Used Since :14/01/2016

DELHI
Restaurant chain as included in class 43.
3194865   24/02/2016
YOGESH BAJIRAO PATIL
At Post- Koulav, Tal- Radhanagari, Dist- Kolhapur- 416211
Service Provider
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
AMAR DATTATRAY PATIL
FLAT NO.203, DC ELEGANCE APARTMENT, NAGALA PARK, KOLHAPUR-416002.
Used Since :01/01/2016
MUMBAI
class 43 includes Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation
3205892  10/03/2016
NITIN SYAL
PANKAJ SYAL
trading as ;INDIYAAH INN
92-A AKASHNEEM MARG, DLF CITY-II GATE NO. 3, NEAR SIKANDERPUR METRO STATION, GURGAON HARYANA-122002
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHAWNA BHATNAGAR ADVOCATE
61/A, B.D. ESTATE LUCKNOW ROAD, CIVIL LINES, DELHI-54
Used Since :01/04/2012
DELHI
HOTEL & MOTEL SERVICES, RESTAURANT, CATERING, BAR & COCKTAIL, LOUNGE SERVICES, RESORT LODGING, GUEST HOUSE, ACCOMMODATION BED & BREAKFAST.
No exclusive right for descriptive matter appearing on the label.
3217393    22/03/2016
ROHIT DHABA
trading as ;KWALITY DHABA
WZ-38, UGGARSAIN MARKET, ASHOK NAGAR DELHI 110018
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD.
3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92
Used Since :15/07/1985
DELHI
SERVICE FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION, RESTAURANT, HOTEL SERVICES.
KWALITY DHABA

3217394  22/03/2016
ROHIT KAPOOR
trading as : KWALITY DHABA
WZ-38, UGGARSAIN MARKET, ASHOK NAGAR DELHI 110018
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD.
3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92

Used Since : 15/07/1985

DELHI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION, RESTAURANT, HOTEL SERVICES.
3218807    24/03/2016
JOUSHNAH JAIN
trading as ;M/S. THE TINY TOES
NEW NO. 231, POONAMALLE HIGH ROAD, KILPAUK, CHENNAI – 600010, TAMILNADU, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
No.38/13, Desigar Street, Vadapalani, Chennai - 600026, Tamil Nadu, India
Used Since :16/03/2016

CHENNAI
DAY CARE SERVICES FOR CHILDREN, DAY-CARE CENTRES (DAY-NURSERIES), DAY-NURSERIES (CRECHES),
DAY NURSERIES, CHILD CARE SERVICES, RESPITE CARE (PROVISION OF TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION),
PROVISION OF DAY NURSERIES (OTHER THAN SCHOOLS)
3255627  09/05/2016
SURBHI MITTAL
trading as ;MITTAL & SONS, SERVICES FOR FOOD & DRINKS
BOOTH NO. 23, SECTOR-34-C, CHANDIGARH
SURBHI MITTAL, PROPERIETOR, MITTAL & SONS, FOR PROVIDING FOOD & DRINKS
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VISHAL ARORA
# 651, TOP FLOOR, SECTOR - 8-B, CHANDIGARH.
Used Since :01/05/2016
DELHI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK, TEMPORARY ACCOMODATION
3278250  07/06/2016
AAKASH VIJAY
PLOT NO.25, INDIRA NAGAR, NEAR GOPALPURA CIRCLE, TONK ROAD, JAIPUR-302018
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REGAL IPR ASSOCIATES
717, STAR CHAMBER, 7TH FLOOR, HARIHAR CHOWK, RAJKOT - 360 001, GUJARAT
Used Since :04/06/2016

AHMEDABAD

THE SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOR FOOD AND DRINK, TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION, RESTAURANT AND HOTEL SERVICES, CATERING SERVICES.
3310787   16/07/2016
CHANNA KESHAVA
trading as ; M/s. D. LAKSHMAN & SONS
No-166, 3rd Main Road, 7th Cross, Chamrajpet, Bengaluru - 560018, Karnataka
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13, 1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY, ST.THOMAS MOUNT, CHENNAI-600016
Used Since :30/12/1997
To be associated with:
2244761
CHENNAI
Catering services
3320150   27/07/2016
SH. ROHIT SACHDEVA
SMT. KUMUD SACHDEVA
trading as ;SACHDEVA HOSPITALITY
SCF 7 & 8 (FIRST FLOOR) F BLOCK, B.R.S. NAGAR LUDHIANA PB
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI TRADE MARK CO.
"BRAND HOUSE",54-55, SUPER CYCLE MARKET, OPP. KWALITY KANDA, GILL ROAD, LUDHIANA-141003 (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/07/2016

DELHI
MOTELS, BANQUET HALLS, MARRIAGE PALACE, ENTERTAINMENT PARK, PROVIDING OF FOOD, DRINKS AND TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION, RESTAURANTS (INCLUDING SELF SERVICE AND FAST FOOD RESTAURANTS), CAFE SHOPS, FAST FOOD JUNCTIONS, ICE CREAM PARLOURS INCLUDED IN CLASS 43.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
AMREKOT

3320957  27/07/2016

YOGESH GUPTA

trading as ;AMREKOT ENTERPRISES.

C/O HIMACHAL FLOUR MILLS (P) LTD. TANDA ROAD, KANGRA, HP- 176001.

SERVICE PROVIDERS.

PROPERIETOSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

PREETPAL SINGH ADV

434 SECTOR 15 A CHANDIGARH 160015

Used Since :01/10/2010

To be associated with:

2646973

DELHI

Hotel, restaurant, café and bar services, Tourist inn services, Providing food and drink, Temporary accommodation, Resort lodging services.
3322728    28/07/2016
VAIBHAV SHARMA
trading as ;Vaibhav Sharma
585 , Khajuri Bazar , Indore ( M.P.)
Service Providers.
Indian Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DP SONI
105 , Mahasagar Corporate , Manormaganj Main Road , Indore (M.P.)Pin-452001
Used Since :01/04/2015
MUMBAI
Café , Restaurant , Beverages , Snacks , foods & fast foods service providers .
3324164  01/08/2016
MR.BIJU.P.KOSHY
MR.SAJAN.K.VARGHESE
trading as ;THARAVAD RESTAURANT
PODIYADI, POST PODIYADI THIRUVALA-689110, KERALA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
PARTNERSHIP FORM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE BUSINESS CYTALYST.
CATALYST VILLA KANIYAPURAM POST TRIVANDRUM, KERALA - 695301
Used Since :20/04/2008
To be associated with:
2124912
CHENNAI
RUNNING HI-QUALITY RESTAURANTS, PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK, BEER PARLOUR, PROVIDING BOARD HOUSE FACILITIES, TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
HOUSE OF ANITA DONGRE LIMITED.
PLOT NO.R 847/1/1, TTC INDUSTRIAL AREA, MIDC, RABALE, NAVI MUMBAI-400701, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
RETAILERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VEENA C GVALANI
ATUR PARK, 3/2, 3RD FLOOR, S.T. ROAD, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI-400071.
Used Since :15/07/2016
To be associated with:
3270538
MUMBAI
PROVIDING OF FOODS AND DRINKS, RESTAURANTS, MARRIAGE PLACE, SELF SERVICE RESTAURANTS, FAST FOOD
RESTAURANT, HOTELS, MOTELS, SNACK BARS, TAKE AWAY FOOD OUTLETS, FOOD CATERING AND BANQUET
SERVICES, CAFE, CAFETERIAS AND ICE CREAM PARLOURS, TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION; HOSPITALITY
SERVICES.
3325842  01/08/2016
S.P.VENKATAchalam, A.SATHEESH
S.P.VENKATAchalam
A.SATHEESH
trading as ;SAI FOODS
FLAT NO.C4, BLOCK NO.176, ORCHIDS RAKINDO, ARIVOLI NAGAR, KOVAIPUDUR POST, COIMBATORE-641 042,
COIMBATORE-DIST, TAMILNADU
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. LOGANATHAN
32, SUBBULAKSHMI COMPLEX, BINNY COMPOUND MAIN ROAD, TIRUPUR - 641 601.
Used Since :27/01/2016

CHENNAI
RESTAURANT SERVICES AND OUTDOOR CATERING SERVICES
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE device of SPOONS
PORTO FOOD FLUIDS FUN

3327334 04/08/2016
TIGER CAMP PRIVATE LIMITED
115, PUSHPANJALI, NEW DELHI-110092
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANDANA GOEL
401, CA CHAMBERS, 18/12, WEA KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI-110005.
Used Since: 25/04/2013
DELHI
HOTELS, MOTELS, SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION; BAR SERVICES; CAFES; CAFETERIAS; CATERING FOOD AND DRINK; CANTEENS; RESTAURANTS; SNACK-BARS; RENTAL OF TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATIONS; TOURIST HOMES; CAMPGROUND FACILITIES; HOLIDAY CAMP SERVICES.
SPICE ELEPHANT

3328969  04/08/2016

K.L. RAVINDRA
K.R. PRATHIBHA
K.R. NAGARJUN
K.R. KARAN

trading as : PARK INC.

#56/1, KRISHNA ROAD, BASAVANAGUDI, (KANAKAPURA ROAD CORNER PROPERTY), NEXT TO NMDC, BANGALORE-560 004, KARNATAKA.

SERVICE PROVIDER
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:

L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Used Since : 01/02/2016

CHENNAI

SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION; RESTAURANTS; HOTELS; MOTELS; CAFÉS; CAFETERIAS; SNACK-BARS; FOOD AND DRINK CATERING.
3329666  07/08/2016  
DREAM TEAM FOOD CONCEPTS PVT. LTD.
trading as ;DREAM TEAM FOOD CONCEPTS PVT. LTD.
76-F, UDYOG VIHAR, PHASE-IV, GURGAON-122015, HARYANA, INDIA.

Services

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Used Since :01/07/2016

DELHI
Providing Food and Drink, Temporary Accommodation, Food Outlets, Cafes, Cafeterias, Snack Bars, Hotels, Dhaba,
Motels, Resorts, Restaurants, Self Service Restaurants, Fast Food Restaurants, Canteens, Coffee Shops, Ice Cream
Parlours and Catering Services included in class 43.
3329799    05/08/2016
AMAN KAPUR
trading as : AMAN ENTERPRISES
SETH JAGAT BANDHU COMPOUND, BLOCK-C, RANJIT AVENUE, AMRITSAR (PB.)
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/06/2012
DELHI
Provision of Food and Drinks, Restaurants, Self Service Restaurants, Fast Food Restaurants, Hotels, Snack Bars, Food Catering & Banquet Services, Temporary Accommodation, Cafes, Cafeterias & Ice Cream Parlours.
3330749 08/08/2016
VASOYA BIPINBHAI RAMJIBHAI
114-116 A, DHARA ARCADE, NEAR MAHADEV CHOWK, MOTA VARACHHA, SURAT

Used Since: 04/04/2016

AHMEDABAD
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOODS AND DRINKS INCLUDING PIZZA, PASTA, BURGER, SANDWICH, VARIETY OF DHOSAS, FANCY DHOSA, NYLON DHOSA, IDLI, FRESH JUICE, MILK SHAKE, ICE CREAM SHAKE, MOKETAILS, CHINESE FOOD, MANCHURIAN, NOODLES, COLD COFFEE, PUNJABI FOOD AS INCLUDED IN CLASS 43.
3332284  09/08/2016
MR. NINAD VINAYAK JOSHI, MR. RAHUL MUKUND BABRE
trading as ;M/s. Mozris Hospitality
Shop No. 3, Clover Heights Plaza, Salunkhe Vihar Road, Opp Salunkhe Vihar Soc, Wanowrie, Pune-411040
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAIR & ASSOCIATES
# 16 JEDHE PARK, 248 RASTA PETH,BEHIND SHANTAI HOTEL,PUNE-411011
Used Since :26/07/2016

MUMBAI
Providing of food and drink
3332586    10/08/2016
SANDEEP KODRE
SHAILESH DESHPANDE
MILIND PAWAR
trading as ;LEGENDS OLYMPIA
59/A MUNDHWA, PUNE 411036, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHATE AND PONKSHE
12,VENU - MADHAV APPARTMENTS,5 TH FLOOR, 104/7,OFF LANE NO.14,PRABHAR ROAD, PUNE- 411 004 MHAARASHTRA STATE, INDIA
Used Since :01/08/2016
MUMBAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION, BAR SERVICES, CAFE SERVICES, HOTEL, MOTEL SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 43
NAMASKAR CARING IS OUR CULTURE

3334295  11/08/2016
GLOBE GROUND INDIA PVT. LTD.
E-9, CONNAUGHT HOUSE, CONAUGHT PLACE, NEW DELHI-110001
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADITYA Bhardwaj
Used Since :01/01/2013
DELHI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION;“
India Green

3336003  11/08/2016

SANJEEV KAPOOR

trading as ;SANJEEV KAPOOR

C-18, DALIA ESTATE, NEAR FUN REPUBLIC, ANDHERI LINK ROAD, ANDHERI (W), MUMBAI-400 053

SERVICE PROVIDERS

INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:

R.K. DEWAN & CO.

PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINKS; HOTELS, RESTAURANTS, CANTEENS, MOTELS, SNACK-BARS; RESTAURANTS FEATURING SELF-SERVICE AND HOME DELIVERY; SOCIAL CLUBS; CATERING SERVICES; BAR SERVICES; CAFES AND CAFETERIAS; ICE CREAM PARLOURS; RENTAL OF TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION AND MEETING ROOMS; RESORTS AND LODGING SERVICES; BOARDING HOUSES; RENTAL OF CHAIRS, TABLE, TABLE LINEN, GLASSWARE; RENTAL OF TENTS, TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS; RESERVATIONS (TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION);TOURIST HOMES; PROVIDING CAMPGROUND FACILITIES.
3341287 22/08/2016
VIJAYAKUMARI
trading as :MOOPPILAN'S KITCHEN
570, MELE KADAKKARAVILAKOM, 6, T B WARD, POOVAR TRIVANDRUM, KERALA-695 525
SERVICE PROVIDER
SOLO PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
EXCELLA GLOBAL SOLUTIONS
TC:17/1254 (20), SL COMPLEX, OPP.SK HOSPITAL, EDAPAZHINJI, TRIVANDRUM-695006.
Used Since :01/01/2016
CHENNAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK
Transliteration : MOOPPILAN'S KITCHEN
MAA KEE ROTI
3341337   19/08/2016
SANJEEV RAWAT
trading as ;M/S. MAA KEE ROTI
E-78, SOUTH EXTENSION PART-1, NEW DELHI-110049
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation including hotels, restaurants, guest house, banquet halls, bars, tiffin services, self services restaurants and catering services
3341418  22/08/2016
AMITKUMAR VISHUBHAI BAROT
trading as ;JAJARMAN RESTAURANT
Nr.Baleshwar Party Plot Sindhu Bhavan Road, Ahmedabad - 380054
SERVICES
Used Since :01/02/2016
AHMEDABAD
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINKS.
IMRAN KHAN
trading as :PIETZA PIZZA
10-3-761/28/1/A, Vijaya Nagar Colony, Hyderabad-500057, Telangana, India.
Service Provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MADHUSUDAN PUTTA
Prometheus Patent Services Pvt Ltd, Flat 201, Sairam Residency, Plot No. 116, 117 & 118, Alkapoor Township, Puppalaguda, Rajendra Nagar, Hyderabad-89.
Used Since :01/07/2016

CHENNAI
Services for providing food and drink; restaurant, eating eouses, hotels, Bakers and caterers; fast food centers; cafeterias.
3343398    23/08/2016

VINOD SHARMA
trading as ;PANDTAN DA DHABA
JIND ROAD, OPP. RAJIV GANDHI COLLEGE, UCHANA, JIND HARYANA-126115
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :30/01/2016

DELHI
PROVIDING FOOD PRODUCT, SOFT DRINKS AND TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATIONS SERVICES.
FARM2FORK
3348459   29/08/2016
ROHIT GUPTA
Narender Gupta
trading as ;M/s Goodrich Cereals
Village- Nagla Megha, Meerut Road, Karnal-132001, Haryana, (India)
Restaurant and Hotels services

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHASIABAD-201007, U.P, M-
09871034747,09990034747

Used Since :16/08/2016

DELHI
Restaurant and Hotels Services, Hotel Accommodation Services, Rental Of Temporary Accommodation, Fast-food
restaurants, Self - Services Restaurants, Motel, Pub, Bar & Catering Services, Reservations of Hotel Rooms for Travellers,
Provision of food and drinks, Snack Bars, Take Away food Outlets, Food Catering And Banquet Services, Cafes,
Cafeterias, Canteens & Ice cream shop services
3348731  30/08/2016
NITESH WADHWANI
64-B, PREM NAGAR COLONY, MANIK BAUG ROAD, INDORE-452 004 [M.P].
SERVICE PROVIDERS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G.S. RIJHWANI & CO.
203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, IIND FLOOR, NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA WEST MUMBAI-400050

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK, TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION INCLUDED IN CLASS 43
TRADE MARKS JOURNAL

3349018    27/08/2016
JAIPUR CITY HOTELS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as JAIPUR CITY HOTELS PRIVATE LIMITED
S-216, AMRAPALI PLAZA, VAISHALI NAGAR, JAIPUR (RAJASTHAN) INDIA

Service Providers

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJEEV JAIN
17, BHARAT MATA PATH, JAMNA LAL BAJAJ MARG, C-SCHHEME, JAIPUR - 302 001- RAJASTHAN
Used Since :15/04/2016

AHMEDABAD

PROVIDING FOODS, DRINKS, TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION, RESORT, CAFE, BAR, RESTAURANT, CATERING, HOTEL AND MOTEL WHICH ARE INCLUDED IN CLASS 43
BHARAT KHETAN
POOJA MANOHAR
trading as ;M/S. SHREEVED CONSULTANCY LLP
D-42, 2ND FLOOR, SOUTH EXTENSION-1, NEW DELHI-110049
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :23/08/2016
DELHI
RESTAURANT, TAKE AWAY SERVICES, HOTEL SERVICES AND TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
SANJAY GOYAL
17 - A, Vandana Nagar Main, Indore - 452001, Madhya Pradesh
SERVICE PROVIDER
Indian national, Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Used Since : 18/07/2013

MUMBAI

Services for providing food and drink, temporary accommodation
3351579  01/09/2016
SACHIN SUSHIL VINCHAWEKAR
FLAT NO. 08, SHUBH LAXMI, SAI PARK BK, NEAR VIDHYA NAGRI, BHARATI VIDHYAPEETH, PUNE- 411046,
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A INDAIN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Used Since :18/08/2016
MUMBAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK, RESTAURANT AND SNACKS SERVICE
3353450   01/09/2016
SREE SAI HOSPITALITY
B.PRATAP REDDY
B.ARUNA JYOTHI
trading as ; SREE SAI HOSPITALITY
45/3 RESIDENCY CROSS ROAD, NEXT TO MAYOHALL, BANGALORE-560025
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTEPAT IP SERVICES PVT LTD
NO.8, 1ST FLOOR, 15TH CROSS, 100FT RING ROAD, JP NAGAR, 6TH PHASE, BANGALORE-560078.
Used Since : 27/09/2015
CHENNAI
PROVIDING FOOD AND BEVERAGES
3353451    01/09/2016
SREE SAI HOSPITALITY
B.PRATAP REDDY
B.ARUNA JYOTHI
trading as ;SREE SAI HOSPITALITY
45/3 RESIDENCY CROSS ROAD, NEXT TO MAYOHALL, BANGALORE-560025
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTEPAT IP SERVICES PVT LTD
NO.8, 1ST FLOOR, 15TH CROSS, 100FT RING ROAD, JP NAGAR, 6TH PHASE, BANGALORE-560078.
Used Since :30/09/2015
CHENNAI
PROVIDING FOOD AND BEVERAGES
ANU CHOCOLATY CAKES

3354302    02/09/2016

ANITA JAIN

trading as ;Anu Chocolaty Cakes

4-3-261, Shop No. 2, Jain Market, Bank Street, Koti, Hyderabad

Service Providers

Sole proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

ASHOK RAM KUMAR

Plot No 491, Road no 10, Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad

Used Since :27/12/2012

CHENNAI

Services for providing food and drinks including precooked, ready to eat self contained bowl packed food and drink through Kiosk window serving counter, mobile kart, restaurant, fast food center or take away or eating joints, food establishment, indoor fixed or outdoor prefabricated food serving structure having one or more open sides, and Services for providing food cooked and instant packed rice and curry bowls included in Class 43 (Forty Three.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1819, 16/10/2017  Class 43

SHEIKH MOHAMMAD UMAR
trading as :M/S CHICK CHICKA CHICK
Khasra No.: 1016/8/2/1/2 Gram Nihalpur Mundi, Bye Pass Road Opp. Chinar Hill, Indore (M.P.)
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAAD ASSOCIATES
343, Dr. Ambedkar Nagar, Indore - 452008, Madhya Pradesh
Used Since: 01/01/2016

MUMBAI
HOTEL, RESTAURANT & CATERING SERVICES, SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
BHARAT HOTELS LIMITED  
Barakhamba Avenue, Connaught Place, New Delhi – 110001, India  
Service providers  

Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
SINGH & SINGH LALL & SETHI  
D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-III, NEW DELHI 110049  

Proposed to be Used  
DELHI  
Hotel & restaurant services rendered in procuring lodging, rooms, hotels, motels, hotel reservations; rental of meeting rooms, temporary accommodation, tents; tourist home; providing foods and drink, bar services, cafes, cafeterias, canteens, self service restaurants, fast food restaurants, snack-bars, catering and services and all such services rendered by hotels included in class 43
The Lalit Boulangerie
3355009  05/09/2016

BHARAT HOTELS LIMITED
Barakhamba Avenue, Connaught Place, New Delhi – 110001, India

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LALL & SETHI
D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
3355008

DELHI
Hotel & restaurant services rendered in procuring lodging, rooms, hotels, motels, hotel reservations; rental of meeting rooms, temporary accommodation, tents; tourist home; providing foods and drink, bar services, cafes, cafeterias, canteens, self service restaurants, fast food restaurants, snack-bars, catering and services and all such services rendered by hotels included in class 43
The Lalit Elphie
3355019  05/09/2016
BHARAT HOTELS LIMITED
Barakhamba Avenue, Connaught Place, New Delhi – 110001, India
Service providers

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LALL & SETHI
D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Hotel & restaurant services rendered in procuring lodging, rooms, hotels, motels, hotel reservations; rental of meeting rooms, temporary accommodation, tents; tourist home; providing foods and drink, bar services, cafes, cafeterias, canteens, self service restaurants, fast food restaurants, snack-bars, catering and services and all such services rendered by hotels included in class 43
3356812  06/09/2016

AAKASH V. GANDHI

trading as ;Restro Bistro

U-16, Prem Residency, Above Lunsikui, Navsari - 36445, Gujarat

Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

VIVEK KAMLESH PATEL, ADVOCATE

102-105, LALBHAI CONTRACTOR COMPLEX, OPPOSITE PARSI LIBRARY, NANPURA MAIN ROAD, NANPURA, SURAT - 395 001 - GUJARAT

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

Services for providing food and drinks, Eatery
3356948   07/09/2016
KRISHNA KALYANI
trading as ;BUSY BITES
BANDAR, KALIBARI ROAD, RAIGUNJ, PIN - 733 134, UTTAR DINAJPUR, WEST BENGAL, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. DATTA & ASSOCIATES
S.S. DATTA & ASSOCIATES, 288/1,B.B. CHATTERJEE ROAD,GROUND FLOOR,KOLKATA 700 042,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Services for providing food and drink in restaurants and bars and hotels; temporary accommodation.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
**iB Hubs**

3357468  08/09/2016

S.VIJAYA KUMAR REDDY  
FF-14, YAMUNA A BLOCK, VISHNU MEGHA ESTATES, PAPPULA MILL ROAD, ASHOK NAGAR, VIJAYAWADA-520 007, ANDHRA PRADESH STATE  
SERVICE PROVIDER  
A PROPRIETOR FIRM  

**Address for service in India/Agents address:**  
V.K. SINHA.  
5-9-93, NO. 208, 2ND FLOOR, SHAKTI CHAMBERS, CHAPEL ROAD HYDERABAD- 500 001, ANDHRA PARDESH.  

**Proposed to be Used**  
CHENNAI  
SERVICES RELATED TO HOSPITALITY, TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION, FOOD, DRINKS AND RESERVATION FOR TRAVELERS
3358134   08/09/2016
EKTA AGRO INDUSTRIES LIMITED
trading as BBQ FACTORY
160, Dayanand Vihar, Delhi - 110092
Service Provider
Public Ltd Co
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DINKAL SHAH & CO
C/O LEGALWIZ.IN PVT LTD FIRST FLOOR, PIPARA CORPORATE HOUSE, NR. GRUH FINANCE LTD., MITHAKHALI, LAW GARDEN, AHMEDABAD - 06 INDIA
Used Since :17/06/2016
DELHI
Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation
3359122  10/09/2016
MRS. ROSALIN JENA
Plot - 549/4533, Shanti Bhavan, kanan Vihar Phase 2, Patia, Bhubaneswar - 751024
Service Provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIRIJA DESHPANDE
B1, 408, Runwal Seagull, Handewadi Road, Hadapsar, Pune - 411028
Used Since :10/09/2016
KOLKATA
Restaurant services included in class 43.
SUMO MOMO
3359744 11/09/2016
MR. ALOK SINGH BAGGA
trading as ;MR. ALOK SINGH BAGGA
EB-118, MAYA ENCLAVE, NEW DELHI-110064
services
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
E-617 STREET NO- 11&12 WEST VINOD NAGAR I.P. EXTN. NEW DELHI-110092
Used Since :16/06/2015
DELHI
RESTAURANTS, CAFETERIAS, BISTROS, CATERING SERVICES, PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINKS, ICE CREAM PARLORS, FRUITS JUICE BARS, BUTLER SERVICES, FOOD LOUNGES AND FOOD COURTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 43
3360518   13/09/2016
TAOKAENOI FOOD & MARKETING PUBLIC COMPANY LIMITED
12/1 Moo.4 Namai, Ladiumkaew, Pathumthani 12140 Thailand
Service Provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
WORLDWIDE INTELLEC
313, BEST SKY TOWER, NETAJI SUBHASH PLACE, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI-34

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Restaurant; catering; Providing campground facilities, Retirement home services, Day-nursery [crèche] services, Boarding for animals, Rental of chairs, tables, table linen, glassware, Cooking apparatus (Rental of —); Rental of drinking water dispensers, Rental of lighting apparatus.
3360998  13/09/2016
MO SARAVANAN
trading as ;saravan Cafe
Gali No. 4, Plot No. 338-B, Raja Park, Jaipur (Rajasthan)
proprietor
service provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HARSH MARWAH
Shop no. 245, Opp. Liberty , Raja Park , Jaipur
Used Since :01/04/2012
AHMEDABAD
Services for providing food and drink
BAR EXCHANGE

3361509  13/09/2016

WONDERFUL DEVELOPERS PRIVATE LIMITED
A-27, Ground Floor, Amar Colony, Lajpat Nagar-IV, New Delhi – 110024, India

Service Provider

a company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:

S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.

Used Since :11/07/2015

DELHI

Hotels; resort hotels; motels; temporary accommodations specialized hotel services rendered as part of a program for frequent hotel guests; pubs, restaurant, cafes, bar and cocktail lounge services; food court; snack bar services; providing banquet and social function facilities for special occasions; catering for the provision of food and beverages; providing conference, exhibition and meeting facilities; rental of meeting rooms.
3363837  15/09/2016
GAURAV BEHL
SHOP NO. 199, GROUND FLOOR, GUJRAWALA TOWN PART-I, DELHI-110009
The Service Provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LOKESH KUMAR AGGARWAL
B-101, B.G.S. BLOCK, TIS HAZARI, DELHI-110054
Used Since : 07/09/2016
DELHI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING OF FOOD AND DRINK, TIFFIN MEALS DELIVERY & TAKE-AWAY SERVICE, CATERING, PARTY ORDERS (INDIVIDUAL/ CORPORATE), DIETARY/ THERAPEUTIC MEAL DELIVERY SERVICE, FUTURE- FOOD OUTLETS, RESTAURANTS, HOTELS, MOTELS, ICE CREAM PARLOURS, CAFES, CAFETERUS, SNACK BARS, FAST FOOD RESTAURANTS, COFFEE SHOPS, RESORTS AND LODGING SERVICES, RENTAL OF TEMPORARY ACCOMODATION, RENTAL OF MEETING ROOMS AND CATERING SERVICES
3363951  15/09/2016
ATISHAY LIMITED
36, Zone 1, M.P. Nagar, Bhopal - 462011, Madhya Pradesh, India
Service Provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VEDANT VIJAY PUJARI
ACCURES LEGAL, RZ 44-A, Palam Vihar, Sector-6, Dwarka, New Delhi - 110 075, India
Used Since :15/08/2016
MUMBAI
Services for providing food and drink; restaurant services.
3364579   18/09/2016
JAYANT HOSPITALITY PRIVATE LIMITED
66, BANARSI DASS ESTATE TIMARPUR DELHI 110054
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMGURU INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY SERVICES LLP
203, 2nd Floor, A-31, Kailash Colony, New Delhi-110048
Used Since :09/06/2016
To be associated with:
3317033
DELHI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION; BAR SERVICES, CAFÉ / CAFETERIA SERVICES, CANTEEN SERVICES, FOOD AND DRINK CATERING, FOOD SCULPTING, HOTEL SERVICES, HOTEL RESERVATIONS, RENTAL OF MEETING ROOMS, MOTEL SERVICES, RESTAURANT SERVICES, SNACKBAR SERVICES, RENTAL OF TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION, TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION RESERVATIONS, ACCOMMODATION BUREAU SERVICES [HOTELS, BOARDING HOUSES], TOURIST HOME SERVICES, RENTAL OF TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS.
3364909    18/09/2016
TRIPLE NINE RESTAURANTEURS PVT. LTD.
trading as ;TRIPLE NINE RESTAURANTEURS PVT. LTD.
A-139, 3RD FLOOR, GUJRANWALA TOWN, PART-I, DELHI-110009, INDIA.
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/09/2016
DELHI
Providing Food and Drink, Temporary Accommodation, Food Outlets, Cafes, Cafeterias, Snack Bars, Hotels, Motels, Club, Resorts, Restaurants, Self Service Restaurants, Fast Food Restaurants, Canteens, Coffee Shops, Ice Cream Parlours, Bar Services and Catering Services included in class 43.
3364917    19/09/2016

PRADEEP LALANI
6-A, RAJ SIDDHI, B-TOWER, NEAR L.P. SAVANI SCHOOL, VESU, SURAT, 395007, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :01/04/2016

AHMEDABAD
HOTEL, RESORT, RESTAURANT AND CATERING SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK, TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION, PRIVATE RESIDENCE CLUB SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING CLUB MEMBERS TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATIONS.
3366506   19/09/2016
MR. GURJAP SINGH TALWAR
trading as ; M/S FRIENDS SANDWICH CORNER
WING NO.6, TYAGI MARKET, OPP. P.N.B., PREM NAGAR, DEHRADUN - 248007
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMR SOLUTIONS
M - 10, ANUPAM BHawan CMMPERCIAL COMPLEX, ADAPUR, DELHI - 110033
Used Since : 18/10/2015
DELHI
RESTAURANT & FOOD POINT
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS
SUBJECT TO COLOUR CONDITION
JIGYASA CATERERS
3366653  20/09/2016
JIGYASA HOSPITALITY PRIVATE LIMITED
PROPERTY NO. 416, 4TH FLOOR, SUNLIGHT COLONY II ASHRAM, NEW DELHI-110014.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :22/08/2016
DELHI
FOOD SERVICE & SUPPLY, CATERING SERVICES IN CLASS 43.
3368122 21/09/2016

PAULY.P.I trading as ;MINTZZA

MINTZZA FOOD MALL, VAZHAPILLLY TOWERSM KONDATTY.P.O., THRISSUR-680308, KERALA.

SERVICE PROVIDERS
A SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
V.C VALSAN K
269/2002, MAXMILLIANS, 2ND FLOOR, SUNNY JUNCTION BUILDING, OPP:MALA ROAD, CHALAKUDY, THRISSUR-680307, KERALA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

REST HOMES, LODGE, TOURIST HOMES, MOTELS, RESORT, HOTEL, RESTAURANT, CATERERS, ICE CREAM PARLOR, JUICE PARK, PROVIDING FOOD AND RINK.

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
RAJINIKANTH FOUNDATION

3369940  22/09/2016

RAJINIKANTH
OLD NO. 29B, NEW NO. 40, VISWANATHAPURAM MAIN ROAD, KODAMBKAM, CHENNAI-600 024, TAMIL NADU.
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

PROVIDING FOOD TO NEEDY PERSONS [CHARITABLE SERVICES]; SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK;
TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION; RESTAURANTS; HOTELS; MOTELS; CAFÉS; CAFETERIAS; SNACK-BARS; FOOD AND
DRINK CATERING
**VANTARA**

3372234  23/09/2016

RAJSCAPE HOTELS PVT. LTD.
3B, Mathura Road, Opposite Jangpura, New Delhi - 110044

Service Providers

**Address for service in India/Attorney address:**

NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

**Used Since:** 01/03/2016

**DELHI**

Hospitality services in accommodation, food and drink.
3372761 27/09/2016
HARISH JAIN
H. NO. 2, CHHOTTI BARADARI, PART-I, JALANDHAR, PUNJAB, PIN-144001.
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA-141 001. (PB.).
Used Since: 01/04/2015

DELHI
RESTAURANTS, BARS, RESORTS, RESTOBARS, BANQUETS, CAFÉS, MARRIAGE PALACE, PUBS, LODGE, EATING
JOINTS, FOOD CHAINS, FOOD JUNCTIONS, FOOD COURTS, HOTELS, MOTELS, ONLINE FOOD DELIVERY, HOME FOOD
DELIVERY, PROVIDING OF SERVICES OF CATERING, DEVELOPING DISHES, INNOVATING IDEAS OVER RECIPES,
HOTELS, BOARDING HOUSES OR OTHER ESTABLISHMENTS PROVIDING temporary ACCOMMODATION; TO
PREPARE FOOD & DRINKS FOR CONSUMPTION, FALLING UNDER CLASS 43 OF FOURTH SCHEDULE.
3372804  26/09/2016
SHILPA MONGA ARORA
trading as ;Service Provider
3D-148,N.I.T Faridabad,-121001
Service Provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIDHI SAMHITA, ADVOCATES
408, Lawyers Chambers III, Delhi High Court, Sher Shah Road, N Delhi - 110003
Used Since : 25/03/2016
DELHI
Providing food and drinks,Restaurant, Coffee shops, Coffee and juice bar services.
Cafe Grub Up
3372805  26/09/2016
SHILPA MONGA ARORA
trading as ;Service Provider
3D-148,N.I.T Faridabad,-121001
Service Provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIDHI SAMHITA, ADVOCATES
408, Lawyers Chambers III, Delhi High Court, Sher Shah Road, N Delhi - 110003
Used Since :25/03/2016
DELHI
Providing food and drinks, Restaurant, Coffee shops, Coffee and juice bar services.
"L.R. LILLY RESORT"

3373247  27/09/2016
MR. JATINDER SINGH
trading as: LILLY RESORTS
82, LANE NO. 7B, JUJAR SINGH AVENUE, AIRPORT ROAD, AMRITSAR-143001, PUNJAB.
SERVICE PROVIDER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
AMBICA REGISTRATION SERVICE.
51, INSIDE RAM BAGH CHOWK, POST BOX NO. 79, AMRITSAR, (PUNJAB).
Used Since : 13/02/2014
DELHI
"RENDING SERVICES OF RESORTS, MARRIAGE PALACE AND BANQUET HALL"
3375673  30/09/2016
THE HEALTH CONNOISSEUR FOODS PRIVATE LIMITED
S.NO. 37/5/2, AT POST URULI DEVACHI, TALUKA HAVELI, PUNE 412307
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 2013

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3104167

MUMBAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
3376575  29/09/2016
PATEL VISHAKHA RAKESHKUMAR
PATEL VISHAKHA RAKESHKUMAR
HARVINDER KAUR MANJITSINGH BOMRAH
trading as ;M/S. VISTA SERVICES
A-11, HARIBAPARK SOC., DIWALIDIPURA, OLD PADRA, VADODARA 390020. GUJARAT - INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305, Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK INCLUDED IN CLASS 43
THE AAKRITI INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL

3378301  01/10/2016
AAKRITI EDU CARE PVT.LTD
Sprouts-The Aakriti International School Pre-School Division, Aakriti Ecocity, E-8 Extension, Bhopal(MP)
Service Provider
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KAYSER AND COMPANY,
RAJA BAHADUR MANSION, 20 AMBALAL DOSHI MARG, FORT, MUMBAI- 400 023.
Used Since :03/06/2016
MUMBAI
Catering Services For School, Provision Of Before-School Care, Provision Of After-School Care
3378392    03/10/2016
ALPINE NATURE BEYOND PVT.LTD.
trading as : ALPINE NATURE BEYOND PVT.LTD.
3RD FLOOR, 57 ANANDAMANGAL SQUARE, S.F. ROAD, SILIGURI, PIN 734005, DARJEELING, W.B.
SERVICE, MERCHANT, TRADERS
Used Since : 06/06/2016
KOLKATA
TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION, SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; ARRANGING, BOOKING, RENTALS AND RESERVATIONS OF TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION; TENT ACCOMMODATION, TENT ROOM, HOTEL, MOTEL BANQUETING AND RENTAL OF ROOMS FOR HOLDING FUNCTIONS, CONFERENCES, CONVENTIONS, EXHIBITIONS, AND MEETINGS; HOSPITALITY SERVICES; COCKTAIL, WINE LOUNGE & BAR SERVICES PREPARATION OF MEALS AND RESTAURANT SERVICES.
MR. RAJESH A. GANGANI
trading as; Raju Chacha Vadapav
Service Provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.
Used Since: 05/08/2007
AHMEDABAD
PROVIDING FOOD, DRINKS & VADAPAV
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE word VADAPAV
3378991 01/10/2016
TAKSHASHILA HOTELS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as : Restaurant, Brewery and Bakery
15-A CTS No 19, Patil Arcade, Karve Road, Erandawane, Pune - 411004, Maharashtra, India
Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRAMODKUMAR LADDA
2nd Floor, OM Apartment, SR. No. 496/B, Near KCC Classes, Opp Kasba Peth Post office, Kasba Peth, Pune 411011
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Restaurant, Brewery and Bakery
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE descriptive matters
3379449  03/10/2016
VIVIRA RETAIL FOODS PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO. 7, SEWA SADAN, BLOCK C, SANGAM VIHAR, NEW DELHI-110080
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMGURU INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY SERVICES LLP
203, 2nd Floor, A-31, Kailash Colony, New Delhi-110048
Used Since :03/10/2016

DELHI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMODATION; PIZZA PARLOURS; HOTEL SERVICES; HOTEL RESERVATIONS; MOTEL SERVICES; HOLIDAY CAMP SERVICES [LODGING]; PROVIDING HOLIDAY ACCOMMODATION; GUESTHOUSE SERVICES; RESTAURANT SERVICES; CAFETERIA, SNACK-BAR AND CANTEEN SERVICES; CATERING SERVICES; CAFE SERVICES; TAVERN SERVICES; PUBS; BAR SERVICES; PROVIDING TEMPORARY LODGING FOR GUESTS.
3381028  05/10/2016
NAZEERAHAMED
SHABEENATHAHSEEN
trading as : PERFECT PARTNERS
NO-31, CLUB ROAD, CHETPET, CHENNAI-600031.
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Used Since :02/04/2015

CHENNAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION AND SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK.
STOKED
3381387  05/10/2016
ARTISAN HOSPITALITY
Mrs. Nisha Christina Moore
Ms. Ahana Bhutani
trading as ;ARTISAN HOSPITALITY
No. 458, 4th Block, 8th Main, 60 feet road, Koramangala, Bangalore - 560034
Services for providing food and drinks
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHIV GUPTA
JOSEPH AND JOSEPH LAW OFFICES UNIT 2206, EXPRESS TRADE TOWER II, TOWER II, SECTOR 132, NOIDA U.P 201303
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Services for providing food and drinks
3382252  07/10/2016
SANJAY VERMA
AMIT AGGARWAL
trading as ;VAC BREWERY LLP
UNIT NO. 1 & 2-B, GROUND FLOOR, GLOBAL BUSINESS PARK, WARAICH FARM COMPOUND, NH-22, DELHI-AMBALA-CHANDIGARH ZIRAKPUR , MOHALI , PUNJAB-140603.

SERVICES

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHIVANI SEKHRI, (CS)
H. NO. 112, SECTOR -6, PANCHKULA-134109.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
TO PROVIDE FOR FOOD AND DRINKS
3383860 05/10/2016
BUDDHA BITES S PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as : BUDDHA BITES S PRIVATE LIMITED
1A, BASANTA BOSE ROAD, KOLKATA -700026, WEST BENGAL
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AUROMAA ASSOCIATES
AA-13, Ground Floor, Prafulla Kannan, Krishnapur - West, Kolkata - 700101, West Bengal, India

Used Since :14/04/2014

KOLKATA
RESTAURANTS; TAKE AWAY RESTAURANTS; SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK
3384095  07/10/2016
PARLE PRODUCTS PVT.LTD.
trading as ;PARLE PRODUCTS PVT.LTD.
North Level Crossing, Vile Parle (E), Mumbai-400 057.

SERVICE PROVIDERS
A company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1238697, 1785526, 2105073

MUMBAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; HOTELS, MOTELS AND RESTAURANTS, SELF-SERVICE RESTAURANTS, SNACK BARS, CANTEEN, CAFES AND CAFETERIAS, ICE-CREAM PARLOURS; BAR SERVICES; CATERING SERVICES; PROVIDING TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION AND MEETING ROOMS; LODGING SERVICES; SERVICED APARTMENT HOTELS; RENTAL OF TENTS AND TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS; RENTAL OF CHAIRS, TABLE, TABLE LINEN, GLASSWARE; PROVIDING CAMPGROUND FACILITIES.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH APPLICATION NOS. 1238697, 1785526 AND 2105073.
3384565  08/10/2016
VINEETH V.V  
trading as ;M/s. NOSH HAUS  
M/s. NOSH HAUS, VADAKKEDATH HOUSE, KEDAMANGALAM, N. PARUR, ERNAKULAM  
SERVICE PROVIDER  
Address for service in India/Attorney address: 
GUDWIL & GOODWILL  
41/ 785, ‘SWATHI’ C.P. UMMER ROAD, COCHIN-35,KERALA  
Used Since :29/10/2015  
CHENNAI  
Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation
3387390  14/10/2016
IMPRESARIO ENTERTAINMENT & HOSPITALITY PVT. LTD.
12 HAUZ KHAS VILLAGE, NEW DELHI 110016
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASM LAW OFFICES
M-19A, SOUTH EXTENSION-II, NEW DELHI-110049
Used Since :25/08/2016
DELHI
RESTAURANTS, RESTAURANT SERVICES, SALAD BAR RESTAURANT SERVICES, SELF-SERVICE RESTAURANTS,
RESTAURANT SERVICES FOR THE PROVISION OF FAST FOOD
3390666   18/10/2016
V. RAMAKRISHNAN
trading as SEASON 4
Season 4 Guesthouse, 33/50 Kb Dasan Road, Teynampet, Chennai - 600018, Tamil Nadu.
Service Provider
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :06/07/2009

CHENNAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION.
3397486  26/10/2016
MRS.SMITA BHAVESH SHAHA
trading as ;Spicy Touch
Plot No.162,Industrial Estate,Hotgi Road,Solapur-413003.
Service Provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.
Used Since :20/08/2008
MUMBAI
PROVIDING FOOD, DRINKS & TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
SLINK & BARDOT

3598420  24/07/2017
IMPRESARIO ENTERTAINMENT & HOSPITALITY PVT LTD
12 HAUZ KHAS VILLAGE, NEW DELHI-110016
Manufacturers and Merchants, Service provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASM LAW OFFICES
M-19A, SOUTH EXTENSION-II, NEW DELHI-110049
Used Since: 12/05/2017

To be associated with:
3564856, 3598419

DELHI
RESTAURANTS, RESTAURANT SERVICES, SALAD BAR RESTAURANT SERVICES, SELF SERVICE RESTAURANTS, RESTAURANT SERVICES FOR THE PROVISION OF FAST FOOD, PROVISION OF INFORMATION RELATING TO RESTAURANTS, CAFÉ SERVICES, COCKTAIL LOUNGE SERVICES, CATERING SERVICES, CATERING SERVICES FOR PROVIDING EUROPEAN-STYLE CUISINE
3608681  08/08/2017
GURPREET SINGH TRADING AS LAGITANA
A-6, Three Kings Resorts, Rais Magous Forte, Nerul, Neer Coco Beach, North GOA-403114
sole proprietorship
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANCHANDA ASSOCIATES.
15/1061, (2ND FLOOR), NAJWALA, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI - 110 005.
Used Since :01/10/2015
MUMBAI
RESORT, TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION, SERVICE APARTMENT, CATERING SERVICES
3619117  23/08/2017
SHRI. NIKHIL NITIN SETHIYA
FLAT NO. 18, KESARI SADAN, PREMNAGAR, BIBWEWADI, MARKET YARD, PUNE - 411037. MAHARASHTRA. INDIA.
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIVEK LODHA
"WHITE HOUSE", STATION ROAD, GANDHI WARD, HINGANGHAT - 442301. DISTT:- WARDHA. MAHARASHTRA. INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; PURE VEG RESTAURANTS, HOTELS, SELF SERVICE RESTAURANTS, FAST FOOD SERVICES, CATERERS, CAFETERIAS, REATRO BAR, RESORT, REST HOMES, LODGE, MOTELS, TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION.
SOUTHHOUSE

3621006  26/08/2017
PANDURANG RAMA POOJARI
1204/3, Ghole Road, Shivajinagar, Pune 411004
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KASHYAP POPAT KHANDAGALE
S.R.No 19/3, Tukaram Naik Path, Behind Chhajed Petrol Pump, Bopodi, Pune - 411020

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Services for providing food and drink; Temporary accommodation
3623671    30/08/2017
OZRAN HEIGHTS BEACH RESORT PVT. LTD.
B-11, Greater Kailash, Part-I, New Delhi-110048
A company organised and existing under the laws of India
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEHA CHUGH
8/2 Rajinder Nagar, New Delhi - 110060

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3623670

DELHI
Resort, Restaurant, Bar Services; Rental of Temporary Accommodation, Hotels, Tourist Homes, Cafeterias, Catering (Food and Drink -), Homes (Tourist -), Snack-Bars, Self-Service Restaurants, Providing of Food and Drink Services
3623701  30/08/2017
A CLASS HOSPITALITY LLP.
PLOT AT KH. NO. 523/1, 527/1 & 528/1, GROUND FLOOR, VILLAGE MUNDKA, DELHI-110041, INDIA.
LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
BANQUET AND GUEST HOUSE, HOTEL, MOTELS AND RESORT INCLUDED IN CLASS 43.
3623912  30/08/2017
ABHAY DEEP SINGH LUTHRA
B-17, SECTOR-60, NOIDA-201301 (U.P.)
single firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHURANA & KHURANA
E-13, UPSIDC Site IV, Kasna Road, Behind Grand Venice, Greater Noida, 201310

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

hotel reservations; Club services for the provision of food and drink
3624131  31/08/2017
MAHESH SINGHANIA TRADING AS DBARCODE RESTO BAR & CLUB LLP.
45, Fazlul Haque Sarani, Ballygunge, 2nd Floor, Kolkata-700019, West Bengal.
Limited liability Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. J. ASSOCIATES.
6A, KIRAN SHANKAR ROY ROAD, 2ND FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700 001.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3313473
KOLKATA
Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation in terms of Hotel and Restaurant.
ZOMATO HOMEMADE

3624153    31/08/2017

ZOMATO MEDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
Ground Floor 12A, 94 Meghdoot, Nehru Place, New Delhi -110019, India
A company duly organized and existing under the laws of India.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
515-B, Platinum Tower, 5th Floor, Sohna Road, Sector 47, Gurgaon - 122002, National Capital Region, India

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2053040, 2053041, 2676635

DELHI
Providing online reservation and booking for restaurants, bars, clubs, lounges and eateries of all kinds.
3624289  31/08/2017
B SRIKANTH (INDIAN NATIONAL, PROPRIETOR), TRADING AS HOTEL NEEM TREE
14-158, NH-44, Airport Road, Near Indira Hospital, Shamshabad, Hyderabad - 501218, Telangana
Proprietorship Concern
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOmas MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016
Used Since :15/12/2014
To be associated with:
3624288
CHENNAI
Temporary accommodation;providing food and drink
ROOPAL KAPOOR; PROP:- M/S KONEEZA
3rd floor Seven seas mall Fategunj, Vadodara, Gujarat, INDIA
Single Firm.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HARPREETSINGH BANKER
'SATGURU HOUSE' Opp.VIKAS GRUH, Nr. SHANDILYA COMPLEX, PALDI, AHMEDABAD, GUJARAT, INDIA. PIN:- 380007

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Hotel, restaurant, cafe-restaurant, Café, cafeteria, catering services and bar services;
BUONA DOLCE

3626576  04/09/2017
GATEAU GLACE PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;GATEAU GLACE PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO 62, ROAD NO 2, KAKATIYA HILLS, MADHAPUR, HYDERABAD 500081, TELANGANA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO,
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK INCLUDING RESTAURANT SERVICES, SNACK -BAR SERVICES, CAFE SERVICES, CAFETERIA SERVICES, SELF - SERVICES RESTAURANT SERVICES, HOTEL SERVICES, CANTEEN SERVICES, BAR SERVICES, FOOD AND DRINK CATERING, MOTEL SERVICES, TOURIST HOME SERVICES AND TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION.
KRIJUSS
3626684    04/09/2017
SHARMILA MUNDHRA
trading as ;KRIJUSS
13A, SUARAH CROSS LANE GROUND FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700010, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE VED PRAKASH SINGH
C/329, ANTOP HILL WAREHOUSING COMPANY LTD, V.I.T. COLLEGE ROAD, WADALA (E), MUMBAI - 400 037
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
RESTAURANTS.
3627137   04/09/2017
ISHAN GUPTA trading as the SOHAM'S
H. No 2090, the Mall Road Bathinda, Punjab - 151001
Single Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JITIN TALWAR
413-P SECTOR 6 PANCHKULA HARYANA -134109

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation
3627568    05/09/2017
VIVEK AGGARWAL
3RD FLOOR, 24 RAJLOK BUILDING, NEHRU PLACE, NEW DELHI-110019
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARORA SHEKHAR & COMPANY
132, 1ST FLOOR, SOMDUTT CHAMBER II, BHIKAJI CAMA PLACE NEW DELHI 110060

Used Since :04/11/2016

To be associated with:
3614004

DELHI
1. Temporary accommodation 2. Boarding for animals 3. Rental of furniture, lines and table settings 4. Provision of food and drink 5. And rental, hire and leasing in connection with the aforesaid, included in the class and advice, consultancy and information for the aforesaid, included in the class
3627914 05/09/2017
BALACHANDAR GOPALAKRISHNAN
#26, 1ST FLOOR, HOSAPALAYA ROAD, NEAR CHENNAPPA CIRCLE, MANGAMMANA PALAYA, BANGALORE-560068
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJEEV KUMAR
AG-7, Ground Floor, Shalimar Bagh, New Delhi - 110088
Used Since: 11/08/2017
CHENNAI
RESTAURANT SERVICES
Tipsy Gypsy All Day Live

3628655  06/09/2017

GIPSY HOSPITALITY AND DESTINATIONS PVT LTD
502, 5th Flr, Blue Wave Building, Off Link Road, Andheri West, Mumbai 400053

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNIL CEDRIC PEREIRA
Flat no.3, Anita Apts, Bavdi Cross Lane, Orlem, Malad West Mumbai 400 064

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
Bars; Juice bars; Snack bars; Wine bars; Tapas bars; Coffee bar services; Bar and restaurant services; Wine bar services; Hotel, restaurant, café restaurant and bar services; Cafeterias; Cafés; Cafe and snack bar services; Pubs; Delicatessens [restaurants]; Self service restaurants; Restaurants; Brasserie services; Bed and breakfast inn services; Bistro services; Carryout restaurants; Catering services; Cocktail lounges; Charitable services, namely, providing food to needy persons; Guesthouse services; Hotel, motel, restaurant, bar and catering services; Hotels and motels; Pizzerias; Providing of food and drink via a mobile truck; Providing inflight meal services in an aeroplane
Ketone

3628810 06/09/2017

DR. PARAMESH SHAMANNA
No.426 4TH Cross 2ND Block Kalyan Nagar Bangalore 560043
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIRIJA DESHPANDE
B1, 408, Runwal Seagull, Handewadi Road, Hadapsar, Pune - 411028

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Restaurant, hotels included in class 43.
SOCIAL HIGH
3629025  07/09/2017
NEELAM MALIK
trading as ;SHREE SAI HOSPITALITY
F-17B, GROUND FLOOR, VIJAYA NAGAR, HUDSON LANE, NEW DELHI-110009
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK.
3629044  07/09/2017
SANJAY RAO MARATHA
Pratap Chowk, Chhoti Sadri, Distt.- Pratapgarh (Rajasthan) PIN 312604
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LABDHI KOCHAR & ASSOCIATES
C/O LEGAL WIZ.IN PVT.LTD FIRST FLOOR PIPARA CORPORATE HOUSE, OPP. URVASHI APARTMENT, MITHAKALI,
AHMEDABAD 380006

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation all included in Class 43
3629273 07/09/2017
AKSHAT MATHUR
FLAT NO. 301-B, MANGESH HEIGHTS, SAI VIHAR COLONY, KOLAR ROAD, BHOPAL, MADHYA PRADESH-462042
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
TO CARRY ON BUSINESS OF HOTELS, RESTAURANTS, CAFES AND SET UP APPLICATION BASED FOOD DELIVERY SYSTEM TO PROVIDE NATURAL AND ORGANIC FOOD AND RELATED PRODUCTS FOR PUBLIC CONSUMPTION AT LARGE
ALMONDS FOR YOU

3629321   07/09/2017
SHRI CHAITANYA MUPPALA
Lingapur Building, Himayat Nagar, Hyderabad – 500 029, Telangana, India
tm-01

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.
Used Since :03/09/2002

CHENNAI
Services Relating To Procurement To Sale Of Food And Drinks, Restaurants, Restaurants (Self Services), Bars, Snack-Bars, Lounge Services, Hotels, Cafes, Cafeterias, Canteens, Caterings, Takeaway Outlets, Banquet Hall, Food Courts, Ice-Cream Parlour.
3629336  07/09/2017
SUMEDHA HOSPITALITY PVT. LTD.
B-11, GROUND FLOOR G.K. ENCLAVE-2, DELHI-110048

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
B-83, 3RD FLOOR, DENA BANK BUILDING, LP EXTANTION NEAR MAYUR PUBLIC SCHOOL, DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
HOTELS, MOTELS, Restaurant, BAR, Catering, Resort hotels SERVICES
INIC

3629525    07/09/2017

INDIAN NATURALS
A – 3, Siddharth Apartments, Shankarsheth Road, Pune – 411 042
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.
Used Since :01/10/2016

MUMBAI
PROVIDING FOOD & DRINKS
3629574    07/09/2017
PANDA RESTAURANT GROUP, INC.
1683 Walnut Grove Avenue Rosemead, California 91770 United States of America
A California Corporation

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARCHER & ANGEL
K - 4, SOUTH EXTENSION - II, NEW DELHI - 110 049.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2396718, 2396719
DELHI
Restaurant services.
3629921  07/09/2017
AMVEE FOOD WORKS
PLOT NO. 8, SURYA ENCLAVE, G.T. ROAD, OPPOSITE LOHA MANDI, GHAZIABAD, UTTAR PRADESH-201001
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANAND PRAKASH
10, DDA MARKET NIRMAN VIHAR DELHI 110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Food preparation; Food sculpting; Food preparation services; Takeaway food services; Food and drink catering; Fast-food restaurant services; Rental of food service apparatus; Serving of food and beverages; Rental of beverage fountains; Rental of units for dispensing heated and chilled beverages, other than vending machines; Preparation of food and beverages;
PATRAVAL
3629985  08/09/2017
MILIND PALAV
2002, Siddhachal Phase V, Pokhran Road no. 2, Thane (W) 400610
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAMEER WALIMBE
1802, Siddhachal Phase V, Pokhran Road No. 2, Thane (W) 400610

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Catering, food and drink catering, Delivery of Food, • Provision of food and drink, bar services, cafés, cafeterias, canteens, rental of drinking water dispensers, rental of cooking apparatus, restaurants, self-service restaurants, snack-bars, Hotels, hostels and boarding houses, Event facilities and temporary office and meeting facilities
enKode

3630216  08/09/2017
MASSIVE RESTAURANTS PVT. LTD.
trading as ;MASSIVE RESTAURANTS PVT. LTD.
825, UDYOG VIHAR PHASE V, GURGAON-122016 HARYANA
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DUTT MENON DUNMORR SETT, ADVOCATE
30, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI-13

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINKS
3630283   08/09/2017
MR.SHIVAM KIRANKUMAR SONI
B-6,Neel Terrace Soci,BjH.Convent School, Fategunj, Vadodara-390002
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
SERVICES OF PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK, RESTAURANT, CANTEEN AND CATERING SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 43.
3630396 08/09/2017

KAKKUWALA MOHAMMEDSHARIF SHAMSUDDIN
117, SAIYEDWADA, MATA NI POLE, NR. ASTODIA DARWAJA, JAMALPUR, AHMEDABAD - 380001, GUJARAT, INDIA.

Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT

Used Since :01/01/2001

AHMEDABAD

SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
3630980 08/09/2017
SATHEESH KUMAR E K
KALYAN, KARUVAMBURAM WEST, MANJERI, MALAPPURAM DISTRICT, KERALA STATE, PIN-676123, INDIA
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANZAR M A
LAW DESK INDIA, GROUND FLOOR LEAGUE HOUSE, MARKET ROAD NORTH, ERNAKULAM, KOCHI, KERALA, INDIA, PIN-682 018

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
RENTAL OF ROOMS AS TEMPORARY LIVING ACCOMMODATION; RESORT LODGING SERVICES; RESORT HOTEL SERVICES; RENTAL OF ROOMS FOR HOLDING FUNCTIONS, WEDDING RECEPTIONS, CONFERENCES, CONVENTIONS, EXHIBITIONS, SEMINARS AND MEETINGS; PROVIDING FOOD AND LODGING IN HEALTH RESORTS THAT SPECIALIZE IN PROMOTING PATRONS' GENERAL HEALTH AND WELL-BEING; PROVIDING ONLINE INFORMATION RELATING TO HOTEL RESERVATIONS SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 43
3631096  09/09/2017
VAIBHAV HADA
SHOP NO. 31, 32, 33, 34, 43, 44, 45, 46, Silver Arcade,1 New Palacia, Indore MP
Services for providing food and drink comes under class 43
INDIVIDUAL
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Services for providing food and drink comes under class 43
SMART ALEC

3631218  09/09/2017

FREEDOM TAILS LLP
1-76, Mamidipalli Village, Next to GMR Township, Saroor Nagar Mandal, Hyderabad - 501218, Rangareddy, Telangana, India.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Services For Providing Food And Drink, Cafes, Serving Of Tea, Coffee, Cocoa, Carbonated Drinks Or fruit juice beverages, Canteens, Bar Services, Food And Drink Catering, Hotels, Rental Of Meeting Rooms, Motels, Restaurants, Self Service Restaurants, Snack Bars, Takeaway Food And Drink Services, Take-Away Fast Food Services, Providing Of Food And Drink Via A Mobile Truck, Ice Cream Parlours, Lounge Services, Restaurants Featuring Home Delivery, Temporary Accommodation Services, Banquet Halls.
PALAHAR

3631306   09/09/2017
CH.SUDHAKAR
#9-89,G.R.G,ROAD,CHINTALPUDI, WEST GODAVARI,534460
PALAHAR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAKYAM KALPANA NAVEEN
C/O.I-WIN IP SERVICES, Flat No.202, SriSivaRamakrishna Mansion, Above SBI BANK, Kamalaprasana Nagar,Allwyn Colony,Kukatpally, Hyderabad-72, Telangana,

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Services for providing food and drink; Temporary accommodation
Trade Marks Journal No: 1819, 16/10/2017

3631323  09/09/2017
V SKRIPT HOTELS AND RESORTS
Flat No. 10803, Walnut Block, Indu Fortune Fields, Gardenia Apartments, Near Hitec City MMTS, Kukatpally, Hyderabad - 500072, Telangana
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Used Since: 21/12/2016

CHENNAI

SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
3631398  09/09/2017
MR. ARUN HEMLAL SAW
Room No.116, 1st Floor 69, B Dattatray Niwas, Near Ram Mandir Road, Khar Danda, Khar (W), Mumbai – 400 052.
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADV. Prajakta P. Karekar
Office No 8, 1st Floor Lucky Mansion, Opposite Manthan Plaza, Santacruz East, Mumbai-400055.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Providing food and drink; Temporary Accommodation.
3631553  09/09/2017
MR. NIKHIL AHUJA
M/s CAFÉ TEAGATHER, 180 Sindhi Colony, Lashkar, Gwalior – 474 001 (M.P.)
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
J.P. ASSOCIATES ADVOCATE.
320 - Tulsi Vihar, Near S.B.I. Zonal Office, City Centre, Gwalior -474 011 (M.P.).

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK
3631809    11/09/2017
BALASAHEB DAGDU JATAL
Harshavardhan Niwas, Near Swami Samarth Temple, Bhagyanagar, Beed-431122
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INAMDAR A N
C1-14, 2nd Floor, Brahma Estate, NIBM, Kondhwa, Pune - 411048

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Services for providing food and drink, temporary accommodation, restaurants, restaurants (self services), bars, snack-bars, lounge services, hotels, cafes, Cafeterias, canteens, caterings, takeaway outlets, banquet hall, food courts, icecream parlour.
3631937    11/09/2017
A.N FANCY STALLS
281/B DIXIT GALLI, NEW LAYAL PUR, KRISHNA NAGAR, DELHI-110051
NEW APPLICATION

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
QSEK INTELLECTUAL SERVICES PVT LTD
S-193, SCHOOL BLOCK SHAKARPUR, DELHI, 110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodations
RAHUL PHATE'S

3631975    11/09/2017

MR. RAHUL PRABHAKAR PHATE
49, VAGYADNYA, BAJIRAO NAGAR, TIDAKE COLONY, BEHIND GANGOTRI SERVICE STATION, NEAR GRAM SEVAK BHAVAN, NASHIK-422 002, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
FOODISNIRVANA

3632264    11/09/2017

HEMANSHI HASIJA
E 241 2ND FLOOR AMAR COLONY ,LAJPAT NAGAR 4 ,NEW DELHI-110024

THE TRADE MARK ACT 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
FOOD REVIEWING SERVICES
3632606    11/09/2017
SUMEDHA MEHTA
24, Royalton Tower, DLF Phase-5, Gurgaon-122001, Haryana
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR GUPTA
139, 2nd floor, Engineers Enclave, Pitam Pura, Delhi-110034.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
3632805 11/09/2017
SARABPREET SINGH
G-24/1, NEAR SANATAN DHARAM MANDIR, RAJOURI GARDEN, WEST DELHI-110027
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PC & ASSOCIATES
775 FOUR STOREY RAJOURI GARDEN, NEAR VISHAL ENCLAVE, NEW DELHI-110027

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINKS:, CAFE AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
BHALLA DAIRY FARM
Neemi Road, Near Polytechnic College, Satna-485005
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Providing food Drink, Temporary Accommodation
3633664    12/09/2017
JAYANTILAL VERSHI GADA
Plot no 16, DARSHAN Flat 11/4th floor, N S Rd Number 6, JVPD, Juhu, Mumbai, Maharashtra 400056
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K2IPR(PATENT & TRADEMARK ATTORNEYS)
701-702, CRYSTAL TOWER, MARUTI LANE, BEHIND HOTEL RESIDENCY, FORT, MUMBAI-400 001, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation
CATERSBITE
3633701  12/09/2017
FEROZ NAZIR KHAN
190 MG ROAD, KHAN MANZIL, NEAR FASHION STREET, PUNE - 411001
individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
NOOPUR JAIN
1, ANAND VIHAR COLONY, BARGAWAN,KATNI-483501.(M.P.).
Used Since :11/09/2017
MUMBAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK, TEMPORARY ACCOMODATION
3633788  12/09/2017
PRIYA SETHI
B-68, Freedom Fighter Enclave, Ignou Road, Neb Sarai, New Delhi - 110068
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Preschooler and infant care at daycare centres.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1819, 16/10/2017

3633940  12/09/2017
MR. RAMNIDHI WASAN
1/9 Hamelia Street, IRIS Row E, Vatika City, Golf Course Extension Road, Sector 49, Gurgaon, 122002
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
STROTUS LIAGUL
UNIT 344, TOWER B, SPAZEDGE, SE-47, GURGAON-SOHNA ROAD GURGAON-122002 HARYANA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation.
3634913  14/09/2017
NISHIT RAMESHBHAI PATEL
House No.49, Wadi Chelli Pole, 6th Lane Wadi, Wadi 390017 Vadodara
An Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAUSHIKCHANDRA AMBALAL BAROT
11 SHUKAN FLAT, NEAR KUM KUM SCHOOL, UTTAMNAGAR, MANINAGAR, AHMEDABAD 380008 (GUJARAT) INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Cafe And Restaurant Services And Providing Food And Drink, And Temporary Accommodation.
3635228  14/09/2017
SOMWATI
HOUSE NO-385-386, LEFT PORTION, 1ST FLOOR, BLOCK-K, JAHANGIRPURI, NEAR BHARAT GHAR, DELHI-110033
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GUPTA ITPC AND ASSOCIATES
S-85, SCHOOL BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation
SRI GNANA PARANJOTHI VASANTHA MAARGA THAVALAYAA

2042116   22/10/2010

G.D. BAABU
trading as ;G.D. BAABU
94/C-23, AKASHYA NILAYAM, 5TH CROSS, RAJARAM NAGAR, SALEM-636007, TAMILNADU.
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL AND PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :01/01/2000

CHENNAI
MEDICAL SERVICES RELATING TO ACUPRESSURE TREATMENT.
GNANAPARANJOTHI BAABU'S SIX ELEMENTS IN ACUPUNCTURE (ACUPRESSURE)
2042124    22/10/2010
G.D. BAABU
trading as ;G.D. BAABU
94/C-23, AKASHAYA NILAYAM, 5TH CROSS, RAJARAM NAGAR, SALEM-636007, TAMILNADU.
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL AND PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :01/01/2000
CHENNAI
MEDICAL SERVICES RELATING TO ACUPRESSURE TREATMENT.
Serenity Through Surrender

2080484  04/01/2011

SHIVI DUA
H.N O. C-115, DLF PHASE-II OAKWOOD ESTATE GURGAON HARYANA
SERVICES

Address for service in India/Agents address:
M.K.GUPTA TRADE MARKS CO.
A-73, III FLOOR, SILVER COMPLEX, ABOVE MAHARANI JEWELLERS, MAIN VIKAS MARG, GURU NANAK PURA, DELHI.

Used Since: 01/12/2010

DELHI

HEALING

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE SERENITY.
Serenity Surrender

2080486  04/01/2011

SHIVI DUA
H.N O. C-115, DLF PHASE-II OAKWOOD ESTATE GURGAON HARYANA
SERVICES

Address for service in India/Agents address:
M.K.GUPTA TRADE MARKS CO.
A-73, III FLOOR, SILVER COMPLEX, ABOVE MAHARANI JEWELLERS, MAIN VIKAS MARG, GURU NANAK PURA, DELHI.

Used Since :01/12/2010

DELHI
HEALING

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE SERENITY.
2276549    02/02/2012
GAYATHRI WOMEN & CHILD CARE HOSPITALS PRIVATE LIMITED
10-7a, Jaihind road, Kankipadu, Vijayawada post code 521151
Service Providers

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C/6, Sunderrachana Society, Bh. Shiv Pushpa Park Soc., Anandnagar, Sinhagad Road, Pune- 411051
Used Since :17/10/2011

CHENNAI
Providing Medical services, Healthcare including hospitals, Hospitals and Hospital Services, Providing Medical services, hygienic and beauty care for humans, Medical Hospitality Services, Health Shop, Nursing Institutes, Tele-Medicine, Collection Centre Services, Hospital, Nursing (medical), Pharmacy Advice, Medical assistance in class 44

Subject to restricting the area to Andhra Pradesh and Telengana..
2276839   03/02/2012
V.RAVIKUMAR
DR.DAKSHYANI
DR.R.KANNAN
UMAMAHASWARI
trading as ;LIFE CARE DKJ HOSPITAL
NO.177/3. 168/9. M.T.H ROAD. VILLIVAKKAM CHENNAI - 600 049.TAMILNADU
SERVICE PROVIDER
PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G.RAMJI, ADVOCATE
NO.18, JAISANKAR STREET, WEST MAMBALAM. CHENNAI - 600 033.
Used Since :18/11/2011
CHENNAI
Hospitals, Medical Services, medical assistance, medical clinics, pharmacy, physiotherapy, nursing , Healthcare included in Class 44
Subject to the mark is allowed as whole and no exclusive right to the descriptive words except substantially as shown on the form of representation..
2764480 28/06/2014
STERLING ADDLIFE INDIA LIMITED
STERLING HOSPITAL ROAD, MEMNAGAR, AHMEDABAD - 380 052, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO.
YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015
Used Since :01/04/2014
To be associated with:
1646069, 2734103, 2734105, 2764479

AHMEDABAD
MEDICAL SERVICES; VETERINARY SERVICES; HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS;
AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES.
subject to association with Application No-1646069, 2764479.
2764482  28/06/2014
STERLING ADDLIFE INDIA LIMITED
STERLING HOSPITAL ROAD, MEMNAGAR, AHMEDABAD - 380 052, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO.
YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015
Used Since :01/04/2014
To be associated with:
2734103, 2734105, 2764479, 2764480, 2764481

AHMEDABAD
MEDICAL SERVICES; VETERINARY SERVICES; HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS; AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES.
subject to association with Application No-2734103,2734105,2764479,2764480,2764481..
2788618  08/08/2014
HEMAL ASHOKBHAI PATEL
trading as ;EMBELLISH
26, ANKUR SOCIETY PART-1, NARANPURA, AHMEDABAD-380013
SERVICE PROVIDER
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2769892, 2770955
AHMEDABAD
SERVICES RELATING TO LANDSCAPE DESIGNING AND LANDSCAPE GARDENING INCLUDED IN CLASS 44
KAUSH HEALTH

2855952  02/12/2014
DR SATYENDRA KAUSHIK
trading as ;Health Care Services and Medicine
425, LANE NO. 12, SHRINATH PATH, KATEWA NAGAR, NEW SANGANER ROAD, JAIPUR- 302019
all types of medical services or consultancy
individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PANKAJ GUPTA
C-12, lal Kothi Shopping Centre, Between Laxmi mandir cinema And Hotel Jaipur Palace, Tonk Phatak jaipur (Rajasthan) -302015
Used Since :01/08/2014

AHMEDABAD
Medical services/constancy of all kinds/all types of medical therapies as alophaty,ayurveda unani, siddha, homeopathy /hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals
Aashmeen Munjaal's Star Salon n' Academy

2867543    23/12/2014

STAR SALONS PRIVATE LIMITED
H-86, PHASE-1, ASHOK VIHAR, NEW DELHI-110052
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SIGMA LEGAL SERVICES LIMITED
407-408, B-8, GD-ITL TOWER, NETAJI SUBHASH PLACE, NEW DELHI-110 034

Used Since :12/03/2012

To be associated with:
2242834

DELHI
HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS, BEAUTY SALON, SPA, HAIR DRESSING SALON AND HAIR CARE, SERVICE FOR MAKE-UP, BEAUTY PARLOR
2867544  23/12/2014
STAR SALONS PRIVATE LIMITED
H-86, PHASE-1, ASHOK VIHAR, NEW DELHI-110052
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SIGMA LEGAL SERVICES LIMITED
407-408, B-8, GD-ITL TOWER, NETAJI SUBHASH PLACE, NEW DELHI-110 034
Used Since :12/03/2012
To be associated with:
2242834, 2867543
DELHI
HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS, BEAUTY SALON, SPA, HAIR DRESSING SALON AND HAIR CARE, SERVICE FOR MAKE-UP, BEAUTY PARLOR
2982460    11/06/2015
BIJU NELLIYOTTE
RANEESH.N.R
trading as ;ISTHAA AND AMVI
# 239, VARTHUR SARJAPUR MAIN ROAD, NEAR GOVT.SCHOOL, ABOVE MUTHOOT FINANCE, OPP. VIJAYA BANK,
GUNJUR, BENGALuru PIN 560 087
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KUNHABDULLA POOLAYULLATHIL, ADVOCATE
KUZHIChAILIL HOPUSE THODANNUR. P.O. VADAKARA VIA, KOZHIKODE DIST, KERALA-673541.
Used Since :21/06/2012
CHENNAI
SPA, AYURVEDIC HOSPITALS, BEAUTY PARLOURS, YOGA CENTRES, MOBILE SPA, BODY CARE, DIET CONTROL,
WELLNESS AND FITNESS CENTRES AND ALL HYGIENIC AND BEAUTIC CARE CENTRES FOR HUMAN BEINGS
INCLUDED
SURESH PARDESHI
SANDEEP KHIVANSARA
trading as ;ATMOSPHERE WELLNESS LLP
830, KASBA PETH, SUNDER HTS, PUNE - 411011, STATE OF MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PARTNERSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GRACE CONSULTANCY AND SERVICES
C/310, HERAMB APT., 20/2, KASHINATH PATIL NAGAR, DHANKAWADI, PUNE-411 043.
Used Since :20/10/2015
MUMBAI
SPA AND MASSAGE THERAPY SERVICES
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE word "ATMOSPHERE" separately.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1819, 16/10/2017  Class 44

MAX INDIA LIMITED
419 Bhai Mohan Singh Nagar, Railmajra, Tehsil Balachaur, District Nawanshahr (renamed as Shahid Bhagat Singh Nagar), Punjab 144533

Service Providers
A company incorporated under the Companies Act, 2013

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AZB & PARTNERS
PLOT NO. A-8 SECTOR-4 NOIDA 201301
Used Since: 01/01/2000

DELHI
Medical services; Veterinary services; Hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; Agriculture, horticulture and forestry services.
Miss Diva Fashionista

3313045  19/07/2016
BENNETT, COLEMAN & COMPANY LIMITED
7, Bahadurshah Zafar Marg, New Delhi- 110103
Service Providers
An Indian company within the meaning of the Companies Act, 2013
Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTTL ADVOCARE.
F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS, NEW DELHI - 110 062.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3124196
DELHI
Medical services including services of a psychologist, speech therapy services, body piercing; plastic surgery; Hygienic and beauty care for human beings including manicuring, tattooing, sauna services, Salon including hair implantation, hairdressing, Spa and Grooming Centre.
ZAYN
3317301    22/07/2016
MOHAMMAD SAJID MUGHAL
trading as ;ZAYN Skin Clinic
7, Prithi Garden, Uday Baug, Pune, Maharashtra - 411001
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Used Since :21/07/2016

MUMBAI
Medical clinic providing weight loss solutions, services and programs, nutrition counseling, hormone therapy, including, bioidentical hormone replacement, anti aging therapy, and natural hormone therapy, medical aesthetic procedures, including, laser hair removal, laser peels, botulinum toxin treatments, microdermabrasion, liposuction, vein treatments, vein therapy, cellulite treatments, body contouring treatments, injectable filler treatments, facials, and skin care.
3323004    30/07/2016
MAUNAS JOSHI
SHAILESH JOSHI
trading as ;M/S. MSJ HOSPITALITY LLP
78, VICENZA MARIGOLD, KALALI ROAD, VADODARA, GUJARAT
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/04/2016

AHMEDABAD
Spa and salon services
BIRTH & BEYOND

3324473  01/08/2016
M/S. UNITY CARE AND HEALTH SERVICES PVT. LTD.
P.B. 535, HIGHLANDS, FALNIR, KANKANADY, MANGALORE
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :29/07/2016

CHENNAI
HOSPITAL AND MEDICAL SERVICES
3326990  03/08/2016
MS. USHA KIRAN SINGH
GLENBALE 1102, GLISS EVENUE, NEAR D-MART, HIRANANDANI GARDEN, POWAI, MUMBAI - 400076, MAHARASHTRA
SERVICE PROVIDERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHILA & ASSOCIATES.
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD, SIDDHARTH NAGAR, THANE (E)-400603

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2373001
Mumbai
FARMING SERVICES, AGRICULTURE & HORTICULTURE SERVICES
3327935  04/08/2016
DR. ASHOK PRABHU
trading as ;VASSUDEVANAND PRABHU
A/P WALAWAL, TAL-KUDAL, DIST-SINDHUDURG, MAHARASHTRA-416524
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :20/03/2012
MUMBAI
MEDICAL SERVICES, HOMEOPATHY INCLUDED IN CLASS 44
3329980  08/08/2016
INDIAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
IMA HOUSE, INDRAPRASTHA MARG, NEW DELHI-110002 (INDIA)
SERVICE PROVIDER
A SOCIETY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE SOCIETY REGISTRATION ACT, 1860
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEY & KUMHAR CO.
T-62, LGF, BHO GAL ROAD, BHO GAL JANGPURA, NEW DELHI-110014 (INDIA).
Used Since : 19/05/1934
DELHI
MEDICAL SERVICES, HYGIENIC & BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS, MEDICAL CONSULTANCY, MEDICAL
INFORMATION AND MEDICAL ASSISTANCE IN RELATED SERVICES CLASS 44.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALL DESCRIPTIVE
MATTERS
SUBJECT TO COLOUR CONDITION
3331401  09/08/2016
DR. RENU UPADHYAY
trading as ;SONOGENES CENTRE FOR FETAL CARE AND WOMEN
CHANDRA ARCADE-UNIT 1,FIRST FLOOR,NEAR C.D. SINGH COLONY,BARTAND, DHANBAD,PIN-826001,JHARKHAND.
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL (S)
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GREAT TRADE MARK BUREAU
NEAR KUMAR TAKIES, DHANSAR, DHANBAD - 828 106, JHARKHAND.
Used Since :27/05/2016
KOLKATA
PROVIDING SERVICES OF ULTRASOUND,GENETIC SCREENING TEST FETAL DLAG PROCEDURES BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 44.
3334953   11/08/2016

YASHA RAJAT GULATI
trading as ;M/S. THE BRIDE MAKERS
A-3, KRISHNA NAGAR, KANPUR ROAD, LUCKNOW-226023, U.P.

service provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Used Since :01/02/2016

DELHI
Saloon and makeup sources boutique and makeup studio
LLOYDS HEALTH & BEAUTY PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as Lloyds Health & Beauty Private Limited
Trade World, C Wing, 16th Floor, Kamala City, Senapati Bapat Marg, Lower Parel (West), Mumbai 400013

Address for service in India/Airports address:
MANOJ G. MENDA, ADVOCATE.
6/7, SORAB BHARUCHA ROAD, COLABA, MUMBAI - 400 005.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Hairdressing Services; Hair Treatment Services; Facial Treatment Services; Providing advice, consultation and information in the field of beauty and Personal Grooming Services via an interactive website, consultation services in the field of makeup, selection and use of cosmetics, fragrances, personal care products, bath, body and beauty products; Health spa services for health and wellness of the body; Beauty salon services
AquaFish Nurture

3336425    11/08/2016
N. A. MAHALAKSHMI SRINIVASAN
trading as ;AQUAFISH NURTURE
401, BLDG NO. 3, SEAWOODS ESTATES, NRI COMPLEX NERUL, NAVI MUMBAI- 400706, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES.
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD,SIDDHARTH NAGAR,THANE (E)-400603
Used Since :02/12/2014
MUMBAI
aquaculture services; medical care, hygienic and beauty care given by persons or establishments to human beings and
animals; it also includes services relating to the fields of agriculture, horticulture and forestry; artificial insemination
services; pharmacy advice; animal breeding; all included in class 44
MONIKA'S BE BEAUTIFUL BEAUTY CLINIC

3337551  15/08/2016

MONIKA RANI

trading as ;MONIKA'S BE BEAUTIFUL BEAUTY CLINIC

SEA LORD COMPLEX 189, NEAR BIKANER SWEET SHOP, PHASE-I, URBAN ESTATE, JAMALPUR, CHANDIGARH ROAD, LUDHIANA-141010 (PB.)

SERVICES

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA, 141001 (PUNJAB)

Used Since :01/04/2013

DELHI

Hygiene and Beauty Care Services, Skin Treatment, Hair Care and Treatment, Mehndi Designing, Spa Treatment and Body Massage, Beauty Saloon and Beauty Parlour Services.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE words BE BEAUTIFUL BEAUTY CLINIC
3340691  18/08/2016
HARIOM TYAGI
trading as ;BEAUPAL.COM
3A, Raavi Apartment, E-Block, Vikas Puri, New Delhi - 110018
SERVICE PROVIDER
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/01/2014
DELHI
HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS, BEAUTY SALON SERVICES, DEPILATORY WAXING,
HAIRDRESSING, MANICURING, PUBLIC BATH SERVICES FOR HYGIENE PURPOSES, SAUNA SERVICES
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
3341533  22/08/2016
H B HUMAN BIOSCIENCE
CRA 12 # 96-81 OFFICE 305 BOGOTA DC. COLOMBIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
CAMBODIAN COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & CO.
33-HABIB BUILDING, G.K. MARG LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICAL SERVICES, HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS.
OAKS DAY SPA
3342893    22/08/2016
SIDHARTH DASARI
H.N. O 10-2-289/48 NO 2A LANE, SHANTHI NAGAR, HYDERABAD- 500 028, TELANGANA STATE.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIMMI JOSEPH K., ADVOCATE
# 463,13 TH CROSS,10 TH MAIN, WILSONGARDEN,BANGALORE,560027
Used Since :19/08/2016
CHENNAI
Beauty services and spas.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE words DAY SPA
LORDS CLINIC
3343174  20/08/2016
MR. NAJAM ASHRAF trading as ;SERVICES
428-2-S/FLOOR, HOSPITAL ROAD, JANGPURA, DELHI-110014
SERVICE
individual firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAYUR CHHABRA
GF, J6/41, RAJOURI GARDEN NEW DELHI 110027
Used Since :20/08/2015
DELHI
CL. 44) HEALTH CARE SERVICES SUCH AS HEALTH CHECK SERVICES, SERVICES RELATING TO ESTABLISHMENT AND OPERATION OF HOSPITALS, CLINICS, PHARMACY SERVICES, TELEMEDICINE SERVICES, PLASTIC SURGERY, DENTISTRY, PHYSIOTHERAPY, AROMATHERAPY, REST HOMES, ARTIFICIAL INSEMINATION SERVICES, IN VITRO FERTILIZATION SERVICES WELLNESS AND REJUVENATION SERVICES, LONG TERM CARE AND REHABILITATION SERVICES, AYURVEDA, YOGA, SIDDHA, UNANI, TRADITIONAL CHINESE MEDICINE.
3344371   24/08/2016
GEOMEDICS PHARMA PVT. LTD.,
'PLATINA', 2ND & 4TH FLOOR, SURVEY NO. 1/10/6, NEAR BANK OF MAHARASHTRA, BAYDVAN KH, PUNE-411 021.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY & VARIKASERY.
31, HAJI HABIB BLDG, 1ST FLR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A.ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :24/05/2016
MUMBAI
CLINIC SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 44
ONECLICK RX

3345482   24/08/2016

MEDLIFE INTERNATIONAL PVT. LTD.

trading as ;MEDLIFE INTERNATIONAL PVT. LTD.

703, 6th Floor, Brindavan, Upper Govind Nagar, Malad (East), Mumbai 400 097

Service Providers

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES

301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Providing online medical record services, providing online medical consultation services
MOTHERCELL

3347264  27/08/2016

MOTHERCELL BIOSCIENCES PVT. LTD.
Villa No.10, Royal Meadows, Behind Cineplanet, Kompally, Hyderabad-500014

Service Providers

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Used Since :25/08/2016

CHENNAI

Medical services relating to the removal treatment and processing of human blood umbilical cord blood human cells stem cells and bone marrow, Cord blood bank services, Medical services.
3348732   30/08/2016
NITESH WADHWANI
64-B, PREM NAGAR COLONY, MANIK BAUG ROAD, INDORE-452 004 [M.P].
SERVICE PROVIDERS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G.S. RIJHWANI & CO.
203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, IIND FLOOR, NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA WEST MUMBAI-400050

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICAL SERVICES; VETERINARY SERVICES; HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS; AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS-44
Meddey - My health buddy
3349127  29/08/2016
PAWAN ARORA
trading as ;Meddey - My health buddy
76/GF/Block-I, Eros Garden, Delhi Surajkund Road, Faridabad 121009, Haryana
Service Provider
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :01/05/2016
DELHI
MEDICAL SERVICES; VETERINARY SERVICES; HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS;
AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES, MEDICAL ASSISTANCE, MEDICAL ADVICE FOR
INDIVIDUALS WITH DISABILITIES, HEALTH COUNSELLING / HEALTH COUNSELING
3349968   30/08/2016
PRABHUNATHRAJ EDUCATION NETWORK PRIVATE LIMITED
3RD Floor,Flat No-3a, 1 ,Ishwar Ganguly Street,Kolkata-700026
Service Providers
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIRIJA DESHPANDE
B1, 408, Runwal Seagull, Handewadi Road, Hadapsar, Pune - 411028
Used Since :30/08/2016
KOLKATA
To provide health care facilities, Polyclinic facilities; OPD, Indoor treatment, Diagnostic, pathology services, health checkup included in class 44.
3350512   31/08/2016
BLUE AQUA INTERNATIONAL PTE LTD.,
trading as ;BLUE AQUA INTERNATIONAL PTE LTD.,
PENTHOUSE LEVEL SUNTEC TOWER 3, 8 TEMASEK BOULEVARD, 038983, SINGAPORE.
Manufacturer & Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GOUTAM BHATTACHARYYA
K&S Partners | Intellectual Property Attorneys, Ivy Terrace, First Floor, East Wing, Plot no. 119, Kavuri Hills, Madhapur, Hyderabad 500 081, India
Used Since :15/06/2009

CHENNAI
Consulting services for aquaculture; Agriculture, horticulture and forestry services; included in Class 44
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE AQUA SUBJECT TO COLOUR CONDITION
SUNITA CHAPLOT
trading as : Dialhearing.com - We serve you at your door step
Chaplot ENT Hospital 265-B, Bhupalpura 'O' Road Choraha, Udaipur - 3131001, Rajasthan
SERVICE PROVIDER
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since : 22/07/2016

AHMEDABAD
MEDICAL SERVICES, HUMAN HEALTHCARE SERVICES, HEALTH CENTRE SERVICES / HEALTH CENTER SERVICES, HEALTH COUNSELLING / HEALTH COUNSELING, MEDICAL ASSISTANCE, MEDICAL ADVICE FOR INDIVIDUALS WITH DISABILITIES, TELEMEDICINE SERVICES
Trade Marks Journal No: 1819, 16/10/2017 Class 44

3351728 01/09/2016
DR NIHIL MEHTA
DR MEENU BARARA
trading as; DERMESTHETIQUE CENTRE FOR ADVANCED SKIN CARE & PLASTIC SURGERY
HOUSE NO-13, POCKET-C-3, SEC-11, ROHINI, DELHI 110082
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since: 01/08/2016
DELHI
MEDICAL SERVICES; VETERINARY SERVICES; HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN LIEINGS OR ANIMALS;
AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES
3353535 01/09/2016
PARVAIZ HUSSAIN
trading as :healthfin
Flat No 405, T1 Lakeview Appartment, Wadi, Nagpur - 440001,Maharashtra
Service Provider
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :01/07/2016
MUMBAI
MEDICAL SERVICES, VETERINARY SERVICES, HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS;
AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES
3355552    07/09/2016
WHITE BUTTER PVT. LTD.
253/1 BHIMGARH KHERI, PART-2, NEAR RAILWAY NEAR RAILWAY STATION, GURGAON HARYANA 122001
SERVICE PROVIDER
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 2013

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
OPTIMUS LEGAL
P-26, LOWER GROUND FLOOR, GREEN PARK EXTENSION, NEW DELHI - 110 016.
Used Since :15/10/2013

DELHI
PROVIDING MEDICAL AND HEALTHCARE SERVICES INCLUDING MEDICAL ANALYSIS, PHARMACY ADVICE, MEDICAL
CONSULTANCY, TELEMEDICINE AND GENERAL MEDICAL ASSISTANCE.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE LETTER B EXCEPT
SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION
3357848    07/09/2016
CHANDAN THAKUR
137, OM Sai Ganesh Soc, Hanuman Lane 13/B, Bhagal Sing Ngr. 1, Goregaon (west) Mumbai 400104
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HEENA KHURANA
91 SPRING BOARD, PLOT NO.23, SECTOR 18,GURGAON,Haryana 122002

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Medical Services
3359684 09/09/2016

VIKRAM CHAUHAN

trading as ;M/S. PLANET AYURVEDA

Plot No.- 627-C, Sector- 82, JLPL Industrial Area, Mohali, Punjab-160055

Service Provider

Proprietorship

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

CHOGLE RIZWAN SIRAJ

C-339 ,ANTOP HILL WAREHOUSING CO. LTD. V.I.T. COLLEGE ROAD, WADALA (E), MUMBAI 400 037

Used Since :14/10/2003

DELHI

Providing Medical services; veterinary services; hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; agriculture, horticulture and forestry services
TAYYAB HOSPITAL & EDUCATIONAL TRUST
MOHALLA BAIROON KOTLA, DEOBAND, DISTT. SAHARANPUR - 247 554, (U.P.) INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDERS.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)

Used Since :01/07/2015

DELHI

MEDICAL SERVICES, VETERINARY SERVICES, HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS, AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES.
DOCNOK

3364763  16/09/2016

DR. MAHESH MANGAL
H-6, FIRST FLOOR, KAILASH COLONY, NEW DELHI-110048
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/09/2016

DELHI
MEDICAL SERVICES
Trade Marks Journal No: 1819, 16/10/2017

3368297  20/09/2016

ISA SPA PVT. LTD

trading as ;Isa Spa Pvt. Ltd

H.No.1-10-8/3 to 6, Prakash Nagar, S.P. Road, Begumpet, Hyderabad - 500016

Service Providers

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

DASWANI & DASWANI

409 Prajay Corporate House, 1-10-63 & 64 Chikoti Gardens, Begumpet, Hyderabad - 500 016

Used Since :15/09/2015

CHENNAI

Medical care, namely, health care; Health spa services for health and wellness of the body and spirit and cosmetic body care services, namely nail and hair care, facial and skin care treatments, cosmetics, tanning, body wraps, waxing and threading services, microderm abrasions, laser treatments and facials; and massage and bath services namely, massage, steam bath, sauna, and hot tub and cold bath services.
RAJINIKANTH FOUNDATION

3369941    22/09/2016
RAJINIKANTH
OLD NO. 29B, NEW NO. 40, VISWANATHAPURAM MAIN ROAD, KODAMBKKAM, CHENNAI-600 024, TAMIL NADU.
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICAL SERVICES, MEDICAL ASSISTANCE, HOSPITALS; MEDICAL CLINIC SERVICES; NURSING, MEDICAL; MEDICAL EQUIPMENT RENTAL; BLOOD BANK SERVICES; HEALTH COUNSELLING; HEALTH CENTRES; HEALTH CARE; PHYSIOTHERAPY; PHYSICAL THERAPY; THERAPY SERVICES; ALTERNATIVE MEDICINE SERVICES; HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS; AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES.
3371095    26/09/2016
SAYYED SHARIF KARIM
3B, PITRUCHAYA, BESIDE MEHBOOB STUDIO, HILL ROAD, BANDRA (W), MUMBAI - 400 050
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since: 09/08/2016

MUMBAI
Providing an online, patient-initiated, patient-authorized, fee-for-service, medical profile and medical record analysis service designed to provide patients with custom tailored information about the range of possible diagnoses and therapies associated with a defined set of symptoms.
3377320  29/09/2016
DR. LAXMI GIRISH BHARNE
64/1, Shantai Vale, Assagao, Bardez, Goa 403 507
services
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VENKATESH AMEYA NAYAK SALATRY
#401 Citi Center, Patto Plaza, Panaji, Goa

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medical services, veterinary services, hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; agriculture, horticulture and forestry services.
GOEL KIDNEY CARE
3377390    29/09/2016
TANMAYA GOEL
GOEL KIDNEY CARE, NEXT TO KAP SCAN, ADJOINING SATYAM HOSPITAL, KAPURTHALA CHOWK, JALANDHAR
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNNY CHADHA
121-MBD SHOPPING COMPLEX, G.T. ROAD JALANDHAR, PUNJAB 144001
Used Since :01/08/2015
DELHI
MEDICAL SERVICES
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE words KIDNEY CARE
3377859  30/09/2016
KISHORE RAMCHANDRA WADHWANI
trading as ;PRO THE BARBER SHOP
B / 404 , Sarjan Complex , Near Rudraksh Building , L.P. Savani Road , Adajan , Surat ( Gujrat ) Pin-395009
Service Providers .
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DP SONI
105 , Mahasagar Corporate , Manormaganj Main Road , Indore (M.P.)Pin-452001
Used Since :01/04/2016
AHMEDABAD
BEAUTY CARE , COSMETICS TREATMENT , BEAUTY THERAPY, BEAUTY PARLOUR AND SALOONS , MAKE-UP SERVICES , PERSONAL AND BEAUTY CARE SERVICES, HAIR TREATMENT.
A4 hospital
3380134  03/10/2016
DR.A.ASHOK KUMAR
trading as ;A4 hospital
10/1, Radhakrishnan Salai, Valasarawakkam, Chennai-600087, Tamilnadu
Service Provider
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :25/08/2016

CHENNAI
MEDICAL SERVICES; VETERINARY SERVICES; HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS;
AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES. HOSPITAL SERVICES, MEDICAL CLINIC SERVICES,
MEDICAL ASSISTANCE, MEDICAL EQUIPMENT RENTAL, MEDICAL ADVICE FOR INDIVIDUALS WITH DISABILITIES,
NURSING, MEDICAL
3380200 03/10/2016
DR.A.ASHOK KUMAR
trading as ;A4 hospital
10/1, Radhakrishnan Salai, Valasarawakkam, Chennai-600087, Tamilnadu
Service Provider
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :25/08/2016

CHENNAI
MEDICAL SERVICES; VETERINARY SERVICES; HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS; AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES. HOSPITAL SERVICES, MEDICAL CLINIC SERVICES, MEDICAL ASSISTANCE, MEDICAL EQUIPMENT RENTAL, MEDICAL ADVICE FOR INDIVIDUALS WITH DISABILITIES, NURSING, MEDICAL
3384835  10/10/2016
RAHUL BHIMRAO GHULE
trading as ;MAGICDIL
6TH FLOOR, VIKAS CENTRE, DR C. G. ROAD, CHEMBUR (EAST). MUMBAI-400074
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINAYAK WAIDANDE
39, 1ST FLOOR, MAULI VYAPAR SANKUL, SECTOR - 5, NEAR DATTA MANDIR, AIROLI , NAVI MUMBAI,
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Used Since :07/10/2016
MUMBAI
MEDICAL AND HEALTHCARE SERVICES, HEALTH CARE CONSULTANCY SERVICES (MEDICAL), MEDICAL TREATMENT SERVICES, MEDICAL CLINIC SERVICES, MEDICAL NURSING SERVICES, MEDICAL IMAGING SERVICES, MEDICAL ASSISTANCE SERVICES, MEDICAL COUNSELING SERVICES, MEDICAL DIAGNOSTIC SERVICES, ADVISORY SERVICES RELATING TO MEDICAL SERVICES, RESIDENTIAL MEDICAL TREATMENT SERVICES.
3385058 11/10/2016
MR. LAKESHAR DASS.
C-52, GALI NO.-2, KESHAV NAGAR, NEAR MUKTI ASHRAM, IBRAHIM PUR, DELHI-110036, INDIA.
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/04/2016
DELHI
GYM, SPA CENTRE AND HEALTH CARE SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 44.
DEVA HOLDINGS LLP
trading as :DEVA
Laxman Bag, Ulao, Begusarai - 851134, Bihar
SERVICE PROVIDER
Limited Liability Partnership

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :01/10/2014

KOLKATA
MEDICAL SERVICES; VETERINARY SERVICES; HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS;
AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES
3386751  13/10/2016
USIRU FOUNDATION TRUST
trading as ;Usiru Foundation Trust
# 956/1/3, 2nd Floor, Sri Rampura Village, Ring Road Junction, KasabaHobli, Mysore- 570023.
Service Provider
Trust
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVEEN KUMAR N
# 26, Rajamma Garden, Rajeev Gandhi Road, Jaraganahalli, JP Nagar 6th Phase, Bangalore - 560078.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Rehabilitation and drug de-addiction centre
3394912  21/10/2016
HAFSA UMMER
trading as: PRISM BEAUTY CARE
102/Aehus Apartments, KSFE Road, near Collectorate, Thrissur, Kerala- 680003
Service provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JIMMI JOSE
LAWWORDS 4TH FLOOR, EDASSERY BUILDING, BANERJI ROAD, ERNAKULAM, KERALA
Used Since : 16/11/2009
CHENNAI
Hygienic and beauty care for human beings under class 44
TIP AND TOE THE NAIL CLUB
3400138  31/10/2016
TIP AND TOE NAIL ART PRIVATE LIMITED
Ground Floor, Vijay Mansion, Opp. IDBI Bank, JVPD Scheme, Juhu, Vile-Parle (W), Mumbai - 400049, Maharashtra
SERVICE PROVIDER
A Private Limited Company Registered under The Companies Act 2013
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :23/10/2013
To be associated with:
2616769
MUMBAI
Beauty salon services, nail care services, manicure and pedicure services, beauty treatment services especially for eyelashes, spa services
ETHICA LABS

3400140  31/10/2016

PRAKASH DHANABAL
902, Pearl Building, Pratik Gems CHS., Plot No. 10, 11, Sector 35, Kamothe, Navi Mumbai - 410209, Maharashtra

SERVICE PROVIDER
Indian national, Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Medical services
Healthy Bharat Abhiyan

3405922  07/11/2016

DR. SHRIPAT TAMBE
Dr. Shripat Ramchandra Tambe At. post. Karbude Tal. Dist. Ratnagiri (M.S.) 415639
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HEENA KHURANA
Cercles, T-2 Back Lane Deer Park, Hauz Khas Village, Hauz Khas, New Delhi 110016

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medical services
FitGroove Holistic Nutrition Centre

3573016  17/06/2017
SHEFALI KHERA TRADING AS FITGROOVE HOLISTIC NUTRITION CENTRE
1403, Sector-40B, Chandigarh
Proprietorship firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJESH KUMAR KADIAN
Rajesh Kumar Kadian, RKF LAW, H.No-236, Himshikha Colony Near CRPF Group Centre, Pinjore,Panchkula, Haryana-134104
9216333435, rkflaw@gmail.com
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Nutritional and dietetic consultancy, Dietitian services, Services rendered by a dietitian, Dietary advice, Diet planning and supervision, Providing information relating to dietary and nutritional supplements, Providing nutritional information about food for medical weight loss purposes, Healthcare, Health centers, Health counseling, Health assessment surveys, Health spa services, Providing health information, Medical services, hygienic and beauty care for human beings
3621622    28/08/2017
M/S. SAMEERA'S SALON & SPA
SHOP NO 26, HAJI HABIB BUILDING, BEHIND KOHINOOR ELECTRONIC, MADHAVDAS PASTA LANE, DADAR (EAST) MUMBAI - 400014
PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPM SERVICES
NOWAPARA, NEW TOWN, KOLKATA 700 157, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since: 22/04/2016

MUMBAI
HYGIENE AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS AND SUCH SERVICES OF SKIN CARE, BEAUTY TREATMENT, MASSAGE, FACIALS, MAKE UP, HAIR TREATMENT, HAIR CUTS & HAIR COLOURING AVAILABLE IN BEAUTY PARLOURS, SPA AND SALONS
3625887   01/09/2017
MUDITA AGRAWAL
12 VEER SAVARKAR NAGAR, PO. IZATNAGAR, DELAPEER, OPP PARK, BAREILLY-243001

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Medical information services, Medical information services provided via the Internet, Providing medical information from a web site
GYANIK HEALING

3626535    04/09/2017

NEETA YAMDAGNI
420 E-WING, SEA QUEEN PARADISE NATIONAL BUILDERS, PLOT NO-621/622, SECTOR-10 BEHIND BOI KHARGHAR-410
210, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

REFLEXOLOGY, LOMI LOMI MASSAGE, BALINESE MASSAGE, SWEDISH MASSAGE, THAI MASSAGE,
AROMATHERAPY, DEEP TISSUE MASSAGE, BODY SCRUB AND BODY WRAP, ABHYANGA, INDIAN HEAD MASSAGE.
3627131  04/09/2017
PRIDE WELLNESS PVT LTD
Aspirations Enigma, Room No 2D, 42A Rafi Ahmed Kidwai Road, Kolkata – 700016.
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :16/02/2016
KOLKATA
HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS; HEALTH SPA SERVICES
Ketoclinic

3628811  06/09/2017

DR. PARAMESH SHAMANNA
No.426 4TH Cross 2ND Block Kalyan Nagar Bangalore 560043
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIRIJA DESHPANDE
B1, 408, Runwal Seagull, Handewadi Road, Hadapsar, Pune - 411028

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Medical services, veterinary services, hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals included in class 44.
3628868    06/09/2017

PRADEEP A.
KELL UNISEX SALON & SPA, ATHANIKKAL HOUSE, VEBMALATHU PADAM, KAYILIYAD (P0), SHORNUR-679122,
PALAKKAD DISTRICT, KERALA
an Indian national

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BABU K.A.
1ST FLOOR, RADHAGOPALAM, NEAR GANAPATHI KOVIL, SANSKRIT COLLEGE ROAD, TRIPUNITHURA, COCHIN-682
301, KERALA

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2815506

CHENNAI
HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS, HAIRDRESSING SALONS, HAIR IMPLANTATION,
BEAUTY SALONS, PUBLIC BATHS FOR HYGIENE PURPOSES, TURKISH BATHS, SAUNA & AROMATHERAPY SERVICES
3629874 07/09/2017
SALGAOCAR MEDICAL RESEARCH CENTRE
Salgaocar House, Off Dr. F.L. Gomes Road, Vasco da Gama – Goa 403802
Society

Address for service in India/Agents address:
W. S. KANE & CO.
MERCHAND CHAMBER, 6TH FLOOR, 41, SIR VITHALDAS THACKERSY ROAD, CHURCHGATE, MUMBAI-400 020.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
ALTERNATIVE MEDICINE SERVICES; ARTIFICIAL INSEMINATION SERVICES; BLOOD BANK SERVICES; CHIROPRACTIC; CONVALESCENT HOME SERVICES; DENTISTRY SERVICES; IN VITRO FERTILIZATION SERVICES; HEALTH CENTRE SERVICES; HEALTH COUNSELLING; HOSPITAL SERVICES; HUMAN TISSUE BANK SERVICES; MEDICAL CLINIC SERVICES; MEDICAL ASSISTANCE; MEDICAL ADVICE FOR INDIVIDUALS WITH DISABILITIES; NURSING HOME SERVICES; NURSING, MEDICAL; OPTICIANS’ SERVICES; ORTHODONTIC SERVICES; PALLIATIVE CARE; PHARMACY ADVICE; PHYSIOTHERAPY / PHYSICAL THERAPY; PLASTIC SURGERY; PREPARATION OF PRESCRIPTIONS BY PHARMACISTS; SERVICES OF A PSYCHOLOGIST
A+ HAIR XPRESS UNISEX SALON AND SPA

3630527  08/09/2017
INDRAJEET SAHANI (INDIAN NATIONAL, PROPRIETOR), TRADING AS A+ HAIR XPRESS
Bhoomi Colosa Building, Shop No.4, Sector 19, Airoli, Navi Mumbai - 400708, Maharashtra
Proprietorship Concern

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
201 A, 2nd Floor, Raheja Plaza-I, LBS Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai - 400 086.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals
3630528  08/09/2017
INDRAJEET SAHANI (INDIAN NATIONAL, PROPRIETOR), TRADING AS A+ HAIR XPRESS
Bhoomi Colosa Building, Shop No.4, Sector 19, Airoli, Navi Mumbai - 400708, Maharashtra
Proprietorship Concern
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
201 A, 2nd Floor, Raheja Plaza-I, LBS Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai - 400 086.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals
3630707  08/09/2017
DEEPAK KUMAR NAGULAPALLI
Flat No. 401, Rahul Inspiron, Sirimalle Nagar, Attapur, Near Jana Priya Utopia Apartments, Hyderabad 500048, Telangana.
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :01/08/2017

CHENNAI
MEDICAL SERVICES; VETERINARY SERVICES; HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS; AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES.
3631253  09/09/2017
BRAHMADANDA HEALTHCARE SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
CTS NO 11888 RS NO 73/77 GANDHINAGAR OPPOSITE FORT LAKE BELGAUM
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ATUL & ASSOCIATES
943/2, GROUND FLOOR, 1ST CROSS, NEAR SKYLINE CITY APARTMENTS, CHANDRA LAY-OUT, BANGALORE - 560072, KARNATAKA, INDIA.
Used Since :01/05/2017
CHENNAI
MEDICAL TREATMENT SERVICES MORE PARTICULARLY PERTAINING TO CARDIC, HYGINIC AND OTHER MEDICAL SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 44
CANLYTx

3631469 09/09/2017
KYVOR GENOMICS PRIVATE LIMITED
Kyvor Genomics P Ltd, Workenstein Level 7, IIFL Towers, 143, MGR Main Road, Kandanchavadi, Perungudi, Chennai – 600096, Tamil Nadu
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :01/09/2017

CHENNAI
MEDICAL SERVICES; VETERINARY SERVICES; HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS; AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES
3632981  12/09/2017
VITAIRS INTERNATIONAL PRIVATE LIMITED
SHOP NO 135; SATRA PLAZA PLOT NO-20; SECTOR-19D, VASHI, PALM BEACH ROAD NAVI MUMBAI, MUMBAI,MUMBAI CITY, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA-400705

THE TRADE MARK ACT 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medical services; Veterinary services; Hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; Agriculture, horticulture and forestry services
3633126   12/09/2017
BLUE SAPPHIRE HEALTHCARES PRIVATE LIMITED
BADKAL FLYOVER ROAD SECTOR-21A,FARIDABAD-121001
Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURAJ
192 C, Arjun Nagar New Delhi-29

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2594841, 2680617, 2680618, 3355920, 3355921, 3430147, 3430148, 3430149

DELHI
Medical services and other activities incidental and ancillary thereto.
3633577  12/09/2017
MR. MAYUR BABU GHODAKE TRADING AS MICHAEL SALON
Shop No. 106, E – Square Multiplex, Xion Mall, Hinjewadi, Pune – 411 057
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.
Used Since :28/04/2017
MUMBAI
HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS
3633665  12/09/2017
JAYANTILAL VERSHI GADA
Plot no 16, DARSHAN Flat 11/4th floor, N S Rd Number 6, JVPD, Juhu, Mumbai, Maharashtra 400056
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K2IPR(PATENT & TRADEMARK ATTORNEYS)
701-702, CRYSTAL TOWER, MARUTI LANE, BEHIND HOTEL RESIDENCY, FORT, MUMBAI-400 001, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medical services; veterinary services; hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; agriculture, horticulture and forestry services
3633994  12/09/2017
SMT. DIXA SAHDEV AMIPARA
ROCKS & BEAUTY SALON ACADAMY, Mavdi Main Raod, Sahjanand Complex, Opp. SV Jewelers, Rajkot-36004
proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JIGNESH K. MAJITHIYA, ADVOCATE
Used Since :30/09/2016
AHMEDABAD
Hygienic and beauty care for human beings, Beauty and Salon Services in included in class 44
FITBIT, INC.
405 Howard Street, Suite 550, San Francisco, California 94105, United States of America
a Delaware corporation

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHARDUL AMARCHAND MANGALDAS & CO.
AMARCHAND TOWERS, 216, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE-PHASE III, NEW DELHI 110020

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3344992

DELHI
Wellness and health care services; providing a website featuring information regarding nutrition, dieting, wellness and health; corporate wellness services, namely, providing assistance and consultation to corporate clients to help their employees make health, fitness, wellness and nutritional changes in their daily living to improve health.
RAJANI SHARMA ALIAS RAJANI MAHALAXMI SATWANTI
VILLAGE NAGLA HARIJWAN (BHAG - MUJAHIDPUR), DISTT. MATHURA, U.P
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRIINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)
Used Since :18/03/1995
DELHI
CHARITABLE SERVICES & ACTIVITIES, SOCIAL & WELFARE SERVICE INCLUDING SPIRITUAL UPLIFTMENT, ACCOMODATION, OLD AGE HOMES, DESTITUTE WOMENS AGED HOME, POOR AND CHILD BEGGING ERADICATION PROGRAMME, SOCIAL SERVICES NAMELY COMPANIONSHIP SERVICES (PROVIDING RESIDENTIAL HOMES & HOUSING FOR CHILDRENS & WOMENS, NAMELY, PROVIDING FOOD & CLOTHES TO NEEDY & ELDERLY PERSONS & TO NEEDY CHILDREN, UNDERTAKE PROJECTS FOR THE BENEFIT OF COMMUNITY & NEEDY PEOPLE, BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-45
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
MANISH KUMAR
trading as: BALLAK & WHYTE
A-85, DAYAL NIWAS, KANDAN NAGAR, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI 92
LEGAL SERVICES, PERSONAL & SOCIAL SERVICES
Used Since: 29/12/2010
DELHI
LEGAL SERVICES, PERSONAL & SOCIAL SERVICES
2291794  29/02/2012
A. ARIVAZHAGAN
ROHINI SRI ARIVAZHAGAN.
NO.38/13, DESIGAR STREET, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI - 600026, TAMILNADU, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
A. ARIVAZHAGAN
38/13, DESIGAR STREET, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI - 600 026.
Used Since :15/01/2009

CHENNAI
LEGAL SERVICES, INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY CONSULTANCY, IP VALUATION SERVICES, IP MANAGEMENT,
LICENSE AND WATCHING OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY, PATENT AND TRADEMARK CONSULTANCY, COPYRIGHT
CONSULTANCY, PATENT AND DESIGN REGISTRATION CONSULTANCY, GEOGRAPHIC INDICATION CONSULTANCY,
LEGAL RESEARCH, LITIGATION SERVICES, COMPANY INCORPORATION SERVICES, PRIVATE INVESTIGATION
2302244  20/03/2012

ARTIS MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS PRIVATE LIMITED

trading as : ARTIS MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS PRIVATE LIMITED

ARTIS HOUSE, KRISHNA VILAS, T.C. 24/1068 AND 1069, NEAR WOMEN AND CHILDREN HOSPITAL, THYCAUD P.O,
THAMPANOOR, THIRUVANANTHAPURAM - 695014.

SERVICE PROVIDER

COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956,

Address for service in India/Agents address:

BIJOY PRABHAKARAN PULIPARA
Sri-Sri No. 17, Soorya Gardens, Sasthamangalam, Trivandrum 695 010.

Used Since : 10/12/2006

CHENNAI

LEGAL AND CORPORATE GOVERNANCE SERVICE,

The mark as a label should be used in whole as a composite mark depicting the distinctive lettering style and artwork
combination. There is no exclusive right over the descriptive words in the mark and with restriction to use within the
territorial jurisdiction of State of Kerala only.
TJSB SAHAKARI BANK LTD.
TJSB HOUSE, PLOT NO-B-5, ROAD NO-2, WAGLE ESTATE, THANE (WEST)-400064
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHAILENDRA THATTE & ASSOCIATES
1/9, DNYANAYOG SOC., PARANJAPE NAGAR, VAZIRA NAKA, L. T. RD., BORIVALI (W), MUMBAI-400 091

Used Since :07/03/2012

MUMBAI

SERVICES RELATING TO LEGAL ADVICE, LEGAL SUPPORT SERVICES, LEGAL SERVICES, TRANSACTIONAL ADVISORY SERVICES, LEGAL RESEARCH, LEGAL DRAFTING AND RESEARCH CONSULTANCY SERVICES, LEGAL ENQUIRY SERVICES, LEGAL DOCUMENT PREPARATION, LEGAL INFORMATION, BEING SERVICES INCLUDED UNDER CLASS-45
2367335  20/07/2012
MITULBHAI H. DONGA trading as ;MUDRA EVENT NETWORKS
GOLDEN UMBRELLA, OPP. VIRANI HIGH SCHOOL, TAGORE ROAD, RAJKOT- 360001, GUJARAT.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN NATIONAL PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305, Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Used Since :01/04/2012

AHMEDABAD
PLANNING AND ARRANGING OF WEDDING CEREMONIES, ORGANIZATION OF COMPANY LAUNCH, DEALERS MEET INCLUDED IN CLASS 45.
A TO Z SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
C-310, ANTOP HILL WARE HOUSING COMPANY LIMITED, V.I.T. COLLEGE ROAD, WADALA (EAST), MUMBAI-400037
SERVICE PROVIDER
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :27/08/2012

MUMBAI

PROFESSIONAL ADVISORY SERVICES RELATING TO INFRINGEMENT OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS, PROTECTION OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS, INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS CONSULTANCY, INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY WATCHING SERVICES, LEGAL AND ADVISORY SERVICES RELATING TO INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY INCLUDED IN CLASS 45
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD(S) "ALL" AND / OR "IP", JOINTLY OR SEPERATELY..
2407697  08/10/2012
A TO Z SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
C-310, ANTOP HILL WARE HOUSING COMPANY LIMITED, V.I.T. COLLEGE ROAD, WADALA (EAST), MUMBAI-400037
SERVICE PROVIDER
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :27/08/2012
MUMBAI
LEGAL SERVICES, LEGAL ENQUIRY SERVICES, LEGAL INVESTIGATION SERVICES, LEGAL MEDIATION SERVICES,
LEGAL CONSULTANCY SERVICES, LEGAL REGISTRATION SERVICES, LEGAL INFORMATION SERVICES, LEGAL
SUPPORT SERVICES, PROFESSIONAL ADVISORY SERVICES RELATING TO INFRINGEMENT OF INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY RIGHTS, PROTECTION OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS, ENFORCEMENT OF INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY RIGHTS AND INVESTIGATION IN RELATION TO INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 45
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD(S) "ALL" AND /
OR "PROTECT", JOINTLY OR SEPARATELY..
A TO Z SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
C-310, ANTOP HILL WARE HOUSING COMPANY LIMITED, V.I.T. COLLEGE ROAD, WADALA (EAST), MUMBAI-400037
SERVICE PROVIDER
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since : 27/08/2012
MUMBAI
LEGAL SERVICES, LEGAL ENQUIRY SERVICES, LEGAL INVESTIGATION SERVICES, LEGAL MEDIATION SERVICES,
LEGAL CONSULTANCY SERVICES, LEGAL REGISTRATION SERVICES, LEGAL INFORMATION SERVICES, LEGAL
SUPPORT SERVICES AND LEGAL ADVICE SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 45
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD(S) "ALL" AND /
OR "LAW", JOINTLY OR SEPARATELY.
A TO Z SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
C-310, ANTOP HILL WARE HOUSING COMPANY LIMITED, V.I.T. COLLEGE ROAD, WADALA (EAST), MUMBAI-400037
SERVICE PROVIDER
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since: 27/08/2012
MUMBAI
SERVICES RELATED TO LEGAL SERVICES, LEGAL ENQUIRY SERVICES, LEGAL INVESTIGATION SERVICES, LEGAL MEDIATION SERVICES, LEGAL CONSULTANCY SERVICES, LEGAL REGISTRATION SERVICES, LEGAL INFORMATION SERVICES, LEGAL SUPPORT SERVICES, LEGAL ADVICE SERVICES, PROFESSIONAL SERVICES RELATING TO PROTECTION, INFRINGEMENT, INVESTIGATION AND ENFORCEMENT OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS CONSULTANCY IN CLASS 45
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD "ALL".
2827507 16/10/2014
DR. SUBODH KUMAR
trading as: AKRSEF
PLOT NO. A/9/1, MARUTI PARK, TALAJA ROAD, BHAVNAGER TAKHTESHWAR, BHAVNAGAR, GUJARAT - 364002
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHAUHAN CONSULTANCY COMPANY
2F-1 MOHAN BABA NAGAR TAJPUR ROAD BADARPUR BORDER NEW DELHI-110044
Used Since: 01/10/2014
AHMEDABAD
SOCIAL SERVICES
3278842 08/06/2016

PRASAD SHETTY
NO.301, INTER MODAL HOUSE, 3RD CROSS, RUSTUM BAGH, BANGALORE-560 017
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A SOLE PROPRIETARY CONCERN

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRIS & KOLLATH
403, COMMERCE HOUSE, CUNNINGHAM ROAD, BANGALORE 560 052
Used Since: 07/06/2016

CHENNAI
SOCIAL SERVICES.
3301925    05/07/2016
SHIV RELAN
W-82, GREATER KAILASH, PART-I, NEW DELHI-110048
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEX CONSULTING
F-6B, ARJUN PALACE, (OPP. ARCHANA COMPLEX), B-45 GREATER KAILASH PART-I NEW DELHI (SOUTH) 110048
Used Since :15/05/2015
To be associated with:
2953937
DELHI
SERVICES RENDERED TO PROMOTE TALENT OF OTHERS IN ACTING & MODELING, FILM MAKING AND RELATED ACTIVITIES BY UPLOADING THEIR FILMS AND SCENES SO SHOT ON THE INTERNET
3311901    18/07/2016
SITI CABLE NETWORK LIMITED
ESSEL HOUSE, B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI-110 035.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since : 15/09/2014
DELHI
COPYRIGHT MANAGEMENT; LICENSING OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
3318536  25/07/2016
HELLO INFOMEDIA SERVICES
trading as ;Hello Infomedia Services
406, Narmada Apartment, Behind Kadiwala School, Civil Char Rasta, Ring Road, Surat-395002 (Gujarat)
Service Provider
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SUPERFASTACTION REGN. SERVICE
526, GROUND FLOOR, GOLDEN PLAZA, NEAR KINARY CINEMA, RING ROAD, SURAT-2
Used Since :01/04/2016
AHMEDABAD
Personal and Social Service rendered by others to met the needs of individuals, Horoscope Casting, Marriage Agencies, Organization of Religious Meeting, Planning and Arranging of Wedding Ceremonies
3320037  27/07/2016
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI 110035
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :01/05/2016
To be associated with:
2396563
DELHI
COPYRIGHT MANAGEMENT; LICENSING OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY.
AQUA FIRE CONTROLS

3320731    27/07/2016

SUNIL K. P.

trading as :M/s. AQUA FIRE CONTROLS

C-701, Shree Shantiniketan Plot No. 12-A, Sector -8, Kharghar, Navi Mumbai - 410210, Maharashtra

SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)

GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Used Since :11/06/2009

MUMBAI

Fire fighting services
3332213 08/08/2016
JOBIN MATHEW
trading as: FAVEO LEGAL AND CONSULTANTS
13, SHIV VATIKA, NEW SANGANER ROAD, MANSAROVAR, JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE ANIL KUMAR SHARMA
PLOT N.J-17D, J-17E, OFFICE NO. F-103 EARTH DESIGN TOWER, RAMESH MARG, C-SCHEME, JAIPUR - RAJASTHAN

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
LEGAL RESEARCH, LEGAL SERVICES, EDITING OF WRITTEN TEXT, PROFESSIONAL CONSULTANCY, SELLING OF LEGAL DOCUMENT, SAMPLE LEGAL DOCUMENT, SERVICES FOR LAW STUDENTS, LEGAL PRACTITIONER NETWORK, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT FOR OTHER IN MATTERS, AGREEMENT INCLUDED IN CLASS 45.
SAMIR R. MEHTA
trading as SAMIR R. MEHTA
902, JAMUNA NIKETAN, MANAV MANDIR ROAD, WALKESHWAR, MUMBAI-400006
SERVICES PROVIDER
A INDAIN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THAKUR & CO.
5/19, JOGANI INDL. COMPLEX, GR. FLOOR, V. N. PURAV MARG, SION-CHUNABHATTI(EAST), MUMBAI-400 022

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES; CHARITABLE SERVICES, NAMELY MENTORING [PERSONAL OR SPIRITUAL]; RELIGIOUS SERVICES; EVANGELISTIC, MINISTERIAL, MISSIONARY SERVICES; SPIRITUAL COUNSELLING; PROVIDING CLOTHING TO NEEDY PEOPLE; RESIDENTIAL, SPIRITUAL AND SOCIAL REHABILITATION; MISSING PERSONS INVESTIGATIONS; RENTAL OF UNIFORMS; LEGAL SERVICES; LEGAL SUPPORT SERVICES

No exclusive right for descriptive matter appearing on the label.
SURESH NAIR S/O. SH. GOPI NATH NAIR
trading as ;GAIN MOVIES
517, 3RD FLOOR, ANCHOR MALL, AJMER ROAD, JAIPUR - RAJASTHAN
Service provider as
Single Firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :01/01/2016
AHMEDABAD
Provision of information as a Proposal, directed for marriage to potential partners, partner introduction or dating services through a video (match making, dating & chatting services thru videos).
Trade Marks Journal No: 1819, 16/10/2017

3342304 22/08/2016
SMT. ARUNA DEWIVEDI
18/23, LALA LAJPAT RAI ROAD, NEW KATRA, ALLAHABAD, UP
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA TRADE MARK BUREAU
SA-17/130 M-M-3 (M.I.G.-3) ASHOK VIHAR COLONY PHASE-II PAHARIA VARANASI U.P
Used Since: 10/02/2013

DELHI
SECURITY SERVICES FOR THE PROTECTION OF PROPERTY AND INDIVIDUALS; PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS INCLUDED IN CLASS-45

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE words ADVANCE INDIA
3344893    25/08/2016
JANWANI
A WING, 5TH FLOOR, MCCIA TRADE TOWER, INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION CENTER, SENAPATI BAPAT ROAD,
PUNE-411016, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A TRUST
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHATE AND PONKSHE
12,VENU - MADHAV APPARTMENTS,5 TH FLOOR, 104/7,OFF LANE NO.14,PRABHAR ROAD, PUNE- 411 004 M哈RASHTRA STATE, INDIA
Used Since :15/09/2010
MUMBAI
ACTIVITIES WITH RESPECT TO SOCIAL SERVICES, PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS INCLUDED IN CLASS 45
Trade Marks Journal No: 1819 ,  16/10/2017           Class 45

3348733    30/08/2016
NITESH WADHWANI
64-B, PREM NAGAR COLONY, MANIK BAUG ROAD, INDORE-452 004 [M.P].
SERVICE PROVIDERS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G.S. RIJHWANI & CO.
203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, IIND FLOOR, NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA WEST MUMBAI-400050

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
LEGAL SERVICES; SECURITY SERVICES FOR THE PROTECTION OF PROPERTY AND INDIVIDUALS; PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS INCLUDED IN CLASS 45
3349595  30/08/2016
KHUSHIA KALIA
trading as ;SHAADICIRCLE.COM
B-296, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL AREA PHASE-I, NEW DELHI-110020
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMR SOLUTIONS
M - 10, ANUPAM BHAWAN COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, ADALPUR, DELHI - 110033
Used Since :01/01/2006
DELHI
WEDDING VENDORS LISTING ON WEBSITE.
3352870   02/09/2016
INDUSTRIAL EXTENSION BUREAU (A GOVERNMENT OF GUJARAT ORGANIZATION)
Block No.18, 2nd Floor Udyog Bhavan, Sector 11 Gandhinagar 382 010, Gujarat, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HARPREET SINGH BANKER
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY FACILITATION CENTRE(IPFC);CONFEDERATION OF INDIAN INDUSTRY;CII HOUSE;NEAR SEARS TOWER;PANCHAVATI;AHMEDABAD-380006;GUJARAT
Used Since : 25/04/2003
AHMEDABAD
LEGAL SERVICES, SECURITY SERVICES FOR THE PROTECTION OF PROPERTY AND INDIVIDUALS, PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS INCLUDED IN CLASS 45.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE GUJARAT SUBJECT TO COLOUR CONDITION
ASSOCIATION OF AUTHORS, PUBLISHERS AND DISTRIBUTORS
Shot No. 6, B/5 Maniratna Complex, Taware Colony, Aranyeshwar Chowk, Sahakar Nagar, Pune - 411009, Maharashtra

Service Providers
A society registered under the Societies Registration Act, 1860

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAHUL BERUAR
C-8/8777, Vasant Kunj, New Delhi - 110070

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3356852

MUMBAI
Association for the progress and welfare of the Association members; Association services, including protection of the interests and rights of the Association members; advocacy services in connection with the rights of the Association members.
3357233  07/09/2016

NITESH GUPTA
trading as ;NITESH GUPTA
66-A, AYODHIYA ENCL., PLOT NO. 30/2, SEC-X111,ROHINI, DELHI - 110085
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AKSHIT GUPTA & ASSOCIATES
52/74, L-3, GALI NO. 25, ANAND PARBAT, NEW DELHI-110005.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
VASTU SHASTRA; FENG-SHUI; ASTROLOGY; GEMOLOGY, PALMISTRY; NUMEROLOGY; TAROT READING & FACE READING
KUNDLIWAY

3357234    07/09/2016

NITESH GUPTA

trading as ;NITESH GUPTA

66-A, AYODHIYA ENCL., PLOT NO. 30/2, SEC-X111,ROHINI, DELHI - 110085

SERVICE PROVIDER

INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

AKSHIT GUPTA & ASSOCIATES

52/74, L-3, GALI NO. 25, ANAND PARBAT, NEW DELHI-110005.

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:

3357233

DELHI

VASTU SHASTRA; FENG-SHUI; ASTROLOGY; GEMOLOGY, PALMISTRY; NUMEROLOGY; TAROT READING & FACE READING
3359025  11/09/2016
K P FOUNDATION.
trading as ;K P FOUNDATION.
KD-189, PITAMPURA, DELHI-110034, INDIA.

Services
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/08/2016

DELHI
SOCIAL, COMMUNITY AND CHARITABLE SERVICES FOR UPLIFTMENT OF WEAKER, POOR AND SOCALLY BACKWARD
SECTIONS OF THE SOCIETY, RENDERING SERVICES TO POOR, DESTITUTE AND UNDERPRIVILEGED, PROVIDING
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE TO ECONOMICALLY WEAKER SECTION OF THE SOCIETY, TO MEET THEIR NEEDS INCLUDING
FOOD, WATER, CLOTHING, HOUSING, EDUCATION, HEALTH, TO ESTABLISH EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS,
HOSPITALS, DHARMA SHALLAS, GAUSHALLA, SOCIAL WELFARE ACTIVITIES FOR THE PEOPLE AFFECTED BY
CALAMITY INCLUDED IN CLASS 45.
3359054 09/09/2016
DHARM RAKSHA SAMITI
trading as ;DHARM RAKSHA SAMITI
G-2,BLOCK NO 7,ARIHANT APARTMENT SURAJ NAGAR -II, SANGANER, JAIPUR RAJASTHAN
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHOK KUMAR SHARMA
0-26 third floor amber tower sansar chand road jaipur
Used Since : 27/07/2016
AHMEDABAD
SOCIAL & STATE SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 45
3359723    10/09/2016
AJAY SAINI
B-58, FIRST FLOOR, GURU NANAK PURA, BEHIND MAHARAJA HOTEL, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI - 110092
SERVICES

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
R.A. ASSOCIATES
B-6/83 FIRST FLOOR SEC 7 ROHINI DELHI 85

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS, GROUPS OF INDIVIDUALS, ORGANIZATIONS AND ENTERPRISES, LEGAL SERVICES, SOCIAL SERVICES AND ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS – 45.
ibidmyhome

3360059  12/09/2016
IBID MY HOME PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;IBID MY HOME PRIVATE LIMITED
130/2, ULSOOR ROAD, BENGALURU - 560 042
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
R. SATHISH KUMAR
'SIVAM' 56, MYLAPPA STREET, AYANAVARAM, CHENNAI - 600 023.
Used Since :02/11/2015
CHENNAI
PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS.
3362302  14/09/2016
TAYYAB HOSPITAL & EDUCATIONAL TRUST
MOHALLA BAIROON KOTLA, DEOBAND, DISTT. SAHARANPUR - 247 554, (U.P.) INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDERS.
TRUST
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)
Used Since :01/07/2015
DELHI
SECURITY SERVICES FOR THE PROTECTION OF INDIVIDUALS, PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED
BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS INCLUDING RESCUE OPERATIONS.
3369566   23/09/2016
JAYRAMBHAI HARIHARBHAI YADAV
trading as ;SIYARAM SECURITY SERVICES
PLOT NO- 1-8, SAI KRUPA SOCIETY, OPP. PRIME CO.OP. BANK, FULPADA, A.K. ROAD, SURAT-395008, GUJARAT, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAUSHIKCHANDRA AMBALAL BAROT
11 SHUKAN FLAT, NEAR KUM KUM SCHOOL, UTTAMNAGAR, MANINAGAR, AHMEDABAD 380008 (GUJARAT) INDIA.
Used Since :29/09/2015
AHMEDABAD
SECURITY SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 45.
RAJNIKANTH FOUNDATION

3369942  22/09/2016

RAJNIKANTH
OLD NO. 29B, NEW NO. 40, VISWANATHAPURAM MAIN ROAD, KODAMBAKKAM, CHENNAI-600 024, TAMIL NADU.
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
 PROVIDING CLOTHING TO NEEDY PERSONS [CHARITABLE SERVICES]; PROVIDING SHOES TO NEEDY PERSONS [CHARITABLE SERVICES]; LEGAL SERVICES; SECURITY SERVICES FOR THE PROTECTION OF PROPERTY AND INDIVIDUALS; PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS; PLANNING AND ARRANGING OF WEDDING CEREMONIES.
HEAVENLY ANGELS

3372049  23/09/2016
DREAM & BEAUTY CHARITABLE TRUST
trading as : DREAM & BEAUTY CHARITABLE TRUST
BEHIND MILITARY CAMP, RAMPUR ROAD, DORAHA, DISTT. LUDHIANA (PB.)
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since: 01/02/2012
DELHI
Providing Assistance & Living Facilities to the Orphan/Abandoned Children appropriate for their needs; Running of
Orphan/Abandoned Children Homes to provide them Shelter & necessary care.
3380047  04/10/2016
SHRI SAI JAN SEWA SAMITI
2/816, SECTOR-H, JANKIPURAM, LUCKNOW-226021 U.P.
SERVICES

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD.
3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92
Used Since: 01/08/2016

DELHI

LEGAL SERVICES; SECURITY SERVICES FOR THE PROTECTION OF PROPERTY AND INDIVIDUALS; PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS.

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
CIS BUREAUS FACILITY SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED

3381239  05/10/2016

M/S. CIS BUREAUS FACILITY SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;M/S. CIS BUREAUS FACILITY SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
609, GOLDEN CHAMBERS, NEW LINK ROAD, OPP. FUN REPUBLIC, ANDHERI(W), MUMBAI-400060
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DINESH & CO.,
110, SONAL SHOPPING CENTRE, NALASOPARA (W) MUMBAI-401203
Used Since :09/07/2004

MUMBAI

SERVICES PROVIDING FOR SECURITY FOR THE PROTECTION OF PROPERTY AND INDIVIDUALS.
THE BEAUTIFUL STATE

3390431  18/10/2016
OWA HOLDINGS LTD
71-75, Shelton Street, Covent Garden, London WC2H 9JQ, UK
Service Providers
A Company organized and existing under the laws of UK
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.
Used Since :05/02/2010

CHENNAI
Religious and spiritual services, namely, providing gatherings and retreats to develop and enhance the spiritual lives of individuals and spiritual rehabilitation services; religious prayer services; evangelistic and ministerial services; ministerial services, namely, holding spiritual retreats to assist religious leaders, both clergy and lay, to develop and enhance their spiritual lives; charitable outreach services, namely, providing counseling services in the field of religion to the needy, the imprisoned, and the sick; providing on-line information in the field of spirituality, self-help, and personal empowerment subject matters
UPPER CRUST

3391577    19/10/2016

KHYBER HOSPITALITY PRIVATE LIMITED

trading as ; KHYBER HOSPITALITY PRIVATE LIMITED

SCO 333-334, 2ND FLOOR, SECTOR 35B, CHANDIGARH-160022

Service Provider

A COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANY LAW

Address for service in India/Agents address:

RAHUL RAJPUT,

B-336, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Used Since : 03/11/2010

DELHI

Providing wedding officiant services; Planning and arranging of wedding ceremonies; Maintaining lists of wedding presents for selection by others; Consultancy services relating to the planning and arranging of wedding ceremonies
3395928  24/10/2016
HARI PRAKASH SHARMA
trading as: ASTRO ENVISION
24, KEWAL KUNJ APARTMENT, SECTOR - 13, ROHINI, DELHI 110085

Service Provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
O.P. SHARMA BROTHERS
236 CHANDNI CHOWK, FATEHPURI, DELHI 110 006, INDIA.
Used Since: 18/07/2015

DELHI
ASTROLOGY CONSULTANCY
3399712    28/10/2016
EL SHADDAI CHRISTIAN FOUNDATION
104/23, 1ST FLOOR, NELSON MANIKAM ROAD, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029, TAMIL NADU.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A TRUST DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE INDIAN TRUST ACT REPRESENTED BY ITS MANAGING TRUSTEE Mr. REV.V.P.ISAAC
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO.3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Used Since :01/05/2016
To be associated with:
2593687
CHENNAI
PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS; RELIGIOUS AND SPIRITUAL SERVICES; ORGANIZATION OF RELIGIOUS MEETINGS; PROVIDING GATHERINGS AND RETREATS TO DEVELOP AND ENHANCE THE SPIRITUAL LIVES OF INDIVIDUALS; SPIRITUAL COUNSELLING AND REHABILITATION; RELIGIOUS PRAYER AND PREACHING SERVICES; EVANGELISTIC AND MINISTERIAL SERVICES, CHARITABLE OUTREACH SERVICES, PROVIDING COUNSELLING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF RELIGION TO THE NEEDY AND THE SICK; PROVIDING ON-LINE INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF SPIRITUALITY, SELF-HELP AND PERSONAL EMPOWERMENT.

Transliteration : THE PULPIT
MANALONI MANISHI

3468055  27/01/2017
MANALONI MANISHI FOUNDATION
trading as : MANALONI MANISHI FOUNDATION
FLAT NO. 405, MADHAVARAM HEIGHTS, BAGHAMEER, KUKATPALLY, HYDERABAD-500072, TELANGANA, INDIA.
Social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NARESH KUMAR PUTREVU
Door no. 21/24, Brahmin Street, P S Peta, Chodavaram, Visakhapatnam-531036, Andhra Pradesh, India.
Used Since :25/01/2017

CHENNAI
Social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals.
3552855  19/05/2017
YES ELITE SERVICES PVT. LTD.
S. No - 15/1/15, Madhuban Society, Lane No. 3, Old Sangvi, Pune - 411027
Private Limited

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Security services.
3599630    26/07/2017
VISHVAS GHUSHE
LIG (B) 262,E-7 AREA COLONY BHOPAL (M.P.)
sole proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRAVEEN KUMAR RAI
F-5/159,SMRITI COMPLEX ZONE-II,M.P NAGAR BHOPAL
Used Since:02/04/2015

MUMBAI
Legal services; security services for the protection of property and individuals; personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals
3619226  23/08/2017
ACCON INTELLECT PRIVATE LIMITED
189, Greater Brijeshwari, Pipliyana, Indore, M.P.
Business Management Serices
Private Limited COMPANY

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Legal Consultation services, legal documents services, legal consultancy for direct and indirect taxation, Trademark maintenance services, Legal consultancy for licensing of software, Intellectual property consultancy, Monitoring of intellectual property rights and allied.
3625934  01/09/2017
SHIPRA PRADHAN
WZ-27A, TATAR PUR, NEW DELHI-110027
NEW APPLICATION

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROSHAN KUMAR
S-83, SCHOOL BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since : 31/08/2017

DELHI

Legal services; security services for the protection of property and individuals; personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals
KAYGIEN
3627696  05/09/2017

FAZAL KHWAJA
Flat No. 1502, Tower C, My Home Abhra Aprts, Raidurg, Opp In Orbit Mall, Hyderabad – 500 032.

Active

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
R. RAMAKRISHNA GUPTA

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Corporate Legal & Compliance Services, Consultancy for Audit & assurance, Taxation, Regulatory Approval, IPR registration & appearance services, NGO Organization Services, Foreign Exchange Matters, Inbound & Outbound advisory, Corporate Governance, ESOPs, Compliance-management, Arbitration & Conciliation, Litigation Civil & Criminal, Finance Activity, Business setup Advisory & Capital Raising, Legal Due Diligence, Joint Ventures, Mergers/Amalgamations, Acquisition, regulatory service, Insolvency & Bankruptcy Services & services in related areas in India & abroad
KAURA ASSOCIATES

3629316  07/09/2017
HITESH KAURA
87, MANJIT NAGAR, PATIALA
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJIV KUMAR CHOUDHRY
D20, Nizamuddin East, New Delhi, 110013
Used Since :13/09/2000

DELHI
LEGAL CONSULTANCY SERVICES
PROBLEM EXPRESS

3629958 08/09/2017
HEMRAJ INFOCOM PRIVATE LIMITED
46B, RAFI AHMED KIDWAI ROAD, 1ST FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700016
AN INDIAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AUROMAA ASSOCIATES
AA-13, Ground Floor, Prafulla Kannan, Krishnapur - West, Kolkata - 700101, West Bengal, India

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
ONLINE SOCIAL NETWORKING SERVICES; INTERNET BASED SOCIAL NETWORKING SERVICES AND INTRODUCTION;
ONLINE SOCIAL NETWORKING SERVICES ACCESSIBLE BY MEANS OF DOWNLOADABLE MOBILE APPLICATIONS;
KM PLUS
3630135  08/09/2017
VELOCIS SYSTEMS PRIVATE LIMITED
A-25, Sector - 67, Noida, Uttar Pradesh -201301
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CONCEPT LEGAL
159E, KAMLA NAGAR, NEW DELHI - 110007

Used Since :10/08/2015

DELHI

Licensing of Software included in class 45.
3630831 08/09/2017
AMIT INDER BUDHRANI
3, Sumanglam Complex, Bavdhan - Pune 411021
single firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHURANA & KHURANA
E-13, UPSIDC Site IV, Kasna Road, Behind Grand Venice, Greater Noida, 201310
Used Since :19/09/2016
MUMBAI
Internet-based social networking services, Dating, Matchmaking and personal introduction services; Identify and Validation and verification services; Personal shopper services
3630832  08/09/2017
RAJESH JINDAL
House Number - 42, Phase - 1, Housing Board Baddi, Solan-173205, Himachal Pradesh
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :15/07/2017

DELHI
LEGAL SERVICES; SECURITY SERVICES FOR THE PHYSICAL PROTECTION OF TANGIBLE PROPERTY AND INDIVIDUALS; PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS, ONLINE SOCIAL NETWORKING SERVICES, SPIRITUAL CONSULTANCY.
LOGISTIKSFORCE
3630912 08/09/2017
SAMSARA SHIPPING PRIVATE LIMITED
101-102, TECHNOPOLIS KNOWLEDGE PARK, MAHAKALI CAVES ROAD, CHAKALA, ANDHERI (E), MUMBAI -400093
a Company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
NAYAN J. RAWAL
L-303, PANCH SHEEL GARDENS, NEW MAHAVIR NAGAR, KANDIVALI (W), MUMBAI-400 067.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
LOGISTICSFORCE

3630915  08/09/2017

SAMSARA SHIPPING PRIVATE LIMITED
101-102, TECHNOPOLIS KNOWLEDGE PARK, MAHAKALI CAVES ROAD, CHAKALA, ANDHERI (E), MUMBAI -400093

a Company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
NAYAN J. RAWAL
L-303, PANCH SHEEL GARDENS, NEW MAHAVIR NAGAR, KANDIVALI (W), MUMBAI-400 067.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

3631379  09/09/2017
PROMITA SENGUPTA
235 - 240, 2nd Floor, Sohna Road, Sec - 48, Gurgaon - 122001, Haryana
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :26/06/2017

DELHI
LEGAL SERVICES; SECURITY SERVICES FOR THE PHYSICAL PROTECTION OF TANGIBLE PROPERTY AND INDIVIDUALS; PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS
RAHUL PHATE'S

3631976  11/09/2017

MR. RAHUL PRABHAKAR PHATE
49, VAGYADNYA, BAJIRAO NAGAR, TIDAKE COLONY, BEHIND GANGOTRI SERVICE STATION, NEAR GRAM SEVAK BHAVAN, NASHIK-422 002, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
LEGAL SERVICES; SECURITY SERVICES FOR THE PROTECTION OF PROPERTY AND INDIVIDUALS; PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS
3632117   11/09/2017
AJEET SINGH
439, B BLOCK, SURAKHPUR ROAD WEST GOPAL NAGAR, NAJAFGARH DELHI-110043
SERVICE PROVIDER
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SECURITY SERVICES
3632173  11/09/2017
RAJESHER
ELAVANTHRA HOUSE, SUBSTATION ROAD, THOLUR, THRISSUR, KERALA-680552
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
EXCELLA GLOBAL SOLUTIONS
TC:17/1254 (20), SL COMPLEX, OPP.SK HOSPITAL, EDAPAZHINJI, TRIVANDRUM-695006.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PLANNING AND ARRANGING OF WEDDING CEREMONIES
SONI & SONI
MNYX

3632711  11/09/2017
GAURAV SONI
II FLOOR, SANGH MITRA FLAT, OPP. POOJA PARTY PLOT – KESAV BAGH, ASO PALOV LANE, SHIVARANJANI CROSS ROAD, SATELLITE, AHMEDABAD - 380015, GUJARAT, INDIA.
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since : 04/09/2017
AHMEDABAD
LEGAL SERVICES; SECURITY SERVICES FOR THE PROTECTION OF PROPERTY AND INDIVIDUALS; PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS
SmartSakhi

3632877   11/09/2017
MRS. RADHIKA MILIND KALANTRI
14, Waje Building, Opp. Jawahar Market, Subhash Road, Nashik Road, Nashik - 422101.
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Rental Of Cloth.
3633229 12/09/2017
BALASAHEB DINKAR GHADGE
202, 3/A, KADSIDDHESHWAR CO-OP. HOUSING SOCIETY, SHRIRAM TEKDI PATH, SEWRI, MUMBAI- 400015
MAHARASHTRA INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIVIDUAL
Used Since :01/04/2005

MUMBAI
CONSULTATION AND COUNSELING SERVICES TO INCREASE PERSONAL ABILITIES, MOTIVATION, SPIRITUAL, INSPIRATION AND PERSONAL GROWTH SPIRITUAL AWARENESS AND TO INCREASE THE CONSCIOUSNESS OF THE INDIVIDUAL ALL OTHER SERVICES PERSONAL SERVICE, SOCIAL SERVICE AND RELIGIOUS SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS, MEDIATION, ORGANIZATION OF RELIGIOUS MEETINGS
3633286  12/09/2017

DVS SECURITY SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
24, CARATS BUILDING, CITY KOTWALI, SATNA-485001, MADHYA PRADESH
Indian Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR GUPTA
139, 2nd floor, Engineers Enclave, Pitam Pura, Delhi-110034.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SECURITY SERVICES FOR THE PROTECTION OF PROPERTY AND INDIVIDUALS
3633666   12/09/2017

JAYANTILAL VERSHI GADA
Plot no 16, DARSHAN Flat 11/4th floor, N S Rd Number 6, JVPD, Juhu, Mumbai, Maharashtra 400056
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K2IPR(PATENT & TRADEMARK ATTORNEYS)
701-702, CRYSTAL TOWER, MARUTI LANE, BEHIND HOTEL RESIDENCY, FORT, MUMBAI-400 001, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Legal services; security services for the physical protection of tangible property and individuals; personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals.
3635189  14/09/2017
FINCARE BUSINESS SERVICES LIMITED
5th Floor, Bren Mercury, Kaikondanahalli, Sarjapur Main Road, Bangalore 560102
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHIMA CHALIA
EDIPLIS COUNSEL'S, G1 (Ground Floor), Building No. 1542/A, 28th Cross, 28th Main, Banashankari 2nd Stage
Bangalore 560070

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3417791, 3417793, 3525869, 3570692

CHENNAI
Social services rendered to meet the needs of individuals.
3635195  14/09/2017
FINCARE BUSINESS SERVICES LIMITED
5th Floor, Bren Mercury, Kaikondanahalli, Sarjapur Main Road, Bangalore 560102
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHIMA CHALIA
EDIPLIS COUNSELS, G1 (Ground Floor), Building No. 1542/A, 28th Cross, 28th Main, Banashankari 2nd Stage
Bangalore 560070

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3417791, 3417793, 3525869, 3635189

CHENNAI
Social services rendered to meet the needs of individuals.
MR. SANDEEP DIWAKAR JOSHI
Plot No. R-6, Bhagwaan Mahaveer Marg, Laxmi Nagar, Nagpur - 440 022
Applicant

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAIR & ASSOCIATES
# 16 JEDHE PARK, 248 RASTA PETH, BEHIND SHANTAI HOTEL, PUNE-411011

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Personal and Social Services Regarding Individual Needs